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Building on structural and mechanistic studies of lithiated enolates derived 
from acylated oxazolidinones (Evans enolates) and chiral lithiated amino alkoxides, 
we have found that amino alkoxides amplify the enantioselectivity of aldol additions. 
Pairing enantiomeric series afford matched and mismatched stereoselectivities. The 
structures of mixed tetramers showing 2:2 and 3:1 (alkoxide-rich) stoichiometries are 
determined spectroscopically. Rate and computational studies provide a viable 
mechanistic and stereochemical model based on direct reaction of the 3:1 mixed 
tetramers and unanswered questions for the 2:2 mixed aggregates. 
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Lithium Amino Alkoxide–Evans Enolate Mixed Aggregates 
 
Abstract 
Building on structural and mechanistic studies of lithiated enolates derived from acylated 
oxazolidinones (Evans enolates) and chiral lithiated amino alkoxides, we have found that amino 
alkoxides amplify the enantioselectivity of aldol additions. Pairing enantiomeric series afford 
matched and mismatched stereoselectivities. The structures of mixed tetramers showing 2:2 and 
3:1 (alkoxide-rich) stoichiometries are determined spectroscopically. Rate and computational 
studies provide a viable mechanistic and stereochemical model based on direct reaction of the 
3:1 mixed tetramers and unanswered questions for the 2:2 mixed aggregates. 
 
Introduction  
 This paper describes the influence of chiral lithiated amino alkoxides on the aldol 
addition of oxazolidinone-derived lithium enolates (eq 1.1). The story begins with the seminal 
1981 paper by Evans and co-workers describing remarkably selective aldol additions by the 
boron enolate of a chiral oxazolidinone.1 The impact of Evans' paper would be difficult to 
overstate. Applications and subsequent refinements of the so-called Evans aldol and related 
stereoselective functionalizations of “Evans enolates” are legion.2 One might surmise that 
lithiated Evans enolates would be central to the plotline,3 but they reside between the more 
reactive sodium enolates used in alkylations4 and the more selective transition metal and boron 
enolates used for aldol additions.5 Nonetheless, there are a handful of lithium-based Evans aldol 





During recent studies, we found that aldol additions to isobutyraldehyde (i-PrCHO) and 
cyclohexanone afford credible selectivities and yields (Scheme 1.1).8 Pronounced aging 
effects9—the influence of time and warming on enolate reactivity before the addition of the 
electrophile—may have bedeviled synthetic chemists, including a Pfizer process group working 
on plant scales.6 Independent of the enolate aging effects and in stark contrast to conventional 
wisdom based on simpler aldol additions,10 the aldolate derived from i-PrCHO is susceptible to a 
retroaldol reaction that causes a loss of yield and selectivity. However, the cyclohexanone-























(S)-1a; R = Bn
(S)-1b; R = i-Pr
(S)-2a; R = Bn





Scheme 1.1. Aldol additions of lithiated Evans enolates. 
 
 
 The aging effects of enolate (S)-1a were traced to kinetically formed and highly reactive 
trisolvated dimers 3 and 4, which formed unreactive unsolvated tetramer 5 on standing at –78 °C 
or with gentle warming (Scheme 1.2).8 Rate and computational studies implicated monomer-
based transition structure 6. We would be remiss if we did not also mention that computational 
studies suggested that the H–H interaction highlighted in 6 causes facial selectivity rather than an 
explicit interaction of the aldehyde with the benzyl moiety. This outcome, too, appears to be 



























         (16:1 syn:anti)
–78 °C –40 °C
				 5 
Scheme 1.2. Structures of Evans enolates and mechanism of aldol additions.  
 
 An increasingly popular and altogether different means of controlling enantioselectivities 
involves non-covalent auxiliaries—chiral salts that form mixed aggregates in situ.11,12 Such a 
strategy relies on controlling the complex coordination chemistry of mixed aggregates, which 
usually requires a combination of determination and luck. An iconic example was reported by 
the process group at Merck in 1995: an equimolar (2:2) mixture of lithium acetylide 7 and chiral 
amino alkoxide 8 were added to a ketone with an astonishing 50:1 enantioselectivity en route to 
50,000 kg of the reverse transcriptase inhibitor efavirenz (eq 1.2).13 The Merck group also noted 
aging effects in which warming before the addition of the ketone was required to optimize the 
selectivity. In a collaborative effort, we traced the selectivities and aging effects to the slow 


















































































 Second-generation reverse transcriptase inhibitors developed at DuPont Pharmaceuticals 
(now Bristol-Myers Squibb) were prepared by adding lithium acetylides to quinazolinones (eq 
1.3).15 Despite its apparent similarity to the Merck chemistry, the DuPont process relied on 
caranolate-derived amino alkoxide 11 using 3:1 rather than 2:2 stoichiometry. Structural studies 
showed the intermediacy of 3:1 (alkoxide-rich) mixed aggregate 12 with a proposed extra-
aggregate addition of lithium acetylide.16 Optimizations afforded 2,000 kg of the adduct in 

























































 We neither had the skills contemporaneous to the DuPont and Merck studies to 
characterize amino alkoxides 8 and 11 nor were they needed.13–17 A dozen years later, however, 
we characterized them as fully chelated tetramers 13 and 14 with S4-symmetric cores (Scheme 
1.3).18 The structures prompted us to ask whether the inherent selectivity of Evans enolates can 
be amplified by their incorporation into cubic mixed aggregates with chiral alkoxides. It was 
unclear at the outset whether mixed aggregation would afford discrete structures given the 
difference in the core symmetries of the enolates and alkoxides, D2d versus S4. Moreover, 
favorable stereochemical influence was in doubt given that homotetrameric enolate 5 reacts 
sluggishly via a fleeting monomer rather than via a tetramer.19 In short, we got lucky: tetrameric 



















































(Scheme 1.4). This success is by no means simple when viewed in detail. The non-specialist will 
find summaries of the results in the Discussion. 
 
Scheme 1.3. Structures of amino alkoxide homotetramers. 
 
 












































































2a; R = Bn








up to 30:1 syn:syn
2a; R = Bn















 Structure Determination: General. The characterization of the enolate–alkoxide mixed 
tetramers required a multi-pronged approach. Mixed aggregates often display characteristic 
symmetries (or lack thereof). Symmetry can be broken further using the method of continuous 
variations,20 also known as the method of Job,21 which has been central to our studies of 
homoaggregates.22 Although heteroaggregates and mixed aggregates23 often distribute 
statistically,22 several unusual nonstatistical examples are described below. Pairings of (S)-1a,b 
and alkoxides 8 or 11 and the subsequent formation of aldol adducts (S)-2a,b are complemented 




 Stereoisomers of aggregates can be distinguished using two-dimensional NMR 
spectroscopies (COSY, TOCSY, HSQC, HMBC, and ROESY).24 Detailed discussions of the 
cross-correlations without an interactive computer interface are beyond the scope of this 
(or essentially any) paper; the analyses are archived in Appendix 1. Li–N contacts are shown 
with 6Li–15N coupling using [6Li,15N]11. Density functional theory (DFT) calculations to probe 
both reactant and transition structures were carried out at the B3LYP/6–31G(d) level with 
energies from single-point calculations at the MP2 level of theory.25  
 Most of our efforts focused on carane-derived alkoxide 11 and antipodes of enolates 1a,b, 







(R)-1a; R = Bn
(R)-1b; R = i-Pr
				 10 
brief description of the results for a simple enolate to establish baseline behaviors. All of the 
samples described herein required aging at 25 °C for 10 min to ensure the full equilibration of 
the aggregates.26  
 Lithium cyclohexenolate (CyOLi)–caranolate derived mixed tetramers. Mixtures of 
CyOLi and lithium alkoxide (ROLi) 11 in tetrahydrofuran (THF) at varying alkoxide:enolate 
proportions produced 6Li NMR spectra (Figure 1.1) consistent with 1:3 (enolate-rich) and 2:2 
mixed tetramers (17 and 18) in analogy with the ROLi-acetylide described above.13–17 Tetramer 
17 was uniquely consistent with the 1:3 stoichiometry and symmetry. There were, however, two 
computationally less viable isomers of 18 (not shown). No 3:1 (alkoxide-rich) aggregates were 
detectable. A Job plot shows some preference for 17 (Figure 1.2). A distribution of 
homotetramers and two of three possible mixed tetramers that is otherwise statistical is shown in 





Figure 1.1. 6Li NMR spectra of 0.10 M solutions of lithium cyclohexenolate (CyOLi) and 11 in 
toluene and 0.11 M tetrahydrofuran (THF) at −80 °C with 0.11 M [6Li] lithium diisopropylamide 
([6Li]LDA). The measured mole fractions27 of CyOLi (χCyOLi) are 0.00, 0.13, 0.32, 0.78, and 1.00 















Figure 1.2. Job plot showing relative integration of the 6Li resonances (CyOLi)422 (gray), 14 
(black), 17 (green), and 18 (red) versus the measured mole fraction of CyOLi (χCyOLi) monitored 
with 6Li NMR spectroscopy in 0.11 M THF/toluene at −80 °C. The total lithium alkoxide titer 
(enolate and alkoxide) is constant (0.10 M). 
 
 
Figure 1.3. Simulated Job plot showing a statistical distribution of aggregates A4 (black), A2B2 
(red), AB3 (green), and B4 (gray) versus the measured mole fraction of B (χB) for an A4 A2B2















































 Structures of caranolate-derived mixed tetramers. Combining an Evans enolate—(S)-
1a, (R)-1a, (S)-1b, or (R)-1b—with amino alkoxide 11 produced mixed tetramers (S)-15a,b (R)-
15a,b, (S)-16a,b, and (R)-16a,b (Chart 1.1) in proportions that depended intimately on the choice 
of toluene versus THF. The phenylalanine-derived “a” series and valine-derived “b” series 
displayed similar spectroscopic behaviors. Mixed aggregates in the a series are described 









































Chart 1.1. Mixed tetramers with 2:2 and 3:1 (alkoxide-rich) stoichiometry. 
 
  
(S)-15a; R' = Bn






















































(S)-16a; R' = Bn
(S)-16b; R' = i-Pr
(R)-15a; R' = Bn






















































(R)-16a; R' = Bn


































 An equimolar (1:1) mixture of (S)-1a and alkoxide 11 in toluene (Figure 1.4A,E) afforded 
a complex distribution of species that, on warming to 25 °C for 10 min and cooling to –80 °C, 
converged to 2:2 mixed tetramer (S)-15a with high fidelity (Figure 1.4C). Surprisingly, neither 
3:1 nor 1:3 mixed tetramers were observed at any stoichiometry (Figure 1.4B,D). When [15N]11 
was used, the downfield resonance of (S)-15a appeared as a doublet (1.39 ppm, JLi–N = 2.8 Hz) 
with an accompanying 1:1:1 triplet in the 15N spectrum. This result is consistent with fully 
chelating amino alkoxide subunits in (S)-15a. 
 
 
Figure 1.4. 6Li NMR spectra of 0.10 M solutions of (S)-1a and 11 in toluene and 0.11 M 
THF/toluene at −80 °C with 0.11 M [6Li]LDA. The measured mole fractions of (S)-1a (χ(S)-1a) 












 The 1:1 pair of 6Li resonances did not distinguish symmetric mixed tetramer (S)-15a from 
a simpler mixed dimer. To this end, the 6Li spectra of a 1:1 mixture of alkoxide 11 and lithium 
enolate in which the enolate was equal parts (S)-1a and (R)-1a showed four new resonances 
(1:1:1:1; Figure 1.5) consistent with desymmetrized mixed tetramer 19 (eq 1.4). We completed a 
Job plot by holding the alkoxide/enolate ratio constant (1:1) and monitoring the 6Li spectra 





 Of course, 2:2 mixed tetramer (S)-15a is necessarily unsolvated in toluene,28 and studies 
with THF suggested that (S)-15a does not accept coordinating solvents either. Using a control 
experiment of increasing importance in our laboratory, we added pyridine to toluene solutions to 
probe solvation of lithium ion.22 The coordination of pyridine to a 6Li nucleus causes a marked 
(>1.0 ppm) downfield chemical shift of any resonance bearing a coordinated solvent.29,30,31 When 
1.0 M pyridine was added to (S)-15a, a new species appeared corresponding to a 3:1 mixed 






















































Figure 1.5. 6Li NMR spectra of 0.10 M solutions containing equimolar alkoxide 11 and enolate 




Figure 1.6. Job plot showing the relative integration of the 6Li resonances of (S)-15a (red), (R)-
15a (blue), and 19 (purple) versus the measured mole fraction27 of (R)-1a [χ(R)-1a] monitored with 
6Li NMR spectroscopy in 0.11 M THF/toluene at −80 °C. The total enolate and alkoxide titer are 































 The assignment of (S)-15a was completed with the gamut of two-dimensional NMR 
spectroscopies (Appendix 1). We also examined the efficacy of DFT calculations for 
distinguishing the five possible stereoisomers of 2:2 mixed aggregates consistent with the 6Li 
spectroscopic data (one isomer was inconsistent) and obtained the results in Chart 1.2. The value 
of 2.2 kcal/mol for the observed form indicated a discrepancy between theory and experiment.  
 
Chart 1.2. Computed energies of isomeric 2:2 mixed tetramers (relative kcal/mol).  
 
 
 Spectroscopic data of (R)-15a derived from alkoxide 11 and antipodal enolate (R)-1a were 
in every respect analogous to those of (S)-15a (Appendix 1). Calculations also failed to show the 
preference for (R)-15a relative to the isomer analogous to 22 but only by 0.1 kcal/mol.  
 The solvent-dependent formation of 3:1 mixed aggregates (S)-16a was observed with a 




























































































toluene, only mixed (S)-15a and homoaggregated alkoxide tetramer 14 were observed 
(Figure 1.7A). During incremental increases in THF concentration, 3:1 mixed tetramer (S)-16a 
emerged (Figure 1.7C) and became the sole observable mixed aggregate in neat THF (Figure 
1.7F). The existence of a single enolate subunit within (S)-16a, although not in doubt, was 
confirmed by using a 3:1 mixture of alkoxide and enolate with equal proportions of (S)-1a and 
(R)-1a, which yielded (S)-16a and (R)-16a to the exclusion of other species. The existence of 
two rather than three chelated alkoxides was shown using [15N]11, which afforded two 6Li 





































Figure 1.7. 6Li spectra of a 3:1 mixture of alkoxide 11 (0.075 M) and (S)-1a (0.025 M) with 
various concentrations of THF in toluene at −80 °C showing the appearance of THF-solvated 
aggregate (S)-16a. Concentrations of THF in toluene are (A) 0.0 M, (B) 1.0 M, (C) 3.0 M, (D) 
6.0 M, (E) 9.0 M, and (F) neat THF. 
 
 A coordinated THF was confirmed using several strategies. The addition of 4.0 M pyridine 
to a THF solution of (S)-16a at –80 °C resulted in downfield shifts of the four resonances to 
various extents. The shifts were small because the degree of pyridine coordination was low. 
However, at –105 °C, four resonances corresponding to the pyridine solvate were observed in the 
slow-exchange limit.22 In a second experiment, the addition of 2.0 equiv 
hexamethylphosphoramide (HMPA) per lithium to a THF solution afforded (S)-25a for which 
the most upfield resonance appeared as a doublet (0.26 ppm, JLi–P = 4.3 Hz) owing to 6Li –31P 














 Characterizing (S)-16a proved a profoundly challenging resolution problem. Fortunately, 
the full complement of two-dimensional NMR spectroscopies (vide supra) applied to 
isostructural HMPA solvate (S)-25a provided a three-dimensional picture that included the 
preferred orientation of the unchelated alkoxide (Appendix 1). Once again, we exploited DFT to 
examine the 11 possible isomers of (S)-16a (Chart 1.3). In this instance, the computations 
predicted the observed form to be the most stable. Applying the spectroscopic analysis described 
above to (R)-1a provided the structure of (R)-16a. The computations for the 11 isomers of (R)-







































Chart 1.3. Isomers of 3:1 mixed tetramer (S)-16a. 
 
 
 Mixtures of caranolate alkoxide 11 and valine-derived enolates (R)-1b or (S)-1b revealed 
completely analogous results to those described above: 2:2 mixed aggregates (R)-15b and (S)-
15b formed exclusively in neat toluene or in toluene with low concentrations of THF, whereas 
(R)-16b and (S)-16b were the sole observable mixed aggregates in neat THF. Differences in 
reactivity and selectivity are noted below. 
 Structures of ephedrate-derived mixed tetramers. The results of studies using 
ephedrate-derived alkoxide 8 showed notable departures from those obtained with the carane 
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emblematically. Enolate-rich mixtures of enolate (R)-1b or (S)-1b and alkoxide 8 in toluene 
yielded no 1:3 (enolate-rich) mixed tetramer (see Figure 1.8B). Equimolar mixtures afforded 2:2 
mixed tetramer (S)-36b or (R)-36b exclusively (see Figure 1.8C). Alkoxide-rich mixtures with 
enolate (S)-1b in neat THF afforded complex mixtures. In toluene, however, 3:1 mixed tetramer 
(S)-37b was produced as a single isomer, albeit not quantitatively (Figure 1.8D). Neither (S)-36b 
nor (S)-37b was influenced by added pyridine, which indicated that they are fully chelated. 
Mixed aggregate (S)-36b was characterized with the full complement of two-dimensional NMR 
spectroscopies (without 15N labeling). Computations also supported the assignment of (S)-36b 
(Appendix 1). The stereochemistry of 3:1 mixed tetramer (S)-37b, by contrast, was tentatively 
distinguished from two other stereoisomers using only computations and should be viewed with 
some caution. Plotting aggregate concentration versus mole fraction of alkoxide 8 afforded a Job 
plot (Figure 1.9) that is almost unrecognizable compared with the statistical analog (see Figure 
1.3). The curves in Figures 1.3 and 1.9 both derive from the standard parametric fitting protocol 





 Equimolar mixtures of 8 and the phenylalanine-derived (S)-1a and (R)-1a enolates in 
toluene cleanly afforded fully characterized 2:2 mixed aggregates (S)-36a and (R)-36a. 
Alkoxide-rich mixtures in toluene afforded familiar patterns consistent with (S)-37a and (R)-37a 
along with other isomers. In neat THF, equimolar and alkoxide-rich samples afforded complex 
mixtures. 
 
    
R2N = N
(S)-37a; R = Bn























(S)-36a; R = Bn







































(R)-36a; R = Bn
































(R)-37a; R = Bn

































Figure 1.8. 6Li NMR spectra of 0.10 M solutions of (S)-1b and alkoxide 8 in 0.11 M 
THF/toluene at −80 °C with 0.11 M [6Li]LDA. The measured mole fractions27 of alkoxide 8 














Figure 1.9. Job plot showing the relative integration of the 6Li resonances versus the measured 
mole fraction27 (χROLi) of 8 at a 0.10 M constant total titer of (S)-1b and 8 in 0.11 M THF/toluene 
at −80 °C. 
  
 Aldol Additions: Stereoselectivity. Table 1.1 summarizes a number of aldol additions to 
i-PrCHO. The aggregate column lists the dominant aggregated form of enolates (S)-1a, (R)-1a, 
(S)-1b, or (R)-1b observed under the conditions of the aldol addition. (S) and (R) refer to the two 
antipodes of the Evans enolates that produce what were denoted “matched” and “mismatched” 
results. Entries 1–2 and 7–8 provide the results in the absence of amino alkoxide additives, as 
reported previously.8 The poor results in entries 2 and 8 derive not from forcing conditions 
causing retroaldol additions, as described previously, but rather from slow partial conversion at –
78 °C. The low (50%) yields in entries 13, 14, 17, and 18 stem from the stalling of the reaction 
after the consumption of one enolate subunit within the 2:2 mixed aggregates. Table 1.2 

























Table 1.1. Stereoselectivity of aldol additions using chiral amino alkoxides and antipodes of 
Evans enolates.a  




([2+38]/39) Yield (%) 
1 — 3a/4a 12:1 16:1 91 
2 — 5a 1:1 5:1 <20 
3 11 (S)-15a 6:1 7:1 54 
4 11 (R)-15a 6:1 7:1 56 
5 11 (S)-16a 18:1 50:1 90 
6 11 (R)-16a 2:1 5:1 88 
7 — 3b/4b 5:1 4:1 90 
8 — 5b 1:5 3:1 <20 
9 11 (S)-15b 50:1 15:1 48 
10 11 (R)-15b 50:1 14:1 45 
11 11 (S)-16b 30:1 >100:1 92 
12 11 (R)-16b 1:1 6:1 88 
13 8 (S)-36a 10:1 16:1 55 
14 8 (R)-36a 10:1 14:1 50 
15 8 (S)-37a 10:1 25:1 85 
16 8 (R)-37a 10:1 8:1 78 
17 8 (S)-36b 9:1 13:1 52 
18 8 (R)-36b 9:1 13:1 55 
19 8 (S)-37b 4:1 3:1 80 
20 8 (R)-37b 9:1 4:1 79 
aReaction in neat tetrahydrofuran/–78 °C for 30 min after aging the enolate at 25 °C for 10 min; 














(S)-1a; R = Bn
(S)-1b; R = i-Pr
(S)-2a; R = Bn






(S)-38a; R = Bn






(S)-39a; R = Bn















(R)-1a; R = Bn
(R)-1b; R = i-Pr
(R)-2a; R = Bn






(R)-38a; R = Bn






(R)-39a; R = Bn
(R)-39b; R = i-Pr
i-Pr
				 28 
Scheme 1.5. Aldol additions to various aldehydes and ketones showing amplification. 
 
 
Table 1.2. Stereoselectivity of selected aldol additions. 
Entry RC(=O)R′ Lithium alkoxide  syn/syn syn/anti Yield (%) 
1 PhC(=O)Ha — 1:3 1:12 70 
2 PhC(=O)Ha 11 >50:1 2:1 82 
3 t-BuC(=O)Hb — >50:1 >50:1 90 
4 t-BuC(=O)Hb 11 >50:1 >50:1 92 
5 MeC(=O)CCHb — 3:1 >50:1 80 
6 MeC(=O)CCHb 11 7:1 >50:1 85 
7 i-PrC(=O)Me — — — <5 
8 i-PrC(=O)Me 11 — — <5 
aLiterature compound.1b bCharacterized as described in Appendix 1. 
 
 Aldol Additions: Rate Studies. Aside from the usual technical challenges of carrying out 
organolithium reaction kinetics, several acute problems arose during this study in particular. The 
rates of the aldol addition with i-PrCHO were too fast to monitor at –78 °C.33 Given the choice 
of a lower temperature or a less reactive substrate, we turned to pivaldehyde (t-BuCHO; eq 1.6).  
 Rate studies under conditions favoring 2:2 mixed tetramer (S)-15a or (S)-15b were 
thwarted by odd (non-first-order) substrate losses and product formation. By contrast, the rate 
studies under conditions affording 3:1 mixed tetramer were far more satisfying. The existence of 
a single enolate subunit within the mixed aggregate may have helped. Monitoring the aldol 













a) 3 equiv ROLi/THF












absorbance of t-BuCHO (1724 cm–1) showed growth consistent with34 pseudo-first-order 
behavior with aldehyde in deficiency and second-order behavior when the mixed aggregate and 
t-BuCHO were used in 1:1 proportions (Figure 1.10). Plotting pseudo-first-order rate constants 
(kobsd) versus aldehyde concentration shows concentration-independent values of kobsd (Figure 
1.11), confirming the first-order dependence. Plotting kobsd versus mixed aggregate concentration 
(Figure 1.12) and the concentration of excess alkoxide (Figure 1.13) shows approximate first-




(S)-16a (S = THF)




















Figure 1.10. Formation of aldolate (S)-44a (1788 cm–1) carried out using mixed tetramer (S)-16a 
(0.10 M) at –78 °C under second-order conditions [0.10 M pivaldehyde (t-BuCHO)] and pseudo-
first-order conditions (0.010 M, inset). The curves represent fits to f(x) = a – a/(1 + bx) and f(x) = 
(a–1)e–bx, respectively.  
 
 
Figure 1.11. Plot of pseudo-first-order rate constants (kobsd) versus t-BuCHO concentration in 
neat THF at −78 °C [0.10 M (S)-16a, neat THF]. The curve depicts an unweighted least-squares 















































Figure 1.12. Plot of pseudo-first-order rate constants (kobsd) versus (S)-16a concentration at 
0.0050 M t-BuCHO in neat THF at −78 °C. The data were fit to y = axn such that n = 1.14 ± 02. 
 
 
Figure 1.13. Plot of pseudo-first-order rate constants (kobsd) versus the concentration of 11 in 
neat THF at −78 °C [0.10 M (S)-16a, neat THF]. The curve depicts an unweighted least-squares 
fit to the function f(x) = ax + b: a = (1.94 ± 1.8) × 10–3; b = (1.31 ± 0.11) × 10–3. 
 
 Determining the all-important reaction order in THF would require the monitoring of rates 
over a range of solvent concentrations. However, even modest decreases in THF concentration 
from 12 M (neat THF) pushed the reactants from exclusive 3:1 mixed tetramer (S)-15a to the 2:2 


































compromised yet again by using the isostructural HMPA solvate (S)-25a. The free 
(uncoordinated) HMPA concentration was varied over a 10-fold range (0.025–0.15 M) without a 
measurable change in structure. It was notable at the outset that, despite the enormous binding 
affinity of HMPA relative to THF,35 the rates of additions in HMPA/toluene and neat THF were 
nearly indistinguishable. Despite the possibility of obtaining a number of uninformative 
outcomes that can result from the addition of such an invasive ligand, we obtained the one result 
that lent itself to literal interpretation unfettered by qualifiers: the reaction was zeroth-order in 
HMPA (Figure 1.14), which showed that the aldol proceeds via a mechanism that requires 
neither association nor dissociation of the sole coordinated solvent on the 3:1 mixed tetramer 
framework in the rate-limiting step. Using t-BuCDO afforded a kH/kD of 0.77 ± 0.016, which is 





Figure 1.14. Plot of pseudo-first-order rate constants (kobsd) versus hexamethylphosphoramide 
concentration in neat THF at −78 °C [0.10 M (S)-16a, neat THF]. The curve depicts an 
unweighted least-squares fit to the function f(x) = ax + b: a = (6.4 ± 10.6) × 10–4; b = (1.2 ± 0.09) 
× 10–3. 
 
 Altogether, the rate data implicate the idealized rate law36,37 in eq 1.7 and the generic 
mechanism in eq 1.8, which are discussed below. We note here that the lack of deaggregation 
and solvent dissociation evidenced by the zeroth-order dependencies is a critical observation.  
 
 d[P]/dt = k[RCHO][S]0[(S)-16a]1[11]0    (1.7) 
       



















 The work described herein falls into three categories: (1) characterization of ROLi-
lithium enolate mixed tetramers; (2) development of stereoselective aldol additions of mixed 
tetramers; and (3) mechanistic study and determination of a stereochemical model for aldol 
addition.  
 Structures. The structural studies are summarized using the shorthand mnemonic 
described in Scheme 1.6 with color-coded loops for the S (red) and R (blue) enantiomeric series 
of Evans enolates. Detailed depictions of the tetrameric mixed aggregates are found in Chart 1.1. 
The a and b series correspond to the phenylalanine- and valine-derived oxazolidinones, 
respectively. The characterizations required a range of tactics and strategies. Job plots show the 
gross aggregation states and stoichiometries of the mixed tetramers. Figure 1.9 offers the most 
unusual nonstatistical example we have encountered to date. The presence or absence of 
chelation was confirmed with 15N labeling of the amino alkoxide ([15N]11). Coordination by 
external ligands was probed using pyridine as a 6Li chemical shift reagent and HMPA to show 
specific solvent-lithium contacts through 6Li–31P coupling.32 The stereochemical assignments 
stem from the application of a battery of two-dimensional spectroscopic methods complemented 




Scheme 1.6. Summary of 2:2 and 3:1 mixed aggregates. 
 
 
 The various topologies of the D2d-symmetric core of enolate tetramer 5 and the S4-
symmetric cores of alkoxide tetramers 13 and 14 conflict en route to the formation of mixed 
tetramers: the enolate topology dominates, but a structural mess was a distinct possibility. 
Alkoxides 8 and 11, which form tetrameric cubes 13 and 14 (respectively), combine with both 
antipodes of the Evans enolates—homotetramers (S)-5a, (R)-5a, (S)-5b, (R)-5b—to form 
exclusively 2:2 mixed aggregates 15 in toluene, irrespective of stoichiometry. Mixtures 
containing excess alkoxide 11 cleanly afford (S)-16 or (R)-16 as a single stereoisomer but only in 
neat THF. The solvent concentration dependence can be traced to the preferential solvation of a 
single corner of the cube with accompanying scission of one of three amino alkoxide chelates. 
The stereocontrolled assembly of mixed tetramers 15 and 16 is remarkable given the enormous 
number of possible isomers (see Charts 1.2 and 1.3) consistent with the spectroscopic 
symmetries (many more if all possibilities are considered). Lithium enolates with excess 


























































































a series: R = Bn








the 3:1 mixed tetramers was poor. The absence of 1:3 enolate-rich mixed tetramers under any 
conditions is surprising, particularly given that (a) the enolate-like rather than alkoxide-like 
topologies of the resulting mixed aggregates dominate, and (b) simple enolates afford enolate-
rich 1:3 mixed aggregates but not 3:1 alkoxide-rich mixed aggregates. 
 Stereoselective Aldol Additions. Our goal at the outset was to exploit amino alkoxide-
containing mixed tetramers to amplify the inherent 12:1 (syn/syn) selectivity observed for aldol 
addition using lithiated Evans enolates (see Table 1.1, entry 1). Once again, we had numerous 
reasons for pessimism. The credible selectivity for unmodified Evans enolates was obtained from 
kinetically formed enolate dimers, which readily form fleeting monomers (see Scheme 1.2). The 
homotetrameric enolate 5 in THF formed by aging is decidedly unreactive, undergoing aldol 
addition via monomer stereorandomly and only under forcing conditions (see Table 1.1, entry 2). 
A glimmer of hope was found in contemporaneous studies of Weinreb enolates in which fully 
chelated tetramers showed evidence of coordinating external ligands to afford five-coordinate 
lithium owing to the geometric constraints of five-membered chelates.22 We hoped the aldehyde 
might find its way into the mixed tetramer core. 
 We found two lines of evidence that mixed tetramers react without deaggregation: (1) the 
reactions were fast at –78 °C even in neat toluene, which contrasts with homotetramer 5, and (2) 
the 2:2 mixed tetramers (15) markedly altered the stereoselectivity, albeit eroding the selectivity 
regardless of which enolate antipode was paired with alkoxide 11 (see Table 1.1, cf. entry 1 and 
entries 3 and 4). Fortunately, 3:1 mixed aggregates (S)-16 and (R)-16 showed the matched–
mismatched influence we sought (Scheme 1.7). The S series (matched) amplified the aldol 
selectivity and eliminated low levels of the anti adduct (see Table 1.1, entries 5 and 11), whereas 
the R series (mismatched) eroded the selectivities (entries 6 and 12). When measured in 
				 37 
kilocalories per mole, the stereochemical effects are small, but the measurable amplification is a 
satisfying proof of principle nonetheless. Ephedrate-derived alkoxide 8 showed inferior 
structural control and a lack of stereochemical influence (see Table 1.1, entries 13–20) that could 
be construed as evidence of a monomer-based aldol addition. That the aldol additions are fast at 
–78 °C does not exclude this possibility.  
 
Scheme 1.7. Stereoselectivity from matched and mismatched enolate antipodes (see Table 1.1). 
 
 
 The optimized case, mixed tetramer (S)-16b derived from (S)-valine and alkoxide 11, 
showed amplification of a few select aldol additions (see Table 1.2). This amplification is real 
but modest at best. The addition to benzaldehyde (entries 1 and 2) shows a mechanistically 
significant alkoxide-mediated reversal to produce synthetically unimportant overall 
stereoselectivity.  
 Stereochemical Model I: the Wrong One. We were tempted to invoke the THF-
solvated lithium nucleus in 3:1 mixed tetramers (16) as the centerpiece of a stereochemical 
model (Scheme 1.8). Imagine the substitution of the lone THF by aldehyde to give fleeting 
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problem is that this aldol addition via (S)-45a predicts that the aldol should be (S)-38a, the wrong 
product. A simple corrective action is to assume equilibrium between observable mixed tetramer 
(S)-16 and fleeting isomer (S)-32a, which is calculated to be 5.5 kcal/mol less stable. 
Substitution via aldehyde and aldol addition would give the correct aldol adduct 47 as the 
amplified form, a textbook example of the Curtin–Hammett principle. Alas, the computations 
predict transition structure (S)-46a to be less favorable than (S)-45a. In essence, the model 
incorrectly predicts an isomeric mismatch. This prediction is not a fundamental problem because 
computations can be wrong; we noted examples in the results section. A similar analysis using 
mixed tetramer (R)-16a derived from enolate (R)-1a should display amplified stereocontrol 
rather than the observed eroded (mismatched) stereoselectivity. The entire model is backwards. 




Scheme 1.8. Stereochemical model I (wrong). 
 
 
 Model I is pedagogically useful (easily envisioned) but incompatible with the rate data. 
To understand this incompatibility, we must digress. Detailed rate studies showed a first-order 
dependence on the less-reactive t-BuCHO and mixed tetramer (S)-16a. A zeroth-order 
dependence on alkoxide confirmed tetramer-based rather than monomer-based aldol addition. 
Had the reaction proceeded via monomer-based transition structure 6 (see Scheme 1.2), the rate 







































































+11.2 kcal/mol +6.8 kcal/mol
				 40 
order in alkoxide 11. However, a zeroth-order was observed. Moreover, substituting the 
coordinated THF on mixed tetramer 16 with a strongly bound HMPA should inhibit a reaction 
requiring the substitution of the coordinated solvent: HMPA demonstrably binds but imparts no 
detectable change in reaction rate or stereochemistry. An affiliated zeroth-order in solvent 
(HMPA in the rate studies) shows that the solvent is not substituted by the aldehyde en route to 
the aldol addition. Model I is fatally flawed.  
 
 (enolate)(ROLi)3(S) + S  (enolate)S2 + 3/4(ROLi)4   (1.9) 
  (S)-16a      14  
 
 (enolate)(ROLi)3(S) + RCHO  (enolate)(ROLi)3(RCHO) + S (1.10) 
  (S)-16a     
 
 Stereochemical Model II: the Right One? The non-dissociative pathway mandated by 
the rate studies requires that (S)-16a react either directly using an ill-defined coordination site or 
via chelate scission. Although spectroscopic and computational studies of Weinreb amides 
suggest that five-membered chelates leave open the possibility of trigonal–bipyramidal (five-
coordinate) lithiums on cubic tetramers,22 computational evidence lends no support for a five-
coordinate lithium in the highly congested 3:1 mixed tetramer (S)-16. Instead, we invoke a 






Scheme 1.9. Stereochemical model II showing matched and mismatched selectivities. 
 
 
 Model II correctly predicts amplification in the S series (matched) and eroded 
selectivities in the R series (mismatched). The absolute activation energies of model II are 
comparable to those in model I for both the matched and mismatched pairings. We must confess 
to having had no clue at the outset that our preferred model would involve a mono-chelated 




















































































chelated) mixed aggregates would be potentially more predictive and possibly impart even 
greater selectivity. 
 The story took a huge detour when we investigated the influence of 2:2 mixed tetramers. 
Members of the phenylalanine-derived a series were poorly selective regardless of the choice of 
enantiomeric pairing of (R)-15a or (S)-15a, but there was no evidence of match–mismatch 
pairing. Valine-derived (S)-15b and (R)-15b also react rapidly at –78 °C. Yields of 
approximately 50% can be traced to stalling after the consumption of one of the two enolate 
subunits. Remarkably, (R)-15b and (S)-15b elicit strikingly amplified selectivities, affording 
50:1 syn/syn selectivities accompanied by low levels of one anti isomer (eq 1.11). Moreover, the 
aldol selectivities are independent of the enantiomeric pairings. The conundrum is that mixed 
aggregates (R)-15b and (S)-15b promote highly selective alkylation from the face opposite the 
isopropyl substituent despite strikingly complementary trajectories. The absence of mechanistic 
data owing to odd curvatures would not stop us from proposing a stereochemical model, but we 




 The amplification regardless of chiral pairing—that both aggregates act as matched—
suggests that the influence of the alkoxide auxiliaries specific to the 2:2 mixed aggregates has 



























































mixtures of achiral alkoxide 51 and enolate (S)-1b cleanly afforded a single 2:2 mixed aggregate 
shown by the full complement of NMR spectroscopies to be 52. The preference for 52 with the 
isopropyl moieties proximate to each other rather than 53 with the isopropyl moieties proximate 
to the alkoxides shows an inherent preference uninfluenced by relative alkoxide stereochemistry. 







 Our effort to exploit the DuPont and Merck chiral amino alkoxides to impart 
stereocontrol of enolate reactions is a good proof of principle. Controlling 2:2 and 3:1 mixed 
tetramer structures and achieving direct reaction without intervening deaggregations are 
considerable steps. Evidence of matched and mismatched modified selectivities for an aldol 
addition confirms that we can control selectivity through aggregate structures. It goes without 
saying that 100:1 selectivities would have been great, but the proof of principle is clear. Our wish 
list, however, is extensive. Reversing the enolate configuration rather than the alkoxide 



























































limitations in a goal to control stereochemistry. An amino alkoxide for which both antipodes are 
readily available is important. This problem is familiar to those who work with sparteine as a 
chiral ligand.38 Surprisingly, the 2:2 mixed aggregates show considerable amplification that was 
fully independent of the relative chiralities of the subunits. This outcome, in theory, solves the 
chirality problem for the specific study in question, but it begs a fundamental question: How?  
 We had the notion that 2:2 mixed aggregates could offer a remarkably simple, albeit 
ironic, solution by amplifying selectivities using achiral alkoxides, or elaborate lithium chloride 
surrogates if you will. The idea that using even simple achiral amino alkoxides to modify 
organolithium reactivity has been exploited most notably by Caubère.39 That these achiral 
compounds could influence stereocontrol is a provocative idea that has been validated: 
selectivities were amplified but, in a single attempt, the effects were small. There is room for 
improvement.  
 Of course, imparting 99% stereoselectivity on reactions of achiral chelating enolates, 
whether oxazolidinone-based or not, would be a considerable advance. In the long run, however, 
a universal alkoxide available in both antipodes that can amplify stereoselectivity in a range of 




Reagents and Solvents. THF, toluene, and pyridine were distilled from solutions 
containing sodium benzophenone ketyl. LDA, [6Li]LDA, [6Li,15N]LDA, lithium 
hexamethyldisilazide (LiHMDS), [6Li]LiHMDS, and [6Li,15N]LiHMDS were prepared as 
described previously. Solutions of LDA and LiHMDS were titrated for active base by using a 
literature method.40 Air- and moisture-sensitive materials were manipulated under argon using 
standard glove box, vacuum line, and syringe techniques. The Evans enolate precursors were 
purchased, and amino alcohols were obtained from Merck and Bristol-Myers Squibb (formerly 
DuPont Pharmaceuticals). 
NMR Spectroscopy. Individual stock solutions of substrates and LDA or LiHMDS were 
prepared at room temperature. An NMR tube under vacuum was flame-dried on a Schlenk line 
and allowed to return to room temperature. It was then backfilled with argon and placed in a –78 
°C dry ice/acetone bath. Appropriate amounts of LDA or LiHMDS (1.1 equiv), amino alcohol, 
and oxazolidinone enolate were added sequentially via syringe. The tubes were sealed under 
partial vacuum and vortexed on a vortex mixer for 5 s. They could then be stored for days in a 
freezer at –86 °C. Each sample routinely contained 0.10 M total substrate with a 0.01 M excess 
of LDA or LiHMDS. (The excess base could not be observed in samples after aging as shown by 
6Li and 15N NMR spectroscopies.) Standard 6Li and 13C NMR spectra were recorded on a 500 
MHz spectrometer at 73.57 and 125.79 MHz, respectively. The 6Li resonances were referenced 
to 0.30 M [6Li]LiCl/methanol at –80 °C (0.0 ppm). 
IR Spectroscopic Analyses. IR spectra were recorded with an in situ IR spectrometer 
fitted with a 30-bounce, silicon-tipped probe. The spectra were acquired in 16 scans at a gain of 
1 and a resolution of 4 cm−1. A representative reaction was carried out as follows: The IR probe 
				 46 
was inserted through a nylon adapter and O-ring seal into an oven-dried, cylindrical flask fitted 
with a magnetic stir bar and a T-joint. The T-joint was capped with a septum for injections and a 
nitrogen line. After evacuation under full vacuum, heating, and flushing with nitrogen, the flask 
was charged with LDA (56 mg, 0.525 mmol) or LiHMDS (88 mg, 0.525 mmol) in THF, cooled 
in a dry ice/acetone bath prepared with fresh acetone, and charged with (S)-1a (29 mg, 0.25 
mmol) and 11 (90 mg, 0.75 mmol) in THF. The total volume was brought to 4.9 mL with THF. 
After a background spectrum was recorded, t-BuCHO (0.050 mmol) as a 0.25 M stock solution 
in THF was added with stirring. IR spectra were recorded every 6 s with monitoring of the 
absorbance at 1788 cm−1 over the course of the reaction. 
Preparative Scale Addition of i-PrCHO. LiHMDS (4.11 g, 24.6 mmol) was weighed out in a 
100 mL round-bottom flask inside a glove box, and the flask was sealed with a septum. After 
transferring the flask outside the glove box, the lithium base was dissolved in 40 mL of freshly 
distilled THF. The solution was cooled to –78 °C in a dry ice/acetone bath. A mixture of (S)-1b 
(1.11 g, 6.0 mmol) and 11 (4.43 g, 18.5 mmol) in 20 mL of THF was added dropwise to the 
cooled solution. The mixture was warmed to 25 °C for 10 min, recooled to –78 °C, and allowed 
to stir for 15 min. Then, 1.10 mL of freshly distilled i-PrCHO (0.87 g, 12.0 mmol) in 2.0 mL of 
THF was added to the reaction mixture. After 30 min of stirring at –78 °C, the reaction was 
quenched with 10 mL concentrated HCl. The solution was warmed to room temperature and 
extracted with three 100 mL portions of diethyl ether. The organic extracts were washed with 
100 mL brine, dried over sodium sulfate, and concentrated in vacuo. The crude product was 
analyzed with 1H and 13C NMR. After flash chromatography with 20% ethyl acetate in hexanes, 
1.42 g of product was obtained (92% yield). (S)-2b: 1H NMR (599 MHz, CDCl3) δ 4.43 (ddd, J 
= 8.4, 4.0, 3.1 Hz, 1H), 4.25 (dd, J = 9.2, 8.4 Hz, 1H), 4.18 (dd, J = 9.2, 3.1 Hz, 1H), 4.03 (qd, J 
				 47 
= 7.0, 3.2 Hz, 1H), 3.53 (dd, J = 8.2, 3.2 Hz, 1H), 2.45 (s, 1H), 2.31 (ddq, J = 10.9, 6.9, 3.9, 3.5 
Hz, 1H), 1.67 (dp, J = 8.2, 6.7 Hz, 1H), 1.11 (d, J = 7.0 Hz, 3H), 0.99 (d, J = 6.6 Hz, 3H), 0.90 
(d, J = 6.8 Hz, 3H), 0.88 (d, J = 7.0 Hz, 3H), 0.85 (d, J = 6.9 Hz, 3H). 13C NMR (126 MHz, 
CDCl3) δ 177.4, 153.7, 77.2, 63.3, 58.5, 39.9, 31.2, 28.5, 19.1, 19.0, 18.0, 14.7, 9.8. Direct 
analysis in real-time mass spectrometry m/z: calculated for C13H22NO3 (M+H–H2O)+ 240.15942, 
found 240.15923. The minor isomers were observed using NMR spectroscopy with comparison 
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 Neopentyl alcohol-d2 was synthesized using a modified prep from J. Org. Chem. 2014, 
79, 6743 and J. Org. Chem. 2017, 82, 1285 to avoid using LiAlD4 as a reducing reagent. 
Pivaldehyde-d was synthesized using a slightly modified procedure from J. Am. Chem. Soc. 
1992, 114, 1800. 
 
 Neopentyl alcohol-d2. To a solution of methyl pivalate (11.6 g, 0.10 mol) in anhydrous 
hexane (250 mL) was added MeOD (18.36 mL, 0.45 mol) followed by sodium dispersion in 
mineral oil (40 wt %, 0.45 mol) at 0 °C while purging the reaction vessel with a stream of Ar. Na 
dispersion can be easily added with a graduated pipette (the approximate amount 8 × 4 mL). The 
reaction mixture was stirred vigorously and after 5 min the temperature was raised to rt. After 20 
min, the mixture was quenched with 200 mL of 3 M aqueous HCl solution, and diluted with 200 
mL Et2O. The mixture was sequentially washed with water, brine, NaHCO3, and brine. The 
solution was dried over MgSO4, filtered, and distilled to afford the desired product in 30% yield. 
1H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3) δ 0.91 (s, 9H); 13C NMR (126 MHz, CDCl3) δ 72.87, 34.81, 26.10. 
 
 Pivaldehyde-d. To a stirred solution of PCC (32.0 g, 150 mmol) in 200 mL of anhydrous 
DCM at rt was added neopentyl alcohol-d2 (8.7 g, 96 mmol) in 16 mL of DCM. The solution was 
stirred overnight, and afterwards diluted with pentane. The crude mixture was filtered through a 
thin layer of Florisil®, and the filtrate was fractionally distilled at ambient pressure to afford 3.1 g 
(37%) of desired aldehyde. 1H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3) δ 1.08 (s, 9H); 13C NMR (126 MHz, 























































































































Synthesis of 51. 
 
Ethyl 2-morpholinoacetate. Add K2CO3 (27.6 g, 0.20 mol) to a solution of morpholine 
(8.71 g, 0.10 mol) in 500 mL of THF. The resulting mixture was stirred at rt for 15 min and 
chloroethyl acetate (12.3 g, 10.7 mL, 0.10 mol) was then added. The reaction was stirred for 48 h 
at rt. Quenched by adding 200 mL of water, extracted with EtOAc (3x), and dried over Na2SO4. 
Concentrated in vacuo and purified by flash chromatography (hexanes/ethyl acetate). The desired 
product was obtained in 90% yield. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 4.14 (q, J = 7.1 Hz, 1H), 3.70 
(dd, J = 4.7 Hz, 2H), 3.15 (s, 1H), 2.53 (dd, J = 5.7, 3.7 Hz, 2H), 1.22 (t, J = 7.1 Hz, 2H). 
 
2-Methyl-1-morpholinopropan-2-ol (51). 3.0 M MeMgBr in Et2O (46.2 mL) was added 
dropwise to a solution of ethyl 2-morpholinoacetate (8.0 g, 46.2 mmol) in 200 mL of anhydrous 
THF under Ar at –78 °C, and the reaction mixture was stirred overnight allowing the temperature 
to rise to rt. Water (200 mL) was added and the resulting mixture was extracted with Et2O (3x). 
The combined organic extracts were washed with brine and dried over MgSO4. 6.9 g (94%) of 
the desired amino alcohol was obtained. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 3.75 – 3.67 (m, 4H), 3.00 
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Figure A.1.33. 6Li NMR spectra for 0.10 M solutions of [6Li]-11 (A) and [6Li]-CyOLi (B) in 
THF at −80 °C (substrates were deprotoned with 0.11 M [6Li]LDA and aged for 10 min at 25 
°C). The intended mole fractions, XB, in (a)–(i) are 0.00, 0.02, 0.13, 0.32, 0.45, 0.55, 0.78, 0.89 






























Figure A.1.34. Job plot showing the relative integrations versus the measured mole fraction of 
CyOLi for 0.10 M mixtures of [6Li]-11 (A) and [6Li]- CyOLi (B) in THF at −80 °C. 
 
  





























Figure A.1.35. 6Li NMR spectra for 0.10 M solutions of [6Li]-11 (A) and [6Li]-(S)-1a (B) in 
toluene (1.0 equiv of THF per Li) at −80 °C (substrates were deprotoned with 0.11 M [6Li]LDA 
and aged for 10 min at 25 °C). The intended mole fractions, XB, in (a)–(e) are 0.00, 0.25, 0.50, 


















Figure A.1.36. 6Li NMR spectra for 0.10 M solutions of [6Li]-5 (A) and [6Li]-(R)-1 (B) in 
toluene (1.0 equiv of THF per Li) at −80 °C (substrates were deprotoned with 0.11 M [6Li]LDA 
and aged for 10 min at 25 °C). The intended mole fractions, XB, in (a)–(e) are 0.00, 0.25, 0.50, 
















Figure A.1.37. 6Li NMR spectra for 0.10 M solutions of [6Li]-11 (A) and [6Li]-(S)-1b (B) in 
toluene (1.0 equiv of THF per Li) at −80 °C (substrates were deprotoned with 0.11 M [6Li]LDA 
and aged for 10 min at 25 °C). The intended mole fractions, XB, in (a)–(e) are 0.00, 0.25, 0.50, 
















Figure A.1.38. 6Li NMR spectra for 0.10 M solutions of [6Li]-11 (A) and [6Li]-(R)-1b (B) in 
toluene (1.0 equiv of THF per Li) at −80 °C (substrates were deprotoned with 0.11 M [6Li]LDA 
















Figure A.1.39. 6Li NMR spectra for 0.10 M solutions of [6Li]-(S)-15a (A) and [6Li]-(S)-15b (B) 
in toluene (1.0 equiv of THF per Li) at −80 °C (substrates were deprotoned with 0.11 M 
[6Li]LDA and aged for 10 min at 25 °C). The measured mole fractions, XB, in (a)–(k) are 0.00, 

































































Figure A.1.40. Job plot showing the relative integrations versus the measured mole fraction of 
(S)-1b for 0.10 M mixtures of [6Li]-(S)-15a (A) and [6Li]-(S)-15b (B) in toluene (1.0 equiv of 



































































Figure A.1.41. 6Li NMR spectra for 0.10 M solutions of [6Li]-(S)-15a (A) and [6Li]-(R)-15b (B) 
in toluene (1.0 equiv of THF per Li) at −80 °C (substrates were deprotoned with 0.11 M 
[6Li]LDA and aged for 10 min at 25 °C). The measured mole fractions, XB, in (a)–(k) are 0.00, 

































































Figure A.1.42. Job plot showing the relative integrations versus the measured mole fraction of 
(R)-1b for 0.10 M mixtures of [6Li]-(S)-15a (A) and [6Li]-(R)-15b (B) in toluene (1.0 equiv of 



































































Figure A.1.43. 6Li NMR spectra for 0.10 M solutions of [6Li]-(R)-15a (A) and [6Li]-(S)-15b (B) 
in toluene (1.0 equiv of THF per Li) at −80 °C (substrates were deprotoned with 0.11 M 
[6Li]LDA and aged for 10 min at 25 °C). The measured mole fractions, XB, in (a)–(k) are 0.00, 

































































Figure A.1.44. Job plot showing the relative integrations versus the measured mole fraction of 
(S)-1b for 0.10 M mixtures of [6Li]-(R)-15a (A) and [6Li]-(S)-15b (B) in toluene (1.0 equiv of 



































































Figure A.1.45. 6Li NMR spectra for 0.10 M solutions of [6Li]-(R)-15a (A) and [6Li]-(R)-15b (B) 
in toluene (1.0 equiv of THF per Li) at −80 °C (substrates were deprotoned with 0.11 M 
[6Li]LDA and aged for 10 min at 25 °C). The measured mole fractions, XB, in (a)–(k) are 0.00, 

































































Figure A.1.46. Job plot showing the relative integrations versus the measured mole fraction of 
(R)-1b for 0.10 M mixtures of [6Li]-(R)-15a (A) and [6Li]-(R)-15b (B) in toluene (1.0 equiv of 


































































Figure A.1.47. 6Li NMR spectra for 0.10 M solutions of [6Li]-8 (A) and [6Li]-(S)-1a (B) in 
toluene (1.0 equiv of THF per Li) at −80 °C (substrates were deprotoned with 0.11 M [6Li]LDA 
and aged for 10 min at 25 °C). The intended mole fractions, XB, in (a)–(e) are 0.00, 0.25, 0.50, 

















Figure A.1.48. 6Li NMR spectra for 0.10 M solutions of [6Li]-8 (A) and [6Li]-(R)-1a (B) in 
toluene (1.0 equiv of THF per Li) at −80 °C (substrates were deprotoned with 0.11 M [6Li]LDA 
and aged for 10 min at 25 °C). The intended mole fractions, XB, in (a)–(e) are 0.00, 0.25, 0.50, 
















Figure A.1.49. 6Li NMR spectra for 0.10 M solutions of [6Li]-8 (A) and [6Li]-(S)-1b (B) in 
toluene (1.0 equiv of THF per Li) at −80 °C (substrates were deprotoned with 0.11 M [6Li]LDA 
and aged for 10 min at 25 °C). The intended mole fractions, XB, in (a)–(e) are 0.00, 0.25, 0.50, 


















Figure A.1.50. 6Li NMR spectra for 0.10 M solutions of [6Li]-(S)-36a (A) and [6Li]-(S)-36b (B) 
in toluene (1.0 equiv of THF per Li) at −80 °C (substrates were deprotoned with 0.11 M 
[6Li]LDA and aged for 10 min at 25 °C). The measured mole fractions, XB, in (a)–(k) are 0.00, 




































































Figure A.1.51. Job plot showing the relative integrations versus the measured mole fraction of 
(S)-1b for 0.10 M mixtures of [6Li]-(S)-36a (A) and [6Li]-(S)-36b (B) in toluene (1.0 equiv of 





































































Figure A.1.52. 6Li NMR spectra for 0.10 M solutions of [6Li]-(S)-1b (A) and [6Li]-8 (B) in 
toluene (1.0 equiv of THF per Li) at −80 °C (substrates were deprotoned with 0.11 M [6Li]LDA 
and aged for 10 min at 25 °C). The measured mole fractions, XB, in (a)–(k) are 0.00, 0.10, 0.17, 
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Figure A.1.53. Job plot showing the relative integrations versus the measured mole fraction of 
10 for 0.10 M mixtures of [6Li]-(S)-1b (A) and [6Li]-8 (B) in toluene (1.0 equiv of THF per Li) 





























































Figure A.1.54. 6Li NMR spectra for 0.10 M solutions of [6Li]-(S)-15a with varying 
concentrations of pyridine in toluene (1.0 equiv of THF per Li) at −80 °C (substrates were 














Figure A.1.55. 6Li NMR spectra for unaged 0.10 M solutions of [6Li]-(S)-15b (A) and   [6Li]-
(S)-15a (B) in toluene (1.0 equiv of THF per Li) at −80 °C (substrates were deprotoned with 0.11 










Figure A.1.56. 6Li NMR spectra for 0.10 M solutions of [6Li]-(S)-16a with varying 
concentrations of THF at −80 °C in toluene cosolvent (substrates were deprotoned with 0.11 M 

















Figure A.1.57. 6Li NMR spectra for 0.10 M solutions of [6Li]-11 (A) and [6Li]-(S)-1a (B) in 
12.3 M THF at −80 °C (substrates were deprotoned with 0.11 M [6Li]LDA and aged for 10 min 












Figure A.1.58. 6Li NMR spectra for 0.10 M solutions of [6Li]-11 (A) and [6Li]-(R)-1a (B) in 
12.3 M THF at −80 °C (substrates were deprotoned with 0.11 M [6Li]LDA and aged for 10 min 












Figure A.1.59. 6Li NMR spectra for 0.10 M solutions of [6Li]-11 (A) and [6Li]-(S)-1b (B) in 
12.3 M THF at −80 °C (substrates were deprotoned with 0.11 M [6Li]LDA and aged for 10 min 












Figure A.1.60. 6Li NMR spectra for 0.10 M solutions of [6Li]-(S)-16a (A) and [6Li]-(R)-16a (B) 
in 12.3 M THF at −80 °C (substrates were deprotoned with 0.11 M [6Li]LDA and aged for 10 















Figure A.1.61. 6Li NMR (a) and 6Li{15N} NMR (b) spectra for 0.10 M solution of  













Figure A.1.62. 15N NMR (a) and 15N{6Li} NMR (b) spectra for 0.10 M solution of  














Figure A.1.63. 6Li NMR spectra for 0.10 M solutions of [6Li]-(S)-16a with varying 






















Figure A.1.64. 6Li NMR spectra for 0.10 M solutions of [6Li]-(S)-16a with varying 




















Figure A.1.65. 6Li NMR spectra of a 0.10 M solution of [6Li]-(R)-16a in 12.3 M THF with 

















Figure A.1.66. 6Li NMR spectra for 0.10 M solutions of [6Li]-51 (A) and [6Li]-(S)-1b (B) in 
toluene at −80 °C (substrates were deprotoned with 0.11 M [6Li]LiHMDS and aged for 10 min at 



















2D NMR analysis of 2:2 mixed aggregate (S)-15a: A sample prepared from 0.40 M 
[6Li]LiHMDS, 0.20 M (S)-1a and 0.20 M 11 in neat toluene-d8, after aging at 25 °C for 10 min, 
was studied by standard 2D NMR techniques. All chemical shifts with the exception of 
quaternary C-7’s in the carene amino alkoxide (CAA) residues were assigned using high field 
indirect-resolution 2D HSQC, HSQC-TOCSY, and HMBC experiments. 
Experimental: 2D NMR spectra were acquired on a 500 MHz Varian INOVA spectrometer 
operating at 499.92 MHz for 1H observation using a 5 mm Varian inverse-detect probehead with 
Z-axis pulsed field-gradient. Sample temperature was maintained at –40 °C as calibrated with a 
neat methanol sample. 1H and 13C chemical shifts were referenced to the residual downfield 
toluene-d7 resonance at 2.09 ppm and 20.40 ppm, respectively. 2D experiments were acquired 
using standard pulse sequences supplied in VnmrJ 3.2A (Agilent Inc.) and processed and 
analyzed in MestReNova 11.0.3 (Mestrelab Research S.L.). 
Determination of the 3D aggregate structure: The 3D structure of the aggregate was derived 
from 2D NOESY, ROESY (reported as H–H correlations) and HSQC-NOESY (reported as C-H 
correlations) experiments. The enolate is in the Z configuration based on the strong nOe 
correlation between H-4 and C-7. Reciprocal H-7 to C-4 correlation is also observed. The 
starting point for solving the structure is H-8 methyl of the enolate, which gives nOe correlations 
to C-13' and C-12', as well as C-2'. Reciprocal correlations from H-12' and H-13' to C-8 are also 
observed. This indicates that the methyl groups project over the O-1/Li-2/O-3/Li-4 and O-4/Li-
1/O-2/Li-3 faces of the cube and are sandwiched between the morpholine ring of CAA' and the 
other enolate. The correlations with both H-12' and H-13' allow the assignment of CAA' 
specifically to O-3 and O-4 with N' coordinating to Li-3 and Li-4 resulting in a barrel-shaped 
arrangement on chelates. Alternative isomers would result in a close contact with the C-11'/C-12' 
edge of the morpholine based on computational data. Correlations from C-4 to H-13' and H-12' 
to H-5b further support this assignment. Consequently, CAA' units are adjacent and oriented 

















































































Table A.1.1. 1H and 13C chemical shift assignments for mixed aggregate (S)-15a at –40 °C. 
Atom δC, ppm  δH, ppm  HMBC HSQC-TOCSY1 ROESY2 HSQC-NOESY1,2 
1' C 19.39 0.91 9',10' 2',6' 2',6' 2',6',10' 
2 C 156.79 – 5b       
2' C 44.43 2.01(a) 8' 1',6' 8',9' 8,5',8',9',1',6' 
    2.65(b)         
3' C 70.47 – 8',2',4'       
4 C 57.05 3.61 9,5 9,5 11,7,13'a,5 11,7,9,5,8 
4' C 76.48 2.63 8' 5' 11',5'a 11',2',5' 
5 C 63.84 2.64(a) 4 4,9 11,4 12,11,7,4,9 
    3.26(b)         
5' C 17.08 0.81(a)   1',6',4' 5'b,8',9',10' 11',14',4',2',8',9' 
    1.99(b)         
6 C 150.26 – 8       
6' C 25.21 0.81 9',10' 2',5',1' 1',10',9' 2',9',10',1',5' 
7 C 72.67 3.69 8 8 11,4,9b,8 11,4,9,8 
7' C3 – –         
8 C 10.97 2.33 7 7 12'a,4,7,2'b 12',13',7,4,2' 
8' C 31.26 1.26 2',3',4'   14'b,2',9',5' 13',14',2',9',5' 
9 C 37.33 2.12(a) 11,5 4,5 11,7,5 11,7,4,9,5 
    3.37(b)         
9' C 15.71 1.1 10' 10',1',6' 2',5',8',10' 2',8',10',5' 
10 C 136.34 – 12,13,9       
10' C 28.68 1 9' 9',1',6' 5',1',6',9' 2',9',6' 
11 C 128.94 6.6 12,13 12,13 7,4,5,9 7,4,5,9 
11' C 54.46 2.76(a)   12' 4',11'b 12',4',5' 
    2.89(b)     11'a   
12 C 128.55 6.98 9,10,11 11,13 11,13 11,13 
12' C 68.01 3.89(a)   11' 12'b,5b,8 13',11',8 
    4.03(b)     12'a   
13 C 126.62 6.98 10,11 11,12 11,12 11,12 
13' C 67.19 3.78(a)   14' 5b,4 12',14',8,8' 
    3.81(b)         
14' C 49.62 2.31(a)   13' 14'b 13',11' 
    2.57(b)     8',14'a   
1HSQC correlations were omitted from the assignment table. 




Figure A.1.67. 1H NMR spectrum of 0.10 M mixed aggregate (S)-15a in neat toluene-d8 at –40 °C. Labels indicate 
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Figure A.1.73. Expansion of the HSQC-TOCSY spectrum of 0.10 M (S)-15a in neat toluene-d8 –40 °C. Labels 
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Figure A.1.77. Expansion of the HSQC-NOESY spectrum of 0.10 M (S)-15a in neat toluene-d8 –40 °C. Labels 
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2D NMR analysis of 2:2 mixed aggregate (R)-15a: A sample prepared from 0.40 M 
[6Li]LiHMDS, 0.20 M (R)-1a and 0.20 M 11 in neat toluene-d8, after aging at 25 °C for 10 
min, was studied by standard 2D NMR techniques. All chemical shifts with the exception of 
quaternary C-7’s in the carene amino alkoxide (CAA) residues were assigned using high field 
indirect-resolution 2D HSQC, HSQC-TOCSY, and HMBC experiments. 
Experimental: 2D NMR spectra were acquired on a 500 MHz Varian INOVA spectrometer 
operating at 499.92 MHz for 1H observation using a 5 mm Varian inverse-detect probehead 
with Z-axis pulsed field-gradient. Sample temperature was maintained at –40 °C as calibrated 
with a neat methanol sample. 1H and 13C chemical shifts were referenced to the residual 
downfield toluene-d7 resonance at 2.09 ppm and 20.40 ppm, respectively. 2D experiments were 
acquired using standard pulse sequences supplied in VnmrJ 3.2A (Agilent Inc.) and processed 
and analyzed in MestReNova 11.0.3 (Mestrelab Research S.L.). 
Determination of the 3D aggregate structure: The 3D structure of the aggregate was derived 
from 2D NOESY, ROESY (reported as H–H correlations) and HSQC-NOESY (reported as C-
H correlations) experiments. The enolate is in the Z configuration based on the strong nOe 
correlation between H-4 and C-7. Reciprocal H-7 to C-4 correlation is also observed. The 
starting point for solving the structure is H-8 methyl of the enolate, which gives nOe 
correlations to C-13' and C-12', as well as C-2' and C-8'. Reciprocal correlations from H-12' 
and H-13' to C-8 are also observed. This indicates that the methyl groups project over the O-
1/Li-2/O-3/Li-4 and O-4/Li-1/O-2/Li-3 faces of the cube and are sandwiched between the 
morpholine ring of CAA' and the other enolate. The correlations with both H-12' and H-13' 
allow the assignment of CAA' specifically to O-3 and O-4 with N' coordinating to Li-3 and Li-
4 resulting in a barrel-shaped arrangement on chelates. Alternative isomers would result in a 
close contact with the C-11'''/C-12''' edge of the morpholine based on computational data. 
Correlations from C-13' to H-9b and H-14' to H-9 further support this assignment. 




















































































Table A.1.2. 1H and 13C chemical shift assignments for mixed aggregate (R)-15a at –40 °C. 
Atom δC, ppm  δH, ppm  HMBC HSQC-TOCSY ROESY HSQC-NOESY 
1' C 18.72 0.36 2',9',10' 2',5',6' 10',6',2',12'a 12',11',2',10',9',6',5' 
2 C 156.55 – 5b       
2' C 43.44 1.87(a) 8' 1',6' 12'b,2'b 12',11',8,5',10',9',6',1' 
    2.29(b)     2'a,1'   
3' C 70.54 – 2'b       
4 C 57.16 3.67 5,9 5,9 5,9,8 12,11,7,5,9,8 
4' C 77.72 2.35   5',6' 11',6',1' 11',5'b,10',9',6' 
5 C 63.94 2.85(a) 4,2,9 4,9 4,7 12,11,7,4,9 
    3.38(b)         
5' C 16.67 0.65(a)   4',1',6' 5'b 11',14',4',8',10',9',6',1' 
    1.83(b)     5'a,6'   
6 C 150.11 – 8       
6' C 25.69 0.73 10',9' 2',5',1' 5',1',10' 8,2',5',8',10',9',5',1' 
7 C 72.96 3.76 8 8 4,8,9 11,4,9,5,8 
7' C – –         
8 C 10.97 2.36 7 7 7,12'b,11'b,6' 12',13',2',8',10' 
8' C 30.14 1.29     14'b,2'a 14',8,2',9',5' 
9 C 37.07 2.40(a) 11,4 4,5 11,4,7,5b,9b 12,11,4,7,5,8 
    3.12(b)     9a   
9' C 15.62 1.02 10' 10' 2',8',6',5'a 14'b,2',8',5',1',6',10' 
10 C 148.46 – 9a       
10' C 28.53 1.07 6',9' 9' 1',5',6' 2',8',9',6',1',5' 
11 C 129.24 6.75 9,13 12,13 7,4,5,9,12 7,4,12,5,9,8,8',9' 
11' C 54.18 2.80(a)   12' 11'b 12',4',14',5',6',1',8',10',9' 
    2.89(b)     11'a,4'   
12 C 128.71 7.02 13, 11,13 11,13 11,13,9,4,5 
12' C 67.73 4.04(a)   11' 12'b 13',11',2'b,8 
    4.22(b)     12'a,13'b   
13 C 126.83 7.01 12,11 12,13 11,12 11,12 
13' C 66.79 3.63(a)   14' 12',13'b 12',14',8,9b,8' 
    3.74(b)     13'a   
14' C 50.02 2.12(a)   13' 14'b 13',11',8,5',8',9' 
    2.66(b)     14'a   
			 147 
 
Figure A.1.79. 1H NMR spectrum of 0.10 M mixed aggregate (R)-15a in neat toluene-d8 –40 °C. Labels indicate assignments 



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































2D NMR analysis of 1:3 mixed aggregate (S)-16a: A sample prepared from 0.40 M 
[6Li]LiHMDS, 0.10 M (S)-1a and 0.30 M amino alkoxide 11 with 0.05 M HMPA in neat THF-
d8, after aging at 20 °C for 10 min, was studied by standard 2D NMR techniques. All chemical 
shifts with the exception of quaternary C-7’s in the carene amino alkoxide (CAA) residues were 
assigned using high field indirect-resolution 2D HSQC, HSQC-TOCSY, and HMBC 
experiments. 
Experimental: 2D NMR spectra were acquired on a 500 MHz Varian INOVA spectrometer 
operating at 499.92 MHz for 1H observation using a 5 mm Varian inverse-detect probehead with 
Z-axis pulsed field-gradient. Sample temperature was maintained at –60 °C as calibrated with a 
neat methanol sample. 1H and 13C chemical shifts were referenced to the residual downfield 
THF-d7 resonance at 3.58 ppm and 67.57 ppm, respectively. 2D experiments were acquired using 
standard pulse sequences supplied in VnmrJ 3.2A (Agilent Inc.) and processed and analyzed in 
MestReNova 11.0.3 (Mestrelab Research S.L.). 
Determination of the 3D aggregate structure: All morpholine rings display four non-
equivalent methylenes, however the ROESY spectrum shows exchange crosspeaks between H-
12'ax and H-13'eq as well as H-12'eq and H-13'ax indicating that the morpholine fragment of 
CAA' undergoes rotation around C-4'–N' bond followed by a chair flip and that this process is 
slow on the 1H timescale (Δν = 300 and 250 Hz, respectively). 
The 3D structure of the aggregate was derived from 2D NOESY, ROESY (reported as H–H 
correlations) and HSQC-NOESY (reported as C-H correlations) experiments. The enolate is in 
the Z configuration based on the strong nOe correlation between H-4 and C-7. Reciprocal H-7 to 
C-4 correlations are observed but cannot be unambiguously assigned due to the coincidental 
chemical shifts of H-4 and H-9. The starting point for solving the structure is H-8 methyl of the 
enolate, which gives nOe correlations to bound HMPA, C-13''' and C-12''', as well as C-2''. 
Reciprocal correlations to H-12''' and H-13''' to C-8 are also observed. This indicates that the 
methyl group projects over the O-1/Li-2/O-3/Li-4 face of the cube and is sandwiched between 
the morpholine ring of CAA''' and HMPA. Contacts with both H-12''' and H-13''' show that the 
N–O axis of the morpholine is perpendicular to the O-1/Li-2/O-3/Li-4 face and therefore O-3 
cannot be part of CAA'''. The same correlations also allow the assignment of CAA''' specifically 
to O-4 with N''' coordinating to Li-4 as opposed to O-2/Li-2 which would result in a close 
contact with the C-11'''/C-12''' edge of the morpholine based on computational data. Correlations 
from C-4''' to H-11'' and H-4'' further support this assignment. 
CAA'' and CAA''' are adjacent and oriented anti-parallel to each other as evidenced by 
correlations between the morpholine of CAA''' and the carene fragment of CAA'' (H-11'''ax/eq to 
C-4'', C-12''' to H-1'') as well as the carene of CAA''' and the morpholine of CAA'' (C-4''' to H-
11'' and H-4'') leading us to assign O-3 to CAA'' with N'' coordinating to Li-3. 
CAA' contributes O-2 and is oriented so the morpholine is proximal to Li-1 and the carene is 
adjacent to HMPA as determined by correlations between HMPA and H-2'ax, HMPA and H-8', 
H-2'eq and H-8'' as well as H-4' and C-13''  
HMPA is bound to Li-2 and is sitting in a “cavity” defined by the Re face of the enolate, C-8', C-




















































































Table A.1.3. 1H, 6Li, 13C, and 15N chemical shift assignments for mixed aggregate (S)-16a at –60 °C. 
Atom δC, ppm δH, ppm  HMBC HSQC-TOCSY ROESY HSQC-NOESY 
N''' N 46.15 – 12'''Heq,13H'''eq 
      
Li4 Li 0.83 –         
N'' N 46.55 – 12''Heq,13H''eq 
      
Li3 Li 0.66 –         
Li1 Li 0.67 –         
N' N 41.86 – 12'Heq,13H'eq 
      
Li2 Li 0.27 –         
1' C 19.51 0.29 9',10' 4',2',6' 13'',2',9',10',6' 2',6',8'',9',13'',14'' 
1'' C 19.52 0.25 9'',10'',2'' 4'',2'',6'' 12''',2'',9'',10'',6''' 2'',6'',9'',11''',12''' 
1''' C 19.75 0.24 9''',10''' 4''',2''',6''' 12'',2''',9''',10''',6''' 2''',6''',9''',11'',12'' 
2 C 155.95 – 5a       
2' C 40.92 1.24(ax)   5',6',1' 2'eq,10' 8',10',1' 
    2.12(eq) 3',6'   2'ax   
2'' C 44.19 1.59(ax)   5'',6'',1'' 2''eq,10'' 1'',10'',8'',12''' 
    2.08(eq) 1'',3'',6''   2''ax   
2''' C 44.3 1.49(ax)   5''',6''',1''' 2'''eq,10''' 12'',12',11',8''',10''',1''' 
    1.85(eq) 3''',6'''   2'''ax   
3' C 71.99 – 4',6'       
3'' C 71.76 – 4'',6''       
3''' C 71.48 – 4''',6'''       
4 C 59.25 4.1 – 9,5 5,7,9 5,9,8,11,7 
4' C 79.92 2.35 3',5' 5',6' 12'',13'',11',5',6' 13'',12'',11',5',6' 
4'' C 78.67 2.31 3'',5'' 5'',6'' 11'',5'',6'' 11'',11''',5'',6'' 
4''' C 77.95 2.27 3''',5''' 5''',6''' 11'',11''',5''',6''' 12''',11'',11''',5''',6''' 
5 C 64.95 3.91(a) 9 4,9 4,5b 11,4,9 
    3.86(b)     5a,13'''ax   
5' C 17.88 0.54(ax) 4' 4',6',1' 5'eq 4',6',8',10',11',14' 
    1.94(eq)     5'ax   
5'' C 17.61 0.70(ax) 4'' 4'',6'',1'' 5''eq 4'',6'',8'',10'',11'',14'' 
    2.01(eq)     5''ax   
5''' C 17.48 0.68(ax) 4''' 4''',6''',1''' 5'''eq 4''',6''',8''',10''',11''',14''' 
    1.99(eq)     5'''ax   
6 C 152.98 – 8       
			 162 
6' C 28.31 0.78 2',9',10' 4',2',5',1' 13''ax,4',5',9',1' 13'',4',5',9',10',1' 
6'' C 26.57 0.82 2'',9'',10'' 4'',2'',5'',1'' 4'',5'',9'',1'' 4'',5'',9'',10'',1'' 
6''' C 26.1 0.79 2''',9''',10''' 4''',2''',5''',1''' 4''',5''',9''',1''' 11'',4''',5''',9''',10''',1''' 
7 C 70.3 3.4 8 8 4,8,11 11,4,8,9 
7' C – –         
7'' C – –         
7''' C – –         
8 C 13.18 1.94 7,6 7 7,9,13''ax,12''ax,2'aq 4,12''',13''',7,HMPA,2'' 
8' C 29.29 1.03       14',2',5',10' 
8'' C 30.04 1.29     10'' 14'',2',2'',5'',10'' 
8''' C 31.62 1.03     10''' 14''',2''',5''',10''' 
9 C 37.59 3.39 5,11 4,5 4,11 11,4,5,7,8,8' 
    3.39         
9' C 29.42 0.95 10',6' 10',6' 13''eq,10',6',1' 10',6',1' 
9'' C 28.91 0.97 10'',6'' 10'',6'' 10'',6'',1'' 10'',6'',1'' 
9''' C 28.93 0.94 10''',6''' 10''',6''' 10''',6''',1''' 10''',6''',1''' 
10 C 138.59 – 11,12,13       
10' C 16.18 0.93 9',6' 9',6' 5',9',2',HMPA 2',5',8',9' 
10'' C 16.33 0.9 9'',6'' 9'',6'' 5'',9'',2'' 14'',2'',5'',8'',9'' 
10''' C 16.18 0.87 9''',6''' 9''',6''' 5''',9''',2''' 14''',2''',5''',8''',9''' 
11 C 130.54 7.32 10,12,13 12,13 HMPA,9,5,4,12 12,4,5,7,9 
11' C 56.88 2.79(a)   12' 12',11'b,14',4' 12',13',14',4',5',2'''eq,8' 
    2.88(b)     11'a   
11'' C 54.81 2.75(a)   12'' 12'',11''b,14'',4'' 12'',14'',4'',5'',1''' 
    2.99(b)     11''a   
11''' C 55 2.73   12''' 12''',11'''b,14''',4''' 12''',14''',4''',5''',1'' 
    2.9     11'''a   
12 C 129.66 7.32 10,11,13 11,13 11,13 11,13 
12' C 68.67 4.03(ax) 13' 11' 13'eq,12'eq,13' 13',11',14',14'',2''',8' 
    3.62(eq)     13'ax,12'ax,11'a   
12'' C 69.06 3.92(ax) 13'' 11'' 12''eq,1''' 13'',11'',11',14'',4',2''',1''' 
    3.80(eq)     12''ax,11''ax   
12''' C 67.81 4.01(ax) 13''' 11''' 12'''eq,8,1'' 13''',2'',11''',2'',8,1'' 
    3.82(eq)     12'''ax,11'''ax   
13 C 127.66 7.22 10,11,12 11,12 12 12 
13' C 66.91 4.13(ax) 12' 14' 12'eq,13'eq 12',11',14',8' 
    3.42(eq)     12'ax,13'ax   
			 163 
13'' C 68.85 3.83(ax) 12'' 14'' 13''eq,4',1' 12'',14'',11'',8'',6',1' 
    3.56(eq)     13'ax,6',9'   
13''' C 67.07 3.76(ax) 12''' 14''' 13'''eq,8 12''',11'''14''',8,8''' 
    3.47(eq)     13'''ax   
14' C 50.72 2.31(a) – 13' 13'eq,11'a 13',12',11',5',8' 
    2.64(b)         
14'' C 51.26 2.34(a) – 13'' 11''a,14''b 13'',12'',11'',5'',8'',1' 
    2.93(b)     14''a   
14''' C 51.35 2.22(a) – 13''' 13'''eq,14'''b,11'''a 13''',11''',5''',8''' 




A.1.91. 1H NMR spectrum of 0.10 M mixed aggregate (S)-16a with 0.05 M HMPA in neat THF-d8 –60 °C. Labels indicate 
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Figure A.1.101. Expansion of the morpholine ring region in the ROESY spectrum of 0.10 M (S)-16a with 0.05 M HMPA in 









































































































































































































































































































































































Figure A.1.106. 6Li NMR spectrum of 0.10 M (S)-16a with 0.05 M HMPA in neat THF-d8 –80 °C with selective decoupling on 






(a) No decoupling 
(b) Selective 
decoupling of N''' 
(c) Selective 
decoupling of N'' 
		 180 
2D NMR analysis of 1:3 mixed aggregate (R)-16a: A sample prepared from 0.40 M 
[6Li]LiHMDS, 0.10 M (R)-1a and 0.30 M amino 11 with 0.05 M HMPA in neat THF-d8, 
after aging at 20 °C for 10 min, was studied by standard 2D NMR techniques. All 
chemical shifts with the exception of quaternary C-7’s in the carene amino alkoxide 
(CAA) residues were assigned using high field indirect-resolution 2D HSQC,         
HSQC-TOCSY, and HMBC experiments. 
Experimental: 2D NMR spectra were acquired on a 500 MHz Varian INOVA 
spectrometer operating at 499.92 MHz for 1H observation using a 5 mm Varian     
inverse-detect probehead with Z-axis pulsed field-gradient. Sample temperature was 
maintained at –60 °C as calibrated with a neat methanol sample. 1H and 13C chemical 
shifts were referenced to the residual downfield THF-d7 resonance at 3.58 ppm and 67.57 
ppm, respectively. 2D experiments were acquired using standard pulse sequences 
supplied in VnmrJ 3.2A (Agilent Inc.) and processed and analyzed in MestReNova 11.0.3 
(Mestrelab Research S.L.). 
Determination of the 3D aggregate structure: All morpholine rings display four non-
equivalent methylenes, however the ROESY spectrum shows exchange crosspeaks 
between H-12'a and H-13'b as well as H-12'b and H-13'a indicating that the morpholine 
fragment of CAA' undergoes rotation around C-4'–N' bond followed by a chair flip and 
that this process is slow on the 1H timescale (Δν = 270 and 295 Hz, respectively). 
The 3D structure of the aggregate was derived from 2D NOESY, ROESY (reported as 
H–H correlations) and HSQC-NOESY (reported as C-H correlations) experiments. The 
enolate is in the Z configuration based on the strong nOe correlation between H-4 and   
C-7. Reciprocal H-7 to C-4 correlation is also observed. The starting point for solving the 
structure is H-8 methyl of the enolate, which gives nOe correlations to bound HMPA,   
C-13'' and C-12'', as well as C-2'''. Reciprocal correlations to H-12'' and H-13'' to C-8 are 
also observed. This indicates that the methyl group projects over the O-1/Li-2/O-3/Li-4 
face of the cube and is sandwiched between the morpholine ring of CAA'' and HMPA. 
Contacts with both H-12'' and H-13'' show that the N–O axis of the morpholine is 
perpendicular to the O-1/Li-2/O-3/Li-4 face and therefore O-3 cannot be part of CAA''. 
The same correlations also allow the assignment of CAA'' specifically to O-4 with N'' 
coordinating to Li-4 as opposed to O-2/Li-2 which would result in a close contact with 
the C-11''/C-12'' edge of the morpholine based on computational data. Correlations from 
C-4'' to H-11''' and H-4''' further support this assignment. 
CAA'' and CAA''' are adjacent and oriented anti-parallel to each other as evidenced by 
correlations between the morpholine of CAA''' and the carene fragment of CAA'' (H-11''' 
to C-1'') as well as the carene of CAA''' and the morpholine of CAA'' (C-1''' to H-11'') 
leading us to assign O-3 to CAA''' with N''' coordinating to Li-3. 
CAA' contributes O-2 and is oriented so the morpholine is proximal to Li-1 and the 
carene is adjacent to HMPA as determined by correlation between HMPA and H-8'. 
HMPA is bound to Li-2 and is sitting in a “cavity” defined by the Si face of the enolate, 




















































































Table A.1.4. 1H and 13C chemical shift assignments for mixed aggregate (R)-16a at –60 °C 
Atom δC, ppm  δH, ppm  HMBC HSQC-TOCSY ROESY HSQC-NOESY 
1' C 19.35 0.27 10',6',2',5',9' 6',2' 6',10',2' 12'''b,13''',10',6' 
1'' C 19.3 0.26 10'',6'',2'',5'',9'' 6'',2'' 6'',10'',2'' 10'',6'' 
1''' C 19.14 0.26 10''',6''',2''',5''',9''' 6''',2''' 6''',10''',2''' 12'',11''b,2'''a,10''',6''' 
2 C 155.66 – 5a       
2' C 40.82 1.23(a) 1',6',3' 6',1' 2'b,9' 8',9' 
    2.12(b)     2'a   
2'' C 44.2 1.52(a) 1'',6'',3'' 6'',1'' 2''b,9'' 12''',12',8'',9'',2'' 
    1.88(b)     2''a   
2''' C 43.98 1.58(a) 1''',6''',3''' 6''',1''' 8,2'''a,9''' 8,8''',9''',2''' 
    2.09(b)         
3' C 71.68 – 2',4'       
3'' C 71.21 – 2'',4'',5''       
3''' C 71.41 – 2''',4'''       
4 C 58.45 4.18 9 9,5 5,7,9 5,7,9 
4' C 79.57 2.34 5',3',11',14' 5' 13'''b,11',6',5' 11',5' 
4'' C 78.46 2.29 5'',3'',11'',14'' 5'' 11'',11''',6'',5'' 11'',11''',5'',4''' 
4''' C 77.82 2.28 5''',3''',11''',14''' 5''' 11''',11'',6''',5''' 11''',5''',4'' 
5 C 64.43 3.94(a) 2,4,9 4,9 4,9 4 
    3.94(b)         
5' C 17.62 0.53(a) 4',1',6',3' 4',6' 5'b,9' 4',6' 
    1.94(b)     5'a,6',11'a   
5'' C 17.28 0.72(a) 4'',1'',6'',3'' 4'',6'' 5''b,9'' 4'',14'',8'',6'' 
    2.00(b)     5''a,6'',11''a   
5''' C 17.4 0.70(a) 4''',1''',6''',3''' 4''',6''' 5'''b,9''' 14''',11''',4''',8''',6''' 
    2.01(b)     5'''a,6''',11'''a   
6 C 152.2 – 7,8       
6' C 27.93 0.77 9',1',10',2' 4',2' 13''',4',5',10',1' 10' 
6'' C 25.87 0.8 9'',1'',10'',2'' 4'',2'' 4'',5'',10'',1'' 4''',5'',10'',6'' 
6''' C 26.24 0.81 9''',1''',10''',2''' 4''',2''' 4''',5''',10''',1''' 4'',5''',10''',6''' 
7 C 70.63 3.44 8,6 8 4,5a,8 4,8 
7' C – –         
7'' C – –         
7''' C – –         
8 C 12.83 1.93 7,6 7 4,12'',7,2'''b 12'',13'',7,HMPA,2'''b 
8' C 29.16 1.01 3',4'     14',11',2',9' 
		 183 
8'' C 31 1.12 3'',4''   14'' 14'',2'',9'' 
8''' C 29.69 1.29 3''',4'''   14''' 14''',2',2'''b,9''' 
9 C 38.17 2.41(a) 4,5,10,11 4,5 11,12,5,7,9b 11,4,5,13'',7 
    3.38(b)     9a   
9' C 15.89 0.92 10',6' 10' 2',5',8',10',1' 2',5',8' 
9'' C 15.93 0.9 10'',6'' 10'' 2'',5'',8'',10'',1'' 2'',5'',8'' 
9''' C 16.05 0.91 10''',6''' 10''' 2''',5''',8''',10''',1''' 2''',5''',8''' 
10 C 137.95 – 9,11,12       
10' C 29.09 0.95 9',1',6' 9' 1',6',5'b 9',6',1' 
10'' C 28.61 0.95 9'',1'',6'' 9'' 1'',6'',5''b 9'',6'',1'' 
10''' C 28.62 0.97 9''',1''',6''' 9''' 1''',6''',5'''b,13'''a 9''',6''',1''' 
11 C 130.1 7.29 9,10,12,13 12,13 12,13,4,5,7,9a 12,4,5,9 
11' C 56.58 2.79(a) 4' 12' 12',11'b,4' 12',4',5' 
    2.89(b)     11'a   
11'' C 54.72 2.75(a) 4'' 12'' 12'',13'',11''b,4'' 12'',13'',4'',5'',1''' 
    2.88(b)     11''a   
11''' C 54.65 2.75(a) 4''' 12''' 12''',13''',11'''b,4''' 12''',13''',4''',5''',1'' 
    3.00(b)     11'''a   
12 C 129.4 7.32 10,11,13 11,13 11,13 11,13 
12' C 68.45 3.64(a) 13' 11' 13'b,12'b,13'a,11'a 12'b,13',11',8'' 
    4.02(b)     13'a,12'a,13'b,11'b 12'a 
12'' C 67.67 3.83(a) 13'' 11'' 12''b,11''a 12''b,13'',11'',8,2''' 
    4.01(b)     12''a,2'''b,11''b,8 12''a 
12''' C 68.78 3.80(a) 13''' 11''' 12'''b 12'''b,13''',11''',4''',2'' 
    3.92(b)     12'''a 12'''a 
13 C 127.41 7.23 10,11,12 11,12 11,12 12 
13' C 66.63 3.42(a) 12' 14' 12'b,13'b,12'a,14'a 13'b,12',14',8'' 
    4.18(b)     12'a,13'a,12'b 13'a 
13'' C 67.06 3.45(a) 12'' 14'' 12''b,13''b,14''a 13''b,12'',14'',8 
    3.82(b)     13''a 13''a 
13''' C 68.6 3.56(a) 12''' 14''' 13'''b,12'''a,14'''a 13'''b,12''',14''',10',6',1' 
    3.83(b)     13'''a,14'''b,6' 13'''a 
14' C 50.47 2.30(a) 4' 13' 8',13'a,11'b,14'b 13',11',5',8' 
    2.65(b)     14'a,13'a,5'b   
14'' C 50.77 2.24(a) 4'' 13'' 8'',13''a 13'',11'',5'',8'' 
    2.80(b)     11''b,5''b   
14''' C 50.95 2.34(a) 4''' 13''' 8''',13'''b,12'''a 13''',11''',5''',8''' 
    2.92(b)     11'''a,5'''b   
		 184 
 
Figure A.1.107. 1H NMR spectrum of 0.10 M mixed aggregate (R)-16a with 0.05 M HMPA in neat THF-d8 –60 °C. Labels 



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure A.1.117. Expansion of the morpholine ring region in the ROESY spectrum of 0.10 M (R)-16a with 0.05 M HMPA in neat 














































































































































































































































































Table A.1.5. 1H and 13C chemical shift assignments for mixed aggregate (S)-15b at –40 °C. 
Atom δC, ppm  δH, ppm  HMBC HSQC-TOCSY HSQC-NOESY 
1' C 18.22 0.81 6',9',10' 2',4',5',6' 2',6',10',8' 
2 C 156.28 – 5b – – 
2' C 43.11 1.84(a) 8' 1',6' 8,10',8',9',1' 
    2.48(b)      
3' C 69.83 – 8',2' – – 
4 C 59.10 3.32 10,5 5 11,7,9,5,8 
4' C 75.85 2.55 2',8' 5' 11',2',5',6' 
5 C 59.68 2.76(a) 4 4 11,4,9,10 
    3.14(b)       
5' C 16.25 0.70(a) 1',3' 1',6',4' 11',14',4',2',8',9' 
    1.88(b)       
6 C 149.52 – 7,8 –   
6' C 25.12 0.74 1',9',10' 2',4',5',1' 4',1',5' 
7 C 71.69 3.37 6,8 8 4,9,8 
7' C – –       
8 C 10.29 2.12 6,7 7 12',7,2' 
8' C 31.04 1.18 2',3',4'   13',14',2',9',5' 
9 C 25.73 2.11 10,11,5 10,11 7,4,10,11 
9' C 15.25 1.03 1',10' 10' 2',8',10' 













































































10' C 27.78 0.93 1',9',6' 9' 9',1' 
11 C 17.10 0.26 10,9 9,10 10 
11' C 53.65 2.63(a) 4' 12' 12',4',5',14' 
    2.74(b)       
12' C 67.45 3.81(a) 11' 11' 13',11',8 
    3.94(b)       
13' C 66.52 3.73(a) – 14' 12',14' 
    3.75(b)       
14' C 49.06 2.23(a) 4' 13' 13',11',8',5' 




Figure A.1.121. 1H NMR spectrum of 0.10 M mixed aggregate (S)-15b in neat toluene-d8 at –40 °C. Labels indicate 









































































































































































































































































































































Table A.1.6. 1H and 13C chemical shift assignments for mixed aggregate (R)-15b at –40 °C. 
Atom δC, ppm  δH, ppm  HMBC HSQC-TOCSY HSQC-NOESY 
1' C 18.18 0.30 2',5',6',9',10' 2',4',5',6' 2',6',11',12' 
2 C 156.01 – 4,5b – – 
2' C 42.66 1.76(a) 6',8' 1',6' 8,11',12',8',9',1' 
    2.18(b)      
3' C 69.70 – 8',2',5',4' – – 
4 C 58.84 3.43 10,11,9,5 5 7,9,5 
4' C 76.95 2.29 2',8',5' 5',6' 11',2',5',6' 
5 C 59.67 3.00(a) 4,9 4 11,4,9,10 
    3.26(b)       
5' C 15.95 0.58(a) 1',4' 1',2',6',4' 11',14',4',2' 
    1.78(b)       
6 C 149.10 – 7,8 –   
6' C 25.03 0.69 1',2',4',5',9',10' 2',4',5',1' 4',1',5' 
7 C 72.26 3.47 6,8 8 4,9,8 
7' C – –       
8 C 10.05 2.22 6,7 7 12',7,2' 
8' C 29.76 1.16 2',4'   14',2',9',5' 
9 C 25.31 2.35 10,11,5 10,11 7,4,10,11 
9' C 14.94 0.91 1',2',6',10' 10' 2',8',10' 












































































10' C 27.90 1.01 1',9',6' 9' 9',1' 
11 C 16.74 0.27 10,9,4 9,10 4,9,5,10 
11' C 53.48 2.78(a) 4',14' 12' 12',4',5',14' 
    2.84(b)       
12' C 67.14 3.98(a) 13' 11' 13',11',1',2',8 
    4.12(b)       
13' C 66.18 3.56(a) 12' 14' 12',14',9 
    3.65(b)       
14' C 49.47 2.15(a) 13',4' 13' 13',11',8',5' 





Figure A.1.126. 1H NMR spectrum of 0.10 M mixed aggregate (R)-15b in neat toluene-d8 at –40 °C. Labels indicate 









































































































































































































































































































































Table A.1.7. 1H and 13C chemical shift assignments for mixed aggregate (S)-36a at –40 °C. 
Atom δC, ppm  δH, ppm  HMBC HSQC-TOCSY ROESY 
1' C 125.73 7.11 2',3',4' 2',3' 2' 
2 C 156.41 – 5b – – 
2' C 127.58 7.37 1',3',4' 1',3' 1',3',5' 
3' C 126.44 7.71 1',5' 1',2' 2',7',8 
4 C 57.83 3.73 9,5 9,5 11,7,5 
4' C 149.24 – 2',5' – – 
5 C 63.81 2.77 (a) 4,9 4,9 4,9 
   3.34 (b)      
5' C 76.71 5.57 3',7' 7' 2',8',6',10' 
6 C 150.45 – 8,7 – – 
6' C 70.27 2.29 5',11',8',7' 5',7' 2',5',8',7',11' 
7 C 72.29 3.82 8 8 11,4,9,8 
7' C 11.50 1.04 5',8',6' 5',6' 2',5',11',6' 
8 C 11.13 2.22 7 7 7,2',9',10' 
8' C 52.82 1.93 (a) 11',6' 11',9',10' 6',9',10',5' 
  3.77 (b)    
9 C 36.73 2.30 (a) 11,5 4,5 11,7,5,4 
   3.40 (b)    
9' C 22.63 1.26 (a) 8',11' 8',11',10' 11',8',10' 
  1.51 (b)    
10 C 136.27 – 12,13,9 – –  
































































  1.67 (b)    
11 C 129.10 6.67 12,13,9 12,13 7,4,5,9 
11' C 51.53 1.69 (a) 8' 8',9',10' 6',9',7' 
   2.99 (b)      12 C 128.50 6.95 9,10,11 11,13 11,13 





Figure A.1.131. 1H NMR spectrum of 0.10 M mixed aggregate (S)-36a in neat toluene-d8 at –40 °C. Labels indicate 











































































































































































































































































































































Table A.1.8. 1H and 13C chemical shift assignments for mixed aggregate (R)-36a at –40 °C. 
Atom δC, ppm  δH, ppm  HMBC HSQC-TOCSY HSQC-NOESY 
1' C 125.62 7.08 2',3',4' 2',3' 2' 
2 C 156.89 – 5 – – 
2' C 122.71 7.33 1',3',4' 1',3' 1',3' 
3' C 125.95 7.67 1',5' 1',2' 2',7' 
4 C 57.74 3.78 9,5 9,5 11,7,5 
4' C 149.32 – 2',5' – – 
5 C 64.89 3.10 (a) 4,9 4,9 4,9 
   3.55 (b)      
5' C 76.23 5.57 3',7',6',4' 7' 2',8',6',10',9' 
6 C 149.50 – 8,7,4 – – 
6' C 70.58 2.27 5',11',7' 5',7' 2',5',8',7',11' 
7 C 74.45 3.80 8 8 11,4,9,8 
7' C 11.79 1.01 5',8',6' 5',6' 2',5',11',6' 
8 C 10.80 2.05 7,6 7 7,11' 
8' C 52.85 1.95 (a) 11',6' 11',9',10' 6',9',10' 
  3.79 (b)    
9 C 37.42 2.53 (a) 11,5 4,5 11,7,5,4 
   3.76 (b)    
9' C 22.37 1.30 (a) 8',11' 8',11',10' 11',8',10' 
  1.53 (b)    
10 C 136.85 – 11,12,13,9 – –  
































































  1.65 (b)    
11 C 128.93 6.88 12,13,9 12,13 7,4,5,9 
11' C 51.82 1.69 (a) 8' 8',9',10' 6',9',7' 
   3.06 (b)      12 C 128.53 7.05 9,10,11 11,13 11,13 





Figure A.1.136. 1H NMR spectrum of 0.10 M mixed aggregate (R)-36a in neat toluene-d8 at –40 °C. Labels indicate 





































































































































































































































































































Table A.1.9. 1H and 13C chemical shift assignments for mixed aggregate (S)-52b at –40 °C. 
Atom δC, ppm  δH, ppm  HMBC HSQC-TOCSY ROESY 
1' C 68.51 – 2',3',4' – – 
2 C 156.29 – 4,5 – – 
2' C 33.57 1.36 1',3',4' – 4',8',8 
3' C 34.58 1.17 1',2',5' – 4',5' 
4 C 59.12 3.33 9,5,10,11 5 8,9,10 
4' C 73.90 2.19 (a) 2',3' – 2',3',5',8' 
  2.28 (b)    
5 C 59.69 2.71 (a) 9 4 4,9,10,11 
   3.14 (b)     
5' C 55.79 2.11 (a) 6' 6' 6',3',8' 
  2.71 (b)    
6 C 149.65 – 7 – – 
6' C 66.38 3.69 5' 5' 5',8',3' 
  3.70    
7 C 71.24 3.36 8,6 8 8 
7' C 66.41 3.78 (a) 8' 8' – 
  3.78 (b)    
8 C 10.03 2.10 7 7 7,5',6',2' 
8' C 55.70 2.20 (a) 7' 7' 5',4',2' 































































9 C 25.63 2.13 11,5,10 10,11 4,5,10,11 
10 C 16.92 0.19 11,9 9,11 5,4,9,11 





Figure A.1.141. 1H NMR spectrum of 0.10 M mixed aggregate (S)-52b in neat toluene-d8 at –40 °C. Labels indicate 






































































































































































































































































Figure A.1.146. Crude 1H NMR spectrum of the aldol reaction products between enolate (S)-1a 
and isobutyraldehyde.  
 
	











Figure A.1.147. Crude 1H NMR spectrum of the aldol reaction products between mixed 
aggregate (S)-15a and isobutyraldehyde. 
  
	











Figure A.1.148. Crude 1H NMR spectrum of the aldol reaction products between mixed 
aggregate (R)-15a and isobutyraldehyde. 
  
	











Figure A.1.149. 1H NMR spectra of the aldol reaction products between mixed aggregate  

















Figure A.1.150. Crude 1H NMR spectra of the aldol reaction products between mixed aggregate   
(S)-16a and isobutyraldehyde. The reactions were quenched at the mentioned temperature to 



















Figure A.1.151. Crude 1H NMR spectrum of the aldol reaction products between mixed 
aggregate (S)-16a and isobutyraldehyde. 
  











Figure A.1.152. Crude 1H NMR spectrum of the aldol reaction products between mixed 
aggregate (R)-16a and isobutyraldehyde. 
  




























Figure A.1.154. Crude 1H NMR spectrum of the aldol reaction products between mixed 
aggregate (S)-15b and isobutyraldehyde. 
















Figure A.1.155. Crude 1H NMR spectrum of the aldol reaction products between mixed 
aggregate (S)-16b and isobutyraldehyde. 
  
	











Figure A.1.156. Crude 1H NMR spectrum of the aldol reaction products between mixed 
aggregate (R)-16b and isobutyraldehyde. 
  
	











Figure A.1.157. Crude 1H NMR spectrum of the aldol reaction products between mixed 
aggregate (S)-36a and isobutyraldehyde. 
* Overlapping peak of the starting material and anti aldol product. 
0.550.600.650.700.750.800.850.900.951.001.051.101.151.201.251.301.351.401.45 ppm












Figure A.1.158. Crude 1H NMR spectrum of the aldol reaction products between mixed 
aggregate (R)-36a and isobutyraldehyde. 
* Overlapping peak of the starting material and anti aldol product. 
  
0.550.600.650.700.750.800.850.900.951.001.051.101.151.201.251.301.351.401.45 ppm












Figure A.1.159. Crude 1H NMR spectrum of the aldol reaction products between mixed 
aggregate (S)-37a and isobutyraldehyde. 
* Starting material. 
  
0.550.600.650.700.750.800.850.900.951.001.051.101.151.201.251.301.351.401.45 ppm












Figure A.1.160. Crude 1H NMR spectrum of the aldol reaction products between mixed 
aggregate (R)-37a and isobutyraldehyde. 















Figure A.1.161. Crude 1H NMR spectrum of the aldol reaction products between (a) mixed 
aggregate (S)-16b and (b) enolate (S)-1b with benzaldehyde. Gray peaks indicate excess starting 
material. 
0.500.550.600.650.700.750.800.850.900.951.001.051.101.151.201.251.301.351.401.45 ppm




















Figure A.1.162. Crude 1H NMR spectrum of the aldol reaction products between (a) mixed 










Figure A.1.163. Crude 1H NMR spectrum of the aldol reaction products between (a) enolate  
(S)-1b and (b) mixed aggregate (S)-16b with ethynyl methyl ketone. Gray peaks indicate excess 
starting material. 
* Unknown product 
  
0.500.550.600.650.700.750.800.850.900.951.001.051.101.151.201.251.301.351.401.45 ppm
















Figure A.1.164. Crude 1H NMR spectrum of the aldol reaction products between mixed 




















Figure A.1.165. Plot of aldolate concentration versus time (IR spectroscopy) for the formation of 
(S)-44a (1788 cm–1) carried out using mixed tetramer (S)-16a (0.10 M) at –78 °C under second-



















Figure A.1.166. Plot of aldolate concentration versus time (IR spectroscopy) for the formation of 
(S)-44a (1788 cm–1) carried out using mixed tetramer (S)-16a (0.10 M) at –78 °C under pseudo-
first-order conditions with pivaldehyde (0.010 M). Red curve represents a fit to                        






















Figure A.1.167. Plot of pseudo-first-order rate constants (kobsd) vs t-BuCHO concentration in 
neat tetrahydrofuran (THF) at −78 °C (0.10 M (S)-16a, neat THF, −78 °C). The curve depicts an 
unweighted least-squares fit to the function f(x) = ax + b: a = (–1.3 ± 2.3) × 10–2; b = (2 ± 2) × 
10–3. 





























Figure A.1.168. Plot of pseudo-first-order rate constants (kobsd) vs (S)-16a concentration at 
0.0050 M pivaldehyde in neat tetrahydrofuran (THF) at −78 °C. The data were fit to y = axn , 
such that n = 1.14 ± 0.02. 




























Figure A.1.169. Plot of pseudo-first-order rate constants (kobsd) vs 11 concentration in neat 
tetrahydrofuran (THF) at −78 °C (0.10 M (S)-16a, neat THF, −78 °C). The curve depicts an 
unweighted least-squares fit to the function f(x) = ax + b: a = (1.94 ± 1.8) × 10–3; b = (1.31 ± 
0.11) × 10–3. 




























Figure A.1.170. Plot of pseudo-first-order rate constants (kobsd) vs HMPA concentration in neat 
tetrahydrofuran (THF) at −78 °C (0.10 M (S)-16a, neat THF, −78 °C). The curve depicts an 
unweighted least-squares fit to the function f(x) = ax + b: a = (6.4 ± 10.6) × 10–4;                          
b = (1.20 ± 0.09) × 10–3. 



























Figure A.1.171. Plot of aldolate concentration versus time (IR spectroscopy, 1788 cm–1) carried 
out using mixed tetramer (S)-16a (0.10 M) at –78 °C under pseudo-first-order conditions with: 
(a) pivaldehyde (0.010 M); (b) pivaldehyde-d (0.010 M). Red curves represent fits to                     






































Part 5.  Computations 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Geometries are optimized at the B3LYP level of theory using the 6-31G(d) basis set. Energies 
are defined as follows: G is the sum of electronic and thermal free energies calculated at the 
B3LYP level of theory (T = 195 K). GMP2 is derived from an MP2 SP calculation corresponding 
to the DFT-optimized geometry and includes a thermal correction from the DFT calculation. 
 
Table A.1.10.  Geometric coordinates and thermally corrected MP2 energies   for THF 
 
 
          G = –232.349384 
          GMP2 = –231.569879 	
 
Atom     X                  Y                  Z                         Atom     X                  Y                  Z 
 
C    0.00000000  0.00000000  0.00000000 
H    0.06320400  0.15873800  1.08328900 
H    0.61015700  0.76456500 -0.49095800 
C   -1.46729300 -0.00033900 -0.45381300 
H   -1.53059400  0.15785900 -1.53717400 
H   -2.07768600  0.76422300  0.03685600 
C   -1.89874200 -1.42780200 -0.09469900 
O   -0.73331100 -2.24858800 -0.22715800 
C    0.43208200 -1.42748600 -0.35845700 
H    1.21529000 -1.82013100  0.30070600 
H    0.80244900 -1.48014300 -1.39416900 
H   -2.68246900 -1.82083900 -0.75299500 




Table A.1.11.  Geometric coordinates and thermally corrected MP2 energies   for isobutyraldehyde 
 
 
         G = –232.363544 
          GMP2 = –231.5853565 
 
 
Atom     X                  Y                  Z                         Atom     X                  Y                  Z 
 
C    0.00000000  0.00000000  0.00000000 
C    1.35825200 -0.64247100 -0.21642300 
O    2.32728500 -0.08817100 -0.68588300 
H    1.41543300 -1.71265200  0.09428100 
H   -0.17199100 -0.04888300  1.08902500 
C   -1.08708400 -0.86257100 -0.67179900 
H   -2.08343300 -0.48022400 -0.42704300 
H   -0.97876300 -0.84739100 -1.76264900 
H   -1.03772400 -1.90679400 -0.34086300 
C   -0.02488200  1.45908100 -0.45726000 
H   -0.99317700  1.91827800 -0.23079400 
H    0.76022900  2.04023200  0.03518600 

















        G = –2618.987508 
          GMP2 = –2611.435743 
 
 
Atom     X                  Y                  Z                         Atom     X                  Y                  Z 
 
Li   0.00000000  0.00000000  0.00000000 
O   -0.08023400  2.02256100 -0.26406100 
Li  -0.87456600  1.43685900 -1.97089400 
Li   0.85467900 -0.48874700 -2.41846300 
O    0.79292100  1.47635000 -2.99965400 
Li   1.61073700  1.69097300 -1.22602700 
O    1.78601600 -0.16260200 -0.75878800 
C    3.05490000 -0.41436900 -0.22434300 
C    3.37017900 -1.96939500 -0.31700800 
H    3.25481200 -2.41584900  0.68009900 
H    2.55037000 -2.36813100 -0.91753100 
C    4.67880400 -2.44593500 -0.95539900 
C    5.82021800 -1.46465100 -1.16249100 
H    6.36608800 -1.55407700 -2.10134200 
C    5.57404900 -0.02779100 -0.72490000 
H    6.27947000  0.62798200 -1.24789900 
H    5.77612400  0.10428300  0.34342300 
C    4.12001300  0.37341500 -1.06094300 
H    3.93678200  0.04667400 -2.09222500 
N    3.86661500  1.85540700 -1.09721900 
C    4.55509800  2.61420100 -0.02706000 
C    4.28215500  4.10976100 -0.15534900 
H    4.83838600  4.65842500  0.61123400 
H    3.20792900  4.31518600 -0.01981000 
O    4.71770400  4.60890400 -1.41035600 
C    4.05019900  3.92070500 -2.45892900 
H    4.43398000  4.32895000 -3.39856300 
H    2.96908300  4.12659400 -2.40921400 
C    4.29518900  2.41564100 -2.40238600 
H    3.72360000  1.93225900 -3.20152000 
H    5.36896700  2.22933400 -2.58101400 
H    5.64596400  2.47079400 -0.07718200 
H    4.21686800  2.26646700  0.95035500 
C    5.98957400 -2.63068100 -0.20646600 
C    6.06414600 -2.42402800  1.29509600 
H    7.07598300 -2.12478900  1.59895100 
H    5.36890500 -1.66578300  1.66072300 
H    5.82777900 -3.35920200  1.81952600 
C    6.88860700 -3.76130300 -0.68623400 
H    7.93951400 -3.56526100 -0.43467100 
H    6.60841200 -4.71494200 -0.21908500 
H    6.82757200 -3.89249200 -1.77281700 
H    4.53223100 -3.16518500 -1.76064000 
C    3.03951500 -0.00249600  1.26647700 
H    2.38485800 -0.69199900  1.80851500 
H    4.02289300 -0.03084100  1.75214100 
H    2.62171000  1.00210800  1.38502600 
C    1.08437000  2.04697200 -4.17603400 
C    0.71842800  3.52101800 -4.29715500 
H    0.99319300  4.03058300 -3.36343200 
H   -0.37672300  3.60809600 -4.36122900 
C    1.35989500  4.22263900 -5.50277100 
H    0.89607200  5.20536900 -5.65783100 
H    2.42412100  4.40844800 -5.29674300 
C    1.23943300  3.35575500 -6.76023400 
C    1.96311700  2.01620100 -6.56032700 
H    1.68250200  1.32508100 -7.36919800 
H    3.04953200  2.17442400 -6.68061300 
C    1.65617000  1.39441200 -5.21658200 















H    1.64355600  3.88187300 -7.63481400 
H    0.17545000  3.16823400 -6.96496100 
O   -0.93816000 -0.46941000 -1.65043900 
C   -2.11364500 -0.94905600 -2.24687200 
C   -2.40674200 -2.43209400 -1.75511500 
H   -2.28558400 -3.11799900 -2.60366200 
H   -1.58649100 -2.66012000 -1.06889000 
C   -3.72381700 -2.74096800 -1.03805100 
C   -4.91680300 -1.82210100 -1.24290500 
H   -5.52447800 -1.61981600 -0.36129300 
C   -4.69160300 -0.60735300 -2.13096100 
H   -5.47454600  0.13274600 -1.92824700 
H   -4.78369100 -0.86140100 -3.19262900 
C   -3.29873300 -0.00985100 -1.83162900 
H   -3.21264600  0.04923500 -0.73965200 
N   -3.10412600  1.40631600 -2.29279500 
C   -3.72695000  1.72107600 -3.59938700 
C   -3.45699000  3.17324700 -3.98264600 
H   -3.95868500  3.41337600 -4.92526700 
H   -2.37429500  3.32611700 -4.11561000 
O   -3.96345700  4.07607100 -3.01195400 
C   -3.39634900  3.79893400 -1.73804100 
H   -3.85676400  4.49570800 -1.03149900 
H   -2.31105400  3.99400600 -1.75563400 
C   -3.65350700  2.36039100 -1.30111600 
H   -3.16474100  2.19681300 -0.33724000 
H   -4.74140000  2.21717600 -1.17275400 
H   -4.81855400  1.57791200 -3.56104400 
H   -3.32860100  1.06297400 -4.37267500 
C   -4.97033700 -3.25006600 -1.74946600 
C   -4.94200100 -3.56354400 -3.23407200 
H   -4.60438900 -4.59501300 -3.40079100 
H   -5.94554500 -3.47273200 -3.67007400 
H   -4.27480600 -2.90969300 -3.80055900 
C   -5.85412600 -4.20748600 -0.96318900 
H   -6.89246800 -4.17108900 -1.31896600 
H   -5.50454900 -5.24349700 -1.06591700 
H   -5.86120700 -3.96390100  0.10558300 
H   -3.59921700 -3.13687400 -0.03086100 
C   -1.90530900 -0.98436100 -3.78170400 
H   -1.12529100 -1.71383500 -4.02192700 
H   -2.80632200 -1.26923100 -4.34060900 
H   -1.55286300 -0.01737600 -4.15231200 
O    1.44364500 -2.20461500 -3.45886500 
C    2.58931100 -2.37245300 -4.32709400 
C    2.66045100 -3.86863600 -4.64881300 
C    2.03757500 -4.50028100 -3.39438200 
H    2.77369000 -4.55282800 -2.58441800 
H    1.64489300 -5.50723200 -3.56497700 
C    0.93753800 -3.49656900 -3.05197800 
H    0.69708700 -3.44422400 -1.98741600 
H    0.01559700 -3.70806400 -3.60835100 
H    2.05455000 -4.10012300 -5.53267200 
H    3.68368300 -4.20386200 -4.84257900 
H    2.44735600 -1.74682400 -5.21200800 
H    3.48245500 -2.02908100 -3.79112200 
C   -0.50043600  2.97135200  0.57842200 
C    0.15270000  4.33474400  0.39380900 
H    0.21508700  4.54644800 -0.68316400 
H    1.19437200  4.26813000  0.74554500 
C   -0.56710600  5.47612000  1.12589900 
H    0.06219600  6.37544200  1.13475200 
H   -1.48388700  5.74099800  0.57953500 
C   -0.93918100  5.05257200  2.55019900 
C   -1.89093700  3.84844200  2.51773800 
H   -1.98281600  3.42789100  3.53084600 
H   -2.90565100  4.20226400  2.26226300 
C   -1.43008900  2.78106100  1.54901100 
H   -1.88386300  1.79437600  1.63493000 
H   -1.39660300  5.88700900  3.09742800 
H   -0.02292800  4.77891000  3.09339400 
O   -0.55807000 -0.73389700  1.82856000 
C   -0.16321000 -0.18614300  3.11408900 
C   -1.20666100 -0.67368900  4.13447700 
C   -2.40364500 -1.06387300  3.25210300 
H   -3.00886600 -0.18319300  3.00878500 
H   -3.05523700 -1.81129500  3.71521200 
C   -1.70659700 -1.58520500  1.99795900 
H   -2.30625600 -1.51387500  1.08923300 
H   -1.37862600 -2.62769600  2.12625900 
H   -0.83546400 -1.55048800  4.67748900 
H   -1.45136500  0.09660800  4.87144700 
H    0.84607300 -0.53432900  3.35269300 
H   -0.15147800  0.90240400  3.00892400 
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        G = –2618.993062 




Atom     X                  Y                  Z                         Atom     X                  Y                  Z 
 
Li   0.00000000  0.00000000  0.00000000 
Li  -1.70021100  1.86646900 -0.72672100 
O   -0.95375700  1.97090600 -2.55767700 
Li  -0.92534800  0.00071200 -2.34668500 
O    0.90648900 -0.06026000 -1.72798600 
Li   0.77493600  1.86665900 -1.61905900 
O    0.02845100  1.97021400  0.21204100 
C    0.32337000  2.70001500  1.29217900 
C   -0.74335900  2.70866900  2.38315800 
H   -1.11367300  1.68200900  2.51040200 
H   -1.61003800  3.28239600  2.02343000 
C   -0.25451200  3.27332000  3.72514900 
H   -1.10849800  3.46413700  4.38831900 
H    0.37239200  2.52565300  4.23255000 
C    0.56991200  4.54712300  3.51210400 
C    1.80963900  4.24329300  2.65902000 
H    2.27815200  5.18843500  2.34465300 
H    2.56549700  3.74644300  3.29264100 
C    1.47745900  3.39717000  1.45031400 
H    2.22302900  3.33404800  0.65849400 
H    0.86495800  4.98521800  4.47448100 
H   -0.05181300  5.29589800  2.99913400 
O    2.00981900  3.37880900 -2.09259900 
C    3.42671500  3.41853500 -2.36276100 
C    3.85845800  4.86470600 -2.10758300 
C    2.58774100  5.64730100 -2.47484100 
H    2.51370100  5.76831500 -3.56222200 
H    2.54624700  6.64088300 -2.01858200 
C    1.48324500  4.72395000 -1.95794100 
H    0.55437500  4.77917300 -2.53163700 
H    1.26399800  4.89744100 -0.89805800 
H    4.10154600  5.00947500 -1.04859600 
H    4.73262200  5.14982800 -2.70060300 
H    3.92244800  2.69226700 -1.71228900 
H    3.59431100  3.12549700 -3.40778200 
C    1.99270400 -0.94189800 -1.71005900 
C    3.03465000 -0.51398300 -2.83205400 
H    2.93123500 -1.19155500 -3.69070600 
H    2.66964600  0.45610200 -3.18213200 
C    4.51432400 -0.34324300 -2.47312400 
C    5.04584200 -0.90584100 -1.16473000 
H    5.75821400 -0.27963200 -0.62817500 
C    4.04055500 -1.60747900 -0.26054200 
H    4.43309300 -1.62194000  0.76273500 
H    3.90668000 -2.65668700 -0.54580400 
C    2.69436900 -0.84973700 -0.31032300 
H    2.93381400  0.21656800 -0.21028900 
N    1.76871200 -1.11532600  0.84278500 
C    1.67917400 -2.53536400  1.24975900 
C    0.72218400 -2.69694300  2.42858100 
H    0.69674000 -3.74240800  2.75167500 
H   -0.29713900 -2.39908400  2.13112500 
O    1.14188200 -1.93506500  3.54953400 














H    1.58237500 -0.02974700  4.08445700 
H    0.22712700 -0.17786900  2.93980600 
C    2.18735500 -0.33284200  2.03080000 
H    2.19053200  0.73133200  1.77539100 
H    3.20409800 -0.61614800  2.35545100 
H    2.66348500 -2.92313400  1.55833400 
H    1.32818000 -3.14187000  0.41400300 
C    5.54578200 -1.46121300 -2.48518000 
C    5.18078500 -2.85788900 -2.95242900 
H    4.14658000 -3.13056200 -2.73359500 
H    5.31383700 -2.94270300 -4.03889400 
H    5.83059800 -3.60851500 -2.48319200 
C    6.96203100 -1.06575000 -2.87913500 
H    7.69982900 -1.75616000 -2.44882300 
H    7.08836500 -1.08267200 -3.96984300 
H    7.21021000 -0.05646400 -2.53100500 
H    4.91895900  0.62549600 -2.76409400 
C    1.46721600 -2.35882100 -2.03682800 
H    1.12058800 -2.37255400 -3.07640300 
H    2.21288700 -3.15533300 -1.92863900 
H    0.60891100 -2.60297600 -1.40562200 
O   -1.83186000 -0.06052800 -0.61874400 
C   -2.91813900 -0.94207700 -0.63708400 
C   -3.96000200 -0.51469900  0.48519600 
H   -3.85661300 -1.19276800  1.34345900 
H   -3.59490400  0.45515400  0.83581800 
C   -5.43967700 -0.34364100  0.12641400 
C   -5.97129400 -0.90551200 -1.18225600 
H   -6.68364700 -0.27897200 -1.71845100 
C   -4.96609100 -1.60673600 -2.08686000 
H   -5.35868200 -1.62064000 -3.11012500 
H   -4.83227000 -2.65609700 -1.80214700 
C   -3.61985500 -0.84911300 -2.03673600 
H   -3.85922600  0.21726500 -2.13618400 
N   -2.69426600 -1.11414900 -3.19003300 
C   -2.60484700 -2.53397700 -3.59776700 
C   -1.64796300 -2.69498700 -4.77675100 
H   -1.62259500 -3.74028500 -5.10039000 
H   -0.62859900 -2.39732700 -4.47923000 
O   -2.06773400 -1.93251100 -5.89727500 
C   -2.15466300 -0.55900100 -5.54299600 
H   -2.50817300 -0.02689300 -6.43117000 
H   -1.15280900 -0.17569000 -5.28674900 
C   -3.11294200 -0.33099800 -4.37760200 
H   -3.11597100  0.73304300 -4.12162900 
H   -4.12975000 -0.61401600 -4.70229500 
H   -3.58920200 -2.92153000 -3.90646800 
H   -2.25381200 -3.14093900 -2.76236100 
C   -6.47122200 -1.46153200  0.13792700 
C   -6.10633100 -2.85846300  0.60449600 
H   -5.07228400 -3.13130000  0.38512000 
H   -6.23894500 -2.94365100  1.69098600 
H   -6.75651200 -3.60876500  0.13525100 
C   -7.88742200 -1.06614100  0.53214100 
H   -8.62530300 -1.75623200  0.10146100 
H   -8.01372500 -1.08366200  1.62284400 
H   -8.13550000 -0.05663300  0.18459000 
H   -5.84421000  0.62498100  0.41791600 
C   -2.39276200 -2.35922500 -0.31110900 
H   -2.04612600 -2.37357300  0.72845200 
H   -3.13850900 -3.15560800 -0.41972600 
H   -1.53449000 -2.60311100 -0.94246200 
C   -1.24828000  2.70127300 -3.63754700 
C   -0.18145400  2.70995900 -4.72843500 
H    0.18852600  1.68322300 -4.85602500 
H    0.68538500  3.28327200 -4.36842400 
C   -0.67001300  3.27527700 -6.07024800 
H    0.18408000  3.46598600 -6.73331300 
H   -1.29719100  2.52803800 -6.57794000 
C   -1.49392400  4.54934100 -5.85678500 
C   -2.73381400  4.24573400 -5.00385500 
H   -3.20191100  5.19096400 -4.68913400 
H   -3.48987800  3.74946900 -5.63768800 
C   -2.40206000  3.39898000 -3.79547400 
H   -3.14769600  3.33584000 -3.00371800 
H   -1.78875300  4.98789800 -6.81901700 
H   -0.87190500  5.29768000 -5.34353200 
O   -2.93528000  3.37835300 -0.25224100 
C   -2.40895700  4.72364500 -0.38620400 
C   -3.51383200  5.64654500  0.13066400 
C   -4.78422700  4.86394100 -0.23768200 
H   -5.02679700  5.00928600 -1.29670900 
H   -5.65874200  5.14858200  0.35505100 
C   -4.35239700  3.41767800  0.01688700 
H   -4.84755800  2.69175800 -0.63441000 
H   -4.52068800  3.12392200  1.06158400 
H   -3.44034800  5.76695900  1.21815000 
H   -3.47226900  6.64038700 -0.32502300 
H   -1.48030300  4.77884200  0.18783500 
H   -2.18938100  4.89764300 -1.44594000 
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        G = –2618.992360 
          GMP2 = –2611.446436 
 
 
Atom     X                  Y                  Z                         Atom     X                  Y                  Z 
 
Li   0.00000000  0.00000000  0.00000000 
Li  -0.00097700  0.59999700  2.44129700 
Li  -1.84113300 -1.00213800  1.49679700 
O   -1.96105500  0.59848000  2.64276400 
Li  -1.84510500  1.59683700  0.94488500 
O   -1.96008100 -0.00435900 -0.20099300 
C   -2.56006100 -0.38607700 -1.33178800 
C   -3.53208900  0.62652200 -1.92289000 
H   -3.07748900  1.62377300 -1.85420200 
H   -4.42623600  0.66457100 -1.27914700 
C   -3.94182600  0.31889200 -3.37019900 
H   -4.79381500  0.94593900 -3.66430100 
H   -3.11428900  0.57869400 -4.04612600 
C   -4.27240000 -1.16745300 -3.53870500 
C   -3.04564800 -2.03010800 -3.20890800 
H   -3.35091900 -3.08462300 -3.12832700 
H   -2.34723500 -2.00068400 -4.06335600 
C   -2.35792500 -1.58498700 -1.93631100 
H   -1.64082200 -2.27147300 -1.48490400 
H   -4.62182900 -1.37466100 -4.55849900 
H   -5.09838300 -1.42964800 -2.86096900 
O    0.10052600  1.74617700  0.89054700 
C    0.85005900  2.60765700  0.07824300 
C    1.40303100  3.82406200  0.94058400 
H    0.89033100  4.74274100  0.62630900 
H    1.05075200  3.62269200  1.95519000 
C    2.91151500  4.07754700  1.00418700 
C    3.80314200  3.54341100 -0.10442100 
H    4.76575300  3.13915900  0.20795300 
C    3.11610900  2.72575300 -1.18905000 
H    3.86727300  2.12639900 -1.71646600 
H    2.65203200  3.36382700 -1.94885000 
C    2.06032200  1.81068700 -0.52828900 
H    2.54369300  1.36605100  0.35055800 
N    1.64061100  0.62440900 -1.34583400 
C    1.41650300  0.90700000 -2.78301300 
C    0.96471500 -0.35494600 -3.51201900 
O    1.93979700 -1.38696100 -3.40663400 
C    2.17947800 -1.68897800 -2.04186500 
H    1.26622600 -2.10100300 -1.58138800 
H    2.95439500 -2.46181200 -2.02193100 
C    2.64323800 -0.46137000 -1.25905900 
H    2.77889900 -0.73549800 -0.20806000 
H    3.62146200 -0.13795600 -1.65659300 
H    0.84825800 -0.14812900 -4.58047000 
H   -0.00157800 -0.69923900 -3.11062800 
H    2.34103700  1.26911900 -3.26149100 
H    0.65625000  1.67932300 -2.89636300 
C    3.64259600  5.03953500  0.07664500 
C    2.87721600  5.87936500 -0.92917200 
H    1.99060700  5.37784800 -1.32405800 
H    2.54105200  6.81709700 -0.46752700 
H    3.51707200  6.14405900 -1.78122400 
C    4.83633200  5.77454500  0.66876900 
H    5.54862400  6.06861500 -0.11376100 














H    5.37596100  5.15110600  1.39093200 
H    3.32792400  4.02837700  2.00962800 
C   -0.08670100  3.18892200 -1.00984200 
H   -0.82424000  3.84132800 -0.53127700 
H    0.43378400  3.78753500 -1.76824300 
H   -0.64303200  2.39247000 -1.51146600 
O   -3.18435600  3.10542800  0.88263100 
C   -4.55422900  2.78886900  1.23197300 
C   -5.21767500  4.12949300  1.54692500 
C   -4.04913200  4.92122800  2.15325000 
H   -3.89508800  4.62740100  3.19674000 
H   -4.19047800  6.00559600  2.11391200 
C   -2.86978600  4.45703900  1.29618400 
H   -1.91900700  4.43882100  1.83555500 
H   -2.75590800  5.07514100  0.39617700 
H   -5.57419400  4.60990000  0.62777500 
H   -6.06695200  4.02278100  2.22846800 
H   -5.00195300  2.26174100  0.38545000 
H   -4.54441500  2.13132000  2.10858300 
C   -2.56207400  0.97957900  3.77322100 
C   -3.53023600 -0.03568000  4.36607100 
H   -3.07209200 -1.03139400  4.29854100 
H   -4.42455000 -0.07784200  3.72281900 
C   -3.94049600  0.27245400  5.81313900 
H   -4.79007700 -0.35728500  6.10844700 
H   -3.11175700  0.01663000  6.48910900 
C   -4.27642100  1.75782600  5.97969600 
C   -3.05293100  2.62447200  5.64821600 
H   -3.36208100  3.67775100  5.56623200 
H   -2.35412100  2.59881700  6.50245600 
C   -2.36401900  2.18003100  4.37603500 
H   -1.64937500  2.86838500  3.92357800 
H   -4.62621600  1.96518800  6.99933200 
H   -5.10361500  2.01604600  5.30191400 
O    0.10489300 -1.14582600  1.55094200 
C    0.85658100 -2.00508700  2.36361400 
C    1.41391400 -3.21986500  1.50167600 
H    0.90504100 -4.14036200  1.81680000 
H    1.06029600 -3.02062000  0.48710800 
C    2.92334100 -3.46743800  1.43771900 
C    3.81282700 -2.93074500  2.54683600 
H    4.77391000 -2.52259300  2.23481100 
C    3.12250100 -2.11626200  3.63174900 
H    3.87135800 -1.51472500  4.15996500 
H    2.66014800 -2.75636700  4.39090100 
C    2.06402800 -1.20440500  2.97085600 
H    2.54632000 -0.75811800  2.09225500 
N    1.64029000 -0.01951000  3.78829600 
C    2.63988000  1.06913900  3.70247100 
C    2.17210000  2.29526900  4.48520100 
O    1.93233900  1.99225100  5.84973600 
C    0.96003200  0.95751300  5.95416300 
H    0.84333900  0.75014800  7.02248200 
H   -0.00689400  1.29923600  5.55210100 
C    1.41584000 -0.30303600  5.22522200 
H    2.34098400 -0.66276800  5.70432600 
H    0.65758100 -1.07743600  5.33778400 
H    1.25798700  2.70479500  4.02420600 
H    2.94483600  3.07030500  4.46595800 
H    2.77553200  1.34384900  2.65161100 
H    3.61872600  0.74843700  4.10064300 
C    3.65806100 -4.42731000  2.36459700 
C    2.89591500 -5.27094000  3.36969100 
H    2.00760700 -4.77308800  3.76543200 
H    2.56300400 -6.20938300  2.90713100 
H    3.53697800 -5.53421900  4.22127000 
C    4.85469300 -5.15720100  1.77197700 
H    5.56813100 -5.44903600  2.55430000 
H    4.54099300 -6.07140200  1.25087400 
H    5.39184000 -4.53110100  1.05027500 
H    3.33959600 -3.41585900  0.43234000 
C   -0.07900100 -2.58975500  3.45090900 
H   -0.81397400 -3.24448600  2.97155900 
H    0.44301500 -3.18691600  4.20940700 
H   -0.63845500 -1.79546200  3.95248000 
O   -3.17565100 -2.51479000  1.55840500 
C   -2.85757500 -3.86467400  1.14186600 
C   -4.03661100 -4.33067200  0.28534600 
C   -5.20671900 -3.54357500  0.89468100 
H   -5.56051500 -4.02673400  1.81343600 
H   -6.05724000 -3.43814800  0.21449200 
C   -4.54681200 -2.20158200  1.21121400 
H   -4.99503000 -1.67720400  2.05918000 
H   -4.54000600 -1.54243500  0.33576300 
H   -3.88472500 -4.03430200 -0.75773700 
H   -4.17469700 -5.41553100  0.32271900 
H   -1.90752500 -3.84257200  0.60137400 
H   -2.74079400 -4.48414900  2.04055300 
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       (S)-23a         (S)-24a 
         
          +3.8             +4.2   
        (S)-15a 
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    (S)-22a           (S)-21a 





































































    (R)-24a         (R)-21a 
        
       +4.4             +2.1   
        (R)-23a 
 
      +7.1 
    (S)-22a           (R)-15a 




































































  (S)-32a   (S)-33a   (S)-34a     (S)-35a 
 
     +5.5        +5.0       +4.8         +3.1 
 
 
           (S)-29a            (S)-30a            (S)-31a 
          
   +6.7    +4.4     +7.1 
 
 
   ((S)-16a*)1, (S)-16a                (S)-26a      (S)-27a       (S)-28a 
 

























































































  (R)-32a    (R)-33a   (R)-34a     (R)-35a  
 
     +5.5        +7.2       +9.1         +3.3  
 
 
           (R)-29a           (R)-30a            (R)-31a 
         
   +5.8    +3.4     +8.8 
 
 
 (R)-16a    (R)-26a      (R)-27a       (R)-28a 
 











































































































































































































































       G = –3104.062903 
          GMP2 = –3094.062812 
 				
            
Atom     X                  Y                  Z                         Atom     X                  Y                  Z 
 
Li   0.00000000  0.00000000  0.00000000 
Li  -0.48377500  1.84059100 -1.74318900 
O    0.67538500  3.17716900 -2.39967400 
C    1.41968900  3.84382900 -1.68918600 
O    2.25798000  4.75058000 -2.26065900 
C    2.83714500  5.56608700 -1.22853700 
H    2.27344000  6.50396300 -1.17058600 
H    3.87226800  5.78255200 -1.49677200 
C    2.69794400  4.72568600  0.04842900 
H    2.40695900  5.36344100  0.88585700 
N    1.58480200  3.84073800 -0.33108300 
C    0.85500700  3.01161600  0.62539600 
C    0.96251500  3.31252000  1.94422000 
H    1.51992300  4.18810100  2.25601700 
C    0.27993800  2.52670400  3.02887300 
H    0.95263100  2.34745500  3.87881100 
H   -0.60392100  3.04698400  3.42705200 
H   -0.05700700  1.55162500  2.66234200 
O    0.16599700  2.02472500  0.10616300 
Li  -1.76604800  1.83368100  0.57818800 
Li  -2.23341700 -0.01060700 -1.16735300 
O   -2.41746500  2.01264300 -1.27154800 
C   -3.10875200  2.99632500 -1.79386600 
N   -3.83374600  3.83193700 -0.83965800 
C   -3.67182300  3.83520300  0.51894000 
O   -2.93378800  3.16444700  1.23206100 
O   -4.50575300  4.74781200  1.08746100 
C   -5.07828000  5.56494800  0.05287400 
H   -4.50804000  6.49876400 -0.00685900 
H   -6.11216400  5.78903200  0.31957400 
C   -4.94348100  4.72023200 -1.22152100 
H   -4.65034600  5.35388500 -2.06129300 
C   -6.22027900  3.92690300 -1.58819700 
H   -5.94069000  3.20182800 -2.36001100 
H   -6.54041100  3.36033800 -0.70501800 
C   -7.34280900  4.81551700 -2.07711600 
C   -8.44333700  5.11086900 -1.26139000 























C   -9.39579600  6.51855800 -2.98229000 
C   -8.30648700  6.22972400 -3.80778900 
C   -7.29162100  5.38564200 -3.35839500 
H   -6.45355700  5.15591700 -4.01336600 
H   -8.25034000  6.65751800 -4.80532100 
H   -10.1885430  7.17376900 -3.33288800 
H   -10.3097590  6.16638200 -1.06102400 
H   -8.50893600  4.66557200 -0.27075800 
C   -3.22157800  3.28867100 -3.11421900 
C   -2.54736600  2.49300300 -4.19695000 
H   -2.21523300  1.51742500 -3.82719200 
H   -3.22386300  2.31355700 -5.04380000 
H   -1.66157800  3.00553700 -4.60107400 
H   -3.77965600  4.16256400 -3.42940500 
O   -1.75987000 -0.06351400  0.72521700 
C   -2.63764000 -0.92049000  1.40789000 
C   -2.68175400 -0.52863600  2.94583700 
H   -2.11732000 -1.27666100  3.51881800 
H   -2.10004700  0.39379900  3.01345200 
C   -4.03160300 -0.26290000  3.62006400 
C   -5.31199300 -0.75549800  2.96714200 
H   -6.16194500 -0.07549900  3.01572200 
C   -5.16718100 -1.46040600  1.62445200 
H   -6.12655100 -1.42314700  1.09484200 
H   -4.93133600 -2.52397200  1.74433100 
C   -4.07325100 -0.74319000  0.80328700 
H   -4.26303200  0.33208700  0.90702200 
N   -4.12745200 -0.97596000 -0.67995800 
C   -5.15733800 -0.11646200 -1.30811000 
H   -4.93694500  0.92611900 -1.06308800 
H   -6.16519900 -0.35662400 -0.92666600 
C   -5.15128500 -0.29152900 -2.82485600 
O   -5.37684500 -1.64413200 -3.19799900 
C   -4.39668500 -2.48653400 -2.61111100 
C   -4.39806400 -2.37178700 -1.08815900 
H   -5.38011400 -2.71109600 -0.72036400 
H   -3.63786300 -3.03455000 -0.67275100 
H   -4.64262000 -3.50929700 -2.91304900 
H   -3.39760600 -2.23709400 -3.00723900 
H   -4.19251100  0.06090000 -3.23937500 
H   -5.95536400  0.29619400 -3.27778100 
C   -4.87340000 -1.33290100  4.29951800 
C   -4.37149600 -2.75956600  4.41988000 
H   -3.75517400 -3.07333800  3.57474600 
H   -3.76120900 -2.87423100  5.32531700 
H   -5.21113000 -3.46290200  4.49913800 
C   -5.67612200 -0.89025200  5.51457400 
H   -6.55909300 -1.52728400  5.65962500 
H   -5.07131800 -0.94767100  6.42931600 
H   -6.02482400  0.14364800  5.41188600 
H   -4.09381700  0.71842300  4.08736500 
C   -2.09175200 -2.36181500  1.28238500 
H   -1.14949300 -2.42916500  1.83850300 
H   -2.76365000 -3.13147400  1.68082700 
H   -1.86929200 -2.60400000  0.23946200 
O   -0.47237400 -0.05678100 -1.89174800 
C    0.41187900 -0.90361500 -2.57856900 
C    0.46015400 -0.49140300 -4.11062300 
H   -0.13433600 -1.21047800 -4.69069700 
H   -0.08887200  0.45212400 -4.15901700 
C    1.81276100 -0.25583700 -4.79136100 
C    3.08878900 -0.75526600 -4.13526300 
H    3.94599400 -0.08509200 -4.19175400 
C    2.94049800 -1.44833300 -2.78660900 
H    3.89919300 -1.40690300 -2.25606100 
H    2.70510400 -2.51286600 -2.89829400 
C    1.84596000 -0.72569900 -1.97076500 
H    2.03765800  0.34897600 -2.07792600 
N    1.89732400 -0.95319800 -0.48671100 
C    2.92687000 -0.09258400  0.14003700 
C    2.91684900 -0.26079100  1.65745700 
O    3.13926400 -1.61214500  2.03687500 
C    2.15901100 -2.45553600  1.45154500 
H    2.40244400 -3.47733600  1.75871200 
H    1.15965000 -2.20244500  1.84442900 
C    2.16377900 -2.34782300 -0.07197300 
H    3.14556300 -2.69159500 -0.43631700 
H    1.40232400 -3.01016100 -0.48598400 
H    1.95767000  0.09556400  2.06781500 
H    3.72096200  0.32739200  2.10974500 
H    2.70859000  0.94922600 -0.11019000 
H    3.93533700 -0.33567800 -0.23796100 
C    2.64214900 -1.34030200 -5.46209700 
C    2.12678500 -2.76295000 -5.57154000 
H    1.50339600 -3.06255200 -4.72682400 
H    1.51938900 -2.87929700 -6.47868900 
H    2.95942100 -3.47564900 -5.64090700 
C    3.44792200 -0.91543900 -6.68164000 
H    4.32405500 -1.56276000 -6.82255400 
H    2.84145900 -0.97397000 -7.59521800 
					 274 
H    3.80750400  0.11556200 -6.58770500 
H    1.88591000  0.71963500 -5.26940500 
C   -0.12979000 -2.34759000 -2.46500800 
H   -1.06868000 -2.41503200 -3.02686600 
H    0.54600000 -3.11456200 -2.86111800 
H   -0.35783700 -2.59448900 -1.42439100 
C    3.97078800  3.92822000  0.41933300 
H    3.68689500  3.20781800  1.19397500 
H    4.28905600  3.35642100 -0.46113100 
C    5.09706600  4.81343200  0.90576300 
C    5.04798200  5.38770300  2.18526900 
C    6.06650600  6.22855700  2.63243800 
C    7.15739400  6.50991500  1.80644300 
C    7.22219900  5.94167600  0.53407100 
C    6.19919900  5.10125800  0.08952400 
H    6.26321600  4.65251100 -0.89965700 
H    8.07045600  6.14769700 -0.11338300 
H    7.95300100  7.16256900  2.15533100 
H    6.01198500  6.65963000  3.62864700 
H    4.20865300  5.16367600  2.84059400 
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       G = –3104.060559 
          GMP2 = –3094.062469 
 	
 
            
Atom     X                  Y                  Z                         Atom     X                  Y                  Z 
 
Li   0.00000000  0.00000000  0.00000000 
Li  -1.63898100 -1.80934300 -0.82410500 
O   -2.88905200 -2.83764500 -1.84415600 
C   -4.03235000 -2.94852200 -1.41591300 
N   -4.46201100 -2.90833800 -0.11877700 
C   -5.86111200 -3.35577000 -0.04097500 
C   -6.29819300 -3.13300900 -1.49815000 
H   -6.95596300 -3.91247700 -1.88394600 
H   -6.77480400 -2.15504900 -1.63327100 
O   -5.07515600 -3.15078800 -2.25868100 
H   -5.89230500 -4.42888000  0.19645300 
C   -6.71292000 -2.59255400  0.98445500 
H   -6.23894500 -2.71019000  1.96503600 
H   -6.68948900 -1.52414600  0.73951500 
C   -8.14347400 -3.09082100  1.02132200 
C   -8.45039500 -4.34162800  1.57863700 
H   -7.65616900 -4.94342000  2.01570500 
C   -9.76100900 -4.81789100  1.59107300 
H   -9.97830700 -5.78808300  2.03019000 
C   -10.7924300 -4.04781800  1.04862800 
C   -10.5026140 -2.79903300  0.49841200 
C   -9.18853500 -2.32665000  0.48559200 
H   -8.97288100 -1.34642000  0.06605300 
H   -11.2990070 -2.18798200  0.08174200 
H   -11.8144710 -4.41664900  1.06098400 
C   -3.51975800 -2.90671400  1.00178800 
O   -2.60002800 -1.96912000  0.93382500 
Li  -0.76026500 -1.81044600  1.68233900 
O    0.48963200 -2.84020900  2.70149100 
C    1.63298800 -2.95067100  2.27330400 
O    2.67563200 -3.15375700  3.11608000 
C    3.89881600 -3.13520900  2.35582300 
H    4.55652300 -3.91504800  2.74097400 
H    4.37539500 -2.15738200  2.49200600 
C    3.46204000 -3.35654700  0.89834900 
H    3.49329900 -4.42942400  0.65988700 
N    2.06289100 -2.90923900  0.97627500 
C    1.12086600 -2.90650600 -0.14452100 
O    0.20082000 -1.96930900 -0.07553600 
C    1.30071900 -3.82726500 -1.11875900 
H    2.07359400 -4.57848400 -0.98265200 
C    0.46703100 -3.93063000 -2.36433900 
H   -0.29351600 -4.72166700 -2.29413600 
H   -0.06514600 -2.99908900 -2.57715100 
H    1.08847700 -4.16337900 -3.23952000 
C    4.31415700 -2.59232300 -0.12608000 
H    3.84073400 -2.70929100 -1.10700200 
H    4.29037200 -1.52410700  0.11966100 
C    5.74485500 -3.09021800 -0.16259800 
C    6.05234500 -4.34067300 -0.72039000 
H    5.25847300 -4.94247400 -1.15808700 
C    7.36309200 -4.81657800 -0.73251200 
H    7.58083200 -5.78650200 -1.17200300 
C    8.39408400 -4.04648800 -0.18927600 
C    8.10370600 -2.79804100  0.36140900 












H    6.57340200 -1.34604200  0.79382200 
H    8.89976200 -2.18696900  0.77869300 
H    9.41622900 -4.41503900 -0.20138700 
Li  -2.39879100 -0.00001500  0.85935400 
O   -0.69884800  0.11328400  1.78309500 
C   -0.85565300  0.86987900  2.95494300 
C    0.53850100  1.48337700  3.40516700 
H    0.86664800  0.97889300  4.32275200 
H    1.24302000  1.16646700  2.63262600 
C    0.67202500  3.00018800  3.57365400 
C   -0.57325300  3.84514000  3.79207900 
H   -0.59299000  4.80739200  3.28105300 
C   -1.90590900  3.10868000  3.76767700 
H   -2.71131700  3.82759300  3.57529600 
H   -2.13497400  2.65010100  4.73598400 
C   -1.86013000  2.03995300  2.65399800 
H   -1.43221400  2.52990400  1.77011700 
N   -3.19611100  1.54824500  2.18503900 
C   -3.83120200  2.47499800  1.22412300 
C   -5.11851500  1.85580100  0.67758400 
O   -6.04267400  1.53791100  1.70810500 
C   -5.44414400  0.67984800  2.67297000 
H   -6.19368600  0.52588600  3.45520200 
H   -5.20420600 -0.29481100  2.21943800 
C   -4.17946300  1.29439400  3.26017700 
H   -4.45219600  2.23129300  3.77356100 
H   -3.75984900  0.61561000  4.00149400 
H   -4.87373000  0.94690900  0.10178200 
H   -5.62532200  2.55908700  0.00952500 
H   -3.14020600  2.65838700  0.39477700 
H   -4.06990900  3.44627600  1.69266400 
C    0.45871900  3.72466200  4.89593100 
C    0.17076800  2.94959800  6.16838700 
H   -0.37268000  3.57520900  6.88866400 
H   -0.42134500  2.04700400  6.00143600 
H    1.10829300  2.63748300  6.64656500 
C    1.32181900  4.95412300  5.14076000 
H    0.83188200  5.64948000  5.83543900 
H    2.29006300  4.67597100  5.57769000 
H    1.52108800  5.49976800  4.21108500 
H    1.43824400  3.44966400  2.94258000 
C   -1.33803900 -0.07728100  4.07859500 
H   -0.54350100 -0.80005000  4.29432800 
H   -1.58245800  0.43743800  5.01643400 
H   -2.21483000 -0.64759600  3.75845400 
O   -1.69983800  0.11434300 -0.92376300 
C   -1.54274200  0.87165500 -2.09511800 
C   -2.93662800  1.48611500 -2.54488300 
H   -3.26493500  0.98258200 -3.46293100 
H   -3.64132800  1.16880600 -1.77267100 
C   -3.06949800  3.00312200 -2.71209200 
C   -1.82386900  3.84770300 -2.92998400 
H   -1.80366700  4.80954400 -2.41820600 
C   -0.49153500  3.11063800 -2.90626600 
H    0.31420800  3.82903000 -2.71333900 
H   -0.26271500  2.65273000 -3.87494800 
C   -0.53771100  2.04106400 -1.79341400 
H   -0.96531500  2.53054200 -0.90912000 
N    0.79807100  1.54837800 -1.32497400 
C    1.43383300  2.47398300 -0.36340200 
H    0.74299900  2.65727200  0.46610400 
H    1.67324100  3.44543200 -0.83123200 
C    2.72067900  1.85335500  0.18263700 
O    3.64460100  1.53553200 -0.84812300 
C    3.04540900  0.67880300 -1.81378800 
C    1.78117200  1.29480900 -2.40039300 
H    2.05453900  2.23198800 -2.91293100 
H    1.36103600  0.61700200 -3.14230600 
H    3.79484100  0.52501700 -2.59616200 
H    2.80473200 -0.29608800 -1.36117000 
H    2.47516000  0.94420500  0.75771800 
H    3.22804600  2.55571200  0.85124900 
C   -2.85601200  3.72854900 -4.03382100 
C   -2.56852800  2.95435500 -5.30691200 
H   -2.02491900  3.58030300 -6.02677400 
H   -1.97674900  2.05140900 -5.14071100 
H   -3.50623700  2.64297500 -5.78520900 
C   -3.71860200  4.95857800 -4.27760100 
H   -3.22847100  5.65422400 -4.97185500 
H   -4.68704300  4.68117900 -4.71457400 
H   -3.91747600  5.50363600 -3.34749500 
H   -3.83545200  3.45242900 -2.08057700 
C   -1.06094500 -0.07493300 -3.21951300 
H   -1.85586900 -0.79717800 -3.43557700 
H   -0.81656400  0.44037700 -4.15704000 
H   -0.18431400 -0.64593400 -2.90013100 
C   -3.69899800 -3.82876600  1.97490100 
H   -4.47148900 -4.58022300  1.83797400 
C   -2.86471500 -3.93328700  3.22003400 
H   -2.09994500 -4.71993500  3.14651500 
					 277 
H   -2.33752300 -2.99983600  3.43704500 









       G = –3104.060956 
          GMP2 = –3094.059358 
 		
 
            
Atom     X                  Y                  Z                         Atom     X                  Y                  Z 
 
Li   0.00000000  0.00000000  0.00000000 
Li   0.00034300 -2.53122600 -0.15914300 
Li   1.83767900 -1.38134900  1.23158800 
O    3.30879200 -2.12641200  2.16790200 
C    3.99349900 -3.05385400  1.75171600 
O    5.07804800 -3.45939100  2.46858200 
C    5.58243900 -4.67906300  1.89700900 
H    5.17491000 -5.52439500  2.46337100 
H    6.67018400 -4.67672600  1.97849700 
C    5.07401000 -4.64988400  0.45210900 
H    4.79323600 -5.65355400  0.12640100 
N    3.87430000 -3.81219300  0.61716900 
C    2.83510200 -3.69422100 -0.39792500 
C    2.84187900 -4.57268200 -1.43342300 
H    3.58742300 -5.35779000 -1.47276800 
C    1.87428100 -4.51121200 -2.58223100 
H    2.39970300 -4.45450900 -3.54639300 
H    1.22697500 -5.39992000 -2.63199400 
H    1.22575400 -3.63235800 -2.51277000 
O    1.97603100 -2.72333400 -0.20917900 
Li   1.83752200 -1.14942800 -1.39085000 
O    3.30853200 -0.40430700 -2.32724200 
C    3.99325900  0.52311000 -1.91102800 
O    5.07785300  0.92859800 -2.62784700 
C    5.58225700  2.14826400 -2.05627600 
H    5.17481000  2.99359500 -2.62269900 
H    6.67000800  2.14587500 -2.13768000 
C    5.07372400  2.11915700 -0.61140700 
H    4.79293400  3.12284700 -0.28577400 
N    3.87402300  1.28146200 -0.77649700 
C    2.83478200  1.16350200  0.23857400 
C    2.84147900  2.04207200  1.27398000 
C    1.87390600  1.98067300  2.42280900 
H    1.22495900  1.10214900  2.35307200 
H    2.39934100  1.92334800  3.38693300 
H    1.22705100  2.86968800  2.47295500 
H    3.58699700  2.82720700  1.31326600 
O    1.97579700  0.19253500  0.04988900 
C    6.07930800  1.49547400  0.38784400 
H    5.53676700  1.28023100  1.31395800 
H    6.41619400  0.53451300 -0.02051200 
C    7.26561100  2.39326700  0.66276100 
C    8.51383700  2.15104300  0.07336500 
C    9.59771700  2.99914200  0.31108700 
C    9.44900100  4.10760100  1.14487400 
C    8.21175500  4.35917200  1.74261600 
C    7.13263500  3.50908100  1.50323600 
H    6.17653300  3.70510600  1.98445300 
H    8.08880000  5.21500900  2.40118600 
H    10.2914000  4.76763100  1.33320200 
H    10.5582990  2.78958100 -0.15225700 
H    8.64210300  1.28100800 -0.56746400 
O   -0.08083400 -1.19237100 -1.53982100 
C   -0.84590800 -0.60424000 -2.56009200 
C   -1.52561600 -1.73962200 -3.43844700 










H   -1.33074200 -2.66185700 -2.88652700 
C   -3.03142400 -1.68728600 -3.72059400 
C   -3.79953100 -0.39545000 -3.49534100 
H   -4.79036100 -0.49894400 -3.05380800 
C   -3.00321300  0.78257400 -2.94847200 
H   -3.69386600  1.49474900 -2.48266800 
H   -2.49535800  1.33421400 -3.74687900 
C   -1.98556400  0.25868100 -1.90983100 
H   -2.52658000 -0.46075800 -1.28086800 
N   -1.48777800  1.27885500 -0.92832000 
C   -1.08790500  2.57489100 -1.52291000 
C   -0.56490400  3.51815800 -0.44326600 
O   -1.55304500  3.76403000  0.55046200 
C   -1.96624200  2.54334500  1.14482600 
H   -1.12366300  2.08844800  1.68938900 
H   -2.74760200  2.79478900  1.86882900 
C   -2.50730800  1.55875200  0.10880300 
H   -2.77307000  0.61930600  0.60620900 
H   -3.42666500  1.98026100 -0.33314200 
H   -0.32088700  4.49044700 -0.88253300 
H    0.34744100  3.10380100  0.01529800 
H   -1.94280300  3.06003900 -2.02131000 
H   -0.31016200  2.41578000 -2.26898800 
C   -3.66069700 -0.95661000 -4.89762500 
C   -2.79849100 -0.28032700 -5.94694400 
H   -1.86061300  0.11170400 -5.54901600 
H   -2.53928500 -0.99216400 -6.74139900 
H   -3.33710500  0.55322600 -6.41694000 
C   -4.91469800 -1.58565900 -5.48846900 
H   -5.54073800 -0.83050900 -5.98238500 
H   -4.65849600 -2.34620700 -6.23784500 
H   -5.52519300 -2.07045500 -4.71795000 
H   -3.55594100 -2.59994000 -3.43846900 
C    0.11186900  0.20908100 -3.46361400 
H    0.76892300 -0.48436600 -4.00052000 
H   -0.39512200  0.83005200 -4.21146800 
H    0.76028000  0.85362500 -2.86424900 
C    6.07964900 -4.02615000 -0.54705800 
H    5.53714500 -3.81086500 -1.47318300 
H    6.41651900 -3.06521000 -0.13864000 
C    7.26595600 -4.92393900 -0.82196700 
C    7.13305000 -6.03959700 -1.66265900 
C    8.21216200 -6.88970300 -1.90202200 
C    9.44932900 -6.63830200 -1.30404500 
C    9.59797600 -5.52999700 -0.47004200 
C    8.51410600 -4.68188200 -0.23233900 
H    8.64232500 -3.81195700  0.40864800 
H    10.5585000 -5.32056600 -0.00651800 
H    10.2917220 -7.29834500 -1.49236000 
H    8.08926400 -7.74542000 -2.56076000 
H    6.17700800 -6.23548800 -2.14405000 
O   -0.08061600 -1.33875400  1.38072400 
C   -0.84572700 -1.92688000  2.40096400 
C   -1.52547800 -0.79149400  3.27928200 
H   -0.97007900 -0.69115800  4.22086300 
H   -1.33062700  0.13073500  2.72734200 
C   -3.03128700 -0.84386700  3.56141800 
C   -3.79935100 -2.13573500  3.33619400 
H   -4.79018600 -2.03227300  2.89466500 
C   -3.00300700 -3.31373900  2.78932500 
H   -3.69364200 -4.02592400  2.32350800 
H   -2.49514600 -3.86537800  3.58772900 
C   -1.98535500 -2.78982700  1.75069100 
H   -2.52638400 -2.07041100  1.12171300 
N   -1.48752800 -3.80999300  0.76920800 
C   -2.50702000 -4.08997600 -0.26792500 
C   -1.96585200 -5.07453000 -1.30393200 
O   -1.55257300 -6.29518500 -0.70955600 
C   -0.56449100 -6.04924100  0.28420900 
H   -0.32041800 -7.02150900  0.72348900 
H    0.34784100 -5.63481800 -0.17432200 
C   -1.08758900 -5.10599800  1.36382700 
H   -1.94247000 -5.59119600  1.86220700 
H   -0.30987800 -4.94683100  2.10992600 
H   -1.12329600 -4.61956400 -1.84847400 
H   -2.74717100 -5.32604000 -2.02795500 
H   -2.77284700 -3.15055400 -0.76534000 
H   -3.42635000 -4.51155800  0.17400800 
C   -3.66053500 -1.57453400  4.73846400 
C   -2.79828700 -2.25071100  5.78781500 
H   -1.86054300 -2.64301600  5.38984400 
H   -2.53883300 -1.53872500  6.58205700 
H   -3.33698300 -3.08405000  6.25809500 
C   -4.91455500 -0.94550700  5.32929100 
H   -5.54057300 -1.70066300  5.82322600 
H   -4.65837500 -0.18493300  6.07864800 
H   -5.52506300 -0.46074700  4.55876000 
H   -3.55582900  0.06876400  3.27926900 
C    0.11204500 -2.74016600  3.30453100 
H    0.76904800 -2.04669200  3.84146300 
					 280 
H   -0.39494500 -3.36116500  4.05236200 










       G = –3104.056855 




            
Atom     X                  Y                  Z                         Atom     X                  Y                  Z 
 
Li   0.00000000  0.00000000  0.00000000 
Li   1.66699300  1.89199300  0.67660000 
O    2.99485300  2.93431800  1.56056600 
C    4.06253200  3.15311300  0.99982800 
O    5.19393100  3.36211200  1.72703400 
C    6.31233700  3.43394900  0.81566200 
H    6.76746500  2.43986600  0.74198300 
H    7.03549700  4.14410600  1.21770500 
C    5.66639600  3.88063600 -0.49981000 
H    6.16483500  3.45263200 -1.37278900 
N    4.34265500  3.25978300 -0.33435100 
C    3.43568500  2.89462200 -1.41463000 
C    3.62802000  3.46329600 -2.63122500 
H    4.39575400  4.21922100 -2.74456000 
C    2.80293800  3.16793900 -3.85225000 
H    2.10769800  3.98560500 -4.09179700 
H    3.43486400  3.01999900 -4.73911100 
H    2.19663900  2.26556100 -3.73158300 
O    2.54319500  1.98795500 -1.09364700 
Li   0.70120800  1.74303300 -1.79212700 
O   -0.62314900  2.68078400 -2.78711200 
C   -1.68435700  2.98741200 -2.25626500 
O   -2.80858900  3.14712000 -3.00697700 
C   -3.92687700  3.34429900 -2.11525100 
H   -4.41028800  2.37637400 -1.94140800 
H   -4.62881300  4.02903400 -2.59228500 
C   -3.27374400  3.90841900 -0.84945800 
H   -3.78515200  3.58245300  0.05930100 
N   -1.96399700  3.24443000 -0.94231100 
C   -1.06519700  2.99137900  0.17666600 
C   -1.26888300  3.68162200  1.32724800 
H   -2.04416000  4.43732600  1.35858900 
C   -0.45257900  3.52485100  2.57925700 
H    0.21895500  2.66344100  2.53110800 
H    0.17683500  4.40541500  2.77296500 
H   -1.08990400  3.39201200  3.46528900 
O   -0.16849900  2.05957800 -0.04319800 
C   -3.17167600  5.45695100 -0.89428100 
H   -2.45767300  5.78553700 -0.13366800 
H   -2.74839800  5.74176600 -1.86521000 
C   -4.51024800  6.13424800 -0.69069900 
C   -5.11292200  6.15561600  0.57652600 
C   -6.35628500  6.75678900  0.76896000 
C   -7.02162200  7.35182000 -0.30559000 
C   -6.43259900  7.34265700 -1.56997700 
C   -5.18781900  6.73797100 -1.75849700 
H   -4.72993000  6.74544600 -2.74542900 
H   -6.93822900  7.80927600 -2.41127900 
H   -7.98920600  7.82308400 -0.15600200 
H   -6.80377200  6.76590800  1.75937100 
H   -4.59857600  5.70524500  1.42325900 
Li   2.36790100 -0.05277100 -0.87568900 
O    0.66515600 -0.17069300 -1.78380200 
C    0.73976600 -1.12104600 -2.81481600 
C   -0.36441500 -0.80441400 -3.90770400 









H   -0.74709600  0.18162400 -3.63360100 
C    0.03257400 -0.73326800 -5.38640000 
C    1.37077800 -1.29091800 -5.84346800 
H    1.90478400 -0.69977300 -6.58682500 
C    2.27442100 -1.87862900 -4.76560600 
H    3.30920100 -1.87586900 -5.12802900 
H    2.03119200 -2.92615900 -4.55607700 
C    2.15229400 -1.01974300 -3.48814200 
N    3.29020500 -1.14775000 -2.51379800 
C    4.44134300 -0.31833700 -2.94110400 
H    4.11406000  0.71858500 -3.05385200 
H    4.84302900 -0.66287400 -3.90994900 
C    5.55723900 -0.37445200 -1.90159800 
O    5.99941600 -1.70353000 -1.66748300 
C    4.91130200 -2.52108400 -1.26122000 
H    5.31153900 -3.53177800 -1.13535300 
H    4.52389900 -2.17582400 -0.28802500 
C    3.78856600 -2.52362600 -2.29735800 
H    4.18363600 -2.95605300 -3.23098500 
H    2.97719700 -3.16421700 -1.94846500 
H    5.20993000  0.08087200 -0.95719800 
H    6.42843100  0.18677500 -2.25380200 
H    2.20843100  0.02444900 -3.81632200 
C    0.08073300 -1.92450900 -6.33082000 
C   -0.35034800 -3.30550100 -5.87391700 
H    0.15040000 -4.08551900 -6.46294100 
H   -0.13798400 -3.49711800 -4.82051200 
H   -1.43182200 -3.43285300 -6.01417200 
C   -0.29085900 -1.64750900 -7.78068800 
H    0.17714500 -2.37573100 -8.45689500 
H   -1.37744700 -1.70866700 -7.92714100 
H    0.02984400 -0.64783400 -8.09510700 
H   -0.27194000  0.19695100 -5.86372100 
C    0.46171400 -2.51239400 -2.20169400 
H   -0.58060700 -2.54637100 -1.86473500 
H    0.60909200 -3.34805000 -2.89530400 
H    1.09221800 -2.67945900 -1.32476200 
O    1.70186700 -0.01037800  0.91385900 
C    1.62197000 -0.80235000  2.07118600 
C    2.71448500 -0.32526600  3.11845800 
H    3.54741100 -1.04172300  3.11212700 
H    3.11324200  0.60164100  2.69997700 
C    2.29657700 -0.02200600  4.56111900 
C    0.95796400 -0.51834400  5.08374500 
H    0.40984400  0.17467200  5.72113300 
C    0.07374900 -1.27415700  4.09898200 
H   -0.96485400 -1.23165300  4.44761900 
H    0.33223800 -2.33788400  4.05158600 
C    0.20178000 -0.61223900  2.70874200 
N   -0.92874600 -0.88660800  1.75527700 
C   -2.09217800 -0.02189400  2.06516000 
C   -3.21119600 -0.24210500  1.05152300 
O   -3.63406700 -1.59720000  1.01568100 
C   -2.53590200 -2.44662600  0.71693300 
H   -2.91971900 -3.47123100  0.73763900 
H   -2.16320400 -2.23484400 -0.29922300 
C   -1.40517100 -2.28697900  1.73189000 
H   -1.78473800 -2.59327300  2.71997700 
H   -0.58485900 -2.95548800  1.46676000 
H   -2.87611700  0.07569800  0.04822300 
H   -4.08881000  0.35204600  1.32492200 
H   -1.78039400  1.02547900  2.02871300 
H   -2.48624100 -0.23098500  3.07483800 
H    0.13710400  0.46809700  2.87945300 
C    2.24684300 -1.05376900  5.67808800 
C    2.69934100 -2.48227600  5.44127900 
H    2.20021700 -3.17101100  6.13600700 
H    2.50287500 -2.83406200  4.42662600 
H    3.78038100 -2.57240500  5.61072000 
C    2.59425400 -0.55483200  7.07361000 
H    2.12004700 -1.17542800  7.84604000 
H    3.67872000 -0.58376400  7.24402100 
H    2.26207800  0.47836500  7.22704100 
H    2.58577400  0.97509500  4.88943900 
C    1.91732000 -2.26666100  1.67316800 
H    2.96633400 -2.34292800  1.36454100 
H    1.76090100 -2.99021100  2.48173200 
H    1.30515300 -2.56834500  0.81938800 
C    5.59857100  5.42742800 -0.61219400 
H    4.89830400  5.69298900 -1.40930600 
H    5.17320900  5.81671000  0.32086200 
C    6.95349900  6.05201500 -0.86826500 
C    7.56087300  5.94481300 -2.12884900 
C    8.82006000  6.49478700 -2.36658600 
C    9.49679000  7.16577200 -1.34524600 
C    8.90333800  7.28438300 -0.08843900 
C    7.64257200  6.73102500  0.14561300 
H    7.18156300  6.83799800  1.12525600 
H    9.41795900  7.81091200  0.71099600 
H    10.4769210  7.59670900 -1.53052600 
					 283 
H    9.27137700  6.40429500 -3.35115700 










       G = –3104.058366 




            
Atom     X                  Y                  Z                         Atom     X                  Y                  Z 
 
Li   0.00000000  0.00000000  0.00000000 
O   -1.66794200  0.83820500  0.14656200 
C   -2.45277800  1.03030100 -0.77232600 
O   -3.69183800  1.52302900 -0.50030700 
C   -4.32544900  1.89881200 -1.73268200 
H   -4.19671500  2.97775300 -1.87522700 
H   -5.38945200  1.66832600 -1.66233700 
C   -3.59135200  1.08151500 -2.80341600 
H   -3.43265000  1.69564900 -3.69145200 
N   -2.31191500  0.82057200 -2.11864400 
C   -1.12035900  0.31893700 -2.81153200 
C   -1.09051300  0.46958800 -4.16210500 
H   -1.90510200  0.97868500 -4.66195800 
C    0.00430800 -0.04334400 -5.05121100 
H   -0.29500300 -0.94169200 -5.61364900 
H    0.29974800  0.70529900 -5.79819200 
H    0.89638400 -0.30914200 -4.48029500 
O   -0.20370600 -0.24133400 -2.05868600 
Li   0.45183200 -2.07636200 -1.48401100 
Li   2.21497100 -1.17493400  0.22981400 
O    3.88155400 -1.91094600  0.66990200 
C    4.66821900 -2.41995600 -0.11705900 
O    5.90395800 -2.78816900  0.31811500 
C    6.54137200 -3.57841000 -0.69699400 
H    6.41502500 -4.63705200 -0.44381400 
H    7.60480200 -3.33494700 -0.71213100 
C    5.80993300 -3.20081400 -1.99200500 
H    5.64585600 -4.09498400 -2.59599500 
N    4.53251000 -2.70239600 -1.45066200 
C    3.34724800 -2.47275300 -2.28287600 
C    3.32118900 -3.09128100 -3.49311500 
H    4.13262900 -3.75164000 -3.77271400 
C    2.23986700 -2.91511200 -4.51875300 
H    1.36725300 -2.40789000 -4.10280500 
H    2.57525600 -2.31961900 -5.38240500 
H    1.90206400 -3.87951300 -4.92141600 
O    2.43317100 -1.67655400 -1.78163100 
Li   1.78570000  0.23821600 -1.90112900 
O    1.77161000  0.64694900 -0.05935300 
C    2.34738400  1.89494200  0.20905800 
C    2.83146400  1.94181000  1.71845300 
H    2.12125800  2.54309500  2.30173600 
H    2.71340800  0.91528500  2.07626600 
C    4.26910100  2.36777200  2.03578300 
C    5.10175500  3.07688400  0.98063500 
H    6.14801700  2.77859100  0.92091300 
C    4.44870700  3.29695200 -0.37909700 
H    5.23299800  3.44411200 -1.13131100 
H    3.83991100  4.20781700 -0.39526100 
C    3.59274000  2.05974600 -0.72380300 
H    4.20609300  1.18119000 -0.48834200 
N    3.25484300  1.88664300 -2.17809000 
C    4.38525600  1.27890600 -2.91406900 
H    4.64121200  0.32699600 -2.43835300 
H    5.27840100  1.92751100 -2.88508500 










O    3.59716300  2.21934100 -5.02685500 
C    2.51832600  2.83219000 -4.33159100 
C    2.88585200  3.13499500 -2.88269100 
H    3.72229100  3.85236800 -2.88016600 
H    2.03778500  3.60641400 -2.38491500 
H    2.29572000  3.76070700 -4.86643500 
H    1.62493400  2.18905700 -4.36567600 
H    3.20567000  0.27034000 -4.42415400 
H    4.86876500  0.64732300 -4.92739000 
C    4.71317200  3.80612500  2.25344800 
C    3.70878900  4.94317000  2.24176900 
H    3.28579100  5.08810000  3.24446700 
H    4.18947500  5.88635700  1.94924500 
H    2.87156000  4.77205900  1.56224900 
C    5.82940300  4.02140500  3.26552500 
H    6.38653300  4.94379800  3.05223600 
H    5.42731900  4.10446600  4.28399000 
H    6.54502500  3.19130400  3.25831400 
H    4.80700200  1.64079300  2.64236100 
C    1.26034100  2.97425900 -0.00904800 
H    0.48315000  2.85191400  0.75357900 
H    1.63150300  4.00417300  0.05542400 
H    0.77310700  2.84216800 -0.98024900 
C    6.54140600 -2.13015900 -2.83506000 
H    5.83688500 -1.77453200 -3.59458300 
H    6.77839500 -1.28045900 -2.18299500 
C    7.80006400 -2.65594000 -3.49034200 
C    7.71920700 -3.51157000 -4.59965800 
C    8.87151700 -4.02378400 -5.19469300 
C    10.1301530 -3.68670500 -4.69108100 
C    10.2259360 -2.83267100 -3.59229000 
C    9.06918600 -2.32299100 -2.99837700 
H    9.15318200 -1.64776800 -2.14932900 
H    11.2005710 -2.55777700 -3.19779200 
H    11.0287430 -4.08278000 -5.15614500 
H    8.78754000 -4.68121100 -6.05606000 
H    6.74361600 -3.76887500 -5.00737800 
O    0.44204600 -1.80489000  0.38371900 
C   -0.15388500 -2.86902000  1.07179600 
C   -0.67292300 -2.36318600  2.48263200 
H    0.02190600 -2.70487900  3.26153700 
H   -0.56126400 -1.27616400  2.44249400 
C   -2.11898500 -2.65092500  2.90079900 
C   -2.93439600 -3.69257200  2.15277400 
H   -3.97708000 -3.43650100  1.96681300 
C   -2.25495700 -4.38693900  0.97873600 
H   -3.02361800 -4.79564300  0.31188300 
H   -1.65367700 -5.24238700  1.30599400 
C   -1.38060400 -3.35730700  0.23138600 
H   -1.98990600 -2.45167900  0.12064900 
N   -1.01153500 -3.72013600 -1.17935500 
C   -2.12210500 -3.41933300 -2.10932600 
H   -2.38094700 -2.36020100 -2.01406500 
H   -3.02028300 -4.01487600 -1.86840200 
C   -1.70851600 -3.70941800 -3.55050600 
O   -1.29426900 -5.05678000 -3.72318300 
C   -0.23608000 -5.37899000 -2.82862500 
C   -0.63822900 -5.13832700 -1.37728100 
H   -1.48166700 -5.80522300 -1.13651500 
H    0.19345000 -5.39818500 -0.72158600 
H   -0.01156200 -6.43831100 -2.98735400 
H    0.66431200 -4.79287900 -3.07133400 
H   -0.90225300 -3.02124700 -3.85257500 
H   -2.55621200 -3.55587400 -4.22566300 
C   -2.57801700 -3.91498100  3.61115900 
C   -1.58276500 -4.97940700  4.03341000 
H   -1.18000200 -4.75016800  5.02867500 
H   -2.06566600 -5.96399000  4.09398100 
H   -0.73143000 -5.06835700  3.35577200 
C   -3.71756000 -3.75277800  4.60713800 
H   -4.27820700 -4.69012600  4.72421300 
H   -3.33829800 -3.46682200  5.59721600 
H   -4.42533700 -2.97948200  4.28729700 
H   -2.66499700 -1.75545600  3.19358100 
C    0.92669600 -3.95550800  1.28553100 
H    1.68606600 -3.56687300  1.97324700 
H    0.54448400 -4.89382600  1.70527700 
H    1.43888900 -4.17968900  0.34459600 
C   -4.31481000 -0.22766000 -3.19733900 
H   -3.60838000 -0.82807700 -3.78042800 
H   -4.54113800 -0.78506400 -2.28004200 
C   -5.58025400  0.01426400 -3.99087100 
C   -5.51060300  0.39843900 -5.33872100 
C   -6.66925800  0.65176900 -6.07200000 
C   -7.92284700  0.52337900 -5.46921100 
C   -8.00747700  0.13686000 -4.13151000 
C   -6.84449600 -0.11505400 -3.40041500 
H   -6.91953900 -0.42868600 -2.36127100 
H   -8.97821100  0.02607800 -3.65556900 
H   -8.82635000  0.71777400 -6.04063900 
					 286 
H   -6.59421200  0.94373800 -7.11618600 











       G = –3104.062650 






            
Atom     X                  Y                  Z                         Atom     X                  Y                  Z 
 
Li   0.00000000  0.00000000  0.00000000 
Li  -1.83734000 -0.17274200 -1.79249700 
O   -2.02575800  0.12139400  0.14751300 
Li  -1.83647700 -1.84734200  0.26822500 
Li   0.00101800 -2.01838600 -1.52441800 
O   -2.02495500 -2.14174400 -1.67172400 
C   -2.94663000 -2.79881800 -2.33085200 
C   -3.14740600 -2.77716400 -3.67366700 
C   -2.33632600 -1.93645700 -4.61992700 
H   -1.98405000 -2.52215800 -5.48060400 
H   -1.45606500 -1.51331100 -4.12664800 
H   -2.91641100 -1.09549400 -5.02913300 
H   -3.94466500 -3.36390200 -4.11320100 
N   -3.81216800 -3.64497200 -1.51536700 
C   -4.97168300 -4.37646300 -2.05096500 
H   -4.69275100 -4.89906700 -2.96850400 
C   -6.17869300 -3.43976400 -2.31045900 
H   -5.83318600 -2.61526400 -2.94224000 
H   -6.48404200 -3.00422900 -1.35093900 
C   -7.34687300 -4.15258400 -2.95616100 
C   -8.48556800 -4.49745600 -2.21551300 
C   -9.55096200 -5.17722900 -2.80988000 
C   -9.49311200 -5.52474500 -4.15965500 
C   -8.36581300 -5.18452300 -4.91124800 
C   -7.30495800 -4.50456300 -4.31399400 
H   -6.43727800 -4.23246500 -4.91171000 
H   -8.31537300 -5.44364400 -5.96555500 
H   -10.3215760 -6.05176600 -4.62506100 
H   -10.4266230 -5.43039200 -2.21796100 
H   -8.54360700 -4.21915700 -1.16525100 
C   -5.21136000 -5.37128000 -0.91060400 
O   -4.68928100 -4.69996000  0.25030600 
C   -3.78256500 -3.76755000 -0.15127700 
O   -3.10516300 -3.18395800  0.68762900 
H   -4.65805100 -6.30698500 -1.05101700 
H   -6.26514900 -5.59319200 -0.73747800 
O    0.06061600 -1.86461300  0.41694100 
C    0.92032400 -2.83750300  0.95130700 
C    0.51065000 -3.13259800  2.45392300 





















H   -0.47062400 -2.66490000  2.56686500 
C    0.36103500 -4.58039000  2.93467100 
C    0.87834400 -5.72391300  2.07906300 
H    0.23999300 -6.60517400  2.02568400 
C    1.52140500 -5.35193500  0.74839900 
H    1.47976600 -6.21964100  0.07951400 
H    2.58453800 -5.11251400  0.86296600 
C    0.75541700 -4.16194100  0.12892500 
H   -0.31217100 -4.39450400  0.22544700 
N    0.95084400 -3.97468600 -1.35033100 
C    0.08276500 -4.90498100 -2.11005300 
H   -0.95587000 -4.73437400 -1.81287500 
H    0.33707900 -5.95646300 -1.89026100 
C    0.22077300 -4.66985200 -3.61193600 
O    1.56629100 -4.82298700 -4.04540400 
C    2.41211000 -3.92922600 -3.33889400 
C    2.33827700 -4.16072600 -1.83105300 
H    2.69675600 -5.18145600 -1.62353900 
H    3.00523700 -3.46176300 -1.32388200 
H    3.42976600 -4.11063900 -3.69840200 
H    2.14042600 -2.88593400 -3.57429900 
H   -0.14803800 -3.66467300 -3.87024200 
H   -0.37260400 -5.40312800 -4.16600700 
C    1.49417500 -5.45824100  3.44129900 
C    2.90372200 -4.91771500  3.59242700 
H    3.15818900 -4.15899700  2.85046100 
H    3.02985900 -4.45713800  4.58105200 
H    3.64324900 -5.72563600  3.51142300 
C    1.13235000 -6.45172500  4.53683500 
H    1.81416300 -7.31295200  4.53231800 
H    1.19428400 -5.98459300  5.52873000 
H    0.11273300 -6.83430900  4.41362000 
H   -0.59213600 -4.76367800  3.42817100 
C    2.35709100 -2.27024900  0.91025200 
H    2.58899400 -1.89018600 -0.08817000 
H    2.42211200 -1.42379300  1.60406000 
H    3.13540600 -2.98764800  1.19329100 
O    0.05972800 -0.15381700 -1.94173100 
C    0.91914800  0.81982500 -2.47513400 
C    0.51036400  1.11516700 -3.97805100 
H    1.18504000  0.56089500 -4.64518200 
H   -0.46968100  0.64524200 -4.09228400 
C    0.35829300  2.56297400 -4.45788200 
C    0.87428500  3.70672500 -3.60177500 
H    0.23481500  4.58714300 -3.54784700 
C    1.51789400  3.33476800 -2.27138800 
H    1.47564900  4.20215600 -1.60213000 
H    2.58119700  3.09624400 -2.38621000 
C    0.75294200  2.14387700 -1.65237600 
H   -0.31485700  2.37542800 -1.74903500 
N    0.94822500  1.95651400 -0.17308100 
C    0.07942000  2.88621100  0.58656700 
C    0.21709000  2.65084500  2.08843700 
O    1.56240300  2.80471700  2.52231900 
C    2.40899400  1.91166000  1.81584700 
H    3.42643600  2.09367700  2.17565600 
H    2.13794500  0.86814500  2.05097000 
C    2.33542700  2.14336300  0.30801500 
H    2.69329600  3.16435500  0.10074000 
H    3.00297100  1.44490600 -0.19908200 
H   -0.15123300  1.64540400  2.34640200 
H   -0.37687300  3.38366300  2.64248300 
H   -0.95903500  2.71513500  0.28904100 
H    0.33325900  3.93785700  0.36704500 
C    1.49029200  3.44251300 -4.96419100 
C    2.90046600  2.90366700 -5.11552500 
H    3.15571200  2.14485900 -4.37390000 
H    3.02722500  2.44373700 -6.10437100 
H    3.63906600  3.71238400 -5.03402800 
C    1.12725000  4.43605500 -6.05925300 
H    1.80812900  5.29801900 -6.05448400 
H    1.18954100  3.96939900 -7.05134900 
H    0.10723500  4.81748300 -5.93573600 
H   -0.59522400  2.74522500 -4.95109200 
C    2.35625400  0.25346300 -2.43365900 
H    2.42193100 -0.59293400 -3.12748300 
H    3.13414300  0.97138300 -2.71659400 
H    2.58823200 -0.12649800 -1.43521400 
C   -2.94719200  0.77846600  0.80695700 
C   -3.14727000  0.75703000  2.14988400 
C   -2.33593500 -0.08392700  3.09570800 
H   -2.91583800 -0.92512100  3.50469800 
H   -1.98342000  0.50141400  3.95653700 
H   -1.45573000 -0.50677100  2.60206700 
H   -3.94433500  1.34378400  2.58974900 
N   -3.81307100  1.62445300 -0.00828000 
C   -4.97252500  2.35581600  0.52763200 
H   -4.69332800  2.87869800  1.44493300 
C   -6.17922900  1.41892300  0.78785100 
H   -5.83323900  0.59460300  1.41959700 
					 289 
H   -6.48496300  0.98317300 -0.17144800 
C   -7.34722900  2.13160100  1.43403300 
C   -8.48632300  2.47624000  0.69388900 
C   -9.55155300  3.15587200  1.28870900 
C   -9.49313700  3.50348200  2.63843500 
C   -8.36543400  3.16349400  3.38952800 
C   -7.30474600  2.48367000  2.79182500 
H   -6.43674400  2.21174700  3.38915700 
H   -8.31454900  3.42268500  4.44379700 
H   -10.3214730  4.03039200  3.10419300 
H   -10.4275320  3.40885000  0.69718200 
H   -8.54480800  2.19785900 -0.35632700 
C   -5.21284900  3.35029100 -0.61288200 
O   -4.69126100  2.67869100 -1.77385200 
C   -3.78415500  1.74658000 -1.37243300 
O   -3.10701200  1.16288400 -2.21145900 
H   -4.65954600  4.28607700 -0.47298300 









       G = –3104.061410 





            
Atom     X                  Y                  Z                         Atom     X                  Y                  Z 
 
Li   0.00000000  0.00000000  0.00000000 
Li  -2.32577700 -0.00130800 -0.96840200 
Li  -1.65266700 -1.85674800  0.72388200 
O   -2.53033900 -1.96175400 -1.04471500 
Li  -0.67147000 -1.85609800 -1.69279100 
O    0.20634300 -1.96051600  0.07589700 
C    1.05942600 -2.83875800  0.54411900 
C    1.46497100 -2.95906100  1.83353800 
C    0.95491000 -2.09124100  2.94998000 
H    1.77441300 -1.61063900  3.50442500 
H    0.37757200 -2.67154700  3.68465000 
H    0.29812800 -1.29979400  2.57566300 
H    2.15059300 -3.75077100  2.11241200 
N    1.61622600 -3.75290500 -0.44594200 
C    2.83671700 -4.54241100 -0.22253200 
H    2.78206300 -5.06441200  0.73512000 
C    4.10563800 -3.65749000 -0.26591800 
H    3.95873800 -2.84611500  0.45512500 
H    4.17315200 -3.20261100 -1.26200800 
C    5.37097200 -4.42453400  0.04868700 
C    6.26004600 -4.80553800 -0.96545500 
C    7.41150000 -5.53954200 -0.67278800 
C    7.69235100 -5.90502100  0.64389900 
C    6.81745700 -5.52804500  1.66558900 
C    5.66929500 -4.79429700  1.36906000 
H    5.00021100 -4.49381100  2.17288400 
H    7.03264400 -5.80065300  2.69545300 
H    8.58878200 -6.47427900  0.87428800 
H    8.08989700 -5.82092900 -1.47394300 
H    6.05497000 -4.51333400 -1.99331400 
C    2.73362800 -5.54806600 -1.37706100 
O    1.90012600 -4.89394600 -2.34829800 
C    1.16156900 -3.93553800 -1.72414000 
O    0.25388700 -3.38046500 -2.33208300 
H    2.24461700 -6.47968500 -1.07088900 
H    3.69335600 -5.77851300 -1.84191200 
O   -0.62647300  0.07394500 -1.85034600 
C    0.31732100  0.78672500 -2.60688500 
C   -0.37029100  1.39328800 -3.90393400 
H   -0.02263000  0.83502900 -4.78273800 
H   -1.42749800  1.13965500 -3.79844000 
C   -0.27499400  2.89823600 -4.17495500 
C    0.82039800  3.71464400 -3.50743500 
H    0.53247700  4.70543300 -3.15661300 
C    1.73150400  2.96315400 -2.54570500 
H    2.22015800  3.68254200 -1.87836200 
H    2.53849400  2.44263100 -3.07249700 
C    0.87605500  1.96630200 -1.73424300 
H   -0.02706600  2.51032500 -1.42900500 
N    1.47503900  1.51788300 -0.43246700 
C    2.91331900  1.17029000 -0.48914000 
C    3.39472600  0.68401900  0.87536000 
O    3.21518900  1.68363500  1.87042900 
C    1.84660500  2.05021300  1.95506100 
H    1.25007100  1.19080600  2.30150900 










C    1.30607600  2.55002900  0.61587400 
H    0.23951000  2.77693100  0.72019100 
H    1.82922700  3.48458700  0.34848800 
H    4.46763400  0.47069700  0.84115200 
H    2.86232400 -0.23902000  1.15913700 
H    3.51980500  2.04422500 -0.77715100 
H    3.07849000  0.38842400 -1.23007300 
C    0.82164000  3.53992100 -5.01343800 
C    1.86485900  2.68753300 -5.71199400 
H    2.13328100  1.78775000 -5.15410400 
H    1.49668400  2.36162200 -6.69350600 
H    2.78557100  3.26145900 -5.88069100 
C    0.42174700  4.76206500 -5.82750300 
H    1.28705100  5.41068600 -6.01873400 
H    0.00475100  4.46925800 -6.80014700 
H   -0.33504900  5.36203800 -5.30905800 
H   -1.24288000  3.39124000 -4.26013700 
C    1.41130000 -0.20678900 -3.06685000 
H    0.96716700 -0.92450600 -3.76585700 
H    2.25808200  0.26893800 -3.57695100 
H    1.79424300 -0.78325200 -2.22030100 
C   -3.38248800 -2.84096200 -1.51287100 
C   -3.78705200 -2.96250200 -2.80246400 
C   -3.27665000 -2.09533100 -3.91925900 
H   -4.09630700 -1.61926800 -4.47732500 
H   -2.69470300 -2.67501300 -4.65080700 
H   -2.62418000 -1.30038800 -3.54477700 
H   -4.47166900 -3.75511700 -3.08126100 
N   -3.93946300 -3.75462400 -0.52248300 
C   -5.15999300 -4.54412900 -0.74564200 
H   -5.10526600 -5.06667700 -1.70299400 
C   -6.42882200 -3.65905600 -0.70303400 
H   -6.28165200 -2.84813500 -1.42453600 
H   -6.49653300 -3.20358300  0.29277100 
C   -7.69414500 -4.42616300 -1.01752400 
C   -8.58341300 -4.80670700 -0.00338000 
C   -9.73483000 -5.54081200 -0.29594400 
C   -10.0154470 -5.90684700 -1.61252700 
C   -9.14036000 -5.53032500 -2.63421900 
C   -7.99223700 -4.79647800 -2.33779400 
H   -7.32298900 -4.49635000 -3.14161600 
H   -9.35537000 -5.80336400 -3.66400500 
H   -10.9118490 -6.47618300 -1.84283700 
H   -10.4133820 -5.82183900  0.50520700 
H   -8.37852700 -4.51405900  1.02439000 
C   -5.05719200 -5.54918900  0.40945200 
O   -4.22343800 -4.89485600  1.38033600 
C   -3.48471600 -3.93688100  0.75572600 
O   -2.57678800 -3.38179300  1.36328900 
H   -4.56851700 -6.48114200  0.10376600 
H   -6.01698400 -5.77906900  0.87445100 
O   -1.69942700  0.07323500  0.88187600 
C   -2.64351300  0.78554500  1.63849700 
C   -1.95592800  1.39265700  2.93528100 
H   -2.30230700  0.83371500  3.81416200 
H   -0.89846100  1.14043900  2.82903000 
C   -2.05285000  2.89743300  3.20672700 
C   -3.14889000  3.71298900  2.53924600 
H   -2.86183200  4.70412100  2.18868700 
C   -4.05927800  2.96093000  1.57728600 
H   -4.54835000  3.68004100  0.90995000 
H   -4.86596800  2.43974400  2.10387600 
C   -3.20302900  1.96474500  0.76583200 
H   -2.30028300  2.50944500  0.46067800 
N   -3.80159600  1.51594100 -0.53597600 
C   -3.63321100  2.54813900 -1.58434000 
C   -4.17328100  2.04787300 -2.92353700 
O   -5.54165100  1.68047400 -2.83900300 
C   -5.72072500  0.68082800 -1.84389200 
H   -6.79354400  0.46704400 -1.80968800 
H   -5.18799200 -0.24203000 -2.12769200 
C   -5.23963700  1.16737900 -0.47938200 
H   -5.84671500  2.04090000 -0.19137100 
H   -5.40431600  0.38538200  0.26153000 
H   -3.57617300  1.18880200 -3.26984400 
H   -4.10627900  2.83916100 -3.67662500 
H   -2.56679000  2.77573400 -1.68856900 
H   -4.15701600  3.48236600 -1.31706700 
C   -3.15014600  3.53793000  4.04521800 
C   -4.19267900  2.68447200  4.74349100 
H   -4.46003200  1.78442500  4.18552000 
H   -3.82441700  2.35891500  5.72508800 
H   -5.11401500  3.25745900  4.91197600 
C   -2.75143100  4.76026600  4.85957600 
H   -3.61734000  5.40806100  5.05086600 
H   -2.33424500  4.46763900  5.83219200 
H   -1.99514400  5.36102700  4.34130300 
H   -1.08544100  3.39133400  3.29217900 
C   -3.73680600 -0.20861300  2.09868700 
H   -3.29210500 -0.92600700  2.79766300 
					 292 
H   -4.58387000  0.26654200  2.60885300 








       G = –3104.059452 





            
Atom     X                  Y                  Z                         Atom     X                  Y                  Z 
 
Li   0.00000000  0.00000000  0.00000000 
Li   1.62731000  0.82332100 -1.87577200 
O    2.70721000 -0.85244600 -1.91103800 
Li   0.90390700 -1.69801700 -1.76473800 
O   -0.15606400 -0.04386000 -2.06159200 
C   -0.94237900  0.08652400 -3.10548500 
N   -1.68225900 -1.11561800 -3.49153900 
C   -3.04999600 -1.10043100 -4.02732100 
H   -3.10913000 -0.44977000 -4.90331600 
C   -3.20905100 -2.57192300 -4.45870600 
H   -3.06937300 -2.70529700 -5.53662900 
H   -4.16667100 -3.00577500 -4.16578200 
O   -2.15956200 -3.28059900 -3.77672400 
C   -1.22804400 -2.39096300 -3.34448100 
O   -0.15463300 -2.78760200 -2.90204100 
C   -4.08131900 -0.62576600 -2.98012800 
H   -3.74017100  0.34969700 -2.61629400 
H   -4.06254300 -1.31853500 -2.13020000 
C   -5.48087500 -0.51613900 -3.54461500 
C   -6.46060600 -1.47371100 -3.25025200 
C   -7.74156500 -1.38202100 -3.79916200 
C   -8.06291100 -0.32731800 -4.65380800 
C   -7.09737500  0.63708800 -4.95213400 
C   -5.81992600  0.54250900 -4.40119800 
H   -5.07731700  1.30461100 -4.62935300 
H   -7.34140600  1.46723400 -5.60984500 
H   -9.05962800 -0.25284800 -5.08006100 
H   -8.48815900 -2.13272000 -3.55383200 
H   -6.22235300 -2.29197300 -2.57391200 
C   -1.16769800  1.20292100 -3.84018300 
C   -0.55005000  2.54703300 -3.57865700 
H   -1.29441400  3.35141200 -3.66072000 
H    0.25436400  2.78058000 -4.28963900 
H   -0.11125700  2.60792600 -2.57814600 
H   -1.79691800  1.12476600 -4.72119100 
Li   2.43103500 -0.67873100  0.10196300 
O    0.80257000 -1.72304900  0.14366200 
C    0.92370200 -2.81025000  1.02243500 
C   -0.04980800 -3.97870500  0.56582100 
H   -0.90972700 -4.01083200  1.24857000 
H   -0.44573500 -3.65040100 -0.39816900 
C    0.50824000 -5.39130400  0.36404500 
C    1.85079200 -5.76909700  0.96746200 
H    2.49534700 -6.38891600  0.34489900 
C    2.59527000 -4.67071500  1.71615700 
H    3.65938000 -4.93025500  1.76475600 
H    2.25896400 -4.58436000  2.75555200 
C    2.39995500 -3.33718200  0.96067700 
N    3.42693000 -2.27776500  1.24392700 
C    4.67415600 -2.54016000  0.48783500 
H    4.43872200 -2.58842900 -0.57975000 
H    5.12734600 -3.50133300  0.78573600 
C    5.69092700 -1.42678200  0.72797800 
O    5.99958000 -1.27514000  2.10537600 
C    4.81706400 -1.01676800  2.84818800 









H    4.38297400 -0.05121700  2.54064400 
C    3.78980100 -2.13135900  2.67079100 
H    4.22518200 -3.06319900  3.06657400 
H    2.90110600 -1.90122300  3.25948400 
H    5.30569200 -0.47507900  0.32081000 
H    6.63212500 -1.66216100  0.22237600 
H    2.54821400 -3.56381000 -0.10178100 
C    0.58509200 -6.44589200  1.45834500 
C    0.02576500 -6.17402400  2.84217500 
H    0.53462000 -6.78831100  3.59699100 
H    0.11864500 -5.12963800  3.14676600 
H   -1.04192000 -6.42772500  2.87862400 
C    0.38660500 -7.88939600  1.01907600 
H    0.87986400 -8.58632400  1.71011900 
H   -0.67988900 -8.14941600  0.99007800 
H    0.79780300 -8.06584900  0.01863900 
H    0.31166700 -5.79260100 -0.62890500 
C    0.50163000 -2.33610100  2.43201000 
H   -0.57386400 -2.12619900  2.42334700 
H    0.68471800 -3.07097900  3.22499600 
H    1.01165800 -1.40533400  2.69750500 
O    1.62094300  1.05533500  0.01942400 
C    1.46312100  2.19971700  0.81558200 
C    2.44324700  3.33991900  0.30654900 
H    3.29926800  3.40354100  0.99230300 
H    2.84388000  2.95991200 -0.63644100 
C    1.89304700  4.74200000  0.02410100 
C    0.53100700  5.14600500  0.56342800 
H   -0.09242600  5.73391300 -0.10948700 
C   -0.23829700  4.08644400  1.34280700 
H   -1.30420600  4.34300200  1.33680200 
H    0.05931400  4.06041900  2.39714500 
C   -0.01239600  2.71262600  0.67227700 
N   -1.04277100  1.66435600  0.98441300 
C   -2.25898400  1.85801600  0.16013100 
C   -3.27686000  0.75447900  0.43996500 
O   -3.64336500  0.70653100  1.81047600 
C   -2.49211300  0.50837700  2.61790300 
H   -2.83529500  0.50953500  3.65702700 
H   -2.04406500 -0.47464900  2.39925100 
C   -1.46122900  1.61277300  2.40273500 
H   -1.91369300  2.56721200  2.71661000 
H   -0.59486400  1.42801900  3.03922700 
H   -2.86569800 -0.22122700  0.12650200 
H   -4.19708000  0.93639200 -0.12305700 
H   -1.97770500  1.83046300 -0.89744400 
H   -2.73180600  2.83430600  0.36511400 
H   -0.12709400  2.87717100 -0.40521000 
C    1.78001800  5.84827800  1.06228300 
C    2.29358900  5.64636200  2.47541200 
H    1.75110900  6.28612600  3.18425300 
H    2.20381800  4.61519700  2.82224600 
H    3.35593300  5.91691600  2.53697500 
C    1.99158100  7.26923200  0.55975200 
H    1.47536800  7.99745200  1.19985200 
H    3.05818000  7.53037000  0.55298500 
H    1.61302600  7.39652900 -0.46089000 
H    2.12172700  5.09657700 -0.97969600 
C    1.83944500  1.82341300  2.26745100 
H    2.91596900  1.62218400  2.30969200 
H    1.62343800  2.60446200  3.00578600 
H    1.32562900  0.90723600  2.57309400 
C    3.60196100 -1.00973400 -2.85868600 
C    3.85709600 -2.12989200 -3.57681300 
C    3.15155200 -3.44385400 -3.38645200 
H    2.32024100 -3.58572700 -4.09072800 
H    2.72714100 -3.53461700 -2.38092400 
H    3.84185100 -4.28582000 -3.52848000 
H    4.58700500 -2.07889300 -4.37878600 
N    4.42804000  0.16957300 -3.12390900 
C    5.78137600  0.12680900 -3.70129600 
H    5.73437600 -0.28487100 -4.71940500 
C    6.10724900  1.62892900 -3.75763100 
H    6.63089200  1.93054100 -4.66544300 
H    6.68291600  1.95241700 -2.88283000 
O    4.82956000  2.28935800 -3.72658600 
C    3.89109900  1.41713000 -3.28296300 
O    2.73928400  1.78855900 -3.08719400 
C    6.79343200 -0.68515000 -2.87674500 
H    6.40455000 -1.70348400 -2.77460500 
H    6.84351500 -0.25391600 -1.87032300 
C    8.16873800 -0.70185800 -3.51165700 
C    9.21247500  0.08088900 -3.00033700 
C    10.4720760  0.08000300 -3.60318300 
C    10.7078090 -0.70651000 -4.73103800 
C    9.67781600 -1.49518700 -5.24879000 
C    8.42181600 -1.49276300 -4.64278700 
H    7.62976000 -2.12072700 -5.04559500 
H    9.85445400 -2.11817600 -6.12165600 
H    11.6879310 -0.71056100 -5.20009300 
					 295 
H    11.2690300  0.69086500 -3.18741600 









       G = –3104.056145 





            
Atom     X                  Y                  Z                         Atom     X                  Y                  Z 
 
Li   0.00000000  0.00000000  0.00000000 
O   -0.22851100 -0.04911400 -2.06713000 
Li   1.28793500 -1.37166400 -1.77704100 
O    2.78155500 -0.02598900 -2.03351900 
Li   2.51677800  0.08285600  0.02495300 
Li   1.26963400  1.31991200 -1.87656100 
O    1.19866700  1.45043800  0.00672200 
C    1.09393800  2.78553300  0.41753200 
C    1.55451700  2.91365500  1.92931000 
H    0.66461400  3.01650700  2.56507000 
H    1.98063900  1.93582600  2.16986400 
C    2.59980900  3.96765500  2.31116800 
C    2.92396400  5.09969000  1.35092500 
H    3.97641600  5.37118500  1.27485300 
C    2.19384300  5.09921100  0.01321700 
H    2.77020100  5.69194400 -0.70716500 
H    1.21255800  5.58166300  0.08457600 
C    2.05148200  3.64187700 -0.47578500 
H    3.02932400  3.16685300 -0.33085700 
N    1.77839700  3.47613700 -1.94601900 
C    3.03297100  3.56419900 -2.72750800 
H    3.73099100  2.80520700 -2.36042400 
H    3.50880400  4.55345500 -2.60912800 
C    2.76111800  3.32054200 -4.20993000 
O    1.81400500  4.24154500 -4.73246000 
C    0.59964500  4.18362800 -3.99532700 
C    0.83026800  4.46152300 -2.51307800 
H    1.21838200  5.48752200 -2.41174100 
H   -0.12115400  4.40836200 -1.98180400 
H   -0.05806400  4.94650300 -4.42337100 
H    0.12069400  3.20021700 -4.12530700 
H    2.41147000  2.28625900 -4.35903300 
H    3.67909000  3.45425900 -4.79037100 
C    2.27667000  5.40531500  2.68910100 
C    0.83947200  5.88102300  2.78858000 
H    0.44430100  5.68831400  3.79456200 
H    0.77169500  6.96276300  2.61131100 
H    0.17147800  5.38560200  2.08143000 
C    3.17879000  6.04783300  3.73322500 
H    3.19761300  7.14058300  3.62266900 
H    2.82833400  5.82297800  4.74934100 
H    4.21063200  5.68747300  3.65116600 
H    3.45331000  3.55040200  2.84310300 
C   -0.39360400  3.19543800  0.30020300 
H   -0.97563900  2.61754400  1.02730300 
H   -0.58380800  4.25848900  0.49008800 
H   -0.78449900  2.94479200 -0.69122300 
O    1.31357300 -1.36787700  0.11150700 
C    1.37369800 -2.66915200  0.62538800 
C    0.82689900 -2.68117500  2.11443000 
H    1.67484400 -2.78614700  2.80432100 
H    0.43880800 -1.67136800  2.27263800 
C   -0.28514200 -3.66284300  2.49841200 
C   -0.57816800 -4.86108200  1.61065500 
H   -1.63113700 -5.10769200  1.47726800 










H   -0.28773200 -5.63074300 -0.37399400 
H    1.20968000 -5.47862000  0.52111100 
C    0.45389900 -3.57801500 -0.25711300 
H   -0.51959900 -3.07524300 -0.20832700 
N    0.81099100 -3.53149200 -1.71707800 
C   -0.39506600 -3.69476700 -2.56019000 
H   -1.11884700 -2.91755100 -2.29497500 
H   -0.87044800 -4.67709500 -2.39248100 
C   -0.03895700 -3.56629100 -4.03956200 
O    0.94481000 -4.51350600 -4.43101200 
C    2.11252100 -4.38519400 -3.63020000 
C    1.79514800 -4.55018900 -2.14704000 
H    1.40444100 -5.56813900 -1.98829700 
H    2.71243000 -4.44866600 -1.56587100 
H    2.79935100 -5.17155100 -3.95838100 
H    2.59266800 -3.40917000 -3.80597900 
H    0.31120500 -2.54349200 -4.25199200 
H   -0.92035300 -3.75813600 -4.65913000 
C   -0.03981900 -5.07334000  3.01311400 
C    1.37070400 -5.57958800  3.25022300 
H    1.70706000 -5.31417400  4.26109800 
H    1.41187100 -6.67393300  3.16754100 
H    2.09970600 -5.16592400  2.55017200 
C   -1.03358500 -5.60242700  4.03704200 
H   -1.07425100 -6.70003500  4.02020400 
H   -0.75354400 -5.29599200  5.05365500 
H   -2.04597700 -5.22905800  3.84525100 
H   -1.15969600 -3.17659400  2.92754400 
C    2.85896600 -3.10303600  0.63300400 
H    3.40148000 -2.47999300  1.35336200 
H    3.02055400 -4.15163000  0.91194600 
H    3.31820100 -2.92926700 -0.34531400 
O    4.34460100  0.39005000  0.31726400 
C    5.19612700  0.46721900 -0.55753100 
O    6.46276900  0.84180200 -0.22665400 
C    7.21963400  1.03620600 -1.43394900 
C    6.48210700  0.17961800 -2.46559600 
H    6.49504500  0.65621000 -3.44776100 
N    5.11906000  0.21695600 -1.90444200 
C    3.92085700 -0.11022800 -2.67767600 
C    4.09580100 -0.43926700 -3.98547600 
C    2.97693600 -0.75880800 -4.93250400 
H    3.17763000 -1.67698500 -5.50150900 
H    2.81290300  0.03678500 -5.67565000 
H    2.03266300 -0.89766000 -4.40226400 
H    5.09203500 -0.46230200 -4.40763300 
C    7.03684900 -1.26486100 -2.55658200 
H    6.31283000 -1.87156400 -3.10916100 
H    7.08868000 -1.67412000 -1.54017500 
C    8.39761600 -1.32959500 -3.21612900 
C    9.56013400 -1.54004300 -2.46220700 
C    10.8161870 -1.57290200 -3.07197000 
C    10.9294430 -1.39400600 -4.45074900 
C    9.77897800 -1.18745500 -5.21566300 
C    8.52671400 -1.15714500 -4.60287900 
H    7.63624200 -1.00895300 -5.21068200 
H    9.85650800 -1.05584600 -6.29172900 
H    11.9053430 -1.42071800 -4.92777300 
H    11.7040820 -1.74226500 -2.46857200 
H    9.47971100 -1.69193800 -1.38784300 
H    7.20493600  2.10214300 -1.68957600 
H    8.24715500  0.71769400 -1.25407200 
C   -1.36162000 -0.03055900 -2.72737500 
N   -2.55903000 -0.35701100 -1.95144100 
C   -3.91185200 -0.43334300 -2.53368100 
H   -3.88009100 -0.96947500 -3.48425900 
C   -4.61593700 -1.26274700 -1.45809400 
H   -4.52336400 -2.34057500 -1.63563400 
H   -5.66621200 -1.00304100 -1.32026400 
O   -3.90132000 -0.93076400 -0.25453400 
C   -2.65225900 -0.50448500 -0.59062600 
O   -1.82796300 -0.30328600  0.29054500 
C   -4.54600900  0.96906200 -2.71990800 
H   -3.85063700  1.58203800 -3.30147700 
H   -4.63322700  1.43541600 -1.73089700 
C   -5.90076800  0.91771100 -3.39266000 
C   -7.08020300  1.11310800 -2.66123500 
C   -8.33009200  1.04210300 -3.28013800 
C   -8.42002100  0.77253900 -4.64585100 
C   -7.25278600  0.57933500 -5.38853300 
C   -6.00674500  0.65271200 -4.76673100 
H   -5.10372200  0.51356300 -5.35792700 
H   -7.31270500  0.37722900 -6.45475000 
H   -9.39112900  0.71856500 -5.13030400 
H   -9.23156700  1.20183400 -2.69451100 
H   -7.01831000  1.33577300 -1.59803600 
C   -1.53285900  0.22387500 -4.05210600 
C   -0.41769200  0.52279900 -5.01048700 
H   -0.20686000 -0.31796400 -5.68933700 
H    0.51378500  0.74840800 -4.48714200 
					 298 
H   -0.65670300  1.38378000 -5.64952100 








       G = –3104.051767 




            
Atom     X                  Y                  Z                         Atom     X                  Y                  Z 
 
Li   0.00000000  0.00000000  0.00000000 
Li   1.66210500  1.85089800 -0.64653800 
O    2.44467200  2.07172700  1.15310300 
Li   0.55736800  1.82129600  1.75119900 
O   -0.23857700  2.01176800 -0.04596800 
C   -1.23242600  2.81850600 -0.33983200 
C   -1.49924300  3.38414100 -1.54318800 
C   -0.65100700  3.20867200 -2.77176300 
H   -0.96745800  2.36189400 -3.40154000 
H    0.40567000  3.05793000 -2.53047700 
H   -0.70735500  4.10276300 -3.40463700 
H   -2.36944800  4.01946600 -1.64734600 
N   -2.16187900  3.07225800  0.75470500 
C   -3.51365900  3.63497600  0.60093700 
H   -3.99388900  3.20333800 -0.28009300 
C   -4.14014100  3.13057600  1.90350200 
H   -4.54761500  2.11785900  1.80681100 
H   -4.89730200  3.79763500  2.31688500 
O   -3.02177100  3.09293700  2.81584400 
C   -1.87970900  2.95517200  2.08759100 
O   -0.80538200  2.78012900  2.65112700 
C   -3.51152900  5.18548200  0.52312100 
H   -2.81578600  5.49608400 -0.26149600 
H   -3.11070200  5.57099400  1.46854100 
C   -4.88871800  5.75985800  0.26889500 
C   -5.60749000  6.39917000  1.28794100 
C   -6.88630600  6.90961800  1.05433500 
C   -7.46882300  6.78674400 -0.20716300 
C   -6.76308400  6.15436400 -1.23351200 
C   -5.48592100  5.64749400 -0.99621400 
H   -4.94103400  5.16648200 -1.80619000 
H   -7.20588300  6.06054100 -2.22165300 
H   -8.46299000  7.18444000 -0.39211800 
H   -7.42373300  7.40626100  1.85791200 
H   -5.15552000  6.50967500  2.27138700 
Li   2.30417400  0.05201700  1.09661800 
O    0.52801200 -0.10617900  1.83677200 
C    0.54478100 -0.88432800  3.00498600 
C   -0.84605500 -1.63049200  3.17371500 
H   -1.43765300 -1.10656300  3.93581100 
H   -1.36639000 -1.45244700  2.22985200 
C   -0.87280200 -3.14150000  3.43260400 
C    0.39055400 -3.85704000  3.88322300 
H    0.56997600 -4.83569200  3.43859700 
C    1.64644100 -3.00434800  4.01759700 
H    2.52746900 -3.65477700  3.96710000 
H    1.69611800 -2.50450800  4.99094300 
C    1.67245400 -1.96952100  2.87112700 
H    1.40418500 -2.51230900  1.95494600 
N    3.02176700 -1.39349700  2.55661900 
C    3.84891500 -2.34062800  1.77727700 
C    5.16975200 -1.68351300  1.37595200 
O    5.90691600 -1.24275100  2.50513700 
C    5.13079200 -0.34085500  3.28494300 
H    5.74053900 -0.08415300  4.15664500 










C    3.81811200 -0.97714800  3.73268900 
H    4.05308300 -1.84242700  4.37445200 
H    3.25679100 -0.25923200  4.32916300 
H    4.97219700 -0.83238700  0.70124700 
H    5.80476600 -2.40027200  0.84602300 
H    3.29966600 -2.63481100  0.87645800 
H    4.07094800 -3.25601800  2.35340200 
C   -0.80759000 -3.78236200  4.81098400 
C   -0.79146300 -2.93353900  6.06848800 
H   -0.31011700 -3.47265600  6.89515100 
H   -0.26876500 -1.98375300  5.94261300 
H   -1.81682600 -2.69928700  6.38293700 
C   -1.59192100 -5.07481100  4.98937500 
H   -1.16154400 -5.69137000  5.78981500 
H   -2.63717500 -4.86837800  5.25508400 
H   -1.59470000 -5.67590700  4.07273900 
H   -1.49263900 -3.69039700  2.72385600 
C    0.73675100  0.06734500  4.20823200 
H   -0.15024800  0.70272800  4.29955000 
H    0.88397700 -0.44329500  5.16710400 
H    1.58742200  0.73145000  4.04271400 
O    1.78380500 -0.07190900 -0.74119700 
C    1.80609300 -0.85204200 -1.90781200 
C    3.22861800 -1.53830800 -2.07010200 
H    3.79979200 -0.99124400 -2.83146000 
H    3.73777700 -1.33598500 -1.12511700 
C    3.32084300 -3.04709000 -2.32629000 
C    2.09168100 -3.81737300 -2.78123600 
H    1.95292200 -4.80228200 -2.33588300 
C    0.80066000 -3.01948300 -2.92120700 
H   -0.05162900 -3.70730500 -2.87205600 
H    0.73203300 -2.52363000 -3.89552600 
C    0.72688300 -1.98574800 -1.77620600 
H    1.01716700 -2.51542100 -0.85901600 
N   -0.64696800 -1.46979900 -1.46401700 
C   -1.43347000 -2.45258500 -0.68658200 
H   -0.87352700 -2.72336600  0.21504300 
H   -1.61446700 -3.37602200 -1.26401800 
C   -2.78209900 -1.85326400 -0.28669800 
O   -3.53557000 -1.44340300 -1.41671500 
C   -2.79732200 -0.50830300 -2.19445600 
C   -1.45829800 -1.08802700 -2.64129100 
H   -1.65420500 -1.96275300 -3.28326500 
H   -0.92708700 -0.34646100 -3.23661500 
H   -3.41660600 -0.27603200 -3.06625800 
H   -2.63303100  0.42238600 -1.62610200 
H   -2.62260600 -0.99515500  0.38928200 
H   -3.38649300 -2.59736800  0.24135500 
C    3.28946700 -3.69232400 -3.70395100 
C    3.24181000 -2.84719700 -4.96303100 
H    2.78487400 -3.40675500 -5.78995800 
H    2.68041600 -1.91961100 -4.83949600 
H    4.25753000 -2.57176400 -5.27541000 
C    4.13051100 -4.94952500 -3.87614700 
H    3.73280900 -5.58525600 -4.67852200 
H    5.16739100 -4.69777400 -4.13559800 
H    4.15418100 -5.54917800 -2.95880000 
H    3.96082800 -3.56808100 -1.61435900 
C    1.58146800  0.08752500 -3.11524800 
H    2.44047000  0.76105300 -3.20058500 
H    1.46596800 -0.43228600 -4.07343700 
H    0.70133200  0.71462100 -2.96093900 
C    3.40920800  2.91394000  1.44566000 
N    4.33698500  3.18510000  0.35359000 
C    5.68026800  3.76748200  0.50787100 
H    6.16451800  3.34588100  1.39158300 
C    6.31529300  3.26736500 -0.79237600 
H    6.73469300  2.25986300 -0.69226600 
H    7.06486600  3.94239000 -1.20658700 
O    5.19871000  3.21377500 -1.70652000 
C    4.05782600  3.06152600 -0.97923200 
O    2.98607100  2.86983600 -1.54236900 
C    5.65850500  5.31830100  0.57911300 
H    4.95828500  5.62446200  1.36142900 
H    5.25416900  5.69495900 -0.36836100 
C    7.02856900  5.90998600  0.83226200 
C    7.74066100  6.55361100 -0.18876300 
C    9.01347400  7.07940300  0.04365100 
C    9.59651300  6.96787400  1.30595200 
C    8.89728800  6.33150400  2.33428700 
C    7.62609500  5.80927600  2.09818000 
H    7.08621800  5.32503400  2.90958500 
H    9.34052100  6.24645500  3.32302400 
H    10.5860380  7.37740500  1.48997100 
H    9.54577300  7.57899800 -0.76150800 
H    7.28813900  6.65509300 -1.17292800 
C    3.64978600  3.50082500  2.64407900 
C    2.80224500  3.31387200  3.87166200 
H    3.15255600  2.49541700  4.52074400 
H    1.75452900  3.11119500  3.62932700 
					 301 
H    2.81577400  4.22273700  4.48569200 











       G = –3305.091020 
          GMP2 = –3294.251117 
 				
            
Atom     X                  Y                  Z                         Atom     X                  Y                  Z 
 
Li   0.00000000  0.00000000  0.00000000 
O   -1.60543600  0.07767800 -1.05760200 
C   -2.39891100 -0.84661100 -1.18272200 
O   -3.35609100 -0.78672400 -2.14937500 
C   -4.00748700 -2.06660900 -2.23645400 
H   -3.54080200 -2.64059300 -3.04500300 
H   -5.06142400 -1.90432100 -2.46529600 
C   -3.76713100 -2.69920500 -0.86152600 
H   -3.58634700 -3.77234900 -0.95578900 
N   -2.52457500 -2.01217000 -0.47273100 
C   -1.63277500 -2.47217400  0.58882400 
C   -1.92564600 -3.65212800  1.20221300 
H   -2.79894500 -4.21803000  0.90032900 
C   -1.08515500 -4.24712700  2.29789400 
H   -0.24538200 -3.59435400  2.55164700 
H   -1.66784100 -4.42234000  3.21392600 
H   -0.66343200 -5.22387400  2.01499600 
O   -0.61855400 -1.69214100  0.84303700 
Li   0.01073900 -0.62085400  2.46216000 
Li   2.14644200  0.26517100  1.34941600 
O    1.78894100 -1.37526300  2.36848000 
Li   1.37670900 -2.08215500  0.61481700 
C   -4.91886000 -2.43814600  0.14169100 
H   -4.56406100 -2.71890700  1.13847400 
H   -5.11742300 -1.35946200  0.16111600 
C   -6.18276300 -3.19534400 -0.20365200 
C   -6.27129000 -4.57731500  0.02333300 
C   -7.42242000 -5.28723200 -0.31661500 
C   -8.51091000 -4.62565400 -0.88992900 
C   -8.43938000 -3.25100600 -1.11647700 
C   -7.28407100 -2.54427500 -0.77585300 
H   -7.24113600 -1.47024300 -0.94458500 
H   -9.28360900 -2.72514700 -1.55449300 
H   -9.40952000 -5.17737400 -1.15208100 
H   -7.47243900 -6.35642200 -0.12805900 





















O    1.85848800 -0.51534200 -0.45420900 
O    0.37054400  1.03134600  1.56141100 
C    0.95390100 -4.86400700 -0.70885200 
H   -0.03999200 -4.83818200 -0.25966800 
H    0.88456400 -4.52147800 -1.75241000 
C    1.68052200 -6.20248500 -0.61799000 
H    1.37094100 -6.90802600 -1.39527000 
H    1.49274100 -6.66267200  0.35857800 
C    3.15658700 -5.77387600 -0.74852800 
H    3.83383000 -6.43447100 -0.19943100 
H    3.46741300 -5.78400200 -1.79894500 
C    3.17182700 -4.32928400 -0.19622000 
H    3.60018000 -3.61535000 -0.90685100 
H    3.69234000 -4.24253800  0.76126300 
O    1.78863500 -3.96629600  0.04280600 
C   -0.38304500  2.10767600  2.05013200 
C   -0.58968700  3.18190000  0.89676600 
H    0.06843700  4.04017100  1.08906800 
H   -0.19257100  2.70313900 -0.00136700 
C   -2.00041000  3.67057300  0.55545400 
C   -3.13225200  3.45639500  1.54505500 
H   -4.09190400  3.16866300  1.11646400 
C   -2.78288900  2.71277900  2.82709400 
H   -3.70117200  2.30431100  3.26488400 
H   -2.36346100  3.38557200  3.58303400 
C   -1.79074900  1.57584700  2.49133400 
H   -2.17377200  1.08716600  1.58751100 
N   -1.72633900  0.46372900  3.50151900 
C   -2.89214000 -0.43623700  3.34675800 
H   -2.89714200 -0.83455600  2.32879800 
H   -3.84090100  0.10442600  3.50957400 
C   -2.81972200 -1.59314700  4.33886500 
O   -2.77983500 -1.12954000  5.68148500 
C   -1.66085500 -0.27527200  5.86493400 
C   -1.70033200  0.91636200  4.91119300 
H   -2.59656200  1.51064400  5.15119100 
H   -0.82683000  1.54576300  5.08427300 
H   -1.70011300  0.07339900  6.90170000 
H   -0.72686900 -0.84268900  5.72385700 
H   -1.93363300 -2.21240600  4.12805500 
H   -3.70867300 -2.22511700  4.25058900 
C   -2.67493300  4.86465800  1.21284300 
C   -1.93429800  5.71919700  2.22478000 
H   -1.35439300  6.49920600  1.71395200 
H   -2.63873400  6.22374400  2.89955200 
H   -1.23484100  5.15102300  2.84215800 
C   -3.61188300  5.67917400  0.33248200 
H   -4.37574000  6.19108200  0.93341400 
H   -3.06072400  6.44632800 -0.22755400 
H   -4.13034600  5.04567800 -0.39616300 
H   -2.26263000  3.52912000 -0.49151300 
C    0.41181600  2.76765400  3.19984200 
H    1.29941100  3.25172600  2.77875700 
H   -0.14658400  3.53317600  3.75223000 
H    0.76086700  2.01273900  3.91017900 
C    2.12308000 -0.37011200 -1.83645400 
C    1.48874600  0.95665200 -2.37544100 
H    1.44037500  0.90021300 -3.46896000 
H    0.44354700  1.00340300 -2.05066500 
C    2.24005600  2.20829400 -1.95695100 
C    3.71604800  2.18028400 -2.31450500 
H    4.42109400  2.58047200 -1.58752600 
C    4.15905600  0.87939100 -2.96256700 
H    5.25084300  0.86618400 -3.07170800 
H    3.75581700  0.78517700 -3.97611300 
C    3.70442300 -0.32087800 -2.08412600 
H    4.08848800 -0.12675300 -1.07967100 
N    4.34254500 -1.60937700 -2.48475700 
C    5.69769700 -1.74634400 -1.93518900 
H    5.65192900 -1.64712700 -0.84453800 
H    6.38461700 -0.96513700 -2.31421300 
C    6.29454400 -3.11266700 -2.27681200 
O    6.30038200 -3.35755400 -3.67487100 
C    4.98546100 -3.24538700 -4.20248100 
C    4.39849400 -1.86309700 -3.93169700 
H    5.02812600 -1.12498100 -4.45921500 
H    3.39380600 -1.80676800 -4.35702000 
H    5.06921200 -3.42252100 -5.27935100 
H    4.33367800 -4.02232000 -3.76729300 
H    5.72938000 -3.90697600 -1.76154700 
H    7.33763000 -3.16354400 -1.94812000 
C    2.80088400  3.20494100 -2.96214100 
C    2.45111500  3.16413500 -4.44011600 
H    1.49640700  3.67409900 -4.62374900 
H    3.22025900  3.68332500 -5.02711200 
H    2.36168500  2.15287300 -4.84492600 
C    2.95649600  4.63015100 -2.44940400 
H    3.75109200  5.16193400 -2.98987000 
H    2.02624300  5.19845400 -2.58092200 
H    3.20885300  4.64989200 -1.38293800 
H    1.96057400  2.61949900 -0.98879300 
C    1.44136800 -1.53110200 -2.59064900 
		 304 
H    1.89607200 -2.48570800 -2.31701300 
H    0.38177200 -1.55506300 -2.31185200 
H    1.48715200 -1.42165300 -3.68116300 
C    2.69562000 -1.65502800  3.39709100 
C    2.77691500 -3.22943300  3.60842800 
H    2.14984100 -3.50460300  4.46751700 
H    2.27275000 -3.64416500  2.73201800 
C    4.14016600 -3.92225700  3.71116700 
C    5.39779800 -3.09327900  3.91217300 
H    6.27374500 -3.40234700  3.34237600 
C    5.21495100 -1.58345600  3.99341500 
H    6.16867900 -1.09807500  3.75689300 
H    4.96150100 -1.26374200  5.00998800 
C    4.12045000 -1.14152700  2.99250200 
H    4.32607700 -1.66866700  2.05142300 
N    4.16289300  0.30649800  2.60390100 
C    5.26911000  0.55034300  1.65393800 
H    5.12746400 -0.09257400  0.78027700 
H    6.24932200  0.30547100  2.09945700 
C    5.29672600  2.01034500  1.21175700 
O    5.45373700  2.88512300  2.31836000 
C    4.38948000  2.68894900  3.23749800 
C    4.33314700  1.24661800  3.73475400 
H    5.26567300  1.04062700  4.28520300 
H    3.50255500  1.14311700  4.43274600 
H    4.57059300  3.36793200  4.07648100 
H    3.43251800  2.96241300  2.76654200 
H    4.36940100  2.25293300  0.66734400 
H    6.14647800  2.18883800  0.54549000 
C    4.95419900 -4.06839600  4.98748300 
C    4.40975400 -3.59319500  6.32122800 
H    3.82922100 -4.39199200  6.80095200 
H    5.22638400 -3.32560100  7.00489600 
H    3.75204800 -2.72700200  6.23264100 
C    5.78324400 -5.33884100  5.11475100 
H    6.64175400 -5.18512200  5.78223400 
H    5.18479700 -6.16148300  5.52832400 
H    6.17296600 -5.66667600  4.14394500 
H    4.24054400 -4.76977300  3.03333000 
C    2.15176800 -1.00440800  4.69260100 
H    1.25692800 -1.55264800  5.00910000 
H    2.85066300 -1.00589600  5.53673000 
H    1.84954700  0.02888800  4.50048400 
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       G = –3305.088249 
          GMP2 = –3294.251937 
 				
            
Atom     X                  Y                  Z                         Atom     X                  Y                  Z 
 
Li   0.00000000  0.00000000  0.00000000 
O    1.03582000 -1.26758100  0.96966200 
C    2.15960000 -1.50204400  0.53757800 
O    3.17626000 -1.78240200  1.39828900 
C    4.31091900 -2.23768400  0.64088200 
H    4.32748000 -3.33320100  0.66714400 
H    5.21789900 -1.85084400  1.10735000 
C    4.06932000 -1.69735400 -0.77673400 
H    4.36171500 -2.44551200 -1.51564800 
N    2.60740800 -1.52968300 -0.75039400 
C    1.78762100 -1.27852200 -1.94594900 
C    2.21486200 -1.87395600 -3.09090500 
H    3.07169100 -2.53756200 -3.04720900 
C    1.56630900 -1.70654600 -4.43414400 
H    0.58810900 -1.22959800 -4.33938000 
H    2.17303400 -1.10346700 -5.12798100 
H    1.41818700 -2.67622300 -4.93100500 
O    0.75747900 -0.49369000 -1.77976500 
Li   0.57526600  1.47357400 -2.06029400 
Li  -1.51545100  1.88021500 -0.65786400 
O   -1.28611200  1.57869800 -2.60224200 
Li  -1.44542400 -0.30665800 -2.13287600 
C    4.79726900 -0.36673900 -1.07956100 
H    4.40183100  0.01710800 -2.02630600 
H    4.53451800  0.35827500 -0.29950600 
C    6.29922200 -0.52850000 -1.16636700 
C    6.88763700 -1.11887800 -2.29509600 
C    8.26805200 -1.30154200 -2.37038400 
C    9.08818700 -0.89427100 -1.31547500 
C    8.51752800 -0.30074100 -0.18938000 
C    7.13451100 -0.12061100 -0.11762100 
H    6.69824100  0.35466200  0.75850800 
H    9.14753800  0.02755600  0.63316500 
H    10.1642800 -1.03315000 -1.37470600 
H    8.70490900 -1.75597100 -3.25581100 
H    6.25743400 -1.42699000 -3.12703900 
O   -1.91509400  0.00871600 -0.26239900 
O    0.37651200  1.90107400 -0.21516100 
C   -1.15269900 -3.29903700 -2.88447600 
H   -0.24600800 -3.47711100 -3.47471800 
H   -0.87914600 -3.22913700 -1.83195800 
C   -2.23978500 -4.32295700 -3.19649600 
H   -2.98847200 -4.32592300 -2.39735500 
H   -1.84572000 -5.33852200 -3.30113100 
C   -2.83841100 -3.77344600 -4.50764300 
H   -2.34071900 -4.21772500 -5.37597500 
H   -3.90816800 -3.98285700 -4.59843000 
C   -2.54761000 -2.25500700 -4.43810100 
H   -3.45047400 -1.64996200 -4.32374400 
H   -2.00086400 -1.90638800 -5.32244200 
O   -1.74064300 -2.03772200 -3.26176300 










C    2.26840800  3.03910300  0.85557800 
H    2.67194700  2.61324400  1.78308900 
H    2.66560800  2.41395200  0.05090500 
C    2.80499700  4.46073800  0.67068600 
C    1.90253900  5.64063900  0.99415700 
H    1.96496200  6.49313500  0.31790000 
C    0.48341200  5.30324900  1.42971100 
H   -0.14769400  6.19212400  1.31394100 
H    0.43810000  5.03620500  2.49112500 
C   -0.04105100  4.14440900  0.55169500 
H    0.24020400  4.39028600 -0.47950900 
N   -1.53464800  4.00851000  0.49460900 
C   -2.10736100  4.98601500 -0.45645100 
H   -1.67236500  4.81627800 -1.44644500 
H   -1.87311600  6.02349400 -0.15771700 
C   -3.62506600  4.84068100 -0.54414700 
O   -4.24629100  5.00544400  0.71972100 
C   -3.72228100  4.05937700  1.64186800 
C   -2.21241100  4.20977600  1.79512800 
H   -2.01294000  5.21704200  2.19580100 
H   -1.84706000  3.48309300  2.52098500 
H   -4.22020500  4.24769500  2.59818000 
H   -3.96751000  3.03735700  1.31500000 
H   -3.88143300  3.85172100 -0.96047400 
H   -4.04151200  5.60981600 -1.20196200 
C    3.14046100  5.38860700  1.83137700 
C    3.03879900  4.90616000  3.26682500 
H    3.97176500  4.41498500  3.57288000 
H    2.87402000  5.75111500  3.94825500 
H    2.22964900  4.18971500  3.42675500 
C    4.30111700  6.34886900  1.61520800 
H    4.19758200  7.24321000  2.24409200 
H    5.25876700  5.87462200  1.86771300 
H    4.36048800  6.68185600  0.57253400 
H    3.45252600  4.58453000 -0.19624400 
C    0.30471600  2.13591700  2.16380200 
H    0.92533500  1.24647500  2.32201100 
H    0.44502200  2.79491100  3.03038800 
H   -0.73527500  1.80213100  2.14341300 
C   -2.84260800 -0.74467400  0.48986400 
C   -2.49303200 -0.71788500  2.03101100 
H   -2.68236200 -1.71565900  2.44145700 
H   -1.41065300 -0.57927800  2.11095600 
C   -3.21495300  0.31248800  2.89052200 
C   -4.70379300  0.46762600  2.63311000 
H   -5.11086700  1.47760400  2.66887700 
C   -5.23148300 -0.36263700  1.47368800 
H   -6.24835400 -0.03765600  1.22267200 
H   -5.30689100 -1.42517500  1.73283800 
C   -4.28968800 -0.16270200  0.25672500 
H   -4.11910800  0.91766300  0.18614500 
N   -4.88709900 -0.53778800 -1.05282800 
C   -5.57909600  0.58462000 -1.69396500 
H   -4.88836300  1.43077900 -1.77358000 
H   -6.46133400  0.91883000 -1.11210000 
C   -6.04127300  0.19685900 -3.09641200 
O   -6.88342500 -0.94801400 -3.07974200 
C   -6.22755100 -2.04246600 -2.45568700 
C   -5.78620600 -1.69783300 -1.03524000 
H   -6.69724300 -1.51176200 -0.43819600 
H   -5.27459200 -2.55966900 -0.59945200 
H   -6.94836000 -2.86654100 -2.44308400 
H   -5.35259200 -2.34957500 -3.05305400 
H   -5.15874700  0.00747300 -3.73122300 
H   -6.62686400  1.00473100 -3.54666700 
C   -4.22630900 -0.08365700  3.96216400 
C   -4.45460900 -1.53125600  4.36001500 
H   -3.69262400 -1.86013600  5.07870900 
H   -5.43394200 -1.64148000  4.84395600 
H   -4.42915800 -2.22594800  3.51700200 
C   -4.33884700  0.86537200  5.14701900 
H   -5.33378500  0.80788400  5.60848100 
H   -3.59868200  0.62048300  5.92031600 
H   -4.17236800  1.90665600  4.84693500 
H   -2.65337100  1.21944600  3.10714900 
C   -2.74671900 -2.22288300  0.06360900 
H   -2.94958200 -2.32285300 -1.00426200 
H   -1.73067200 -2.58050500  0.26962000 
H   -3.44067300 -2.86941100  0.61721800 
C   -1.40688100  2.23900000 -3.83385500 
C   -2.80616900  2.98856000 -3.89340000 
H   -3.51542800  2.37025000 -4.46043200 
H   -3.16267900  2.96781100 -2.86056100 
C   -2.88141400  4.44523100 -4.36427600 
C   -1.68458800  5.08589100 -5.04763600 
H   -1.46427300  6.11471800 -4.76417100 
C   -0.44542500  4.21514100 -5.21547100 
H    0.42937500  4.86357500 -5.34090700 
H   -0.49879900  3.60673800 -6.12461000 
C   -0.27448600  3.31949300 -3.96624600 
H   -0.43031500  3.96904800 -3.09564900 
N    1.10891900  2.77913600 -3.75467200 
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C    2.00934600  3.82353100 -3.21633300 
H    1.58411900  4.21693000 -2.28763100 
H    2.11955600  4.66387500 -3.92359300 
C    3.39305600  3.24476600 -2.92955500 
O    3.98067000  2.67568200 -4.08893900 
C    3.13277100  1.66769500 -4.62499900 
C    1.75205900  2.22151900 -4.96496300 
H    1.87091700  2.99520000 -5.74120300 
H    1.13687300  1.42283400 -5.37730200 
H    3.62401200  1.29999200 -5.53125000 
H    3.03807200  0.83081100 -3.91453700 
H    3.32019400  2.48637400 -2.13248400 
H    4.07037000  4.03500800 -2.59181300 
C   -2.98150400  4.89505100 -5.81336700 
C   -3.10665400  3.89077500 -6.94362200 
H   -4.16109900  3.63219400 -7.10638700 
H   -2.72443300  4.31201500 -7.88289900 
H   -2.57193300  2.95851700 -6.75603900 
C   -3.79281000  6.15823300 -6.06731200 
H   -3.46361700  6.66054900 -6.98666500 
H   -4.86006700  5.92593300 -6.17979000 
H   -3.69405000  6.87489100 -5.24386300 
H   -3.42477200  5.08814500 -3.67251100 
C   -1.37194300  1.17211600 -4.95288500 
H   -2.29030700  0.57812200 -4.89605700 
H   -1.30715800  1.57960500 -5.96800900 
H   -0.53471700  0.48731600 -4.80537900 
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       G = –3305.090159 





            
Atom     X                  Y                  Z                         Atom     X                  Y                  Z 
 
Li   0.00000000  0.00000000  0.00000000 
O    1.40997800 -1.23412200 -0.50778000 
C    2.55703500 -0.80454300 -0.55449500 
O    3.59947200 -1.55620900 -0.10298300 
C    4.83387100 -0.91220400 -0.46926800 
H    5.23669700 -1.41875200 -1.35314500 
H    5.53746300 -1.01669000  0.35789000 
C    4.44584500  0.54815100 -0.76412400 
H    4.96006800  0.89732700 -1.66221100 
N    3.00659900  0.39466400 -1.01631400 
C    2.14944600  1.43990800 -1.58312800 
C    2.69821900  2.16949100 -2.58918800 
H    3.68058700  1.88526700 -2.95418700 
C    2.04235100  3.33434500 -3.26946400 
H    1.07523200  3.55850800 -2.81520600 
H    2.66262600  4.24178300 -3.22045900 
H    1.86338300  3.14210600 -4.33821300 
O    0.96769500  1.55624500 -1.03772300 
Li   0.05522300  2.63318600  0.34498300 
Li  -2.15829300  1.31762000  0.38781300 
O   -1.61829100  2.93948500 -0.53172400 
Li  -0.92518100  1.65176500 -1.84744400 
C    4.72843900  1.53252300  0.39402900 
H    4.23740800  2.47988300  0.14322800 
H    4.24961200  1.14982000  1.30309300 
C    6.20742700  1.75289500  0.62575500 
C    6.95815800  2.53791100 -0.26244400 
C    8.32773100  2.72076400 -0.07457400 
C    8.97335400  2.12135800  1.00956300 
C    8.23849800  1.34301900  1.90406100 
C    6.86720300  1.16158100  1.71150300 
H    6.29853200  0.56379500  2.42077100 
H    8.72964700  0.87946400  2.75560200 
H    10.0399540  2.26604500  1.15852200 
H    8.89056600  3.33716500 -0.77068700 
H    6.46032900  3.02001400 -1.10139600 
O   -1.63629600  0.08467700 -0.97340400 
O   -0.54458900  1.12883900  1.51781900 
C   -0.01372000  0.48987500 -4.42079400 
H    1.05031700  0.74666700 -4.37774600 
H   -0.18960900 -0.38702800 -3.79340200 
C   -0.51660100  0.33766600 -5.85655900 
H   -1.40794400 -0.30022800 -5.88793500 
H    0.23771100 -0.10001200 -6.51730000 
C   -0.88053900  1.78463900 -6.22443900 
H    0.01937500  2.34491200 -6.50422100 
H   -1.59595200  1.85765100 -7.04908100 
C   -1.45288500  2.31645000 -4.90733800 
H   -2.53020300  2.11986200 -4.82643200 
H   -1.27898300  3.38565200 -4.75790000 
O   -0.77255400  1.59273300 -3.86072000 
C   -2.01410500  4.28183400 -0.55329800 
C   -3.55984700  4.36003100 -0.20531900 
H   -4.13579500  4.32244800 -1.14058900 
H   -3.75883800  3.41082000  0.29994800 








C   -3.18760000  6.57993100  1.17730100 
H   -3.26654500  6.86733700  2.22524400 
C   -1.75589600  6.55631400  0.65333400 
H   -1.12290200  7.13485700  1.33491500 
H   -1.67408200  7.05175400 -0.31997100 
C   -1.26271700  5.09005900  0.56921300 
H   -1.58469900  4.60118000  1.49912300 
N    0.22424800  4.90557600  0.57995700 
C    0.79366800  5.22259100  1.90982100 
H    0.30690200  4.59966900  2.66634100 
H    0.62251000  6.27756700  2.18262300 
C    2.29936300  4.96765300  1.92993200 
O    2.97553300  5.73837600  0.94940300 
C    2.45365800  5.44824000 -0.34109100 
C    0.95416700  5.72179800 -0.41472400 
H    0.78954000  6.79763000 -0.23672100 
H    0.60008200  5.48870500 -1.41717600 
H    2.98733400  6.09587300 -1.04367700 
H    2.65805600  4.39922100 -0.60873100 
H    2.50250900  3.89639800  1.76814700 
H    2.71717000  5.25431700  2.90004800 
C   -4.41257500  6.88976900  0.33390600 
C   -4.30844600  7.37051000 -1.10103900 
H   -5.25449200  7.19271600 -1.62921500 
H   -4.11290200  8.45065200 -1.13785600 
H   -3.52406300  6.87111900 -1.67043600 
C   -5.57358400  7.53849500  1.07623800 
H   -5.46408800  8.63098500  1.10281400 
H   -6.53036600  7.31253600  0.58702100 
H   -5.63917900  7.18553200  2.11171500 
H   -4.76935700  5.05748400  1.48489000 
C   -1.78105900  4.81299800 -1.99000000 
H   -2.53380500  4.37189000 -2.65364300 
H   -1.83961200  5.90059200 -2.09944700 
H   -0.80378400  4.49068500 -2.35644800 
C   -0.11855600  0.93242100  2.84602700 
C   -0.73256100  2.03639700  3.78878400 
H    0.00792300  2.30205400  4.55253200 
H   -0.85980500  2.92843500  3.16746700 
C   -2.05608700  1.70351000  4.46328600 
C   -2.14778300  0.31912500  5.08062900 
H   -3.09302600 -0.21327700  4.97046700 
C   -0.92141300 -0.55044300  4.85068400 
H   -1.13652000 -1.58249700  5.15213200 
H   -0.07296600 -0.22558300  5.46389000 
C   -0.55509200 -0.50603400  3.34365700 
H   -1.49135000 -0.67894600  2.80306700 
N    0.34571900 -1.59520700  2.89764000 
C   -0.37688200 -2.79418000  2.45860200 
H   -1.11134600 -2.51134200  1.69737500 
H   -0.92227400 -3.28038900  3.29322100 
C    0.59287500 -3.80619600  1.85084900 
O    1.61108400 -4.17363500  2.77672300 
C    2.32633600 -3.01908600  3.19514400 
C    1.39286800 -1.99889700  3.84524500 
H    0.97102900 -2.46238000  4.75641100 
H    1.97406800 -1.12740400  4.15670100 
H    3.07195800 -3.36394700  3.91991000 
H    2.84538200 -2.56293900  2.33805300 
H    1.04172000 -3.37742900  0.94338000 
H    0.06557800 -4.73054600  1.59156300 
C   -2.19122100  1.54262000  5.97469700 
C   -1.05785400  1.88160700  6.92728700 
H   -1.04956300  2.95666800  7.15045100 
H   -1.18861500  1.34918100  7.87833200 
H   -0.06883100  1.62024200  6.54302000 
C   -3.55490600  1.88888800  6.55590600 
H   -3.73840600  1.34144600  7.49006800 
H   -3.62752900  2.96148100  6.77973800 
H   -4.36613100  1.64056400  5.86167500 
H   -2.94322200  2.08657900  3.96265800 
C    1.41435300  1.10568000  2.90173300 
H    1.90109200  0.38489100  2.23942400 
H    1.67440400  2.11584200  2.56455000 
H    1.82328100  0.98908100  3.91361000 
C   -2.63094500 -0.80369800 -1.40017900 
C   -1.97685200 -2.12472200 -1.99319000 
H   -2.34286400 -2.27133600 -3.01714800 
H   -0.91036100 -1.89921500 -2.08046200 
C   -2.12994800 -3.43039400 -1.21395300 
C   -3.40600700 -3.63773200 -0.41375800 
H   -3.29505200 -4.12244800  0.55624400 
C   -4.36584800 -2.45732500 -0.40210300 
H   -5.10376700 -2.59519800  0.39687500 
H   -4.93915800 -2.38576900 -1.33339500 
C   -3.53311800 -1.17390600 -0.16862600 
H   -2.80349600 -1.42394700  0.61077100 
N   -4.28431900 -0.01103200  0.40504100 
C   -4.51191600 -0.19096000  1.85421700 
H   -3.54678300 -0.30972700  2.35587300 
H   -5.11556200 -1.09279400  2.06285200 
C   -5.23789200  1.01712300  2.44237400 
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O   -6.49003000  1.23839000  1.81402900 
C   -6.30500900  1.42523100  0.41726200 
C   -5.60477200  0.22833100 -0.21915600 
H   -6.26229700 -0.64871900 -0.09744200 
H   -5.48733700  0.41035300 -1.28663500 
H   -7.30332900  1.54845700 -0.01422500 
H   -5.72821400  2.34472000  0.23249000 
H   -4.60590100  1.91653500  2.34513600 
H   -5.44434300  0.85430000  3.50480500 
C   -3.12347000 -4.51677700 -1.61425800 
C   -3.94056900 -4.40306200 -2.88905500 
H   -3.36925200 -4.78142900 -3.74712800 
H   -4.85632600 -5.00410300 -2.81385300 
H   -4.23962200 -3.37835900 -3.12500600 
C   -2.71124500 -5.94950900 -1.30980600 
H   -3.58951600 -6.59755500 -1.18671600 
H   -2.10169300 -6.36616500 -2.12254300 
H   -2.12132700 -6.01146300 -0.38823700 
H   -1.21080300 -3.79865500 -0.76177500 
C   -3.42389000 -0.13504200 -2.54803700 
H   -2.75829200 -0.01771800 -3.40897700 
H   -4.29330000 -0.71946900 -2.87738300 
H   -3.75461500  0.86618200 -2.25520800
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       G = –3305.093181 





            
Atom     X                  Y                  Z                         Atom     X                  Y                  Z 
 
Li   0.00000000  0.00000000  0.00000000 
O   -1.78057800  0.58868500 -0.22749100 
C   -2.69091400 -0.14727900 -0.58786900 
O   -3.93042700  0.37628700 -0.79663300 
C   -4.75453400 -0.61571800 -1.43060700 
H   -4.75786400 -0.42745400 -2.51031600 
H   -5.77035900 -0.52303700 -1.04398600 
C   -4.08306700 -1.94727800 -1.07451500 
H   -4.11063800 -2.62457900 -1.93063700 
N   -2.70257800 -1.49557600 -0.82874100 
C   -1.55272800 -2.40427400 -0.77129200 
C   -1.75017200 -3.68550600 -1.18686900 
H   -2.72145800 -3.99926300 -1.54913300 
C   -0.66331000 -4.72015100 -1.19978900 
H   -0.91754400 -5.59695200 -0.58487100 
H   -0.46961500 -5.10007900 -2.21436300 
H    0.27612000 -4.30512000 -0.82555800 
O   -0.44137100 -1.89221700 -0.32218900 
Li   0.91702700 -2.07063900  1.28246100 
Li   2.46244900 -0.23110300  0.38644500 
O    2.48965400 -2.31377400  0.20553800 
Li   1.37615800 -1.79615400 -1.34704400 
C   -4.69909700 -2.63953200  0.16545700 
H   -4.01725000 -3.44051600  0.46916100 
H   -4.73116900 -1.91083400  0.98484300 
C   -6.08227300 -3.19396900 -0.09818700 
C   -6.24858900 -4.35993500 -0.86110200 
C   -7.52038600 -4.86259600 -1.13376300 
C   -8.65323500 -4.20755300 -0.64490800 
C   -8.50305300 -3.05050600  0.11968000 
C   -7.22747900 -2.54971100  0.38899000 
H   -7.11861900 -1.65347900  0.99623200 
H   -9.37744700 -2.53776600  0.51165500 
H   -9.64447300 -4.60036500 -0.85411600 
H   -7.62735400 -5.76978600 -1.72267800 
H   -5.37184900 -4.88518300 -1.23487600 
O    1.46984100  0.11444500 -1.20069100 
O    0.99558400 -0.18191800  1.64136100 
C    0.04342400 -2.10673300 -4.04902100 
H   -0.85017500 -2.52108100 -3.57148700 
H   -0.03829300 -1.01560200 -4.07271100 
C    0.31034100 -2.72220100 -5.43075200 
H    0.79406400 -1.99397700 -6.09237500 
H   -0.60996200 -3.05790300 -5.91816500 
C    1.28117300 -3.87050300 -5.10919200 
H    0.73472200 -4.74916900 -4.74622500 
H    1.89010900 -4.17532700 -5.96574200 
C    2.11051400 -3.26311000 -3.98092100 
H    2.90699300 -2.61616200 -4.37780500 
H    2.54880900 -3.98979800 -3.29393600 
O    1.18007100 -2.46604000 -3.22347900 
C    0.52135300  0.13844800  2.92097500 
C   -0.04112600  1.62635100  2.92667300 
H    0.68137700  2.27728800  3.43802700 
H   -0.02776100  1.93274600  1.87724300 








C   -2.15347900  0.86964600  4.31684700 
H   -3.21662800  0.72981900  4.12284200 
C   -1.40002600 -0.42954200  4.57069400 
H   -2.11702200 -1.20705100  4.85998900 
H   -0.70129900 -0.33878600  5.40998500 
C   -0.65758000 -0.83336100  3.27654900 
H   -1.36733400 -0.68457300  2.45411600 
N   -0.29104300 -2.28530100  3.17234900 
C   -1.47109400 -3.09164800  2.78628500 
H   -1.86829500 -2.70515200  1.84497900 
H   -2.26567200 -3.02807400  3.55017000 
C   -1.08791200 -4.55711400  2.60421600 
O   -0.52030500 -5.10226800  3.78721100 
C    0.61616600 -4.34504500  4.17662100 
C    0.26390800 -2.87800600  4.40846200 
H   -0.46228000 -2.82432800  5.23598500 
H    1.15885000 -2.33422800  4.71345900 
H    0.98949600 -4.79606900  5.10157500 
H    1.40178700 -4.42016500  3.40794400 
H   -0.38023000 -4.65817900  1.76513200 
H   -1.97506700 -5.15593500  2.37674800 
C   -1.77931800  2.21664400  4.90556100 
C   -0.67879200  2.35187800  5.94128900 
H   -0.30137600  3.38270900  5.96458700 
H   -1.05706400  2.11926200  6.94568200 
H    0.17624300  1.70010800  5.75020700 
C   -2.93090700  3.18267600  5.14462900 
H   -3.39191100  3.01517300  6.12750900 
H   -2.58536200  4.22460000  5.11348600 
H   -3.71399200  3.07055500  4.38608100 
H   -2.08623500  2.41634200  2.73087200 
C    1.70749000  0.05345800  3.90883000 
H    2.41394900  0.86023200  3.68679100 
H    1.42266800  0.14913600  4.96347700 
H    2.24825300 -0.88710500  3.77870300 
C    1.91723900  1.19037300 -1.97415100 
C    0.69070300  1.82114100 -2.76672700 
H    0.76451700  1.53032600 -3.82410600 
H   -0.18694400  1.30159100 -2.37339100 
C    0.40869700  3.32299800 -2.65865000 
C    1.49248400  4.25858200 -2.15059200 
H    1.16069200  5.05351100 -1.48339600 
C    2.80813000  3.61531100 -1.73167200 
H    3.34133700  4.29982700 -1.06175300 
H    3.47243500  3.45455100 -2.58821000 
C    2.50308800  2.28126400 -1.01237800 
H    1.67393800  2.48533100 -0.32328500 
N    3.59252900  1.77027000 -0.11471500 
C    3.58877200  2.50616900  1.16997500 
H    2.60683700  2.38673600  1.63786200 
H    3.76638600  3.58535200  1.01617000 
C    4.66748000  1.96985700  2.10735700 
O    5.96147200  2.05426400  1.52762600 
C    5.99445000  1.34210900  0.29882000 
C    4.95428400  1.87266000 -0.68431700 
H    5.21006800  2.92012700 -0.91324100 
H    5.01242700  1.30470600 -1.61365400 
H    7.00049800  1.47605800 -0.11101700 
H    5.83276700  0.26752600  0.48031500 
H    4.44399200  0.92459000  2.37748000 
H    4.69783400  2.56236800  3.02716300 
C    1.00586400  4.37505200 -3.58218300 
C    1.88339100  3.97594500 -4.75386100 
H    1.26794100  3.78110400 -5.64220800 
H    2.58272800  4.78267000 -5.01103200 
H    2.47094400  3.07500400 -4.56550700 
C    0.12699000  5.57834800 -3.89257600 
H    0.73371500  6.45649800 -4.15212700 
H   -0.53865400  5.37257000 -4.74158000 
H   -0.50159200  5.84971000 -3.03674200 
H   -0.60128600  3.54886200 -2.31990100 
C    2.94238900  0.65344200 -3.00002300 
H    2.42129800 -0.01322400 -3.69552400 
H    3.43712900  1.43474900 -3.58989000 
H    3.70841500  0.05443500 -2.50157600 
C    3.75692100 -2.93098600  0.26799900 
C    4.55149400 -2.40718100  1.51920600 
H    5.62527600 -2.49161800  1.31645100 
H    4.35499800 -1.33180500  1.60428900 
C    4.23014800 -3.09645100  2.83469100 
C    4.29933500 -4.61206400  2.78026600 
H    3.53578800 -5.17114100  3.32004700 
C    4.59456100 -5.15506700  1.39319200 
H    4.48078300 -6.24562900  1.38831200 
H    5.63037000 -4.95731500  1.09625400 
C    3.60487800 -4.51443800  0.37898500 
H    2.60674900 -4.63027500  0.81506400 
N    3.53529900 -5.25063900 -0.91534700 
C    2.63793600 -6.41179100 -0.83085400 
H    1.65633300 -6.08133000 -0.47970500 
H    3.01131300 -7.17322200 -0.11899000 
C    2.48239800 -7.07395000 -2.19798800 
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O    3.73400900 -7.48042500 -2.73417600 
C    4.62403300 -6.37648400 -2.81520700 
C    4.82426000 -5.71262700 -1.45389300 
H    5.30914300 -6.45143600 -0.79130900 
H    5.50819800 -4.86871500 -1.56665300 
H    5.57416000 -6.77363500 -3.18685800 
H    4.24725200 -5.63815800 -3.54266300 
H    1.98222300 -6.37720700 -2.89160300 
H    1.87249300 -7.97937500 -2.11677400 
C    5.28127100 -3.84570300  3.64612200 
C    6.76410300 -3.77595300  3.32339200 
H    7.21155700 -2.87045400  3.75361700 
H    7.28629900 -4.63941000  3.75572400 
H    6.98100700 -3.77036800  2.25252500 
C    5.02324000 -3.91430700  5.14506600 
H    5.49974100 -4.79830500  5.58921800 
H    5.42431400 -3.02824200  5.65464200 
H    3.95137100 -3.96873500  5.36852300 
H    3.42389900 -2.65114800  3.41377700 
C    4.57017200 -2.50511900 -0.97194300 
H    4.63573800 -1.41128700 -0.99286200 
H    5.59691500 -2.89149000 -0.96776500 
H    4.07750400 -2.83331500 -1.89049600
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       G = –3305.088000 





            
Atom     X                  Y                  Z                         Atom     X                  Y                  Z 
 
Li   0.00000000  0.00000000  0.00000000 
O    1.60135600  0.09146200  1.00277200 
C    2.48096800 -0.75881100  0.97050800 
O    3.51295200 -0.68809000  1.85694000 
C    4.27992100 -1.90099300  1.77266000 
H    3.94224900 -2.58333600  2.56121500 
H    5.33201500 -1.65857200  1.92772700 
C    3.97296900 -2.43662300  0.37088500 
H    3.89809800 -3.52571900  0.38643400 
N    2.64318000 -1.84176700  0.14640600 
C    1.71695200 -2.30344700 -0.89058700 
C    2.07459800 -3.41299800 -1.59380000 
H    2.99755600 -3.93071700 -1.36597000 
C    1.22635600 -4.01332400 -2.67591600 
H    1.80617900 -4.21155300 -3.58815700 
H    0.78411100 -4.97617500 -2.37617100 
H    0.40412100 -3.34476400 -2.94299000 
O    0.62551200 -1.60236700 -1.04190400 
Li  -0.20956700 -0.41015500 -2.55840900 
Li  -2.21754600  0.45957000 -1.17811000 
O   -2.01663000 -1.15520100 -2.46256600 
Li  -1.38470400 -2.01207800 -0.81638700 
C    5.00258200 -1.98625300 -0.69550100 
H    4.58139700 -2.20750000 -1.68124700 
H    5.11157000 -0.89689600 -0.62662200 
C    6.34838400 -2.65919600 -0.53343800 
C    6.52333800 -4.00003500 -0.90866100 
C    7.75187200 -4.63746200 -0.73865000 
C    8.83252900 -3.94280600 -0.19006600 
C    8.67508100 -2.60776600  0.18250400 
C    7.44250700 -1.97369100  0.01157300 
H    7.33166700 -0.92851000  0.29291200 
H    9.51178400 -2.05578100  0.60247500 
H    9.79104600 -4.43779200 -0.06013900 
H    7.86766700 -5.67520800 -1.04011000 
H    5.69184000 -4.54654900 -1.34929800 
O   -1.78349700 -0.59878600  0.39815600 
O   -0.40181600  1.13038100 -1.47190700 
C   -4.63911100  2.63623000 -1.43732400 
H   -4.81776400  2.06824100 -2.35086800 
H   -5.50416800  2.50796800 -0.76805900 
C   -4.31734300  4.11771100 -1.64422500 
H   -5.21776100  4.73524200 -1.71669700 
H   -3.74184900  4.24728500 -2.56623900 
C   -3.44987300  4.45672100 -0.40625700 
H   -2.58557500  5.06949400 -0.67763300 
H   -4.02187500  5.01140900  0.34411300 
C   -3.02255700  3.07447400  0.14585100 
H   -3.50067000  2.86540400  1.11109900 
H   -1.94505600  2.94756700  0.25055800 
O   -3.46541500  2.09790200 -0.81825600 
C    0.34168000  2.21638700 -1.94951400 
C    0.78314200  3.14205500 -0.73144700 
H    0.17766300  4.05893200 -0.74665100 
H    0.47462600  2.59313500  0.16186800 








C    3.22324800  3.35086100 -1.70668200 
H    4.20965300  2.95762300 -1.46149800 
C    2.64344400  2.79576100 -2.99995400 
H    3.45956500  2.40381500 -3.61795500 
H    2.16451700  3.57859400 -3.59815900 
C    1.63711900  1.67440200 -2.65354600 
H    2.11123700  1.05881100 -1.87951100 
N    1.35817400  0.69995800 -3.76390300 
C    2.48076200 -0.25692000 -3.90902300 
H    2.61640400 -0.79289700 -2.96506400 
H    3.42312900  0.26587200 -4.14794200 
C    2.19716100 -1.26862100 -5.01675200 
O    1.96335500 -0.63551300 -6.26664600 
C    0.87801400  0.27397800 -6.15605900 
C    1.14038000  1.32979000 -5.08661700 
H    2.02459600  1.91072000 -5.39511600 
H    0.29265700  2.01304100 -5.03856300 
H    0.77046700  0.75131800 -7.13511000 
H   -0.05234300 -0.27223700 -5.93142300 
H    1.33153500 -1.89260400 -4.74400900 
H    3.06103100 -1.92596300 -5.15465100 
C    2.92215400  4.72939400 -1.14967800 
C    2.11322800  5.74211800 -1.93897200 
H    1.68073300  6.49422900 -1.26574900 
H    2.74996500  6.27430900 -2.65816600 
H    1.28715600  5.29490900 -2.49651000 
C    4.02913200  5.37483500 -0.32872800 
H    4.73167600  5.92279900 -0.97125000 
H    3.61779900  6.08832300  0.39771100 
H    4.60333700  4.62727000  0.23041100 
H    2.65189200  3.21403900  0.43095600 
C   -0.56683700  3.04429500 -2.88922400 
H   -1.35932000  3.50540700 -2.29255600 
H   -0.04456900  3.84640100 -3.42535600 
H   -1.05825000  2.39603000 -3.61908400 
C   -2.84028800 -1.37272400 -3.58783500 
C   -2.12492600 -2.31802800 -4.61751900 
H   -2.52571900 -2.11907100 -5.61860700 
H   -1.07281200 -2.01174300 -4.65633400 
C   -2.22361800 -3.80434500 -4.31514800 
C   -3.62963000 -4.29908900 -4.03151100 
H   -3.75376200 -5.02593400 -3.22856900 
C   -4.67980700 -3.20261300 -4.04467600 
H   -5.63717500 -3.59913800 -3.68453400 
H   -4.86613800 -2.84193000 -5.06196500 
C   -4.21686100 -2.03494400 -3.13010700 
H   -3.95268900 -2.49027800 -2.17092300 
N   -5.30908600 -1.07576300 -2.80043500 
C   -6.08670200 -1.51926200 -1.63609000 
H   -5.40828700 -1.65649800 -0.78726000 
H   -6.59909300 -2.48418600 -1.82109500 
C   -7.14111900 -0.48235200 -1.25554300 
O   -8.01313600 -0.19051400 -2.33901900 
C   -7.27220400  0.25706300 -3.46529400 
C   -6.23832700 -0.77906700 -3.90053900 
H   -6.79106400 -1.67598300 -4.23167600 
H   -5.68492500 -0.39454400 -4.76152200 
H   -7.99959700  0.42585700 -4.26586900 
H   -6.77723500  1.21523900 -3.23709700 
H   -6.64472500  0.43957000 -0.91217900 
H   -7.77135600 -0.86049000 -0.44425100 
C   -2.88998400 -4.79921600 -5.25837500 
C   -3.31702900 -4.42534000 -6.66730600 
H   -2.46808700 -4.50024600 -7.35927400 
H   -4.09469400 -5.11325600 -7.02416400 
H   -3.71712600 -3.41198800 -6.75174500 
C   -2.37154500 -6.22837300 -5.17529700 
H   -3.14144800 -6.94756700 -5.48537500 
H   -1.50158500 -6.36993700 -5.83005100 
H   -2.06415700 -6.48875000 -4.15598300 
H   -1.42103100 -4.21384600 -3.70835700 
C   -3.05672000 -0.02442100 -4.30656600 
H   -2.08140000  0.39178700 -4.58541500 
H   -3.64757500 -0.11736200 -5.22624500 
H   -3.55643600  0.68936900 -3.64604100 
C   -2.31634800 -1.02510000  1.62160300 
C   -3.46775100 -0.02500800  2.05450900 
H   -3.03403500  0.76056400  2.68906300 
H   -3.74886300  0.46393200  1.11865900 
C   -4.77093400 -0.55501500  2.66599900 
C   -4.90358300 -2.02765100  3.01617500 
H   -5.85289200 -2.49852300  2.76209000 
C   -3.68965900 -2.90926400  2.74416700 
H   -4.02408100 -3.94768500  2.64095500 
H   -2.98945200 -2.90388500  3.58627600 
C   -2.99255800 -2.43179900  1.44601300 
H   -3.79188600 -2.24393500  0.71676800 
N   -2.13437800 -3.44918900  0.75921500 
C   -2.96373700 -4.48856200  0.11034500 
H   -3.65789400 -4.00655100 -0.58604100 
H   -3.56214700 -5.04911000  0.84890200 
C   -2.08691100 -5.47977500 -0.65059200 
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O   -1.14877200 -6.11348600  0.20491000 
C   -0.33211300 -5.14065900  0.84749300 
C   -1.16817700 -4.14045900  1.64128900 
H   -1.69098400 -4.68313500  2.44640700 
H   -0.50592000 -3.40981200  2.10486000 
H    0.32779800 -5.69315600  1.52417100 
H    0.29009300 -4.61349900  0.10811000 
H   -1.56447700 -4.96239200 -1.47101100 
H   -2.70380700 -6.27477000 -1.08145000 
C   -4.98549700 -0.97683600  4.11028800 
C   -3.90346300 -0.81165200  5.16053800 
H   -3.98019500  0.17855200  5.62853900 
H   -4.01429000 -1.55897900  5.95772900 
H   -2.89372900 -0.89833600  4.75931200 
C   -6.37806700 -0.72708400  4.67485200 
H   -6.60334300 -1.42363000  5.49360700 
H   -6.46497100  0.29238900  5.07382100 
H   -7.15371100 -0.85171600  3.91045100 
H   -5.65400600 -0.10326900  2.21387600 
C   -1.17123500 -0.99743900  2.66392800 
H   -0.90805100  0.04536300  2.87507600 
H   -1.40189400 -1.48185400  3.61797400 
H   -0.27388500 -1.46782000  2.25539700
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       G = –3305.089354 





            
Atom     X                  Y                  Z                         Atom     X                  Y                  Z 
 
Li   0.00000000  0.00000000  0.00000000 
O    1.74667900 -0.74249300  0.04093700 
C    2.69771200 -0.19251600 -0.49776500 
O    3.80012100 -0.92390800 -0.83288100 
C    4.68727100 -0.08881600 -1.60305200 
H    4.49427400 -0.26252500 -2.66738000 
H    5.71485200 -0.36560900 -1.36461800 
C    4.31178000  1.32716900 -1.16405300 
H    4.40462100  2.03628400 -1.98911000 
N    2.88887200  1.11985800 -0.83711700 
C    1.90204600  2.19902900 -0.73065300 
C    2.37628100  3.46946400 -0.87091600 
H    3.43246200  3.62730400 -1.04523800 
C    1.54541300  4.71640500 -0.79000400 
H    1.93497900  5.41175500 -0.03281600 
H    1.52995900  5.27860000 -1.73599500 
H    0.50899700  4.48968700 -0.52825800 
O    0.66709700  1.82541600 -0.53262500 
Li  -0.80451200  2.29008500  0.95643700 
Li  -2.51277100  0.48556400  0.28625000 
O   -2.23615000  2.41177600 -0.27310800 
Li  -1.17001500  1.57546700 -1.63734600 
C    5.13688500  1.80200800  0.06109300 
H    4.64520800  2.68151400  0.48740900 
H    5.09693700  1.01406400  0.82317800 
C    6.57622400  2.11610900 -0.28661400 
C    6.89887400  3.27274700 -1.01310600 
C    8.21965500  3.55861600 -1.35696700 
C    9.24678600  2.69109000 -0.97791800 
C    8.94192500  1.53994100 -0.25148700 
C    7.61744500  1.25678100  0.08932500 
H    7.38984000  0.36245600  0.66564400 
H    9.73406900  0.86183300  0.05483400 
H    10.2765940  2.91443100 -1.24297300 
H    8.44807400  4.46195500 -1.91649700 
H    6.10885600  3.96245200 -1.30397700 
O   -1.44961200 -0.26971400 -1.26248100 
O   -1.00979800  0.49084200  1.52757100 
C   -5.10804300  0.89860200  1.99035600 
H   -4.74258400  0.56480200  2.96669000 
H   -4.83733900  1.94992800  1.85408800 
C   -6.60772100  0.62613600  1.82747300 
H   -7.06035500  1.34760100  1.13688500 
H   -7.14473200  0.68652700  2.77885400 
C   -6.61648000 -0.77930400  1.20661100 
H   -6.46276100 -1.54358400  1.97790600 
H   -7.54300600 -1.01281500  0.67338800 
C   -5.40734000 -0.70680600  0.27758200 
H   -5.67028800 -0.22793600 -0.67586300 
H   -4.92822200 -1.66555000  0.07338100 
O   -4.44265900  0.11663900  0.96883500 
C   -0.66452200  0.29242700  2.86938200 
C    0.00479900 -1.13978500  3.05772200 








H    0.08101300 -1.55169700  2.04913300 
C    1.39244100 -1.24934000  3.69508400 
C    1.91308700 -0.10977700  4.55426300 
H    2.96949800  0.13161300  4.43819900 
C    1.01385500  1.11366900  4.67038300 
H    1.61331300  1.96999800  5.00092000 
H    0.23735400  0.97812600  5.43121500 
C    0.38251600  1.38838200  3.28603900 
H    1.18672200  1.26700400  2.54941900 
N   -0.09614900  2.79385600  3.06164200 
C    1.03919000  3.71557100  2.82392800 
H    1.61268700  3.36603600  1.95796200 
H    1.72002600  3.74787400  3.69213500 
C    0.53330100  5.13304400  2.55541100 
O   -0.25161800  5.63320200  3.62765700 
C   -1.35331700  4.76926000  3.86297600 
C   -0.88958000  3.35174600  4.17930900 
H   -0.29130600  3.38853600  5.10453200 
H   -1.75870000  2.72423000  4.36973300 
H   -1.90128200  5.18617000  4.71375700 
H   -2.02260300  4.76024800  2.98602300 
H   -0.05698300  5.15188600  1.62543300 
H    1.37799600  5.81879000  2.43948900 
C    1.62528000 -1.45806000  5.18514500 
C    0.45837400 -1.65302700  6.13567100 
H    0.18165800 -2.71427300  6.18857500 
H    0.72528700 -1.33278200  7.15161800 
H   -0.43649400 -1.10153800  5.83856500 
C    2.84087400 -2.28895200  5.56965600 
H    3.19981600 -2.02686700  6.57425400 
H    2.60200300 -3.36077500  5.57159100 
H    3.67009300 -2.13578900  4.86952200 
H    2.12808800 -1.72749300  3.05096800 
C   -1.96564200  0.31593300  3.70264900 
H   -2.56644500 -0.55731300  3.42402700 
H   -1.80638100  0.27954800  4.78775300 
H   -2.55908200  1.20135000  3.46368400 
C   -3.08253400  3.33746900 -0.90146500 
C   -3.62674100  4.40017600  0.14423100 
H   -4.72373000  4.37854400  0.13238300 
H   -3.33402600  4.00824400  1.12337200 
C   -3.14930200  5.84795900  0.02963000 
C   -2.83841200  6.39257200 -1.35567700 
H   -1.97266900  7.05051200 -1.42846800 
C   -2.93655300  5.38645300 -2.49490200 
H   -2.42688000  5.78848500 -3.37830800 
H   -3.97392500  5.20554200 -2.79826700 
C   -2.26356800  4.07881000 -2.01760600 
H   -1.35018700  4.38595000 -1.49931600 
N   -1.77021400  3.16158000 -3.10026100 
C   -0.47075600  3.63270500 -3.63658100 
H    0.25536800  3.67452400 -2.82153200 
H   -0.56080200  4.64427600 -4.07006200 
C    0.05391900  2.68501700 -4.71153600 
O   -0.86517500  2.53404800 -5.78319800 
C   -2.11712400  2.07022200 -5.29674400 
C   -2.69627600  3.01384500 -4.24659600 
H   -2.87896500  3.98744200 -4.72948600 
H   -3.65553200  2.62551900 -3.90408900 
H   -2.78585300  2.01850600 -6.16162600 
H   -2.01091300  1.05740700 -4.87871100 
H    0.28107100  1.70203200 -4.26593900 
H    0.97636300  3.08451200 -5.14415800 
C   -4.01096500  6.95096700 -0.57728500 
C   -5.44301200  6.68074900 -1.00282200 
H   -6.12436200  6.77813800 -0.14730800 
H   -5.76176500  7.40834100 -1.76056600 
H   -5.59054000  5.68305700 -1.42407600 
C   -3.82520800  8.34549000  0.00307000 
H   -4.09010100  9.11872600 -0.73047800 
H   -4.46177600  8.49286000  0.88551900 
H   -2.78762700  8.51928300  0.31015600 
H   -2.49006500  6.17647300  0.83209700 
C   -4.31073100  2.58383600 -1.46255600 
H   -4.88639900  2.18083100 -0.62372000 
H   -4.98133200  3.22521800 -2.05006500 
H   -4.00217100  1.73364000 -2.07707400 
C   -1.66016800 -1.38331800 -2.10476800 
C   -0.69325600 -1.33160100 -3.33811200 
H   -1.13838200 -1.90715300 -4.15826700 
H   -0.67350600 -0.29239400 -3.68481400 
C    0.71827300 -1.82448900 -3.07385300 
C    0.79344100 -3.17711900 -2.39161100 
H    1.53814400 -3.28906700 -1.60526600 
C   -0.56411100 -3.77391000 -2.05548400 
H   -0.43335700 -4.67091300 -1.43778300 
H   -1.09369700 -4.09984800 -2.95753500 
C   -1.40042400 -2.72062400 -1.27919900 
H   -0.75607200 -2.38439700 -0.46191000 
N   -2.60161800 -3.28356300 -0.60061800 
C   -2.28477100 -3.79330200  0.73981000 
H   -1.81880300 -2.99229800  1.32293000 
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H   -1.57508900 -4.64321000  0.70417400 
C   -3.55225900 -4.25573900  1.45478800 
O   -4.25257400 -5.24341300  0.70968000 
C   -4.57093200 -4.75797500 -0.58655900 
C   -3.31851200 -4.32551400 -1.34684900 
H   -2.69842400 -5.22580200 -1.50532600 
H   -3.60897800 -3.94540700 -2.33040500 
H   -5.06916900 -5.58057900 -1.10989400 
H   -5.27822100 -3.91449300 -0.51202300 
H   -4.20942500 -3.38914700  1.64079000 
H   -3.30302700 -4.71399300  2.41720300 
C    1.33466300 -3.01456200 -3.80025300 
C    0.67473200 -3.66358800 -5.00443500 
H    0.92836500 -3.11867300 -5.92347900 
H    1.03123900 -4.69512600 -5.12461000 
H   -0.41550300 -3.70268500 -4.94018500 
C    2.85261600 -2.99553800 -3.91596800 
H    3.25341100 -4.01216600 -4.02686100 
H    3.17492600 -2.41621100 -4.79248800 
H    3.31383200 -2.55372000 -3.02588000 
H    1.42332200 -1.06366400 -2.74762900 
C   -3.08968500 -1.31020500 -2.67730700 
H   -3.20609700 -0.36232200 -3.21683000 
H   -3.30891000 -2.11825300 -3.38679100 
H   -3.82971700 -1.34460900 -1.87698200
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       G = –3305.086098 





            
Atom     X                  Y                  Z                         Atom     X                  Y                  Z 
 
Li   0.00000000  0.00000000  0.00000000 
O    1.37243100  0.90702500 -0.97551300 
C    2.49140800  1.08098500 -0.50662700 
O    3.55963600  1.23286900 -1.33419800 
C    4.69769100  1.64593000 -0.55830000 
H    4.81459500  2.72994100 -0.66675500 
H    5.58447000  1.14590400 -0.95059700 
C    4.35496500  1.23956800  0.88439100 
H    4.65223100  2.03240200  1.57334800 
N    2.88804600  1.14884400  0.79747700 
C    2.00779900  1.03506600  1.96306900 
C    2.43291100  1.64491000  3.10050300 
H    3.33709000  2.24300400  3.07014700 
C    1.73669200  1.56041100  4.42684800 
H    2.35454600  1.05924000  5.18826600 
H    1.49817700  2.55256500  4.83436300 
H    0.80015400  1.00205600  4.34597700 
O    0.91599000  0.33499100  1.79017100 
Li   0.30049600 -1.56300700  1.99576000 
Li  -2.03213600 -1.30732800  0.87277600 
O   -1.44192900 -1.19221200  2.77013400 
Li  -1.08532100  0.66835900  2.25712400 
C    4.99422500 -0.09464900  1.33204100 
H    4.51754100 -0.39256600  2.27202400 
H    4.75294000 -0.86263300  0.58728800 
C    6.49297300  0.00896600  1.51420700 
C    7.03008100  0.69448200  2.61448300 
C    8.40926300  0.81970400  2.77680800 
C    9.27981400  0.25756800  1.83991000 
C    8.75996400 -0.43195900  0.74442700 
C    7.37783100 -0.55327100  0.58457300 
H    6.98044100 -1.10422500 -0.26535600 
H    9.42856500 -0.88076300  0.01449600 
H    10.3548230  0.35150000  1.96752800 
H    8.80531800  1.35024100  3.63878900 
H    6.35970900  1.12267800  3.35707700 
O   -1.73526500  0.58027100  0.48020800 
O   -0.26471200 -1.94616700  0.17205400 
C   -4.61710300 -2.64518600 -0.49009600 
H   -4.73071700 -2.01258800 -1.38230700 
H   -3.91251100 -3.44795900 -0.70865500 
C   -5.99011500 -3.12346600  0.03288700 
H   -5.96506500 -4.18195800  0.30812900 
H   -6.76303100 -3.00331400 -0.73225200 
C   -6.25267100 -2.23044700  1.27488000 
H   -7.24676600 -1.77335800  1.26743500 
H   -6.15926900 -2.81359900  2.19631800 
C   -5.13709000 -1.18102500  1.19923800 
H   -4.78720700 -0.82444200  2.16892700 
H   -5.43433100 -0.32012000  0.58517700 
O   -4.04098500 -1.86308000  0.57015400 
C   -0.06802200 -2.74536800 -0.97824700 
C    1.32195200 -2.44968700 -1.63386600 
H    1.30210400 -2.81808500 -2.66577600 
H    1.43517000 -1.36463900 -1.71036800 








C    2.35873700 -4.55012400 -0.63538400 
H    2.69157600 -4.92910800  0.33059700 
C    1.03978300 -5.13599900 -1.11453400 
H    0.94312400 -6.17247500 -0.76718800 
H    1.00187500 -5.18021200 -2.20792400 
C   -0.13813800 -4.28520300 -0.56235900 
H    0.00596200 -4.23772200  0.52043900 
N   -1.46817400 -4.93790500 -0.72973100 
C   -1.76561600 -5.86592500  0.36830100 
H   -1.69623700 -5.32619400  1.31956400 
H   -1.05095600 -6.71188800  0.40684800 
C   -3.17556500 -6.43693300  0.22986500 
O   -3.36585800 -7.08369600 -1.02002300 
C   -3.09374900 -6.18969000 -2.09081300 
C   -1.67341900 -5.63527100 -2.00726200 
H   -0.97885200 -6.48451100 -2.13382500 
H   -1.50715200 -4.94321700 -2.83747100 
H   -3.22377800 -6.76524600 -3.01279500 
H   -3.82463600 -5.36391300 -2.09040000 
H   -3.91512200 -5.62745600  0.35174100 
H   -3.35928200 -7.19227200  1.00071200 
C    3.46191800 -4.04604800 -1.55035200 
C    3.46406100 -4.31651600 -3.04528000 
H    4.05742900 -3.55768100 -3.57184100 
H    3.91732600 -5.29438000 -3.25513900 
H    2.46783700 -4.31701600 -3.49373000 
C    4.86488200 -4.08427700 -0.96036500 
H    5.33372400 -5.06585700 -1.11157600 
H    5.51151500 -3.33384900 -1.43588600 
H    4.85751700 -3.88282300  0.11688800 
H    2.92403200 -2.44814000 -0.10393200 
C   -1.12647700 -2.36358800 -2.03374800 
H   -1.03798400 -1.29363900 -2.25687900 
H   -1.00103100 -2.90393200 -2.98031900 
H   -2.13507700 -2.55445300 -1.66319900 
C   -1.66365300 -1.96762600  3.92004000 
C   -3.11918400 -2.59095700  3.84189900 
H   -3.82597900 -1.89306300  4.31399400 
H   -3.34727000 -2.58098200  2.77459800 
C   -3.38707700 -4.02784800  4.30679600 
C   -2.28216300 -4.83085900  4.97160200 
H   -2.18655700 -5.87035100  4.65922100 
C   -0.94674300 -4.12247900  5.16898500 
H   -0.15746000 -4.87758600  5.25219500 
H   -0.92214300 -3.56282400  6.10995900 
C   -0.66940700 -3.18719400  3.96529800 
H   -0.91974400 -3.76064300  3.06208600 
N    0.76752000 -2.82536400  3.75745400 
C    1.54956500 -3.98264500  3.26974000 
H    1.08308100 -4.37052300  2.35889100 
H    1.57523500 -4.79888700  4.01181000 
C    2.98702800 -3.56510800  2.96791100 
O    3.63001100 -3.03080900  4.11396000 
C    2.89670900 -1.92049600  4.61684100 
C    1.45835300 -2.30058600  4.95476300 
H    1.47371000 -3.05349600  5.76048600 
H    0.93910900 -1.41936300  5.32693900 
H    3.41952800 -1.58848100  5.51919000 
H    2.90001800 -1.09655100  3.88642800 
H    2.99643600 -2.82677300  2.14985500 
H    3.57539200 -4.43366700  2.65643800 
C   -3.55324500 -4.50824800  5.73903700 
C   -3.57110700 -3.54695600  6.91226500 
H   -4.59496200 -3.19673600  7.09814000 
H   -3.22490700 -4.04301900  7.82889200 
H   -2.95233900 -2.66336900  6.75732100 
C   -4.51195800 -5.67525800  5.93718500 
H   -4.25729000 -6.24718300  6.83948000 
H   -5.54583700 -5.32227000  6.04942600 
H   -4.48812700 -6.36816000  5.08817900 
H   -3.99998600 -4.58100000  3.59470700 
C   -1.56050200 -1.02763500  5.14529300 
H   -2.45060200 -0.38978900  5.18003800 
H   -1.48018700 -1.53109300  6.11359200 
H   -0.69594700 -0.36884000  5.04072900 
C   -2.39431800  1.73346100  0.03315300 
C   -3.34844200  1.34680600 -1.17417100 
H   -2.85901100  1.62779500 -2.11633100 
H   -3.36313100  0.25424900 -1.16088500 
C   -4.80731400  1.81493600 -1.17793400 
C   -5.26902400  2.87112400 -0.18744600 
H   -6.24420000  2.70948600  0.27154700 
C   -4.22009200  3.42697100  0.76784900 
H   -4.72753300  3.85849500  1.63885300 
H   -3.66002200  4.24875000  0.30923100 
C   -3.26115600  2.29705500  1.20960100 
H   -3.88901100  1.44735000  1.50229500 
N   -2.45335300  2.59518800  2.44051700 
C   -3.25509100  2.37870500  3.66402200 
H   -3.60248900  1.33941700  3.67892800 
H   -4.14436600  3.03374800  3.68679500 
C   -2.42022200  2.64925100  4.91517200 
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O   -1.89409700  3.96728400  4.92801500 
C   -1.10700500  4.19141600  3.76486400 
C   -1.92084200  3.97631900  2.49497200 
H   -2.73818900  4.71537000  2.48760900 
H   -1.29044800  4.16471700  1.62602300 
H   -0.76224700  5.22867000  3.81951600 
H   -0.22683500  3.53038700  3.76465100 
H   -1.59952600  1.91794100  4.98149500 
H   -3.04069100  2.55004300  5.81157400 
C   -5.29952500  3.16433200 -1.67683400 
C   -4.35062700  4.16104600 -2.31574900 
H   -4.28529400  3.98243400 -3.39689500 
H   -4.71018500  5.18918200 -2.17510100 
H   -3.33531900  4.10542600 -1.92001100 
C   -6.67835500  3.17713900 -2.32221500 
H   -7.14295900  4.16929000 -2.24409500 
H   -6.61727200  2.92272400 -3.38871100 
H   -7.35402100  2.45658700 -1.84670600 
H   -5.51415700  1.00617700 -1.36294700 
C   -1.32710200  2.73586200 -0.46665400 
H   -0.85221800  2.33717200 -1.36879500 
H   -1.72587700  3.72742100 -0.71106200 
H   -0.53419400  2.85438600  0.27706000
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       G = –3305.096039 





            
Atom     X                  Y                  Z                         Atom     X                  Y                  Z 
 
Li   0.00000000  0.00000000  0.00000000 
O   -1.47719900  0.30818500 -1.19032800 
C   -2.36168200 -0.48915900 -1.47154600 
O   -3.42053700 -0.07999300 -2.22509100 
C   -4.18908800 -1.23041900 -2.61343000 
H   -3.89449000 -1.51951900 -3.62863900 
H   -5.24629000 -0.96137300 -2.60615800 
C   -3.82201200 -2.30006200 -1.57656700 
H   -3.72655500 -3.27408700 -2.06086600 
N   -2.50327900 -1.81077100 -1.14289300 
C   -1.56449800 -2.60360500 -0.35075400 
C   -1.77212900 -3.94916500 -0.29615900 
H   -2.57322900 -4.39349400 -0.87507900 
C   -0.93058900 -4.89577000  0.51363700 
H   -1.54727000 -5.52974500  1.16762700 
H   -0.34901000 -5.58500300 -0.11604300 
H   -0.22618500 -4.35275500  1.15137700 
O   -0.61582800 -1.93207200  0.24012100 
Li  -0.22222100 -1.40838000  2.17963500 
Li   1.97302800 -0.20800900  1.60838900 
O    1.62593800 -2.07903700  2.03798800 
Li   1.36659500 -2.19317300  0.13252900 
C   -4.82089700 -2.39591700 -0.39812900 
H   -4.35020200 -3.00498200  0.38081600 
H   -4.96283200 -1.38967500  0.01535900 
C   -6.15182900 -2.99121800 -0.80228200 
C   -6.27269200 -4.36992100 -1.03453500 
C   -7.48770800 -4.92555300 -1.43399300 
C   -8.60863200 -4.11007100 -1.60721000 
C   -8.50465900 -2.73846800 -1.37483700 
C   -7.28555900 -2.18603000 -0.97600700 
H   -7.21645500 -1.11709900 -0.78487900 
H   -9.37262100 -2.09634900 -1.49902600 
H   -9.55660600 -4.54242800 -1.91548100 
H   -7.56135300 -5.99640000 -1.60464200 
H   -5.40816400 -5.01492700 -0.88992000 
O    1.86928000 -0.39011100 -0.33482100 
O    0.14385700  0.47641600  1.86949300 
C   -1.92868800 -1.48162600  4.76042700 
H   -1.02233000 -1.36950700  5.36416200 
H   -2.31765500 -0.48954100  4.51641800 
C   -2.97700600 -2.38556000  5.42698600 
H   -3.73455700 -1.80856100  5.96577200 
H   -2.50264900 -3.06721000  6.14251900 
C   -3.54794000 -3.17820400  4.24036300 
H   -3.99977900 -4.13077600  4.53354700 
H   -4.30447000 -2.58785200  3.70974500 
C   -2.30985900 -3.35671400  3.36644900 
H   -2.51846200 -3.49532900  2.30392100 
H   -1.69067400 -4.19367100  3.72011900 
O   -1.57578600 -2.12337000  3.50687200 
C    2.44498600 -2.51915800  3.08555800 
C    2.52449200 -4.10740400  3.07775400 








H    1.93475300 -4.40656200  2.20789000 
C    3.88848200 -4.79490600  2.97953200 
C    5.14021200 -4.03122500  3.37748000 
H    6.01886100 -4.19005600  2.75265900 
C    4.94143600 -2.58368600  3.80486400 
H    5.89852600 -2.05493000  3.72765400 
H    4.64106300 -2.50909700  4.85564300 
C    3.88407900 -1.92828600  2.88630500 
H    4.14336900 -2.22101700  1.86123500 
N    3.91536800 -0.42598300  2.85084300 
C    4.99458600  0.04485300  1.95251800 
H    4.81042600 -0.34610800  0.94713100 
H    5.98223800 -0.32008200  2.28575900 
C    5.03750800  1.56997400  1.89558200 
O    5.22395500  2.14143300  3.18130000 
C    4.17942300  1.72747300  4.05071700 
C    4.12645300  0.20727400  4.17341200 
H    5.07580400 -0.12528600  4.62220700 
H    3.32017100 -0.07233100  4.85236900 
H    4.39134500  2.17359600  5.02738300 
H    3.21375500  2.11663700  3.69245400 
H    4.10859900  1.95566200  1.44415100 
H    5.88058000  1.89977300  1.28081500 
C    4.70141200 -5.23408200  4.18965500 
C    4.14661300 -5.08218000  5.59379000 
H    3.53002000 -5.95156400  5.85729100 
H    4.96029000 -5.02215200  6.32852200 
H    3.52275900 -4.19411700  5.71784500 
C    5.53512700 -6.49590000  4.02077600 
H    6.39324000 -6.49936600  4.70619300 
H    4.93904600 -7.39394500  4.23055600 
H    5.92527100 -6.58753800  3.00054300 
H    3.99094700 -5.45216800  2.11682800 
C    1.79575500 -2.08672000  4.42160100 
H    0.84828800 -2.62474400  4.53216800 
H    2.40845300 -2.30439500  5.30570400 
H    1.56256100 -1.01820200  4.41058900 
C   -0.22706000  1.74160400  2.37579100 
C    0.71970100  2.83585700  1.78170200 
H    0.62783900  3.75411800  2.37412200 
H    1.75185500  2.49164700  1.92485700 
C    0.45477000  3.12152500  0.31407000 
C   -0.99452800  3.46281000  0.00815600 
H   -1.42872800  3.01514200 -0.88351100 
C   -1.90048500  3.42654700  1.22861300 
H   -2.94594300  3.55930600  0.92286700 
H   -1.67841000  4.25134600  1.91397000 
C   -1.73634600  2.05839200  1.94705600 
H   -1.93494000  1.30114600  1.18492400 
N   -2.76629700  1.80811400  2.99339300 
C   -4.01365600  1.28549800  2.42453800 
H   -3.78591700  0.38764600  1.83773600 
H   -4.50244300  2.01396900  1.74853500 
C   -5.00210000  0.92054200  3.53183900 
O   -5.27195300  2.02019600  4.38811200 
C   -4.06575400  2.52406800  4.94817800 
C   -3.08568000  2.95078900  3.85829900 
H   -3.54851400  3.78199800  3.29687600 
H   -2.17221900  3.33217400  4.32245800 
H   -4.34948800  3.38007600  5.56860400 
H   -3.59956000  1.76023000  5.59346700 
H   -4.60372000  0.07701800  4.12117400 
H   -5.96367400  0.61912800  3.10307600 
C    0.08906200  4.49925000 -0.22286700 
C    0.20278600  5.75778800  0.61983200 
H    1.22651900  6.15336900  0.58451200 
H   -0.46529900  6.53866900  0.23283600 
H   -0.05047900  5.60545700  1.67185200 
C    0.44972600  4.74865200 -1.68101200 
H   -0.20881200  5.50640900 -2.12661600 
H    1.48315900  5.10781700 -1.77741900 
H    0.35612900  3.83498200 -2.27900400 
H    0.97624700  2.46948000 -0.38405800 
C   -0.02181400  1.74620700  3.90306700 
H    1.00713700  1.43459100  4.11628000 
H   -0.16386700  2.73642900  4.35372900 
H   -0.70182800  1.04614500  4.39108500 
C    2.52886700 -0.34361500 -1.57149100 
C    3.43342600  0.96120300 -1.65434700 
H    2.96827400  1.67094400 -2.35056100 
H    3.34298000  1.42147300 -0.66757500 
C    4.92581500  0.82876300 -1.97290900 
C    5.44371300 -0.43712500 -2.63531500 
H    6.40271000 -0.80934800 -2.27529500 
C    4.41888800 -1.53128600 -2.90028500 
H    4.94096900 -2.48574200 -3.03446800 
H    3.86879300 -1.35492900 -3.83085900 
C    3.44885600 -1.60866700 -1.69947800 
H    4.07068500 -1.56971700 -0.79650400 
N    2.70317500 -2.90314800 -1.56172900 
C    3.56762500 -3.95439000 -0.98036800 
H    3.95003200 -3.60917100 -0.01396300 
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H    4.43399100 -4.16851200 -1.63101200 
C    2.77884600 -5.24575100 -0.77252100 
O    2.20307600 -5.72264000 -1.97978600 
C    1.38231900 -4.72387200 -2.57638500 
C    2.16216900 -3.43920200 -2.83159600 
H    2.97558300 -3.66226100 -3.54150400 
H    1.50379300 -2.70583500 -3.29619800 
H    1.03033300 -5.14390800 -3.52395100 
H    0.50772200 -4.51153800 -1.94278500 
H    1.99271100 -5.08391000 -0.01877000 
H    3.44243900 -6.03783800 -0.41150000 
C    5.50322300  0.88228800 -3.38044100 
C    4.61209400  1.15785700 -4.57737200 
H    4.51513400  2.23926600 -4.73954600 
H    5.04302700  0.72639100 -5.49053700 
H    3.60229300  0.75737400 -4.46611700 
C    6.88347200  1.50809100 -3.52048000 
H    7.40551100  1.12142100 -4.40598200 
H    6.81349600  2.59878500 -3.62600900 
H    7.51158100  1.29854400 -2.64699700 
H    5.57664100  1.26195300 -1.21427300 
C    1.46134500 -0.25271100 -2.68847300 
H    0.94392300  0.70927700 -2.60879700 
H    1.87398200 -0.32231500 -3.70272600 
H    0.70085200 -1.02844100 -2.56629700
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       G = –3305.078929 





            
Atom     X                  Y                  Z                         Atom     X                  Y                  Z 
 
Li   0.00000000  0.00000000  0.00000000 
O   -1.87065000  0.41556800  0.18831300 
C   -2.76198000 -0.36351000 -0.11948600 
O   -4.00771200  0.10690700 -0.40868400 
C   -4.80906500 -0.98951300 -0.89171700 
H   -4.77381600 -0.99425200 -1.98709500 
H   -5.83589200 -0.83898700 -0.55669100 
C   -4.13261500 -2.21938300 -0.28048600 
H   -4.18657400 -3.08250300 -0.94753100 
N   -2.74564900 -1.72815100 -0.21076600 
C   -1.56069500 -2.58128200 -0.12791700 
C   -1.77933000 -3.91158000  0.06332700 
H   -2.79155000 -4.27155000  0.19612500 
C   -0.70322300 -4.95466700  0.11618000 
H   -0.71485400 -5.50435100  1.06829900 
H   -0.81461700 -5.71201200 -0.67535300 
H    0.28722500 -4.50764000  0.00296600 
O   -0.41603000 -1.97643500 -0.30718800 
Li   1.64703600 -2.10386800  0.41342000 
Li   2.33518200 -0.06455900 -1.02601300 
O    2.34684800 -1.98243400 -1.36533700 
Li   0.57726200 -1.51237100 -2.04437400 
C   -4.70719500 -2.57188400  1.11742700 
H   -4.01875700 -3.26528100  1.60962600 
H   -4.71754500 -1.65527200  1.71992200 
C   -6.09811000 -3.16482500  1.04812900 
C   -6.29015500 -4.48521100  0.61313000 
C   -7.57007900 -5.03113700  0.52217000 
C   -8.68575500 -4.26474600  0.86727100 
C   -8.51013500 -2.95237100  1.30630700 
C   -7.22651800 -2.40944500  1.39488300 
H   -7.09741900 -1.38933700  1.75044100 
H   -9.37077000 -2.34993800  1.58471500 
H   -9.68325900 -4.69020900  0.79918300 
H   -7.69666000 -6.05717400  0.18673700 
H   -5.42739600 -5.09524800  0.35256500 
O    0.64162500  0.37808200 -1.81058200 
O    1.72282600 -0.20630000  0.88195400 
C    3.86485300 -3.41638800  2.19480200 
H    4.46059800 -3.10886500  1.33213200 
H    3.89801700 -2.62674100  2.95267700 
C    4.27551500 -4.77336800  2.76713500 
H    5.06262700 -4.68228700  3.52185700 
H    4.64046900 -5.43621900  1.97408200 
C    2.94733900 -5.29404300  3.33568200 
H    2.91796800 -6.38229200  3.44611900 
H    2.75201500 -4.84952900  4.31783300 
C    1.93782000 -4.79132800  2.30119400 
H    0.95272200 -4.56862100  2.72096000 
H    1.81368400 -5.51417200  1.48684300 
O    2.48823100 -3.56936500  1.75595900 
C    0.57545500  1.51905500 -2.62504300 
C   -0.85586800  2.20172000 -2.54020000 








H   -1.50927300  1.45041900 -2.09141600 
C   -0.98753400  3.50493300 -1.75719200 
C    0.16460500  4.49183700 -1.85641900 
H    0.43375000  5.01821500 -0.94046600 
C    1.36591800  3.98696100 -2.64366800 
H    2.22354700  4.64864700 -2.47569900 
H    1.18283500  3.99339300 -3.72410900 
C    1.66125800  2.54957300 -2.14337200 
H    1.50962700  2.57669500 -1.05770900 
N    3.07485400  2.08060900 -2.28535400 
C    3.95601200  2.74861500 -1.30547200 
H    3.56466300  2.58120900 -0.29871400 
H    3.99582100  3.84021900 -1.47048200 
C    5.37901800  2.20329800 -1.39219300 
O    5.93131200  2.39365500 -2.68562900 
C    5.10825500  1.77304800 -3.66299400 
C    3.67467000  2.29853200 -3.61876400 
H    3.69629700  3.37297700 -3.87020500 
H    3.08970500  1.78981100 -4.38345800 
H    5.55957200  1.99627000 -4.63497700 
H    5.11131000  0.68110800 -3.51850300 
H    5.38688600  1.13044900 -1.13158600 
H    6.03179000  2.73334800 -0.69149600 
C   -1.18264400  4.85373000 -2.44472900 
C   -1.39421000  4.95815000 -3.94465300 
H   -2.44694700  4.77901500 -4.20050300 
H   -1.13704900  5.96553500 -4.29771300 
H   -0.79434100  4.24825600 -4.51984200 
C   -1.99042600  5.88470900 -1.66943300 
H   -1.71382800  6.90714100 -1.96062400 
H   -3.06564300  5.76451800 -1.85716500 
H   -1.83078300  5.79083900 -0.58922800 
H   -1.46760000  3.40931900 -0.78552000 
C    0.73929200  1.08375900 -4.09794000 
H   -0.14989400  0.51057600 -4.38461300 
H    0.82022500  1.92750000 -4.79579900 
H    1.60641500  0.43131700 -4.22713200 
C    2.25539400  0.40037500  2.04433100 
C    1.84965600  1.90330700  2.09710000 
H    2.26199900  2.36043000  3.00600800 
H    2.31755000  2.42945100  1.25779500 
C    0.34305200  2.06517800  2.02736100 
C   -0.43260700  1.18615500  2.99105200 
H   -1.31705200  0.69435400  2.59502300 
C    0.40649600  0.35290300  3.94833700 
H   -0.22716400 -0.41593700  4.40572700 
H    0.73601400  0.98204700  4.78045200 
C    1.66398900 -0.34165800  3.32532300 
H    1.34835200 -1.30942800  2.92629300 
N    2.66488200 -0.69864100  4.37103100 
C    2.21592900 -1.78440600  5.24697900 
H    1.84544600 -2.61089100  4.62923900 
H    1.39199300 -1.47533600  5.91772400 
C    3.37950900 -2.27162700  6.11143800 
O    3.93650600 -1.21833300  6.88330600 
C    4.35115800 -0.14377400  6.04839000 
C    3.18774000  0.38452300  5.21030900 
H    2.43060300  0.78908300  5.90642100 
H    3.53499400  1.21161800  4.58582900 
H    4.73165900  0.63420700  6.71774800 
H    5.16719900 -0.47221700  5.38358200 
H    4.15772200 -2.71590600  5.46680100 
H    3.04120800 -3.03049600  6.82503500 
C   -0.52135100  2.70276300  3.10125200 
C    0.07476200  3.46215400  4.27364000 
H    0.21221900  4.51923000  4.01058900 
H   -0.59791900  3.42533600  5.14107800 
H    1.04731600  3.08208700  4.59719900 
C   -1.82537700  3.31883600  2.61295800 
H   -2.57427800  3.34200800  3.41656200 
H   -1.67136400  4.35321700  2.27578600 
H   -2.24648100  2.74988600  1.77771700 
H   -0.05573300  2.15919500  1.01950800 
C    3.79257200  0.30909900  1.95958400 
H    4.10859600  0.76449900  1.01351300 
H    4.32176500  0.82862200  2.76468200 
H    4.12489900 -0.72973700  1.95526900 
C    2.94421900 -2.81904800 -2.32158700 
C    4.14647600 -3.64510600 -1.70570900 
H    5.00227000 -3.57733900 -2.38706200 
H    4.44364500 -3.09603300 -0.80755000 
C    3.89656300 -5.11082200 -1.36483800 
C    3.05438500 -5.90745000 -2.34889500 
H    2.34690900 -6.61643700 -1.91855000 
C    2.46948100 -5.08727000 -3.49151400 
H    1.70934100 -5.67634700 -4.01732000 
H    3.22516300 -4.82245100 -4.23975600 
C    1.85442700 -3.81837700 -2.85154900 
H    1.36476700 -4.15905600 -1.93406200 
N    0.74538600 -3.15666300 -3.61437900 
C   -0.52029100 -3.91046300 -3.45037300 
H   -0.77136400 -3.96630000 -2.38820300 
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H   -0.42507300 -4.94027300 -3.83727900 
C   -1.66202600 -3.22330900 -4.19252500 
O   -1.38979000 -3.10196000 -5.58006600 
C   -0.18844900 -2.36879600 -5.77404100 
C    0.99713900 -3.02309600 -5.06743400 
H    1.16258500 -4.01162700 -5.52583500 
H    1.89045000 -2.42182700 -5.23802900 
H   -0.01025300 -2.34247200 -6.85356700 
H   -0.31806100 -1.33625000 -5.41677900 
H   -1.84770200 -2.22615600 -3.75526600 
H   -2.57821900 -3.81526000 -4.10239100 
C    4.51646500 -6.25382400 -2.16487200 
C    5.53919800 -5.99969900 -3.25830100 
H    6.54359600 -5.88292800 -2.83065700 
H    5.57313600 -6.85045300 -3.95112100 
H    5.33129000 -5.10571400 -3.85151100 
C    4.80138500 -7.53150300 -1.38795500 
H    4.79221400 -8.40846600 -2.04873600 
H    5.78772300 -7.48915600 -0.90690300 
H    4.05488000 -7.70019300 -0.60294900 
H    3.73249900 -5.32092700 -0.30988300 
C    3.56625500 -1.93786300 -3.42640400 
H    4.39469800 -1.37093300 -2.98618000 
H    3.97385400 -2.51596100 -4.26631800 
H    2.84361300 -1.21340600 -3.80972600
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       G = –3305.084817 





            
Atom     X                  Y                  Z                         Atom     X                  Y                  Z 
 
Li   0.00000000  0.00000000  0.00000000 
O    1.09145100 -1.35475500  0.80530300 
C    2.19166900 -1.58574500  0.31606600 
O    3.22534400 -1.97612100  1.11196700 
C    4.31870500 -2.39472200  0.27588600 
H    4.29528600 -3.48735300  0.19485600 
H    5.25368100 -2.08549500  0.74562200 
C    4.05144900 -1.70809500 -1.07094100 
H    4.30648000 -2.37787700 -1.89372000 
N    2.59652300 -1.51174500 -0.98352800 
C    1.75737500 -1.10962200 -2.11893200 
C    2.13063200 -1.59333200 -3.33340000 
H    2.93722300 -2.31759000 -3.38182800 
C    1.46190600 -1.24896200 -4.63297100 
H    2.19207300 -0.95337700 -5.40088000 
H    0.90244100 -2.09766200 -5.05352600 
H    0.76087100 -0.42004200 -4.50685700 
O    0.76164000 -0.31120600 -1.84116000 
Li   0.70945900  1.79639200 -1.84787400 
Li  -1.52786500  1.91721100 -0.57123700 
O   -1.13851500  1.88841000 -2.52265000 
Li  -1.20687300 -0.10184000 -2.17694700 
C    4.78996200 -0.36251500 -1.25041300 
H    4.31934100  0.14661100 -2.09734800 
H    4.60751600  0.25365300 -0.36141800 
C    6.27515200 -0.52563700 -1.48616700 
C    6.75157900 -0.98154200 -2.72543100 
C    8.11710100 -1.15944400 -2.94658000 
C    9.03401000 -0.88300000 -1.92966000 
C    8.57502800 -0.42572000 -0.69406000 
C    7.20681400 -0.24928300 -0.47639900 
H    6.85778100  0.11820600  0.48640100 
H    9.28087100 -0.20189900  0.10147000 
H    10.0982150 -1.01916500 -2.10159500 
H    8.46612900 -1.51006100 -3.91432500 
H    6.04406300 -1.19288600 -3.52500300 
O   -1.89405100  0.03157000 -0.40043800 
O    0.29695200  1.91768200  0.02619900 
C    3.41016900  3.37194100 -2.00051300 
H    2.82661500  4.19367800 -1.57600600 
H    3.92711100  2.85445100 -1.18350600 
C    4.38857200  3.81654500 -3.09221400 
H    5.37468100  4.06331100 -2.68757800 
H    4.00757600  4.69949100 -3.61730000 
C    4.40360900  2.60256500 -4.03372600 
H    4.71253500  2.85256800 -5.05322400 
H    5.08221000  1.83003800 -3.65410000 
C    2.95082500  2.13028400 -3.96674000 
H    2.82653400  1.05624500 -4.11659400 
H    2.32021500  2.67217100 -4.68207900 
O    2.50047000  2.43963100 -2.62664600 
C    0.54564100  2.50600100  1.27511600 
C    2.10914700  2.69021000  1.49642400 
H    2.41124700  2.11193900  2.37832400 
H    2.57047500  2.18438100  0.64340100 








C    1.78939100  5.21240500  2.13363400 
H    1.87993900  6.18180500  1.64348600 
C    0.35610900  4.81412600  2.45092500 
H   -0.25935500  5.71743500  2.53577500 
H    0.28077500  4.30671600  3.41875600 
C   -0.16654600  3.90199000  1.31624600 
H    0.14292600  4.37079600  0.37341400 
N   -1.65838300  3.81448100  1.21006300 
C   -2.20364100  5.00196100  0.52362400 
H   -1.74446500  5.08226400 -0.46678500 
H   -1.97698400  5.93234600  1.07578500 
C   -3.71817500  4.89154200  0.36716600 
O   -4.36925200  4.75228600  1.61928500 
C   -3.87048900  3.60853200  2.30049800 
C   -2.36157700  3.69566600  2.50722400 
H   -2.16009000  4.56932700  3.14903600 
H   -2.02139100  2.80654800  3.03740900 
H   -4.38119800  3.57609200  3.26788200 
H   -4.12283900  2.69465500  1.74069400 
H   -3.96012600  4.03386600 -0.28194900 
H   -4.11836100  5.79985500 -0.09458300 
C    3.00056300  4.77504500  2.93230600 
C    2.85475900  4.02097100  4.24163000 
H    3.76808200  3.45259100  4.46146100 
H    2.69415700  4.71915600  5.07354400 
H    2.02459100  3.31026000  4.24304200 
C    4.18066900  5.73575000  2.93630200 
H    4.07932200  6.48596600  3.73196400 
H    5.12527700  5.20102200  3.10347800 
H    4.26656600  6.27246400  1.98426000 
H    3.35184100  4.38504300  0.78989400 
C    0.04821900  1.54550500  2.38389000 
H    0.66271600  0.63789300  2.37517000 
H    0.12047900  1.97421400  3.39219400 
H   -0.98661400  1.23997900  2.20341900 
C   -1.72954500  2.43901700 -3.67655500 
C   -3.20359100  1.91347300 -3.83444200 
H   -3.45294500  1.87576300 -4.90115300 
H   -3.20036200  0.87484500 -3.49169200 
C   -4.27590900  2.69347900 -3.09133000 
C   -4.22668200  4.19570500 -3.31113800 
H   -4.42658400  4.83315800 -2.45123300 
C   -3.04780700  4.65435800 -4.15478500 
H   -2.97661500  5.74857200 -4.12883200 
H   -3.17251100  4.38361000 -5.20941100 
C   -1.75124400  4.02168700 -3.57681600 
H   -1.79253700  4.19191900 -2.49643200 
N   -0.50143500  4.69721000 -4.01561200 
C   -0.16738800  5.84139400 -3.16177900 
H   -0.10772400  5.50285300 -2.12134800 
H   -0.93256600  6.64158000 -3.21522400 
C    1.18255700  6.43591500 -3.55643900 
O    1.22047800  6.81673900 -4.92380000 
C    0.90362800  5.70994600 -5.75681900 
C   -0.46798800  5.13215600 -5.41801900 
H   -1.22119000  5.91210300 -5.63186000 
H   -0.67193700  4.28493400 -6.07672100 
H    0.91860800  6.08428900 -6.78535800 
H    1.67436300  4.92675100 -5.65595000 
H    1.97570000  5.69896600 -3.35039200 
H    1.38762800  7.34163500 -2.97646700 
C   -5.41572200  3.40237600 -3.81647800 
C   -5.68491400  3.20654500 -5.29861500 
H   -6.27083800  2.29370800 -5.46879400 
H   -6.26877600  4.04950600 -5.69054700 
H   -4.77869300  3.13213600 -5.90478300 
C   -6.69973700  3.56668300 -3.01480700 
H   -7.27354900  4.43712500 -3.35965300 
H   -7.34306000  2.68277400 -3.11750600 
H   -6.49483000  3.70549400 -1.94721100 
H   -4.50924800  2.33524200 -2.08900300 
C   -0.96278600  1.94462500 -4.91933000 
H   -1.01815600  0.84995200 -4.96165800 
H   -1.38228100  2.32146800 -5.86095100 
H    0.08959800  2.23247400 -4.86371500 
C   -2.88410200 -0.89246000 -0.03544700 
C   -4.02099700 -0.12246700  0.75210100 
H   -3.76367000 -0.10544500  1.82026100 
H   -3.91984800  0.91007700  0.40197600 
C   -5.49703000 -0.48776600  0.54976000 
C   -5.87293200 -1.66446400 -0.33476600 
H   -6.71349800 -1.50649400 -1.00985600 
C   -4.72478800 -2.45175800 -0.95858700 
H   -5.09494300 -2.95886900 -1.85629600 
H   -4.37001800 -3.24594200 -0.29367100 
C   -3.57201900 -1.48133300 -1.32027100 
H   -4.04110200 -0.60590500 -1.79032400 
N   -2.61969900 -1.96416500 -2.36759500 
C   -3.27267300 -2.04276700 -3.69209800 
H   -3.71905800 -1.07308500 -3.93391900 
H   -4.07979000 -2.79487500 -3.70261500 
C   -2.25489900 -2.42021700 -4.76435000 
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O   -1.64252200 -3.67077700 -4.48839600 
C   -1.03438100 -3.66457900 -3.19910800 
C   -2.02404800 -3.29140400 -2.09993000 
H   -2.80639200 -4.06740500 -2.04500200 
H   -1.49826000 -3.27307800 -1.14656600 
H   -0.65957200 -4.67992400 -3.03519800 
H   -0.18039800 -2.97303600 -3.18020900 
H   -1.48914800 -1.63189100 -4.84794600 
H   -2.74914800 -2.52362200 -5.73572600 
C   -6.23369000 -1.67777300  1.14169300 
C   -5.57854800 -2.62098900  2.13269100 
H   -5.72882800 -2.25496700  3.15688200 
H   -6.02740700 -3.62179700  2.07520100 
H   -4.50438400 -2.72760400  1.98513000 
C   -7.70730000 -1.45096200  1.45478900 
H   -8.26405100 -2.39753000  1.43702200 
H   -7.83542300 -1.00927100  2.45197400 
H   -8.17650800 -0.77620500  0.72970000 
H   -6.12596300  0.39580700  0.44204500 
C   -2.21898900 -1.95042200  0.88296700 
H   -2.03374600 -1.50432900  1.86699900 
H   -2.80340300 -2.86224300  1.03760900 
H   -1.24361400 -2.24171500  0.48928300
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        G = –3305.085448 





            
Atom     X                  Y                  Z                         Atom     X                  Y                  Z 
 
Li   0.00000000  0.00000000  0.00000000 
O    1.00099200 -1.62585600  0.17943400 
C    2.06786600 -1.66309800 -0.42048700 
O    3.12431300 -2.35973500  0.08663900 
C    4.15125700 -2.43569100 -0.91895800 
H    4.07886500 -3.40998200 -1.41506400 
H    5.12283500 -2.34950500 -0.42937800 
C    3.83962200 -1.27384600 -1.87558400 
H    4.00061100 -1.58025800 -2.91079700 
N    2.40833100 -1.08387500 -1.60451600 
C    1.52238200 -0.24959900 -2.43485000 
C    1.71175700 -0.37458600 -3.77491300 
H    2.37579400 -1.15177500 -4.13837700 
C    0.99004700  0.44280200 -4.80465700 
H    1.60385300  0.58416500 -5.70379600 
H    0.04729400 -0.01957800 -5.13910500 
H    0.74175800  1.43450700 -4.41207500 
O    0.69377800  0.53549800 -1.80497300 
Li   1.01128700  2.27356700 -0.83512200 
Li  -0.92670000  2.17823700  0.88065600 
O   -0.75847300  3.12930500 -0.86736700 
Li  -1.60397300  1.57819200 -1.52984900 
C    4.64549000  0.01275400 -1.58871400 
H    4.14833600  0.82782500 -2.12413500 
H    4.56786900  0.24049400 -0.51946700 
C    6.09575200 -0.08544200 -2.00717100 
C    6.44664800 -0.07159000 -3.36665200 
C    7.77909200 -0.17985800 -3.76397000 
C    8.78859700 -0.30421600 -2.80629700 
C    8.45486800 -0.31757500 -1.45179800 
C    7.11919300 -0.20928800 -1.05798500 
H    6.86746100 -0.21053000  0.00043000 
H    9.23335200 -0.40926500 -0.69892300 
H    9.82717200 -0.38713800 -3.11483900 
H    8.03045200 -0.16453400 -4.82133700 
H    5.66589400  0.02805800 -4.11854400 
O   -1.87082200  0.62227200  0.05688500 
O    0.86067000  1.53702400  0.91842300 
C    3.40375500  4.33304100 -1.02548500 
H    2.92662300  5.30459700 -1.22554100 
H    3.42809600  4.16598300  0.05253800 
C    4.76285200  4.22652400 -1.72133400 
H    5.38394300  3.47844700 -1.21857500 
H    5.30744100  5.17536000 -1.71611000 
C    4.38923800  3.75309500 -3.14993900 
H    4.47717900  4.56310600 -3.88046600 
H    5.04344100  2.94104500 -3.47956400 
C    2.91758600  3.28878400 -3.02225200 
H    2.73434000  2.27852800 -3.39179600 
H    2.23362600  3.98500400 -3.52631600 
O    2.62222700  3.28119600 -1.61080100 








C    3.08478700  1.70939700  1.91292700 
H    3.52496800  0.72493300  2.12234000 
H    3.18491000  1.85482000  0.83377100 
C    3.90729100  2.80826300  2.59602200 
C    3.30562100  3.60422800  3.74180000 
H    3.51597300  4.67352900  3.74648800 
C    1.87866100  3.25349300  4.14164200 
H    1.44396400  4.10167400  4.68345100 
H    1.85443000  2.40859600  4.83796000 
C    1.05132100  2.94020100  2.87326700 
H    1.28252300  3.73096600  2.14739400 
N   -0.43745200  3.03651700  3.04751600 
C   -0.87180100  4.45033700  3.03004700 
H   -0.57168000  4.89899400  2.07636400 
H   -0.39432900  5.03035300  3.83954500 
C   -2.38751900  4.55968000  3.19179900 
O   -2.83481800  3.95568100  4.39486200 
C   -2.45543100  2.58597400  4.41319300 
C   -0.94235900  2.42880300  4.30052800 
H   -0.49011700  2.90921200  5.18330400 
H   -0.68497200  1.37024700  4.32752400 
H   -2.80471300  2.17846900  5.36690600 
H   -2.95851700  2.04398600  3.59653000 
H   -2.89165500  4.09061200  2.33138200 
H   -2.68782200  5.61149100  3.23580200 
C    4.50692700  2.71184900  3.99127400 
C    4.40117400  1.43472500  4.80349800 
H    5.24092500  0.76653600  4.57154300 
H    4.44355900  1.65175000  5.87912500 
H    3.48398400  0.87483600  4.61304200 
C    5.83351900  3.42836500  4.20239800 
H    5.97109500  3.70312200  5.25677100 
H    6.67865000  2.78892900  3.91412800 
H    5.89512500  4.34827000  3.60943500 
H    4.52359000  3.38015000  1.90209200 
C    1.21006700  0.34211400  2.96034600 
H    1.67076000 -0.51305500  2.45720200 
H    1.57885800  0.36614600  3.99274900 
H    0.13611700  0.14697200  2.98348100 
C   -1.33114900  4.28234300 -1.42425300 
C   -0.30797400  5.49291600 -1.30794300 
H   -0.64527500  6.16776200 -0.50939300 
H    0.61022800  5.03151100 -0.93916100 
C    0.05412600  6.30653500 -2.55354600 
C   -0.83611300  6.23924800 -3.78307100 
H   -0.32400500  6.21212200 -4.74463100 
C   -2.04005400  5.31077100 -3.69938800 
H   -2.37329600  5.06759800 -4.71460700 
H   -2.89180500  5.79816600 -3.21318700 
C   -1.63684700  4.02587800 -2.94093400 
H   -0.66856700  3.71166200 -3.35123100 
N   -2.52783300  2.83939800 -3.18028100 
C   -2.24357000  2.24263200 -4.50616800 
H   -1.18616700  1.98124200 -4.55695600 
H   -2.45777100  2.95811500 -5.31878700 
C   -3.08719700  0.99270500 -4.73370600 
O   -4.47509800  1.27995200 -4.65866800 
C   -4.78669100  1.86168000 -3.40043200 
C   -3.98041000  3.13296400 -3.14742900 
H   -4.24954100  3.87128400 -3.91975800 
H   -4.25904600  3.54514600 -2.17798300 
H   -5.85595900  2.09504000 -3.42231900 
H   -4.60627500  1.13709700 -2.59266600 
H   -2.81928500  0.21867000 -3.99449900 
H   -2.90299600  0.58874500 -5.73383400 
C   -0.70221900  7.54262100 -3.01901000 
C   -1.84994000  8.10637700 -2.20171600 
H   -1.47084300  8.79866900 -1.43856900 
H   -2.54218000  8.67037000 -2.84059000 
H   -2.42908600  7.33967100 -1.68285100 
C    0.12737600  8.62762500 -3.69058400 
H   -0.48633800  9.23045800 -4.37308900 
H    0.56352200  9.30857400 -2.94769700 
H    0.95128300  8.20156700 -4.27472200 
H    1.12490500  6.34524400 -2.75268300 
C   -2.59847800  4.63492400 -0.60906400 
H   -2.29476200  4.98598500  0.38148000 
H   -3.21454200  5.42419900 -1.05620500 
H   -3.22247400  3.74870700 -0.46098600 
C   -2.87088100 -0.22237200  0.58494500 
C   -4.10064200  0.63389300  1.09210800 
H   -4.40734100  0.25995500  2.07609000 
H   -3.71403200  1.64329800  1.26927600 
C   -5.32661800  0.71813100  0.18902100 
C   -5.73484000 -0.56101000 -0.52346900 
H   -6.08845000 -0.45900700 -1.54945000 
C   -4.78962600 -1.73534100 -0.31715300 
H   -5.02266000 -2.52608400 -1.03960100 
H   -4.90496100 -2.18568100  0.67557500 
C   -3.33603200 -1.23682700 -0.52540900 
H   -3.36274500 -0.62660300 -1.43666400 
N   -2.34189200 -2.29563000 -0.80460500 
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C   -2.16195500 -2.55805000 -2.23397600 
H   -1.94033200 -1.61415600 -2.74472800 
H   -3.07137700 -2.99190400 -2.69838400 
C   -0.99177000 -3.51488500 -2.45993900 
O   -1.16286200 -4.73486700 -1.75027300 
C   -1.32241000 -4.47717000 -0.35886800 
C   -2.52494500 -3.57075400 -0.10301700 
H   -3.43310000 -4.10605400 -0.43927000 
H   -2.61969900 -3.39792400  0.97158000 
H   -1.46969500 -5.45162300  0.11843900 
H   -0.41426100 -4.00818800  0.04858900 
H   -0.05772000 -3.02260900 -2.15092600 
H   -0.91651000 -3.78035100 -3.51970900 
C   -6.64429500  0.02993700  0.53466300 
C   -6.86019800 -0.65155700  1.87425400 
H   -7.14407200  0.08193000  2.64042800 
H   -7.67476300 -1.38387100  1.80146100 
H   -5.97839300 -1.18304200  2.24079700 
C   -7.90359800  0.71225000  0.01971200 
H   -8.71900300 -0.01048700 -0.11672700 
H   -8.25332900  1.47937000  0.72343700 
H   -7.73009600  1.20151000 -0.94581500 
H   -5.43081300  1.64789400 -0.36920100 
C   -2.30392100 -0.95150200  1.82044600 
H   -2.04087900 -0.20773300  2.58179300 
H   -3.03003700 -1.63762500  2.27562500 
H   -1.40325500 -1.51600800  1.56503700
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Table A.1.36.  Geometric coordinates and thermally corrected MP2 energies   for (S)-16a 





       G = –3305.095693 





            
Atom     X                  Y                  Z                         Atom     X                  Y                  Z 
 
Li   0.00000000  0.00000000  0.00000000 
O    1.72217900  0.11054000  0.87466200 
C    2.77220000 -0.48694900  0.69128600 
O    3.85906800 -0.18151600  1.45805700 
C    4.88427900 -1.15996700  1.22359300 
H    4.83385400 -1.91562500  2.01595200 
H    5.85493200 -0.66305100  1.25829300 
C    4.54185900 -1.74112100 -0.15335700 
H    4.72845700 -2.81695400 -0.16572600 
N    3.09571900 -1.47182100 -0.20384600 
C    2.19030800 -2.07603900 -1.18038800 
C    2.66073100 -3.13889700 -1.89497400 
H    3.65285200 -3.52643000 -1.69597000 
C    1.86942300 -3.85192700 -2.95599600 
H    2.41740300 -3.90297700 -3.90856800 
H    1.64262900 -4.89250000 -2.68075300 
H    0.91862700 -3.34546300 -3.14881100 
O    1.01339300 -1.52790000 -1.27088500 
Li  -0.03074300 -0.49235100 -2.65005200 
Li  -2.20239400 -0.36307500 -1.25622700 
O   -1.57511700 -1.70445900 -2.54678400 
Li  -0.74518400 -2.40967800 -0.95850200 
C    5.29852100 -1.06075700 -1.32004900 
H    4.81333800 -1.37337800 -2.25035900 
H    5.16390200  0.02419300 -1.23071900 
C    6.77090800 -1.40772300 -1.34995900 
C    7.19467600 -2.67365100 -1.78290100 
C    8.54694200 -3.01388200 -1.78920200 
C    9.50448800 -2.09038500 -1.36295000 
C    9.09850400 -0.82643000 -0.93439100 
C    7.74293200 -0.49045800 -0.92843300 
H    7.43615800  0.50153700 -0.60355800 
H    9.83589100 -0.09798700 -0.60750700 
H    10.5587540 -2.35334700 -1.36996300 
H    8.85416800 -3.99839200 -2.13222600 
H    6.45741000 -3.39584200 -2.12829700 
O   -1.48912200 -1.21820600  0.36118200 
O   -0.77352300  0.92154300 -1.52941000 
C    0.90168700  0.98570500 -5.37043300 
H   -0.11580200  0.94963600 -5.77202600 
H    1.03916100  1.94206600 -4.85763500 
C    1.97748700  0.74803800 -6.44073100 
H    2.36690000  1.68576300 -6.84803000 
H    1.57185900  0.16226900 -7.27386500 
C    3.03022500 -0.07288500 -5.67991800 
H    3.67245500 -0.66778100 -6.33649900 
H    3.66866900  0.58134900 -5.07420300 
C    2.14789400 -0.93398900 -4.78246700 
H    2.63044200 -1.29244800 -3.87139100 
H    1.74744800 -1.79598500 -5.33341300 
O    1.05753000 -0.07045700 -4.39015000 








C   -2.29149700 -3.29182600 -4.27557400 
H   -1.96741000 -3.08106900 -5.30330000 
H   -1.41706800 -3.71491500 -3.77561700 
C   -3.38819500 -4.36009600 -4.29452300 
C   -4.83354600 -3.94843200 -4.06773700 
H   -5.43533800 -4.62305400 -3.45910900 
C   -5.07670800 -2.47394400 -3.77675900 
H   -6.05986200 -2.35953700 -3.30586000 
H   -5.11175500 -1.87954400 -4.69624800 
C   -3.96193200 -1.95978300 -2.83789800 
H   -3.83977600 -2.72014900 -2.05702200 
N   -4.29864000 -0.71295100 -2.07202100 
C   -5.15468400 -1.03575600 -0.90812600 
H   -4.62490400 -1.74724300 -0.26765800 
H   -6.10438800 -1.50241000 -1.22449800 
C   -5.47893200  0.21821800 -0.09936400 
O   -6.12074800  1.20629100 -0.88994200 
C   -5.29510600  1.54771800 -1.99405900 
C   -4.99432300  0.32874900 -2.86158800 
H   -5.95071200 -0.04648900 -3.26048300 
H   -4.37520600  0.63048300 -3.70672300 
H   -5.84413700  2.29578300 -2.57477600 
H   -4.35651300  2.00133700 -1.63917600 
H   -4.55409900  0.63100000  0.33658200 
H   -6.16540400 -0.02659700  0.71684600 
C   -4.41014600 -4.49904800 -5.41510600 
C   -4.33928900 -3.61179900 -6.64441800 
H   -3.67181800 -4.05279700 -7.39639200 
H   -5.33008300 -3.50735200 -7.10589400 
H   -3.96596900 -2.60765600 -6.43069900 
C   -4.87234600 -5.91258900 -5.73743200 
H   -5.87216200 -5.90869800 -6.19196300 
H   -4.18814900 -6.40007100 -6.44458200 
H   -4.91987200 -6.53699100 -4.83784100 
H   -3.09116000 -5.30762100 -3.84682000 
C   -2.43524100 -0.78408400 -4.57986100 
H   -1.47472400 -0.89299200 -5.09539100 
H   -3.22573200 -0.80409200 -5.34067900 
H   -2.43555000  0.19735800 -4.09797900 
C   -0.50295700  2.30043200 -1.59920200 
C   -1.03956900  2.91092200 -2.96107400 
H   -0.24999800  3.53340500 -3.39969200 
H   -1.15912300  2.06189000 -3.63904100 
C   -2.33892500  3.70906000 -2.93181000 
C   -2.56635000  4.60711900 -1.72842800 
H   -3.58098600  4.64448700 -1.33123200 
C   -1.49017800  4.51777900 -0.65725500 
H   -1.84002000  5.01075700  0.25720300 
H   -0.57394800  5.04161000 -0.95356100 
C   -1.19973000  3.01914300 -0.38714300 
H   -2.17942800  2.52812400 -0.33904200 
N   -0.57260400  2.72545000  0.92611300 
C   -1.57393800  2.64486700  1.99964400 
H   -2.32250600  1.89252400  1.72992300 
H   -2.09893500  3.60892600  2.14777000 
C   -0.92174500  2.24303900  3.32179900 
O    0.11158700  3.14125700  3.69640100 
C    1.09669200  3.20229900  2.66934600 
C    0.48263200  3.66200800  1.34933100 
H    0.08709900  4.68329800  1.49675800 
H    1.26393200  3.71351100  0.58978600 
H    1.84918200  3.92187000  3.00835100 
H    1.57204900  2.21965500  2.53565600 
H   -0.51846200  1.22166800  3.23672900 
H   -1.66093000  2.26119700  4.12964700 
C   -2.37946400  5.22616200 -3.09822600 
C   -1.13565000  6.02261500 -3.45015000 
H   -0.97022000  6.02231900 -4.53587200 
H   -1.25023200  7.06826200 -3.13594400 
H   -0.22568200  5.63995900 -2.98098900 
C   -3.63450900  5.78951100 -3.74934800 
H   -3.81335800  6.82634100 -3.43458400 
H   -3.54831700  5.78537900 -4.84430600 
H   -4.52310000  5.20514300 -3.48383100 
H   -3.21028300  3.18914500 -3.32631900 
C    1.03178100  2.49638800 -1.61220700 
H    1.43804200  2.00954200 -2.50742300 
H    1.32833900  3.55355900 -1.64632200 
H    1.49592500  2.02670900 -0.74170100 
C   -1.73223600 -1.90949300  1.55895000 
C   -2.82455300 -1.13328900  2.41246100 
H   -2.32774800 -0.63279000  3.25349900 
H   -3.16228000 -0.33107600  1.75272600 
C   -4.07086900 -1.87128200  2.91113300 
C   -4.07727300 -3.38939200  2.96234400 
H   -5.00357700 -3.87676700  2.65888400 
C   -2.82004600 -4.08911700  2.46582600 
H   -3.06605000 -5.12678000  2.21149400 
H   -2.05398400 -4.14379800  3.24630300 
C   -2.27761600 -3.34313900  1.22477800 
H   -3.14117700 -3.15186800  0.57590200 
N   -1.34867300 -4.14586200  0.36065200 
		 337 
C   -2.10709500 -5.07230000 -0.50893700 
H   -2.81215400 -4.49468100 -1.11539700 
H   -2.68697400 -5.79879900  0.08734000 
C   -1.16312500 -5.83587900 -1.43462600 
O   -0.18075900 -6.56564400 -0.71448500 
C    0.55585700 -5.70220000  0.14569200 
C   -0.36297600 -4.95978300  1.10907800 
H   -0.87100000 -5.70266100  1.74460600 
H    0.23619000 -4.31865400  1.75507000 
H    1.24537300 -6.34302700  0.70449200 
H    1.14575000 -4.98153600 -0.44053900 
H   -0.67726500 -5.13290200 -2.12820000 
H   -1.72406900 -6.56861200 -2.02329500 
C   -4.16145800 -2.59037600  4.24901500 
C   -3.00989700 -2.54722600  5.23619400 
H   -3.08126200 -1.65130600  5.86665800 
H   -3.03602200 -3.41961800  5.90251100 
H   -2.02887400 -2.52562400  4.75714500 
C   -5.52072100 -2.56957900  4.93379200 
H   -5.64014500 -3.43168500  5.60360800 
H   -5.64485400 -1.66069700  5.53730200 
H   -6.33974000 -2.59895200  4.20576400 
H   -5.00609600 -1.40774700  2.59880700 
C   -0.41668600 -1.94961800  2.37226700 
H   -0.15218500 -0.93276400  2.67868200 
H   -0.47515300 -2.56410600  3.27924600 























































       G = –3305.091430 
          GMP2 = –3294.252023 
 				
            
Atom     X                  Y                  Z                         Atom     X                  Y                  Z 
 
Li   0.00000000  0.00000000  0.00000000 
O    1.79702000  0.22524500  0.64372500 
C    2.78695900 -0.31514300  0.16650200 
O    3.98855900 -0.19254800  0.79417300 
C    5.01789600 -0.71840300 -0.06102400 
H    5.76354500 -1.21712800  0.55955600 
H    5.48669900  0.11584800 -0.59514500 
N    2.92284300 -1.08333700 -0.96009100 
C    1.86625300 -1.38870600 -1.92415000 
C    2.21191800 -2.07316700 -3.04926900 
H    3.24452200 -2.35893600 -3.21242900 
C    1.23352400 -2.44969100 -4.12741400 
H    0.22481600 -2.10161500 -3.88895200 
H    1.51423600 -2.02578300 -5.10260500 
H    1.17762000 -3.53914900 -4.27620500 
O    0.67794200 -0.95452900 -1.60687900 
Li  -0.57229400  0.43486900 -2.42873300 
Li  -2.44866700  0.10425500 -0.70462500 
O   -2.06836000 -0.78871800 -2.41497100 
Li  -1.05906700 -1.97794600 -1.27278000 
O   -1.50807100 -1.20499500  0.46905100 
O   -1.00434400  1.39549100 -0.82496900 
C    0.20709300 -4.79885000 -1.51863600 
H    1.03046500 -4.28246400 -2.01422600 
H    0.46399000 -4.95338000 -0.45974400 
C   -0.23643600 -6.10409000 -2.17561600 
H    0.37827900 -6.95856400 -1.87638500 
H   -0.18056400 -6.00782400 -3.26526700 
C   -1.70617900 -6.22781200 -1.71079100 
H   -2.34711500 -6.64754700 -2.49145900 
H   -1.78684500 -6.88018700 -0.83500900 
C   -2.10688500 -4.77741700 -1.34328400 
H   -2.36200700 -4.67320600 -0.28339300 
H   -2.92635800 -4.38501100 -1.95017400 
O   -0.94994000 -3.95409800 -1.61859400 





















C   -0.41280900  3.29757200  0.58905100 
H   -1.29807900  3.85216400  0.92956300 
H   -0.37340700  2.39802400  1.20768200 
C    0.85851500  4.09646500  0.89131200 
C    1.68261100  4.66555300 -0.24982100 
H    2.76409000  4.59551400 -0.13750400 
C    1.19138700  4.37294600 -1.66163200 
H    2.02970300  4.48705400 -2.35895600 
H    0.43373300  5.09549600 -1.98455600 
C    0.63584100  2.93104400 -1.71640900 
H    1.36015700  2.29887600 -1.18932600 
N    0.56051200  2.32434100 -3.08982700 
C    1.90158900  1.86528600 -3.51968300 
H    2.27663200  1.14080000 -2.79179300 
H    2.61595500  2.70572500 -3.56699300 
C    1.83624700  1.20856100 -4.89484300 
O    1.32424900  2.09995900 -5.87638900 
C    0.02952400  2.54199000 -5.49874600 
C    0.04552100  3.23449800 -4.13798500 
H    0.67511600  4.13459000 -4.22399100 
H   -0.96535700  3.55732800 -3.88630600 
H   -0.30004900  3.24305300 -6.27200100 
H   -0.66941200  1.68943500 -5.48199400 
H    1.21310300  0.30183300 -4.84799300 
H    2.83843400  0.91885000 -5.22478100 
C    0.99336100  5.60205600  0.72623400 
C   -0.19142400  6.45444500  0.31171100 
H   -0.76937900  6.75822200  1.19447700 
H    0.14377700  7.37153100 -0.19113300 
H   -0.87965000  5.93946400 -0.36116900 
C    1.90024300  6.30883500  1.72367400 
H    2.30320400  7.24047200  1.30362900 
H    1.35285500  6.56775600  2.63985600 
H    2.74965500  5.67912100  2.01209400 
H    1.43224400  3.68681300  1.72097200 
C   -1.88758400  3.51333500 -1.48113000 
H   -2.71434000  3.47956800 -0.76392700 
H   -1.69275200  4.56781100 -1.70854400 
H   -2.23188600  3.02138000 -2.39498800 
C   -1.34709100 -1.71130700  1.77996500 
C   -0.86479700 -0.57586400  2.74540400 
H   -0.46657800 -1.03930300  3.65524700 
H   -0.00639800 -0.06738900  2.29260500 
C   -1.95268500  0.41966000  3.10715500 
C   -3.19715700 -0.22689200  3.68929800 
H   -4.16383400  0.16901700  3.38182500 
C   -3.12935600 -1.74445400  3.72895100 
H   -4.10044400 -2.15739900  4.02992600 
H   -2.41142900 -2.08880300  4.48046900 
C   -2.74255000 -2.28232000  2.32070700 
H   -3.45777300 -1.84306600  1.62087300 
N   -2.94120500 -3.75463700  2.18422500 
C   -4.34147200 -4.09807400  1.90498800 
H   -4.66542000 -3.56786500  1.00188900 
H   -5.01817400 -3.79951700  2.72883000 
C   -4.50452500 -5.60154500  1.67512700 
O   -4.01664300 -6.36428500  2.76809100 
C   -2.65492700 -6.04716200  3.02327900 
C   -2.48155700 -4.56118900  3.32419900 
H   -3.04823000 -4.33985000  4.24600100 
H   -1.42795600 -4.35336100  3.52483100 
H   -2.35422700 -6.65078700  3.88543500 
H   -2.03020100 -6.33174400  2.15924800 
H   -3.98112700 -5.89789300  0.75087600 
H   -5.56401700 -5.85557700  1.56723700 
C   -2.35843500  0.70390700  4.54712100 
C   -1.55507200  0.21000200  5.73844700 
H   -0.72173700  0.89271800  5.94974700 
H   -2.18787600  0.17482000  6.63510600 
H   -1.13119900 -0.78783400  5.60145100 
C   -2.96428700  2.07862200  4.79545000 
H   -3.64030000  2.06355600  5.66095800 
H   -2.18213100  2.82244000  4.99683000 
H   -3.53934000  2.42865500  3.93045700 
H   -2.08724200  1.23996300  2.40464200 
C   -0.23754900 -2.78379500  1.75785700 
H   -0.55297400 -3.64796400  1.16867300 
H    0.65782800 -2.35278800  1.29551500 
H    0.04837600 -3.12984600  2.75891100 
C   -3.16461000 -0.89593100 -3.27891400 
C   -2.98060300 -2.17728200 -4.20178900 
H   -2.59736500 -1.85724800 -5.18045800 
H   -2.16330800 -2.73048300 -3.73288300 
C   -4.13826700 -3.16425200 -4.38752300 
C   -5.54022400 -2.78127000 -3.94278300 
H   -6.11857600 -3.56173100 -3.44881000 
C   -5.70526200 -1.40192400 -3.31729100 
H   -6.61966100 -1.39425900 -2.71298700 
H   -5.84574000 -0.62883500 -4.08047700 
C   -4.47386900 -1.08338800 -2.43720200 
H   -4.27105100 -1.98556200 -1.84509000 
N   -4.69146600 -0.02252100 -1.40040400 
		 340 
C   -5.46478200 -0.56823800 -0.26437900 
H   -4.92293900 -1.42546100  0.14576300 
H   -6.46262400 -0.91800500 -0.58279000 
C   -5.64986800  0.48421300  0.82447200 
O   -6.32179500  1.63273600  0.33011200 
C   -5.58644100  2.19045900 -0.74881100 
C   -5.40171600  1.18406100 -1.88198900 
H   -6.40042600  0.92883300 -2.27296600 
H   -4.83616800  1.65214800 -2.68751900 
H   -6.15648700  3.05470800 -1.10342700 
H   -4.60516600  2.54072100 -0.39205100 
H   -4.66858700  0.76928800  1.23715400 
H   -6.26465500  0.08494300  1.63712700 
C   -5.25342600 -3.02665000 -5.41265600 
C   -5.25244700 -1.89835900 -6.42700900 
H   -4.70621900 -2.20118400 -7.32983900 
H   -6.27643900 -1.64594900 -6.73292900 
H   -4.78063700 -0.98647900 -6.05757500 
C   -5.79950800 -4.32611600 -5.98777500 
H   -6.83201400 -4.20007700 -6.34019700 
H   -5.19655800 -4.66361000 -6.84124600 
H   -5.79951700 -5.12974500 -5.24230700 
H   -3.85153400 -4.19831500 -4.19624900 
C   -3.18725400  0.36669200 -4.17405000 
H   -2.33299700  0.32569500 -4.86009400 
H   -4.08974600  0.47851000 -4.78556200 
H   -3.07304000  1.26767100 -3.56517100 
C    4.27281600 -1.66797100 -1.00728300 
H    4.68169800 -1.59421600 -2.01729300 
C    4.28103400 -3.14370400 -0.53909700 
H    3.92927100 -3.17592400  0.49936800 
H    3.54827200 -3.68600700 -1.14543600 
C    5.64443800 -3.79037900 -0.65135000 
C    6.43564100 -4.01435200  0.48343300 
C    6.15643900 -4.16305500 -1.90367200 
C    7.70342300 -4.58964500  0.37321300 
H    6.04928900 -3.74718900  1.46482100 
C    7.42239900 -4.73657200 -2.01849500 
H    5.55221700 -4.01220500 -2.79617400 
C    8.20145200 -4.95046100 -0.87891300 
H    8.29836600 -4.75886300  1.26682000 
H    7.79888700 -5.02204800 -2.99727300 
H    9.18678100 -5.39990100 -0.96709400
		 341 





       G = –3305.087504 
          GMP2 = –3294.249372 
 				
            
Atom     X                  Y                  Z                         Atom     X                  Y                  Z 
 
Li   0.00000000  0.00000000  0.00000000 
O    0.92135300 -0.05933100 -1.75380800 
Li  -0.27643200  1.51835200 -2.06977600 
Li  -2.28647400  0.75590200 -0.68374300 
O   -1.90924900  0.61340700 -2.62061600 
Li  -1.07332200 -1.06781700 -2.13617000 
O   -1.61183500 -1.03654200 -0.26541600 
O   -0.72280600  1.79718400 -0.23693000 
C    0.80835900 -3.38804400 -2.90073100 
H    1.66289100 -3.01112700 -3.47531500 
H    0.98780400 -3.20409000 -1.84174100 
C    0.48186200 -4.83687600 -3.25349100 
H   -0.12917300 -5.28377900 -2.46222100 
H    1.37811100 -5.45169900 -3.38099700 
C   -0.33246000 -4.68696700 -4.55679900 
H    0.31150000 -4.79978700 -5.43496600 
H   -1.12791400 -5.43364600 -4.63497600 
C   -0.89493900 -3.24663000 -4.48138600 
H   -1.98494000 -3.21074300 -4.41840800 
H   -0.57186800 -2.64239700 -5.33796700 
O   -0.38239600 -2.66301000 -3.26706000 
C   -0.91235900  2.70871100  0.80901200 
C    0.28984800  3.74823500  0.84594700 
H    0.88534000  3.56707300  1.74993000 
H    0.93156200  3.45416300  0.01111300 
C   -0.00653700  5.24433900  0.71606600 
C   -1.39446700  5.76044600  1.05776600 
H   -1.78931700  6.54107600  0.40783900 
C   -2.42497300  4.71615600  1.46262200 
H   -3.42875500  5.14284500  1.35156500 
H   -2.32953000  4.44222100  2.51883100 
C   -2.25907900  3.47160900  0.55993400 
H   -2.15710900  3.84542800 -0.46589900 
N   -3.45490500  2.56623300  0.49528100 
C   -4.46542600  3.10772300 -0.43857100 
H   -4.01443600  3.21439700 -1.43029200 
H   -4.81661200  4.10540900 -0.11897400 
C   -5.67566000  2.18143900 -0.53671400 
O   -6.27948400  1.96168200  0.72716800 
C   -5.32584500  1.42207000  1.63204000 
C   -4.12760600  2.35121300  1.79583400 
H   -4.49288300  3.30214600  2.21654100 
H   -3.42692400  1.91809900  2.50931300 
H   -5.84153300  1.29731800  2.58940400 
H   -4.99106600  0.43232800  1.28396000 
H   -5.37337000  1.21704600 -0.97935600 
H   -6.44239200  2.62832000 -1.17715000 
C   -0.20825000  6.16991900  1.90837100 
C   -0.03568900  5.65941800  3.32710500 
H    1.01676300  5.72714000  3.63200700 
H   -0.62113300  6.26508900  4.03135700 










C    0.27143000  7.60438600  1.73915600 
H   -0.28594300  8.28814200  2.39337800 
H    1.33599500  7.69758100  1.99209600 
H    0.14314600  7.95366000  0.70803900 
H    0.47695400  5.72102500 -0.13578400 
C   -0.89850400  1.93213200  2.14598900 
H    0.09856200  1.50462600  2.29784200 
H   -1.12928500  2.55510500  3.01967800 
H   -1.60529100  1.09978200  2.11614400 
C   -1.99671800 -2.16488000  0.48974100 
C   -1.73347400 -1.94041600  2.03245400 
H   -1.33171700 -2.86961900  2.45171700 
H   -0.91688600 -1.21667900  2.11347800 
C   -2.91264800 -1.48549800  2.88363700 
C   -4.24105900 -2.16927400  2.60977100 
H   -5.13461100 -1.54653000  2.64330100 
C   -4.21952500 -3.14462100  1.44356800 
H   -5.24627500 -3.42443200  1.17890100 
H   -3.70548300 -4.07760200  1.70294400 
C   -3.52581100 -2.45463200  0.24017400 
H   -3.96606300 -1.45271500  0.17705400 
N   -3.80993800 -3.07798300 -1.07891300 
C   -4.97923800 -2.48959300 -1.73823200 
H   -4.84322000 -1.40487700 -1.80155200 
H   -5.91696900 -2.68368900 -1.17952000 
C   -5.13130500 -3.04559500 -3.15188000 
O   -5.23023500 -4.46353500 -3.15741800 
C   -4.10569000 -5.04673400 -2.51514600 
C   -3.94926800 -4.53865200 -1.08354900 
H   -4.83191000 -4.87762400 -0.51078800 
H   -3.06567800 -4.99919000 -0.63452400 
H   -4.27517500 -6.12844400 -2.52058700 
H   -3.18815800 -4.83177700 -3.08861300 
H   -4.27037200 -2.72455800 -3.76285100 
H   -6.04804400 -2.67001700 -3.61746000 
C   -3.54945000 -2.38216200  3.94158900 
C   -2.94706300 -3.72203600  4.32772900 
H   -2.13199900 -3.58629600  5.05063100 
H   -3.70662500 -4.35696100  4.80247300 
H   -2.54138200 -4.28046400  3.48039000 
C   -4.17197000 -1.66456400  5.13090100 
H   -4.97909600 -2.26149700  5.57629100 
H   -3.42519200 -1.47785500  5.91403500 
H   -4.59692600 -0.69647200  4.84093500 
H   -2.94399500 -0.42133700  3.11074400 
C   -1.11741300 -3.36418200  0.08127500 
H   -1.21790100 -3.56221100 -0.98774800 
H   -0.06998300 -3.12400800  0.30203600 
H   -1.36712000 -4.27930100  0.63474800 
C   -2.38272700  1.13851100 -3.83170400 
C   -3.96739200  1.02423900 -3.86585800 
H   -4.24601900  0.13412300 -4.44646600 
H   -4.23861000  0.79487500 -2.83207500 
C   -4.81950400  2.22374800 -4.29478000 
C   -4.16177300  3.42170300 -4.95939500 
H   -4.52185400  4.40158700 -4.64712300 
C   -2.65210100  3.35380900 -5.15341300 
H   -2.26306400  4.37242700 -5.26306600 
H   -2.38747800  2.83144700 -6.07903100 
C   -2.00713600  2.66104300 -3.93053600 
H   -2.47304800  3.10362900 -3.04119200 
N   -0.54602100  2.94453000 -3.73427900 
C   -0.34539900  4.29708700 -3.16534600 
H   -0.88963900  4.36745900 -2.21875600 
H   -0.73272500  5.07927600 -3.84110600 
C    1.13652600  4.56790400 -2.91289600 
O    1.90627000  4.44233400 -4.09770200 
C    1.74296000  3.13984200 -4.64419000 
C    0.27751900  2.85091100 -4.96102900 
H   -0.05796300  3.57799900 -5.71865400 
H    0.19119400  1.85359600 -5.39107000 
H    2.33685800  3.11243200 -5.56319900 
H    2.13960800  2.38341900 -3.94783600 
H    1.51691000  3.87676500 -2.14196300 
H    1.27543200  5.59272100 -2.55515500 
C   -5.16674100  2.58581900 -5.73038200 
C   -4.75187600  1.69767800 -6.88820500 
H   -5.52060500  0.93684400 -7.07634500 
H   -4.63919200  2.28400000 -7.80979400 
H   -3.81367300  1.16919300 -6.71251300 
C   -6.53117900  3.22577900 -5.94775100 
H   -6.53757700  3.84416600 -6.85526300 
H   -7.31228800  2.46245200 -6.06090100 
H   -6.81428800  3.86877800 -5.10644200 
H   -5.61238400  2.45812700 -3.58538500 
C   -1.79995700  0.28808000 -4.98418800 
H   -2.26057900 -0.70537000 -4.95393800 
H   -1.97241400  0.69955100 -5.98498300 
H   -0.72554300  0.15048800 -4.85215200 
C    4.51976600  0.22884100 -0.83826900 
H    4.79692200  0.87955800 -1.67039500 
C    4.74909700  0.91368500  0.51117000 
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H    4.65568600  2.00372600  0.44730400 
H    5.69706000  0.65138800  0.98241600 
O    3.67768000  0.40599200  1.33003900 
C    2.65329800  0.02710200  0.51529800 
N    3.05594000  0.07246900 -0.79219100 
C    2.13953200 -0.53679700 -4.46933000 
H    2.56700400 -1.39154000 -5.01397100 
H    2.22494200  0.32446800 -5.14987100 
H    1.07746800 -0.73901700 -4.31593900 
C    5.25535300 -1.13365900 -0.93883900 
H    4.83783400 -1.68645200 -1.78575000 
H    5.02296300 -1.71191200 -0.03604700 
C    6.75382400 -0.98202100 -1.08879200 
C    7.62117700 -1.25736800 -0.02301300 
C    9.00139300 -1.09236000 -0.15830100 
C    9.53766900 -0.64657200 -1.36642900 
C    8.68563300 -0.37133000 -2.43864800 
C    7.30828200 -0.53884900 -2.29945000 
H    6.65484400 -0.33141800 -3.14459900 
H    9.09474100 -0.03016000 -3.38602500 
H    10.6112750 -0.51857700 -1.47457500 
H    9.65584600 -1.31593200  0.68010400 
H    7.21191500 -1.61561900  0.91926900 
C    2.84067000 -0.32204100 -3.15938900 
H    3.92248300 -0.33594600 -3.19214500 
C    2.20642800 -0.12723800 -1.96914700 
O    1.58000000 -0.30816700  1.00131000 
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       G = –3305.086762 





            
Atom     X                  Y                  Z                         Atom     X                  Y                  Z 
 
Li   0.00000000  0.00000000  0.00000000 
O    0.78036500 -1.88235200  0.43471400 
Li  -0.80983400 -2.43190900 -0.64954900 
Li  -2.42326300 -0.68291900  0.29484700 
O   -2.11049600 -2.53140400  0.75499000 
Li  -0.68871300 -1.73792600  1.86706900 
O   -1.16355500  0.09693400  1.50097600 
O   -1.31706200 -0.61419800 -1.32326200 
C    1.34550700 -1.51553900  4.04514100 
H    2.15725500 -1.96351500  3.46246000 
H    1.25569300 -0.46104200  3.77132700 
C    1.50858800 -1.74565800  5.55002500 
H    1.00703500 -0.95373400  6.11888400 
H    2.55920400 -1.76720600  5.85444400 
C    0.78821800 -3.08724600  5.75612800 
H    1.44011000 -3.91999700  5.46727300 
H    0.46030400 -3.25138100  6.78701700 
C   -0.38371600 -2.96818400  4.78139000 
H   -1.23681400 -2.44740100  5.23776600 
H   -0.72786100 -3.92829800  4.38899700 
O    0.10844900 -2.18136900  3.67762000 
C   -2.86735700 -3.70888300  0.74584300 
C   -4.39082500 -3.33564000  0.98529500 
H   -4.59558900 -3.36051000  2.06477300 
H   -4.45085400 -2.28066400  0.70125200 
C   -5.50138200 -4.04726800  0.20326900 
C   -5.16235600 -5.22909700 -0.68943500 
H   -5.65851800 -5.25456400 -1.65902700 
C   -3.69859100 -5.65372200 -0.73852600 
H   -3.52333200 -6.20211600 -1.67022100 
H   -3.45279700 -6.35261800  0.06761500 
C   -2.79841000 -4.39505100 -0.67006300 
H   -3.25345900 -3.65282500 -1.34009800 
N   -1.41531200 -4.55368000 -1.22677500 
C   -1.45314300 -4.70558500 -2.70015600 
H   -1.96424200 -3.84284500 -3.13688200 
H   -2.00781600 -5.61098900 -2.99889400 
C   -0.04280100 -4.81049500 -3.27617800 
O    0.66426300 -5.91095800 -2.72800500 
C    0.73279800 -5.78013200 -1.31364000 
C   -0.65841900 -5.70565000 -0.68818700 
H   -1.18331000 -6.65282100 -0.89769000 
H   -0.55770800 -5.60799300  0.39102200 
H    1.25979100 -6.66601900 -0.94562500 
H    1.31894400 -4.88700200 -1.04338800 
H    0.51450100 -3.87765200 -3.08883800 
H   -0.09045300 -4.97159000 -4.35776500 
C   -6.08215800 -5.41927700  0.50443000 
C   -5.66934900 -6.21352900  1.72929000 
H   -6.31555400 -5.95879600  2.57955200 
H   -5.77602300 -7.29186100  1.55023700 
H   -4.64154900 -6.02727500  2.04096300 
C   -7.55776000 -5.60015700  0.17219900 
H   -7.79252000 -6.65550000 -0.02117100 
H   -8.19292700 -5.26528500  1.00293400 








H   -6.23249100 -3.34908300 -0.20342700 
C   -2.36190400 -4.59504100  1.91186200 
H   -2.68800000 -4.14688200  2.85757800 
H   -2.71473000 -5.63086100  1.89806100 
H   -1.27019800 -4.61377400  1.92467400 
C   -1.34876200 -0.23329900 -2.68092600 
C   -2.54087300 -0.94476300 -3.41979900 
H   -2.25185600 -1.13336800 -4.46048700 
H   -2.65046200 -1.92836500 -2.95309200 
C   -3.87996000 -0.22298300 -3.39102200 
C   -3.82591000  1.25506600 -3.73735500 
H   -4.46281600  1.92650200 -3.16110600 
C   -2.42095800  1.78635000 -3.97238600 
H   -2.44155600  2.88126200 -4.03119300 
H   -2.01295100  1.43988000 -4.92865300 
C   -1.51069700  1.34188500 -2.79549300 
H   -2.05792800  1.59709600 -1.88208700 
N   -0.23742600  2.09018100 -2.69539900 
C   -0.33816400  3.29678500 -1.86993000 
H   -0.75527300  3.02854600 -0.89337600 
H   -1.00241000  4.06006300 -2.32522200 
C    1.04437500  3.91329700 -1.65946700 
O    1.67199200  4.22568800 -2.89886600 
C    1.78738400  3.05275900 -3.69391600 
C    0.41606400  2.43456700 -3.96305400 
H   -0.17320800  3.16305400 -4.55091600 
H    0.54060700  1.53877400 -4.57676400 
H    2.25483500  3.36287300 -4.63480700 
H    2.43829600  2.31827100 -3.19487500 
H    1.66808700  3.21380000 -1.08433000 
H    0.96104000  4.85781000 -1.11075100 
C   -4.55860900  0.29543800 -4.65537300 
C   -4.04490100 -0.03738100 -6.04569700 
H   -4.41374300 -1.01955100 -6.36971500 
H   -4.40545100  0.70454900 -6.77004000 
H   -2.95487700 -0.05720500 -6.11895100 
C   -6.07843000  0.36560200 -4.60761500 
H   -6.46110800  1.13755200 -5.28843400 
H   -6.52683500 -0.59174800 -4.90480500 
H   -6.44158900  0.60154500 -3.60085600 
H   -4.55765700 -0.52587000 -2.59463200 
C   -0.05011000 -0.72015300 -3.35769400 
H    0.82123900 -0.26355800 -2.88170900 
H    0.02357000 -1.80890400 -3.24998600 
H   -0.01751300 -0.50112100 -4.43262400 
C   -1.64881700  1.06256400  2.39231500 
C   -0.48413200  2.02376600  2.87031300 
H   -0.53227900  2.12057700  3.96177700 
H    0.44425300  1.48585600  2.65437200 
C   -0.40922500  3.41387100  2.24469100 
C   -1.72897700  4.12679100  1.99363100 
H   -1.80603100  4.69591900  1.06699400 
C   -2.96870700  3.29825900  2.30209800 
H   -3.85555400  3.79114100  1.88673200 
H   -3.14624000  3.20786000  3.38008900 
C   -2.75494400  1.90555400  1.65844900 
H   -2.30783700  2.09806500  0.67581200 
N   -3.99197700  1.13150100  1.34124600 
C   -4.64351200  1.63179900  0.11536400 
H   -3.92737500  1.59875700 -0.71134100 
H   -4.98062700  2.67875800  0.22867300 
C   -5.85485000  0.77173000 -0.23858100 
O   -6.81195600  0.74647900  0.80803900 
C   -6.21274800  0.27433600  2.00750500 
C   -5.01402400  1.12878000  2.40884700 
H   -5.37729800  2.15129000  2.61019800 
H   -4.59196700  0.73767900  3.33353100 
H   -6.98669600  0.32400100  2.77988500 
H   -5.90302600 -0.77623900  1.88844200 
H   -5.52599100 -0.25598700 -0.47078300 
H   -6.36458400  1.17783900 -1.11783300 
C   -0.76197800  4.68111600  3.01859800 
C   -1.07063300  4.64696500  4.50506600 
H   -0.14328100  4.66202600  5.09292100 
H   -1.65659300  5.52948000  4.79335300 
H   -1.63814800  3.76495500  4.81291900 
C   -0.01167900  5.94057200  2.60951400 
H   -0.59518100  6.84233800  2.83866000 
H    0.94553000  6.01916800  3.14168600 
H    0.20536400  5.94898100  1.53523400 
H    0.36462100  3.53550400  1.48889200 
C   -2.17467700  0.34488200  3.65722400 
H   -1.32796100 -0.12837400  4.16513300 
H   -2.65415800  1.02493400  4.37391800 
H   -2.87952600 -0.44776400  3.38786400 
C    4.28247200 -1.66695600 -0.75873300 
H    4.30215000 -2.69964200 -1.11430000 
C    4.40498000 -0.65962800 -1.90507500 
H    3.98156300 -1.03993200 -2.84140500 
H    5.42149600 -0.30281800 -2.07401200 
O    3.60272800  0.45258200 -1.45472000 
C    2.66558800 -0.02018400 -0.58245300 
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N    2.92889600 -1.32991400 -0.28882300 
C    1.86109800 -4.37140000  1.79056200 
H    1.98445100 -5.37070900  1.34722500 
H    0.79410200 -4.14584300  1.82875000 
H    2.21412500 -4.45392800  2.82998800 
C    5.37011400 -1.43889000  0.32568800 
H    5.08096900 -1.97911600  1.23178500 
H    5.37333600 -0.37270800  0.58324900 
C    6.74855400 -1.86838100 -0.12957900 
C    7.72941000 -0.92375500 -0.46042500 
C    8.99206000 -1.32381200 -0.90330800 
C    9.29383200 -2.68035300 -1.02372800 
C    8.32712900 -3.63335100 -0.69411900 
C    7.06827300 -3.22949100 -0.25068800 
H    6.32634100 -3.98087100  0.01256500 
H    8.55538700 -4.69263200 -0.77817800 
H    10.2757730 -2.99415300 -1.36724800 
H    9.73905600 -0.57417400 -1.15067000 
H    7.50515900  0.13613900 -0.36010800 
C    2.60906200 -3.31641600  1.03010600 
H    3.68022300 -3.45674000  0.95376900 
C    2.04208400 -2.22259900  0.45126400 
O    1.77862400  0.71235000 -0.16581300
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       G = –3305.093551 





            
Atom     X                  Y                  Z                         Atom     X                  Y                  Z 
 
Li   0.00000000  0.00000000  0.00000000 
O   -1.75939200 -0.57503400 -0.39769000 
C   -2.61486600  0.16579500 -0.86575500 
O   -3.79742500 -0.35913800 -1.29227200 
C   -4.53915900  0.66748400 -1.97529800 
H   -5.60064100  0.52216300 -1.77100000 
H   -4.35569200  0.57378200 -3.05184200 
N   -2.61558800  1.52468500 -1.04343700 
C   -1.49247700  2.43725300 -0.81535200 
C   -1.73032600  3.77046300 -0.95166600 
H   -2.72231000  4.12517200 -1.20203100 
C   -0.66797400  4.81595500 -0.77720000 
H   -0.56297300  5.44759800 -1.67215900 
H   -0.88883700  5.49737000  0.05846100 
H    0.30201600  4.35601800 -0.57189100 
O   -0.35252400  1.87057700 -0.53241200 
Li   1.49929300  1.56023700 -1.43313800 
Li   2.42988400  0.22862800  0.55849800 
O    2.56361300  2.24678300  0.02332500 
Li   0.89694200  2.22814300  1.08535400 
O    0.87081000  0.38847500  1.64248300 
O    1.56974000 -0.33253000 -1.06920300 
C   -1.33666100  3.35507000  2.76070900 
H   -1.93308200  3.66006800  1.89463900 
H   -1.54085300  2.30247600  2.97869500 
C   -1.54582400  4.27673600  3.96952300 
H   -1.40868900  3.72366600  4.90622200 
H   -2.54659700  4.71883800  3.98447900 
C   -0.42405800  5.31457000  3.79888800 
H   -0.71329000  6.07967700  3.06849600 
H   -0.15330200  5.81728500  4.73230000 
C    0.70780900  4.45328100  3.24310500 
H    1.24158300  3.93006900  4.04995300 
H    1.43104800  4.99046200  2.62668700 
O    0.05983500  3.48540300  2.39513000 
C    1.64526700 -1.09795200 -2.24082500 
C    1.05151600 -2.54661800 -1.96608300 
H    1.88413100 -3.25306300 -1.84195400 
H    0.57685700 -2.46851900 -0.98415500 
C    0.00321700 -3.13573700 -2.91565800 
C   -0.21862600 -2.51024300 -4.28188500 
H   -1.25550600 -2.43833900 -4.60876200 
C    0.61765500 -1.28160200 -4.61743100 
H    0.11527300 -0.71360900 -5.40939400 
H    1.59822000 -1.55582000 -5.02202900 
C    0.77061200 -0.41349000 -3.34779900 
H   -0.22347800 -0.35566700 -2.88870200 
N    1.13427800  1.02196200 -3.59422000 
C   -0.05487700  1.79756100 -4.01274500 
H   -0.83254500  1.69093900 -3.25315600 
H   -0.45626500  1.42682900 -4.97240000 
C    0.29602700  3.27400700 -4.16870300 
O    1.33326000  3.46871000 -5.12113100 
C    2.48600000  2.72757600 -4.74948600 
C    2.17950000  1.23743500 -4.61810400 








H    3.08882800  0.70221200 -4.34230500 
H    3.22954500  2.89323700 -5.53573400 
H    2.89183800  3.10966700 -3.79860700 
H    0.59413700  3.69090400 -3.19319400 
H   -0.57079000  3.83541300 -4.52982900 
C    0.32463600 -3.92364300 -4.17608600 
C    1.75739300 -4.25772100 -4.54699700 
H    2.06786600 -5.19202200 -4.06094200 
H    1.85616400 -4.40437300 -5.63086200 
H    2.47215600 -3.48774800 -4.25024100 
C   -0.64659300 -5.03855800 -4.53770800 
H   -0.63188200 -5.24283000 -5.61692300 
H   -0.38677800 -5.97145300 -4.01984200 
H   -1.67569400 -4.78195200 -4.26163000 
H   -0.89846900 -3.46527900 -2.40240300 
C    3.13478400 -1.22856600 -2.63373400 
H    3.64619500 -1.85693800 -1.89690900 
H    3.30416500 -1.67778000 -3.61913700 
H    3.62225100 -0.25089800 -2.61157800 
C    0.88570500 -0.32759300  2.84327400 
C   -0.60257600 -0.72763900  3.23900000 
H   -0.93826500 -0.07661000  4.05844100 
H   -1.20297700 -0.44797000  2.36910900 
C   -0.93771100 -2.18693400  3.56383100 
C    0.18052200 -3.16290100  3.88775100 
H    0.07586300 -4.16341800  3.46914100 
C    1.60128500 -2.61700900  3.82699700 
H    2.29915900 -3.45369500  3.70786100 
H    1.88535200 -2.11910200  4.76071000 
C    1.71240600 -1.64275100  2.63136400 
H    1.20865500 -2.13008300  1.78693100 
N    3.10582200 -1.40383500  2.12427100 
C    3.55182700 -2.54420300  1.29212800 
H    2.85268900 -2.66247100  0.45888500 
H    3.55873300 -3.48525300  1.86985600 
C    4.95721200 -2.30568000  0.74571100 
O    5.90026200 -2.09245200  1.78627800 
C    5.50169500 -0.98799800  2.58539400 
C    4.11579300 -1.20388600  3.18721400 
H    4.16955800 -2.08127100  3.85200600 
H    3.84831800 -0.34010300  3.79700600 
H    6.24622000 -0.89592400  3.38244700 
H    5.51680500 -0.06322000  1.98656100 
H    4.95277600 -1.44165200  0.06084800 
H    5.29934500 -3.18321000  0.18813500 
C   -0.83741300 -2.80123400  4.95249300 
C   -0.46284500 -1.95379600  6.15390900 
H   -1.35970500 -1.49659100  6.59269900 
H    0.00651300 -2.56758700  6.93430800 
H    0.22619000 -1.14262200  5.91048900 
C   -1.86049700 -3.87616700  5.29047500 
H   -1.47856900 -4.55957900  6.06100900 
H   -2.78923000 -3.43152100  5.67254100 
H   -2.11813700 -4.47767800  4.41128600 
H   -1.74808100 -2.58824800  2.95700500 
C    1.46004100  0.59393600  3.94554300 
H    0.75461200  1.41423900  4.11428700 
H    1.62933500  0.09434000  4.90703200 
H    2.39921000  1.04609700  3.61748700 
C    3.81147500  2.86079000  0.25533000 
C    4.96201600  2.00257100 -0.38983600 
H    5.88549700  2.16221300  0.17856400 
H    4.70314400  0.94807500 -0.23675700 
C    5.22599700  2.25623000 -1.86523900 
C    5.39666400  3.71899800 -2.23318100 
H    4.94265600  4.05905200 -3.16371800 
C    5.19030800  4.66604200 -1.06446200 
H    5.17573800  5.70203000 -1.42357800 
H    6.01652600  4.60603100 -0.34745100 
C    3.84194500  4.32555700 -0.37091900 
H    3.09634000  4.26179700 -1.17094000 
N    3.34714800  5.41816100  0.51494100 
C    2.65224500  6.46193500 -0.25258500 
H    1.85332300  6.00169600 -0.84073900 
H    3.33266000  6.98039700 -0.95553900 
C    2.04724800  7.50787800  0.68093200 
O    3.03289100  8.10829600  1.51053600 
C    3.72736200  7.11900200  2.25592600 
C    4.37041400  6.07460300  1.34486500 
H    5.13022600  6.59195500  0.73278000 
H    4.88728200  5.33563700  1.96064800 
H    4.49680300  7.64796600  2.82763100 
H    3.04159100  6.62901300  2.96706400 
H    1.26344600  7.04156600  1.30124500 
H    1.59430400  8.31952100  0.10266800 
C    6.56603600  2.76476600 -2.38537400 
C    7.80147800  2.84977500 -1.50518800 
H    8.29744100  1.87249000 -1.44056800 
H    8.52290200  3.55804300 -1.93301100 
H    7.59317700  3.17829600 -0.48402900 
C    6.90705800  2.36887700 -3.81523900 
H    7.58551100  3.09854200 -4.27686600 
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H    7.40152500  1.38892300 -3.84579000 
H    6.01052800  2.30753000 -4.44311900 
H    4.66816700  1.62841000 -2.55675400 
C    4.07636300  2.86936600  1.77612600 
H    4.03473100  1.83919300  2.14807300 
H    5.06356000  3.26936700  2.03964400 
H    3.31295600  3.45025900  2.30003600 
C   -3.97371700  1.96932200 -1.40073000 
H   -3.92181600  2.74480500 -2.16792900 
C   -4.76498500  2.48107900 -0.17032700 
H   -4.87281400  1.64868100  0.53585500 
H   -4.15905400  3.24613800  0.32506800 
C   -6.12456100  3.03724500 -0.53499700 
C   -6.23750200  4.28612600 -1.16522700 
C   -7.29778900  2.31646400 -0.27432300 
C   -7.48345800  4.79554200 -1.52917500 
H   -5.34079400  4.87004100 -1.36355000 
C   -8.54792000  2.82340300 -0.63604300 
H   -7.23266400  1.35382500  0.22859600 
C   -8.64410800  4.06384900 -1.26695000 
H   -7.54917800  5.76666800 -2.01274000 
H   -9.44532000  2.24962700 -0.42022600 
H   -9.61566800  4.46115300 -1.54772800
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       G = –3305.089696 





            
Atom     X                  Y                  Z                         Atom     X                  Y                  Z 
 
Li   0.00000000  0.00000000  0.00000000 
O   -0.69437500 -0.98436500  1.60635800 
Li   0.59623000  0.39759700  2.49344900 
Li   2.45156400  0.28682100  0.68121000 
O    2.18815300 -0.73840000  2.47693600 
Li   1.12502100 -1.90205900  1.32148100 
O    1.54579000 -1.09684700 -0.35572700 
O    0.87516600  1.41547500  0.91724200 
C    5.19184900  1.93362900 -0.12056000 
H    5.39692700  1.77529800  0.93891500 
H    5.93045500  1.37026800 -0.71078600 
C    5.14754800  3.40531300 -0.54707200 
H    6.13209000  3.77619600 -0.84771900 
H    4.79409000  4.02595500  0.28189100 
C    4.12081300  3.40839000 -1.70886300 
H    3.38151800  4.20429100 -1.58227700 
H    4.60432800  3.56147900 -2.67857300 
C    3.46432800  2.01029900 -1.63917900 
H    3.80798500  1.36868100 -2.46074700 
H    2.37437900  2.02807700 -1.63587800 
O    3.87710600  1.43147600 -0.38611500 
C    0.47211900  2.74792100  1.06625600 
C    0.02738700  3.33657300 -0.34433900 
H    0.79766200  4.03760300 -0.69449400 
H    0.06602300  2.48320500 -1.02612000 
C   -1.35788300  3.96981300 -0.50186700 
C   -2.11216800  4.43765700  0.73057800 
H   -3.18484600  4.24534700  0.73361500 
C   -1.43908400  4.18680900  2.07288500 
H   -2.19517600  4.22571500  2.86568700 
H   -0.71032900  4.96799700  2.31528500 
C   -0.76206500  2.79717200  2.03437700 
H   -1.48104700  2.11379400  1.56629500 
N   -0.50150300  2.17502800  3.37812600 
C   -1.75454000  1.62240500  3.94419900 
H   -2.16079400  0.87714500  3.25475000 
H   -2.51221900  2.41318700  4.08459800 
C   -1.49463000  0.95617600  5.29266000 
O   -0.92630200  1.86035600  6.22950600 
C    0.28480200  2.39560800  5.71598100 
C    0.06218700  3.10549800  4.38342200 
H   -0.62092300  3.95168000  4.56078800 
H    1.00911200  3.51067100  4.02680600 
H    0.65238900  3.10678600  6.46238300 
H    1.03349000  1.59514200  5.59991300 
H   -0.83146500  0.08703600  5.15914400 
H   -2.43557700  0.60447400  5.72650000 
C   -1.64322100  5.45047700 -0.29636600 
C   -0.52127000  6.42580600  0.00781600 
H   -0.07806200  6.80061200 -0.92441300 
H   -0.89941100  7.29477700  0.56265400 
H    0.28781200  5.98465100  0.59435300 
C   -2.72587900  6.05803800 -1.17654400 
H   -3.18388100  6.93316600 -0.69585500 
H   -2.31375200  6.38631400 -2.14008600 








H   -1.96447700  3.49610700 -1.27145300 
C    1.68369600  3.56368700  1.57537000 
H    2.44226600  3.58719700  0.78804000 
H    1.44523400  4.60105800  1.84170500 
H    2.14272500  3.07593100  2.43920400 
C    3.15315800 -0.78385100  3.50463900 
C    2.48360800 -1.15122500  4.87910400 
H    3.06836800 -0.69771000  5.68810600 
H    1.51035300 -0.64716500  4.90146100 
C    2.30382600 -2.63547700  5.15637300 
C    3.53676100 -3.48642500  4.91142800 
H    3.38719700 -4.45884300  4.44164900 
C    4.72401700 -2.71076200  4.36751900 
H    5.51312100 -3.40742400  4.05912500 
H    5.17049000 -2.06947600  5.13548700 
C    4.26466000 -1.86509600  3.14964500 
H    3.72310000 -2.55435300  2.49462200 
N    5.39086400 -1.35814000  2.31831800 
C    5.80226100 -2.32674700  1.29543900 
H    4.93161600 -2.59251900  0.68712300 
H    6.20438900 -3.25889900  1.74074300 
C    6.87063000 -1.72857200  0.38370900 
O    8.00732500 -1.29130500  1.11663000 
C    7.62641100 -0.34944500  2.10999400 
C    6.58374100 -0.92969500  3.06265200 
H    7.05908900 -1.76697700  3.60438000 
H    6.31030100 -0.17051800  3.80024300 
H    8.53918500 -0.09248600  2.65714400 
H    7.23478000  0.56389900  1.63456000 
H    6.43885100 -0.88692500 -0.18193800 
H    7.23092500 -2.47911500 -0.32710600 
C    2.98674800 -3.34809200  6.31851000 
C    3.73544400 -2.59773500  7.40642700 
H    3.03928400 -2.23651800  8.17461200 
H    4.45496100 -3.26351500  7.90062800 
H    4.29321700 -1.73221700  7.04003600 
C    2.25353400 -4.56729500  6.86056900 
H    2.95258300 -5.27678200  7.32331300 
H    1.51992100 -4.27770900  7.62453100 
H    1.71405900 -5.09986000  6.06887100 
H    1.34528600 -3.05612200  4.86429400 
C    3.75524900  0.62679200  3.67734500 
H    2.95137300  1.33206500  3.91972600 
H    4.49310500  0.68314000  4.48769200 
H    4.23295300  0.95645400  2.75071400 
C    1.71363900 -2.01108000 -1.40406200 
C    2.90793000 -1.52023300 -2.32382100 
H    2.49937500 -0.89328400 -3.12868400 
H    3.47323400 -0.84779400 -1.67398100 
C    3.92524700 -2.52350800 -2.88206400 
C    3.70694100 -4.01470700 -2.69025400 
H    4.58598700 -4.59901300 -2.41939000 
C    2.44017000 -4.43294200 -1.95200300 
H    2.59109500 -5.43270700 -1.52933100 
H    1.58715800 -4.52214400 -2.63299700 
C    2.14034600 -3.40900700 -0.82917200 
H    3.09824300 -3.20109000 -0.33475400 
N    1.27897100 -3.90905200  0.28921200 
C    2.02976100 -4.85052000  1.14910900 
H    2.92925200 -4.35049200  1.52304800 
H    2.35035800 -5.74453900  0.58720400 
C    1.17417500 -5.30335400  2.32871300 
O   -0.02143400 -5.93386400  1.89571800 
C   -0.77063400 -5.05384100  1.06542600 
C    0.03959700 -4.59224800 -0.14280800 
H    0.27157000 -5.47285700 -0.76470900 
H   -0.56665800 -3.91052600 -0.73889200 
H   -1.64710000 -5.61870500  0.73170400 
H   -1.11605900 -4.18309900  1.64291400 
H    0.93820200 -4.44093600  2.97211300 
H    1.71762000 -6.04143500  2.92716300 
C    3.73707000 -3.42603600 -4.09030400 
C    2.49817700 -3.34592400 -4.96183400 
H    2.65551300 -2.62561800 -5.77536600 
H    2.28040800 -4.31803500 -5.42429100 
H    1.60841400 -3.02608700 -4.41944400 
C    4.99286300 -3.72443000 -4.89890900 
H    4.89921700 -4.67775700 -5.43620800 
H    5.17777900 -2.94025900 -5.64517500 
H    5.88030800 -3.79026000 -4.25898400 
H    4.95318200 -2.18349300 -2.75504200 
C    0.39342800 -2.03894600 -2.21445700 
H    0.28885500 -1.09387100 -2.75969100 
H    0.31429500 -2.85299500 -2.94192500 
H   -0.46373700 -2.10567200 -1.54012700 
C   -4.34366500 -1.41490400  0.99365200 
H   -4.71063100 -1.31788100  2.01742900 
C   -5.01125600 -0.37837800  0.08433800 
H   -5.35728500  0.50080800  0.63988500 
H   -5.83419100 -0.78170600 -0.50717100 
O   -3.96085500  0.02815400 -0.80939700 
C   -2.75889500 -0.22628500 -0.22115400 
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O   -1.73347800  0.19327900 -0.74081300 
N   -2.94119600 -0.97083500  0.91512800 
C   -1.37720100 -2.57172400  4.02746900 
H   -1.70812800 -2.26784100  5.03057700 
H   -0.37416000 -2.16617500  3.87265300 
H   -1.29188300 -3.66914300  4.05005200 
C   -4.52016300 -2.87150100  0.49735700 
H   -3.82089700 -3.50098700  1.05682500 
H   -4.21999300 -2.91192200 -0.55714100 
C   -5.93656600 -3.38000300  0.65708500 
C   -6.79908600 -3.48222900 -0.44277700 
C   -8.11347600 -3.92731000 -0.28609700 
C   -8.58734600 -4.27789400  0.97823300 
C   -7.73764100 -4.18489300  2.08307100 
C   -6.42556000 -3.74107400  1.92183600 
H   -5.76772300 -3.68534200  2.78691400 
H   -8.09520900 -4.46442000  3.07058200 
H   -9.60889300 -4.62675100  1.10224900 
H   -8.76385900 -4.00392900 -1.15345700 
H   -6.43346100 -3.22333800 -1.43429700 
C   -2.31513400 -2.09527700  2.95719800 
H   -3.35706300 -2.36350900  3.07683900 
C   -1.91108400 -1.37663600  1.87368500
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       G = –3305.092470 





            
Atom     X                  Y                  Z                         Atom     X                  Y                  Z 
 
Li   0.00000000  0.00000000  0.00000000 
O    0.62365100  1.90691200  0.26903100 
Li  -1.51884600  2.01060700  0.68870600 
Li  -2.24022600  0.44055700 -1.21536400 
O   -1.94737600  2.42998300 -1.09927600 
Li  -0.17673400  1.92701600 -1.67207500 
O   -0.37527800  0.04255800 -1.91303300 
O   -1.77022800  0.13184700  0.65506500 
C   -5.38719900  0.48591200 -1.41785900 
H   -5.65127600 -0.08120200 -0.51937400 
H   -5.22944800  1.53226800 -1.13971300 
C   -6.42749600  0.29732300 -2.52790700 
H   -6.45081400  1.17170400 -3.18910700 
H   -7.43535700  0.14765400 -2.12921700 
C   -5.87802300 -0.92291700 -3.28229200 
H   -6.13062500 -1.85033100 -2.75421700 
H   -6.24923900 -1.00224400 -4.30857700 
C   -4.37479100 -0.66448500 -3.22134300 
H   -4.06092700  0.02776300 -4.01488000 
H   -3.75334300 -1.56028300 -3.26521700 
O   -4.14340300 -0.04393700 -1.93733100 
C   -2.28862300 -0.38631200  1.84858800 
C   -1.67821900 -1.82903400  2.13165100 
H   -2.45525400 -2.58249900  1.94527400 
H   -0.92706800 -1.97768000  1.35364100 
C   -0.99195700 -2.11235700  3.47108000 
C   -1.27585400 -1.21655900  4.66455100 
H   -0.42016400 -0.97600700  5.29496100 
C   -2.20648500 -0.03799100  4.41681100 
H   -2.06098000  0.70695500  5.20787700 
H   -3.25986800 -0.33328900  4.47169300 
C   -1.87805300  0.56365500  3.03031900 
H   -0.78356900  0.60120500  2.95935900 
N   -2.29757300  1.99249100  2.83170700 
C   -1.38454500  2.91619300  3.54516500 
H   -0.36382400  2.76879500  3.17411500 
H   -1.38230000  2.72079200  4.63153300 
C   -1.80084300  4.36936100  3.31965800 
O   -3.13307900  4.61567300  3.74483500 
C   -4.02533200  3.75392700  3.05473200 
C   -3.67474400  2.28870400  3.28744100 
H   -3.78326400  2.08070600  4.36426600 
H   -4.38702800  1.66080100  2.75396700 
H   -5.02719000  3.96706400  3.44051500 
H   -4.01144400  3.98007400  1.97522400 
H   -1.69934100  4.63004300  2.25404900 
H   -1.15853000  5.03932100  3.89916300 
C   -1.70952700 -2.66968800  4.69207900 
C   -3.17382700 -3.06227100  4.62463300 
H   -3.27643800 -4.09415700  4.26347700 
H   -3.63613600 -3.01649000  5.61979800 
H   -3.76191000 -2.42779600  3.95763400 
C   -0.89719200 -3.59207500  5.58965000 








H   -0.94089500 -4.62953100  5.23221400 
H    0.15782000 -3.29675400  5.62023000 
H    0.04053400 -2.43950400  3.36466500 
C   -3.81542100 -0.54196900  1.67079700 
H   -3.99769000 -1.31360800  0.91422600 
H   -4.34730700 -0.83681900  2.58371600 
H   -4.25147300  0.38562800  1.29339300 
C   -2.37226900  3.49462700 -1.90695300 
C   -3.56869500  4.27751900 -1.21690500 
H   -4.43560000  4.26628700 -1.88939900 
H   -3.85185100  3.65780600 -0.36041600 
C   -3.32331300  5.70657500 -0.73112900 
C   -2.32910800  6.56562800 -1.49688100 
H   -1.68978800  7.21092800 -0.89470400 
C   -1.59414800  5.86495300 -2.63111100 
H   -0.72218800  6.46159300 -2.92355400 
H   -2.21516600  5.77275000 -3.52908800 
C   -1.16229800  4.47365800 -2.11482400 
H   -0.78721500  4.63421900 -1.09879900 
N   -0.00385100  3.83907300 -2.82876000 
C    1.28146200  4.40611900 -2.35777600 
H    1.36465200  4.24947900 -1.27953100 
H    1.33637800  5.49142300 -2.55380000 
C    2.45991100  3.72305500 -3.04687700 
O    2.39100700  3.83788200 -4.46023000 
C    1.16827600  3.29611900 -4.94029200 
C   -0.03719700  3.98069700 -4.30242600 
H   -0.01865800  5.04324800 -4.59459900 
H   -0.95180400  3.54076000 -4.69995400 
H    1.16134800  3.45778200 -6.02270300 
H    1.13250700  2.21195700 -4.75040500 
H    2.49692100  2.65997600 -2.75469900 
H    3.39908400  4.19467000 -2.74113400 
C   -3.79792100  6.93331700 -1.50364400 
C   -4.64397200  6.79213300 -2.75630300 
H   -5.70479300  6.68332000 -2.49449500 
H   -4.55147000  7.68790200 -3.38417800 
H   -4.37167500  5.93133500 -3.37281100 
C   -4.18736500  8.14390600 -0.66763700 
H   -4.07103500  9.07432800 -1.23935000 
H   -5.23526600  8.08015300 -0.34602400 
H   -3.56863500  8.22685700  0.23302500 
H   -3.32308900  5.82627900  0.35150200 
C   -2.91087900  2.91980300 -3.23776900 
H   -3.81407200  2.33894300 -3.02748900 
H   -3.17513600  3.69347400 -3.97130300 
H   -2.18788600  2.23362600 -3.68793000 
C    0.08141600 -0.85945700 -2.89742200 
C    1.58136200 -0.57211100 -3.25201300 
H    1.78871400 -0.96610900 -4.25373800 
H    1.68930300  0.51569300 -3.33337600 
C    2.58777500 -1.13043400 -2.26214400 
C    2.39216700 -2.59788600 -1.92984400 
H    2.51445800 -2.88654200 -0.88695800 
C    1.19075300 -3.22957900 -2.61436300 
H    1.02432900 -4.23892300 -2.21831500 
H    1.35893200 -3.34872000 -3.69037600 
C   -0.05973500 -2.34839800 -2.34673700 
H   -0.08673300 -2.20713100 -1.26218600 
N   -1.35095500 -3.01910300 -2.66804500 
C   -1.85804600 -3.80062200 -1.53259200 
H   -1.94157600 -3.14348600 -0.66088600 
H   -1.17869500 -4.63395400 -1.26511300 
C   -3.23287500 -4.38457200 -1.84880100 
O   -3.21298600 -5.18456200 -3.02390200 
C   -2.73400300 -4.43438000 -4.13070700 
C   -1.33961000 -3.87026800 -3.86501500 
H   -0.64899600 -4.72573800 -3.76018500 
H   -1.01703800 -3.28752800 -4.73279300 
H   -2.70969800 -5.12264500 -4.98185700 
H   -3.43554900 -3.61593900 -4.36617400 
H   -3.96552800 -3.56753200 -1.96286200 
H   -3.56679400 -5.03759000 -1.03619700 
C    3.65465300 -2.15054200 -2.64391200 
C    3.94596200 -2.51972600 -4.08855800 
H    4.62626100 -1.78800400 -4.54436900 
H    4.43696700 -3.50061600 -4.13832900 
H    3.05483800 -2.57213100 -4.71895300 
C    4.91488900 -2.13697300 -1.78988000 
H    5.40336800 -3.12064500 -1.79131700 
H    5.64262300 -1.40800000 -2.17483100 
H    4.68871000 -1.87984300 -0.74952500 
H    2.84457000 -0.46736300 -1.43947400 
C   -0.71850200 -0.63209800 -4.19473000 
H   -0.58991200  0.41016500 -4.51187300 
H   -0.38106300 -1.26969600 -5.02171600 
H   -1.78087600 -0.81463900 -4.03081500 
C    4.11950200  1.50863800  1.32740300 
H    4.29286600  2.26432700  2.09612300 
C    4.64065400  0.14664100  1.82012300 
H    4.77547100  0.12306200  2.90672300 
H    5.56783400 -0.16274700  1.33542700 
		 355 
O    3.60890900 -0.79358400  1.47294200 
C    2.45077800 -0.11940900  1.22842800 
O    1.40485800 -0.73698400  1.06847400 
N    2.68211900  1.22384700  1.19483700 
C    1.08900000  4.70511800  1.36534000 
H    0.83341300  5.14940500  2.33705800 
H    0.15353800  4.48213900  0.84553500 
H    1.60049800  5.49696400  0.79628300 
C    4.73851700  1.99127900 -0.00404100 
H    4.14881300  2.85273300 -0.33717200 
H    4.61678900  1.20218500 -0.75516400 
C    6.19687800  2.37063300  0.13347300 
C    7.21261800  1.53391700 -0.34808600 
C    8.55771700  1.87536100 -0.19146800 
C    8.90836000  3.06269200  0.45156000 
C    7.90596100  3.90834900  0.93264300 
C    6.56403000  3.56427200  0.77347900 
H    5.78901600  4.23431000  1.14064200 
H    8.16972100  4.83965700  1.42703800 
H    9.95432100  3.33120400  0.57229000 
H    9.32986700  1.21472700 -0.57686100 
H    6.94705700  0.61244700 -0.86195600 
C    1.93469300  3.47580600  1.52350200 
H    2.82471800  3.58861400  2.13234600 
C    1.66249300  2.25981800  0.97680900
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       G = –3305.086186 





            
Atom     X                  Y                  Z                         Atom     X                  Y                  Z 
 
Li   0.00000000  0.00000000  0.00000000 
O    0.88454100 -0.19912600  1.81434400 
Li  -0.70400600 -1.44939800  1.97803500 
Li  -2.44149600  0.08608800  0.77621200 
O   -1.95706700 -0.15519900  2.70201100 
Li  -0.59611600  1.17942100  2.22263100 
O   -1.11922300  1.46739900  0.42320500 
O   -1.32689200 -1.44863300  0.13052800 
C   -5.26501600  0.52466200 -0.69361100 
H   -4.93887400  1.11734200 -1.56038700 
H   -5.15827300 -0.53508700 -0.92600900 
C   -6.68103900  0.93909100 -0.23413900 
H   -7.30068500  0.06485500 -0.01402800 
H   -7.19144900  1.51388400 -1.01282400 
C   -6.43023200  1.78299600  1.04390900 
H   -6.96816900  2.73580600  1.03661800 
H   -6.73807100  1.23135800  1.93769200 
C   -4.90989700  1.98035500  1.04471200 
H   -4.46441600  2.04622600  2.03818600 
H   -4.61693800  2.86325300  0.46029300 
O   -4.39290700  0.79672800  0.41690500 
C   -1.58177500 -2.21991900 -1.02825800 
C   -0.25260000 -2.78289800 -1.63438600 
H   -0.44046900 -3.05888600 -2.67847000 
H    0.47198300 -1.96570700 -1.67188900 
C    0.32228800 -3.97369800 -0.88783900 
C   -0.66889100 -5.10443100 -0.67244600 
H   -0.65618600 -5.61565600  0.28996500 
C   -2.06312000 -4.80441200 -1.20158300 
H   -2.75881300 -5.59468400 -0.89264200 
H   -2.07725300 -4.80000100 -2.29643900 
C   -2.54124600 -3.43437100 -0.64577200 
H   -2.41876000 -3.49168800  0.43891500 
N   -3.99905300 -3.18966700 -0.84210900 
C   -4.80452200 -3.77981100  0.23417500 
H   -4.45339900 -3.39052800  1.19637700 
H   -4.71804400 -4.88406600  0.26335000 
C   -6.27950800 -3.41995100  0.06796500 
O   -6.78491600 -3.82465300 -1.19607600 
C   -6.01910900 -3.25080700 -2.24693500 
C   -4.54408100 -3.62895700 -2.13439800 
H   -4.47231800 -4.72321400 -2.26650400 
H   -3.98771500 -3.15859400 -2.94963100 
H   -6.44085800 -3.63614600 -3.18069900 
H   -6.13092600 -2.15387800 -2.24128600 
H   -6.41038200 -2.33193600  0.19593100 
H   -6.88535500 -3.93234900  0.82224300 
C    0.55535500 -5.32800000 -1.54383200 
C    0.45703900 -5.53739100 -3.04521500 
H    1.39692400 -5.25196200 -3.53536800 
H    0.27521600 -6.59650600 -3.27065500 
H   -0.34286300 -4.96245200 -3.51751600 
C    1.65320500 -6.17764400 -0.91816500 
H    1.47345900 -7.24767700 -1.08835200 
H    2.63321500 -5.93405700 -1.35020300 








H    0.99909100 -3.72931800 -0.06985900 
C   -2.18366400 -1.29910500 -2.11074900 
H   -1.48291200 -0.47969300 -2.31059700 
H   -2.35892000 -1.81435800 -3.06342700 
H   -3.12899100 -0.86782000 -1.77639600 
C   -2.62754500 -0.67692700  3.82062100 
C   -4.17613200 -0.36644700  3.67751600 
H   -4.38462800  0.60747000  4.14394600 
H   -4.31353500 -0.22629400  2.60378400 
C   -5.23019800 -1.39988800  4.09416900 
C   -4.80334200 -2.68903900  4.77502800 
H   -5.29980100 -3.59886400  4.43870200 
C   -3.31106300 -2.86289100  5.03234000 
H   -3.09354500 -3.93270600  5.12186600 
H   -3.01108400 -2.41958800  5.98732000 
C   -2.50610600 -2.24701400  3.85998700 
H   -3.00715700 -2.56769500  2.93632300 
N   -1.11467000 -2.77462500  3.69516600 
C   -1.12710700 -4.17356400  3.21303000 
H   -1.69558700 -4.22389100  2.27964800 
H   -1.60848100 -4.84941800  3.94011300 
C    0.29599800 -4.67075300  2.97063800 
O    1.08036300 -4.60513700  4.15034900 
C    1.11854600 -3.26801400  4.63379700 
C   -0.28344700 -2.73383900  4.91775400 
H   -0.73283000 -3.34469700  5.71852800 
H   -0.20778600 -1.70941800  5.27731300 
H    1.70367200 -3.29030400  5.55857000 
H    1.63300200 -2.61571300  3.91033600 
H    0.76649300 -4.07761600  2.16934900 
H    0.28117200 -5.72049900  2.66166200 
C   -5.70132800 -1.70542400  5.50638900 
C   -5.22744400 -0.90239900  6.70298900 
H   -5.88400300 -0.03633800  6.85916300 
H   -5.26312200 -1.50743100  7.61883400 
H   -4.21261300 -0.52024500  6.59489800 
C   -7.15927300 -2.12629400  5.64022600 
H   -7.31095200 -2.74446400  6.53518000 
H   -7.81616500 -1.25049700  5.72744300 
H   -7.49492000 -2.70844600  4.77434900 
H   -6.01602500 -1.50731300  3.34614300 
C   -2.06615700  0.02945600  5.07884900 
H   -2.43712000  1.06027500  5.10396400 
H   -2.33232000 -0.43679800  6.03224000 
H   -0.97691500  0.07956800  5.02937300 
C   -0.97514800  2.78720300 -0.02438200 
C   -1.95464200  3.02402900 -1.24974900 
H   -1.38291300  2.93554200 -2.18356200 
H   -2.62075300  2.15833400 -1.22538900 
C   -2.84639000  4.26951800 -1.28848500 
C   -2.61686400  5.40087600 -0.29970000 
H   -3.51006400  5.85262400  0.13122900 
C   -1.47144300  5.23227900  0.69166300 
H   -1.65504400  5.87953800  1.55757200 
H   -0.52037000  5.56741100  0.26395200 
C   -1.37711100  3.75521500  1.13839500 
H   -2.39384900  3.43968000  1.40041100 
N   -0.58847000  3.52071300  2.39554100 
C   -1.40556600  3.81592500  3.59259300 
H   -2.29745100  3.17906000  3.57640000 
H   -1.73970400  4.86878300  3.60460100 
C   -0.61370900  3.54017700  4.87001400 
O    0.58660500  4.29536200  4.92460600 
C    1.39420800  4.01621200  3.78736700 
C    0.65237700  4.32344700  2.49216900 
H    0.42656400  5.40185800  2.47831700 
H    1.30075600  4.10508700  1.64339700 
H    2.27991700  4.65332400  3.87316000 
H    1.71830600  2.96444300  3.79603600 
H   -0.38408400  2.46566500  4.94043600 
H   -1.20287900  3.82316500  5.74813500 
C   -2.42912600  5.64326200 -1.78713800 
C   -1.05888600  5.87835300 -2.39471900 
H   -1.08653100  5.68733200 -3.47538700 
H   -0.74225400  6.92049700 -2.25428000 
H   -0.28412300  5.23465100 -1.97577700 
C   -3.51467800  6.46677700 -2.46661800 
H   -3.30105500  7.54145600 -2.39172400 
H   -3.58961900  6.21723000 -3.53339700 
H   -4.49806100  6.29196400 -2.01479600 
H   -3.89067500  4.03650400 -1.49669000 
C    0.48737800  2.97681900 -0.49305600 
H    0.65949700  2.37288100 -1.39012800 
H    0.75032000  4.01330200 -0.73404700 
H    1.18187100  2.61215700  0.26900500 
C    4.43358500 -1.02208200  1.06383300 
H    4.57713900 -1.65196200  1.94433000 
C    4.58551000 -1.81822800 -0.23458700 
H    4.30693400 -2.87123100 -0.11422900 
H    5.57716600 -1.74679300 -0.68272600 
O    3.63872900 -1.19064300 -1.12291800 
C    2.66594800 -0.60508300 -0.37113100 
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O    1.67497900 -0.13145800 -0.91253000 
N    3.01544200 -0.63957700  0.95157200 
C    2.05577800  0.24515100  4.55640100 
H    2.16518500 -0.55263800  5.30705900 
H    0.98623700  0.38585700  4.38217200 
H    2.43836100  1.16110600  5.02811700 
C    5.37683700  0.20925400  1.10933100 
H    5.04053500  0.87444200  1.91027100 
H    5.25795300  0.76082600  0.16870500 
C    6.82827600 -0.17052700  1.31084600 
C    7.74563100 -0.11558500  0.25284100 
C    9.07898000 -0.48781800  0.43747300 
C    9.51681200 -0.92395400  1.68805900 
C    8.61429800 -0.98116600  2.75271300 
C    7.28428500 -0.60702800  2.56417300 
H    6.59271600 -0.64550700  3.40357500 
H    8.94780300 -1.31270400  3.73255300 
H    10.5540160 -1.21268700  1.83471600 
H    9.77444300 -0.43276000 -0.39588900 
H    7.41464800  0.23396800 -0.72287600 
C    2.77393700 -0.07310900  3.27836100 
H    3.85092100 -0.15733500  3.34944600 
C    2.16432500 -0.26656600  2.07736600
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       G = –3305.095949 





            
Atom     X                  Y                  Z                         Atom     X                  Y                  Z 
 
Li   0.00000000  0.00000000  0.00000000 
O    0.64749000 -1.06656600 -1.59806100 
Li  -0.42351500  0.40046100 -2.56696500 
Li  -2.36204200  0.31572800 -0.89991600 
O   -2.06537700 -0.65782500 -2.58093100 
Li  -1.15871200 -1.86606900 -1.38773100 
O   -1.61934300 -1.03953100  0.29735200 
O   -0.76152900  1.47091600 -0.97066600 
C    0.34392400  0.86565000 -5.60308300 
H   -0.04170000 -0.14662300 -5.75077800 
H   -0.40879500  1.58596500 -5.94790200 
C    1.69619300  1.10837500 -6.27753500 
H    1.58898900  1.46450900 -7.30661100 
H    2.28705500  0.18512900 -6.29541000 
C    2.34157700  2.13746800 -5.33734300 
H    3.43221700  2.17312400 -5.41855200 
H    1.95155500  3.14174900 -5.54159300 
C    1.87250600  1.65085900 -3.96595900 
H    1.76004600  2.44753500 -3.22705400 
H    2.53109000  0.86715900 -3.57018400 
O    0.56282900  1.07089300 -4.19022900 
C   -3.18996900 -0.54640600 -3.41252600 
C   -3.15654500 -1.67091500 -4.53581000 
H   -3.07758600 -1.18779400 -5.51826300 
H   -2.20401100 -2.18627700 -4.38735600 
C   -4.26936500 -2.71986500 -4.57719500 
C   -5.63225100 -2.36641800 -4.00558300 
H   -6.14231900 -3.15435500 -3.45150000 
C   -5.75274200 -0.98887900 -3.37056200 
H   -6.64470300 -0.96369900 -2.73386000 
H   -5.89770600 -0.20692700 -4.12399400 
C   -4.48185500 -0.71225400 -2.53505700 
H   -4.28802500 -1.62469300 -1.95844700 
N   -4.62859300  0.35378100 -1.48786400 
C   -5.30053700 -0.18552800 -0.28410700 
H   -4.71311900 -1.02365700  0.10167000 
H   -6.31321300 -0.55768500 -0.52127000 
C   -5.42002100  0.88557700  0.79748800 
O   -6.14705900  2.01665000  0.34093100 
C   -5.52142600  2.56667100 -0.80907200 
C   -5.40287000  1.53821600 -1.92974000 
H   -6.42367300  1.25120900 -2.22911400 
H   -4.92017900  2.00091700 -2.79049600 
H   -6.14912800  3.40176900 -1.13548600 
H   -4.52750100  2.96121200 -0.54810100 
H   -4.41604300  1.19383900  1.13328500 
H   -5.96483100  0.49108200  1.66072400 
C   -5.48249700 -2.61341900 -5.49319100 
C   -5.60167200 -1.48165500 -6.49756500 
H   -5.09051800 -1.74438300 -7.43304000 
H   -6.65479700 -1.28996500 -6.74154400 








C   -6.05030900 -3.92492100 -6.01573000 
H   -7.11619600 -3.82573200 -6.26076600 
H   -5.52846000 -4.24580100 -6.92698200 
H   -5.95333400 -4.72874300 -5.27685100 
H   -3.93202200 -3.74061700 -4.40512600 
C   -3.13963600  0.82108000 -4.13216900 
H   -2.28597400  0.82961300 -4.81656600 
H   -4.03654900  1.03350400 -4.72873700 
H   -2.98780700  1.63472600 -3.41863000 
C   -0.61176500  2.84658100 -0.67836600 
C   -1.57350200  3.21864000  0.48897400 
H   -1.55571000  4.30377200  0.65257900 
H   -2.59514800  2.97924500  0.17025100 
C   -1.22448700  2.46167000  1.75858300 
C    0.22759800  2.61441700  2.18052500 
H    0.75153300  1.72200600  2.51717700 
C    1.04015200  3.52426200  1.27479600 
H    2.09810400  3.48793800  1.56145500 
H    0.72936900  4.56476100  1.40998800 
C    0.90346600  3.12893900 -0.22393000 
H    1.38176100  2.15340300 -0.33504800 
N    1.69158400  4.02200200 -1.11877700 
C    3.12774600  3.72218200 -1.10822700 
H    3.27352600  2.65130600 -1.29448100 
H    3.60084800  3.95654200 -0.13575900 
C    3.84201100  4.52641400 -2.19620700 
O    3.63138000  5.92269800 -2.04726600 
C    2.24060700  6.22225700 -2.03554300 
C    1.52587700  5.46654200 -0.91785100 
H    1.95155900  5.80714600  0.04311100 
H    0.46428200  5.72703200 -0.92009600 
H    2.16173400  7.30375000 -1.88573800 
H    1.78776200  5.96305200 -3.00701800 
H    3.48975700  4.20006700 -3.18953800 
H    4.92460300  4.37014900 -2.14166200 
C   -0.88537900  3.12040200  3.08530000 
C   -1.11643200  4.59970800  3.34323100 
H   -2.14659900  4.77193500  3.68204400 
H   -0.44535300  4.96197400  4.13346500 
H   -0.95591000  5.22985000  2.46493900 
C   -1.15263500  2.27506100  4.32312800 
H   -0.49790300  2.57265200  5.15333100 
H   -2.19137400  2.38661200  4.66253500 
H   -0.97938700  1.21061600  4.12835300 
H   -1.65344500  1.46417100  1.82547500 
C   -1.03369200  3.65069100 -1.92286400 
H   -2.04265800  3.33148700 -2.20850200 
H   -1.06842700  4.73335100 -1.75687300 
H   -0.36336400  3.45602600 -2.76384700 
C   -1.78811000 -2.01926800  1.28734200 
C   -2.74756100 -1.47189000  2.43051400 
H   -2.14302700 -1.22854700  3.31405200 
H   -3.10543600 -0.51233500  2.05048700 
C   -3.97390900 -2.28862900  2.85051500 
C   -4.05844100 -3.76337600  2.49295100 
H   -5.03655300 -4.12409800  2.17568300 
C   -2.89999300 -4.33476200  1.68625500 
H   -3.23073100 -5.25416800  1.18932100 
H   -2.06217300 -4.62478000  2.32933100 
C   -2.45155600 -3.28782900  0.64157400 
H   -3.36881100 -2.89693400  0.18321600 
N   -1.68188500 -3.83744100 -0.52435900 
C   -2.58474100 -4.49000100 -1.49855100 
H   -3.34260400 -3.76865000 -1.82126700 
H   -3.10586800 -5.35311300 -1.04871000 
C   -1.80041900 -4.97201400 -2.71777700 
O   -0.76430200 -5.87452800 -2.36141500 
C    0.11590400 -5.27147100 -1.42067400 
C   -0.63319500 -4.82067100 -0.17036400 
H   -1.07335800 -5.71078600  0.30819300 
H    0.07092200 -4.37683400  0.53260600 
H    0.85681000 -6.03384000 -1.15980700 
H    0.63856900 -4.41613500 -1.87827400 
H   -1.37888700 -4.10695700 -3.25504300 
H   -2.46175200 -5.51291700 -3.40170100 
C   -3.96728200 -3.34343600  3.94748000 
C   -2.72037700 -3.60411500  4.77176700 
H   -2.68241700 -2.92413900  5.63277600 
H   -2.72062000 -4.62991800  5.16355900 
H   -1.79460900 -3.46374100  4.21011100 
C   -5.24648700 -3.47804400  4.76136400 
H   -5.34130600 -4.48685200  5.18504000 
H   -5.26095500 -2.76479300  5.59606800 
H   -6.13612200 -3.29055200  4.14903300 
H   -4.91008900 -1.73547200  2.78062100 
C   -0.40584100 -2.31070400  1.91979500 
H   -0.06663700 -1.42087900  2.46089500 
H   -0.40889700 -3.14699200  2.62935900 
H    0.34052700 -2.51183500  1.14725500 
C    4.16990800 -2.03183900 -0.93204900 
H    4.61446600 -1.93921100 -1.92519600 
C    4.94452300 -1.18115200  0.08106100 
		 361 
H    5.47576400 -0.34941800 -0.39602000 
H    5.64357200 -1.75508100  0.69077500 
O    3.92516900 -0.64145500  0.93880800 
C    2.73695100 -0.64925800  0.27080500 
O    1.77105000 -0.07306100  0.75273100 
N    2.86071700 -1.35977300 -0.89398600 
C    1.18987100 -2.47851300 -4.16178100 
H    1.56491800 -2.10417500 -5.12593200 
H    0.22687700 -1.99615200 -3.97153300 
H    1.00436900 -3.55453500 -4.30302400 
C    4.06553000 -3.52522300 -0.53650600 
H    3.30918000 -3.98459200 -1.18107100 
H    3.69315400 -3.58070900  0.49392000 
C    5.38314700 -4.25925900 -0.65753700 
C    6.15034400 -4.56447200  0.47490600 
C    7.38038800 -5.21496300  0.35561900 
C    7.86376200 -5.57169800 -0.90342500 
C    7.10751500 -5.27829300 -2.04064200 
C    5.87937200 -4.62939400 -1.91688000 
H    5.29157400 -4.41702200 -2.80777000 
H    7.47180000 -5.56089500 -3.02487000 
H    8.81940000 -6.07992200 -0.99887800 
H    7.95691600 -5.44602000  1.24744700 
H    5.77457600 -4.30112000  1.46149200 
C    2.15859600 -2.20803600 -3.04540600 
H    3.17200500 -2.56359300 -3.18809600 
C    1.81850500 -1.55334500 -1.90131000
		 362 
	





       G = –3305.080315 





            
Atom     X                  Y                  Z                         Atom     X                  Y                  Z 
 
Li   0.00000000  0.00000000  0.00000000 
O   -0.78578900  1.83284800 -0.47354500 
Li   1.31827400  2.33608200 -0.08078900 
Li   1.33135800  0.81223100  2.00531900 
O    0.94299800  2.69397400  1.76927400 
Li  -0.84416700  1.92307200  1.56802400 
O   -0.43635900  0.09157400  1.90320500 
O    1.87893300  0.47255100  0.11056100 
C    3.93194100  3.84867400 -0.82106900 
H    3.99227500  3.91856900  0.26768400 
H    4.47313500  2.95690500 -1.15273000 
C    4.41383800  5.11278900 -1.53526000 
H    5.48540000  5.07986700 -1.75428300 
H    4.21983800  6.00241700 -0.92493000 
C    3.53638400  5.12667900 -2.79606200 
H    3.43854100  6.11919600 -3.24635800 
H    3.94360000  4.44960600 -3.55516000 
C    2.20414500  4.60200700 -2.25943500 
H    1.61164900  4.05706900 -2.99947400 
H    1.59383400  5.41799000 -1.85540300 
O    2.53353800  3.69096300 -1.18560000 
C   -0.84551100 -0.88221900  2.82705700 
C   -1.87899300 -1.89221600  2.16802100 
H   -2.76144400 -1.95897200  2.81519000 
H   -2.21551300 -1.40463700  1.24985500 
C   -1.39780500 -3.30099500  1.83203000 
C   -0.42690400 -3.95322700  2.80319400 
H    0.37403700 -4.54669100  2.36206700 
C    0.03670100 -3.05270200  3.93927300 
H    0.89832900 -3.50719500  4.44211900 
H   -0.73294200 -2.92959100  4.71000300 
C    0.41658900 -1.68564000  3.31517500 
H    0.93595600 -1.92146800  2.37870400 
N    1.41509900 -0.87684000  4.07925800 
C    2.77501300 -1.43484100  3.94483900 
H    3.02985300 -1.51299000  2.88479300 
H    2.84805700 -2.44812000  4.38006500 
C    3.79737600 -0.54165200  4.64270400 
O    3.51025700 -0.40208600  6.02557400 
C    2.20016400  0.11797700  6.20397800 
C    1.14461100 -0.75402300  5.52670900 
H    1.15410300 -1.74374600  6.01582000 
H    0.16311400 -0.31196400  5.69180400 
H    2.02461200  0.14893100  7.28405900 
H    2.14545000  1.14532600  5.81097500 
H    3.81912900  0.45042000  4.15839200 
H    4.79703600 -0.98211000  4.57362600 
C   -1.82110300 -4.52206200  2.64420100 
C   -2.85503600 -4.41881500  3.75121800 
H   -3.87093400 -4.45347500  3.33579900 
H   -2.75567300 -5.26174700  4.44775100 
H   -2.77454000 -3.50017200  4.33797100 
C   -1.92031000 -5.83125500  1.87450800 








H   -2.90972400 -5.94106300  1.41100900 
H   -1.17290800 -5.88521500  1.07475400 
H   -1.22910200 -3.48740700  0.77342500 
C   -1.61463200 -0.18405600  3.96968700 
H   -2.55168400  0.21031500  3.55901300 
H   -1.87914200 -0.86060900  4.79302600 
H   -1.04983300  0.66111200  4.37151200 
C    3.06251100 -0.16769300 -0.32857600 
C    2.94469000 -1.70679600 -0.11989900 
H    3.87141200 -2.19211200 -0.45354600 
H    2.86601200 -1.91360500  0.95284500 
C    1.73103900 -2.26638900 -0.83765400 
C    1.60067900 -1.84077600 -2.28763000 
H    0.60704600 -1.55034400 -2.61755300 
C    2.74478200 -0.99916600 -2.83139500 
H    2.43899300 -0.54422200 -3.78094200 
H    3.58356900 -1.65335000 -3.08605600 
C    3.26653600  0.13015100 -1.88222000 
H    2.64876200  1.01740700 -2.04568800 
N    4.63771800  0.57163300 -2.26850400 
C    4.67050100  1.30323000 -3.53821400 
H    3.89890600  2.08190800 -3.52135000 
H    4.46549200  0.65118700 -4.40805400 
C    6.04472900  1.94587200 -3.73460500 
O    7.08537500  0.98085700 -3.69897300 
C    7.04755800  0.24070600 -2.48463100 
C    5.69472400 -0.44502600 -2.29970700 
H    5.57028500 -1.16497200 -3.12894200 
H    5.69880600 -1.01576300 -1.36780200 
H    7.85156300 -0.49893900 -2.55256100 
H    7.24618400  0.90551200 -1.62774000 
H    6.21232400  2.70670200 -2.95257500 
H    6.10861400  2.43160800 -4.71413800 
C    1.76983700 -3.31350300 -1.93718000 
C    3.03456200 -4.08415000 -2.27341200 
H    3.11418700 -4.97791000 -1.64064500 
H    3.01570500 -4.42282100 -3.31805800 
H    3.95245200 -3.50726100 -2.13337200 
C    0.51614200 -4.16619100 -2.07693700 
H    0.41530100 -4.55114300 -3.10103000 
H    0.54895200 -5.03236300 -1.40140000 
H   -0.38573900 -3.59016400 -1.84528300 
H    0.81789700 -2.26977500 -0.24699500 
C    4.22573700  0.35809300  0.53807000 
H    3.96523600  0.20025800  1.59206900 
H    5.18235800 -0.14430200  0.36309300 
H    4.37575500  1.42857000  0.38995100 
C    0.84284600  3.78893900  2.64220800 
C    2.08345000  4.76067100  2.50700200 
H    2.42880900  5.02758500  3.51230900 
H    2.88438100  4.15296000  2.07576500 
C    1.89399100  6.03576400  1.69128200 
C    0.57456500  6.76922800  1.87330200 
H    0.12841600  7.19632300  0.97493600 
C   -0.42999700  6.05159400  2.76475400 
H   -1.41360400  6.52588800  2.66834200 
H   -0.16183200  6.11601300  3.82546900 
C   -0.46870500  4.57821700  2.28846200 
H   -0.44150000  4.62211700  1.19515900 
N   -1.72690400  3.81808300  2.58000400 
C   -2.79975100  4.19668800  1.63058600 
H   -2.46629000  3.98373000  0.61061100 
H   -3.03213200  5.27427500  1.69630300 
C   -4.07782100  3.41077100  1.91242300 
O   -4.54744300  3.62179900  3.23406100 
C   -3.54664900  3.24166600  4.16765500 
C   -2.25169800  4.01947600  3.95048900 
H   -2.46428300  5.08539000  4.13360300 
H   -1.51245700  3.69600500  4.68297000 
H   -3.94895400  3.45856700  5.16209000 
H   -3.35657800  2.16036400  4.09604300 
H   -3.90055600  2.33423000  1.74322800 
H   -4.87729700  3.73758300  1.24057500 
C    1.86158900  7.42045800  2.33321400 
C    2.17029300  7.62540500  3.80593700 
H    3.25451500  7.66814800  3.97325300 
H    1.74566000  8.57594600  4.15390900 
H    1.77119900  6.83706400  4.44899100 
C    2.36984800  8.56538000  1.46827700 
H    1.91485300  9.51962700  1.76524100 
H    3.45876900  8.67458100  1.55911400 
H    2.13841200  8.40349600  0.40888400 
H    2.29407700  6.00406200  0.67979900 
C    0.87982000  3.26257300  4.09331400 
H    1.87309500  2.83655700  4.27803000 
H    0.71392900  4.04560600  4.84503000 
H    0.15016000  2.46261000  4.24281300 
C   -3.86735000  1.11252700 -2.37968500 
H   -3.83966600  1.77694500 -3.24597600 
C   -4.16325300 -0.32429300 -2.84109600 
H   -3.95670300 -0.46758600 -3.90747200 
H   -5.18349900 -0.64650100 -2.62644000 
		 364 
O   -3.25604800 -1.14550800 -2.08916400 
C   -2.23835700 -0.37194500 -1.62306200 
O   -1.25401900 -0.90184500 -1.12441100 
N   -2.51866600  0.95006700 -1.81057900 
C   -1.19264200  4.54532900 -1.76803700 
H   -0.72103300  4.96362500 -2.66817000 
H   -0.41304300  4.41754200 -1.01277500 
H   -1.88495300  5.31878800 -1.40013800 
C   -4.87254800  1.66379600 -1.34415700 
H   -4.45099200  2.59518500 -0.95239300 
H   -4.93587600  0.95608500 -0.50856700 
C   -6.24554400  1.91194000 -1.92966600 
C   -7.32019300  1.05846700 -1.64618000 
C   -8.57953900  1.27822700 -2.20835000 
C   -8.78378100  2.35849800 -3.06695200 
C   -7.72230400  3.21938400 -3.35604000 
C   -6.46690700  2.99743100 -2.79109300 
H   -5.64959400  3.68121600 -3.01185300 
H   -7.87412700  4.06861400 -4.01715500 
H   -9.76332400  2.53279900 -3.50370300 
H   -9.40048800  0.60694500 -1.97059800 
H   -7.17248900  0.22041700 -0.96831000 
C   -1.89037900  3.25014100 -2.05991600 
H   -2.62471300  3.27858600 -2.85652200 
C   -1.65686400  2.07357000 -1.41836000
		 365 
	





       G = –3305.083778 





            
Atom     X                  Y                  Z                         Atom     X                  Y                  Z 
 
Li   0.00000000  0.00000000  0.00000000 
O   -0.89013200 -0.02504800 -1.80358100 
Li   0.34002100 -1.77663400 -1.92109000 
Li   2.33091700 -0.65986800 -0.72705000 
O    1.88026400 -0.77090700 -2.65004200 
Li   0.84626500  0.89301000 -2.18363700 
O    1.54782700  1.08158300 -0.42162000 
O    0.87280100 -1.73380200 -0.07915900 
C   -1.40031700 -4.38420000 -1.91087400 
H   -0.54583600 -4.91875300 -1.48850300 
H   -2.03483200 -4.03346700 -1.08716400 
C   -2.19922000 -5.20763800 -2.92345500 
H   -2.98983000 -5.79686000 -2.44900400 
H   -1.54007800 -5.89620200 -3.46459300 
C   -2.72877000 -4.12099100 -3.87091500 
H   -2.99945600 -4.50273200 -4.85991300 
H   -3.61219000 -3.63328200 -3.44121900 
C   -1.55466900 -3.14266200 -3.92463200 
H   -1.86134800 -2.10636300 -4.06702200 
H   -0.82902100 -3.42219000 -4.69763300 
O   -0.90314500 -3.23850500 -2.63471800 
C    1.09932200 -2.36695400  1.15389200 
C   -0.05613300 -3.41062200  1.46966000 
H   -0.51504400 -3.14569200  2.42955300 
H   -0.82425000 -3.21546200  0.71685700 
C    0.27808200 -4.90198400  1.46716300 
C    1.67716900 -5.32308700  1.88297300 
H    2.12422100 -6.14138800  1.31840600 
C    2.64049500 -4.18463200  2.18315000 
H    3.66586300 -4.57188300  2.20031400 
H    2.46442900 -3.75341200  3.17487500 
C    2.47925200 -3.10797000  1.08408500 
H    2.42663600 -3.64540700  0.12888400 
N    3.65094600 -2.18744500  0.92058700 
C    4.72898700 -2.85528100  0.16365000 
H    4.33937000 -3.16636600 -0.81090200 
H    5.09142500 -3.76020300  0.68429000 
C    5.91264900 -1.91441200 -0.04452800 
O    6.44441900 -1.45579900  1.18789800 
C    5.43191500 -0.79386800  1.93314000 
C    4.23882900 -1.70922400  2.19279100 
H    4.59385600 -2.55230500  2.80873900 
H    3.49058300 -1.16631000  2.76911300 
H    5.88846500 -0.49481900  2.88179100 
H    5.10534200  0.11407300  1.40210200 
H    5.59574500 -1.05775400 -0.66138100 
H    6.72459300 -2.43593000 -0.56117600 
C    0.49276300 -5.70267200  2.74763500 
C    0.27130800 -5.07432300  4.11174200 
H   -0.78796900 -5.13233600  4.39447000 
H    0.84627100 -5.60896900  4.87914500 
H    0.56076800 -4.02150800  4.15803700 
C    0.07688900 -7.16596100  2.70345700 
H    0.64970000 -7.76268400  3.42590800 
H   -0.98751700 -7.28197300  2.94784600 








H   -0.16930600 -5.47269200  0.65501100 
C    1.04477700 -1.30427600  2.28004600 
H    0.02193100 -0.91955300  2.35864500 
H    1.31429100 -1.70933700  3.26437400 
H    1.69927300 -0.45729000  2.05431100 
C    2.61883200 -0.90447700 -3.84274900 
C    3.61223400  0.30595300 -4.00844800 
H    3.71657700  0.53453300 -5.07534300 
H    3.11481200  1.17326700 -3.56418000 
C    4.99235500  0.14163700 -3.39120100 
C    5.68153600 -1.17514300 -3.70450400 
H    6.24967500 -1.64190400 -2.90127100 
C    4.82792000 -2.15053500 -4.49991200 
H    5.31261700 -3.13427900 -4.52085300 
H    4.72417400 -1.84136700 -5.54642100 
C    3.43605500 -2.25993000 -3.82055900 
H    3.63601700 -2.40484800 -2.75416600 
N    2.65085000 -3.45345700 -4.22746500 
C    2.90279300 -4.61412700 -3.36982100 
H    2.72810200 -4.32974700 -2.32616300 
H    3.94632100 -4.98040500 -3.45301500 
C    1.95665800 -5.75767500 -3.72899000 
O    2.06752500 -6.13072600 -5.09557000 
C    1.82402500 -5.01215000 -5.93692700 
C    2.78123200 -3.86277400 -5.63093400 
H    3.80375500 -4.20588600 -5.87318300 
H    2.54962500 -3.02114300 -6.28854400 
H    1.96354400 -5.36285700 -6.96454900 
H    0.78138400 -4.67071100 -5.82066100 
H    0.92194200 -5.44992700 -3.50669100 
H    2.19335600 -6.65228000 -3.14384000 
C    6.26329400  0.12057000 -4.23492300 
C    6.25816100  0.45981300 -5.71550800 
H    6.28348400  1.54743000 -5.86372900 
H    7.14839100  0.04120400 -6.20268500 
H    5.38618600  0.07644100 -6.25132300 
C    7.52486600  0.60817100 -3.53569500 
H    8.42217700  0.15303500 -3.97564100 
H    7.62783400  1.69784700 -3.62421300 
H    7.51701600  0.36170800 -2.46782300 
H    5.10831800  0.54293800 -2.38483800 
C    1.65809100 -0.83933600 -5.04647800 
H    1.15852900  0.13680500 -5.05618900 
H    2.17600700 -0.94155000 -6.00894800 
H    0.89438000 -1.61756200 -4.97547900 
C    1.81609800  2.38777400  0.01033600 
C    3.17022000  2.37397600  0.83106300 
H    2.94269800  2.19113600  1.89055400 
H    3.67365400  1.47107600  0.47245500 
C    4.18789400  3.51004400  0.67841000 
C    3.84516200  4.72705300 -0.16385100 
H    4.63568900  5.09631500 -0.81646100 
C    2.45945000  4.75666300 -0.80038900 
H    2.48664000  5.42244700 -1.67009500 
H    1.71452700  5.18379000 -0.12090000 
C    2.05849800  3.32310200 -1.22873600 
H    2.94172900  2.88703300 -1.71553500 
N    1.00206600  3.23361100 -2.28413300 
C    1.51743900  3.68065600 -3.59643300 
H    2.41757500  3.10941200 -3.84465500 
H    1.79195600  4.74943900 -3.58219200 
C    0.46428000  3.46900500 -4.67997500 
O   -0.73252200  4.17842000 -4.39660700 
C   -1.24681900  3.81826000 -3.11712900 
C   -0.21827700  4.02405100 -2.00972300 
H    0.01816300  5.09925800 -1.94055600 
H   -0.65523600  3.71376100 -1.06161700 
H   -2.11416300  4.46389600 -2.94600700 
H   -1.58717400  2.77308700 -3.11885800 
H    0.25156700  2.39339600 -4.78813700 
H    0.82860100  3.84560800 -5.64116900 
C    4.11800000  4.88434500  1.32289800 
C    3.03025400  5.25130600  2.31453200 
H    3.34969900  4.99990700  3.33444200 
H    2.82850600  6.33077000  2.29317900 
H    2.08887900  4.73161300  2.13711200 
C    5.45749400  5.51682400  1.67809800 
H    5.38312800  6.61242900  1.69978400 
H    5.79914400  5.18801400  2.66860500 
H    6.23565400  5.25113900  0.95344300 
H    5.20632400  3.13828100  0.56732800 
C    0.64223300  2.82533800  0.92322300 
H    0.71195400  2.28983900  1.87698300 
H    0.60324500  3.89605600  1.14600200 
H   -0.31412900  2.54117300  0.47782000 
C   -4.52080100 -0.30443100 -1.04523800 
H   -4.75551700 -0.93795300 -1.90350900 
C   -4.79512300 -1.02011700  0.28029600 
H   -4.68981000 -2.10811400  0.19749400 
H   -5.76293900 -0.77669700  0.72006100 
O   -3.76069700 -0.52195500  1.15064700 
C   -2.71075600 -0.11270200  0.38394200 
		 367 
O   -1.66139900  0.22684200  0.91530500 
N   -3.06265800 -0.13417600 -0.93784700 
C   -1.99145200  0.45980100 -4.57479500 
H   -2.39017400 -0.19071200 -5.36736200 
H   -0.93534900  0.21171000 -4.44967900 
H   -2.04896700  1.48661600 -4.96544600 
C   -5.27088400  1.05033800 -1.14591600 
H   -4.82931400  1.63015100 -1.96201600 
H   -5.08403700  1.61062200 -0.22154100 
C   -6.75962500  0.87920400 -1.35946100 
C   -7.67213200  1.10439100 -0.31990600 
C   -9.04276500  0.91897900 -0.51366700 
C   -9.52382100  0.50314900 -1.75525200 
C   -8.62646500  0.27898400 -2.80207300 
C   -7.25884400  0.46650100 -2.60443500 
H   -6.57013600  0.30101700 -3.43062900 
H   -8.99280900 -0.03640200 -3.77553000 
H   -10.5899030  0.36018000 -1.90921600 
H   -9.73293200  1.10411400  0.30519700 
H   -7.30627900  1.44036900  0.64808900 
C   -2.74434600  0.29102800 -3.28622800 
H   -3.82197900  0.37060000 -3.35301400 
C   -2.16385900  0.07139300 -2.07336700
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        G = –3305.087991 





            
Atom     X                  Y                  Z                         Atom     X                  Y                  Z 
 
Li   0.00000000  0.00000000  0.00000000 
O    0.51767800 -1.04327900  1.69305300 
Li  -1.53403000 -1.24967600  1.77497000 
Li  -2.02669900  1.14414500  0.96058300 
O   -1.82608500  0.39913000  2.77457800 
Li   0.03323200  0.86479400  2.43420200 
O   -0.12724300  1.81478400  0.79887400 
O   -1.84991300 -0.51654500  0.04191600 
C   -3.69228200 -3.34150200  2.66541500 
H   -3.73709000 -2.91562000  3.67188700 
H   -4.41563800 -2.82103800  2.02894000 
C   -3.89914900 -4.86780600  2.67061600 
H   -4.47978700 -5.18025200  1.79545500 
H   -4.43257300 -5.20817400  3.56297500 
C   -2.46407700 -5.41412900  2.57703800 
H   -1.99365900 -5.44416000  3.56661300 
H   -2.41438300 -6.41643700  2.14079900 
C   -1.79234900 -4.35762500  1.70587900 
H   -2.03186400 -4.51203100  0.64455700 
H   -0.70927400 -4.28361000  1.81713500 
O   -2.35837500 -3.10718700  2.15323400 
C   -2.76972800 -0.73996000 -0.98971100 
C   -2.89762300 -2.29486000 -1.29630600 
H   -2.53491400 -2.48536800 -2.31386900 
H   -2.16841000 -2.76614000 -0.63485500 
C   -4.25005500 -2.98303400 -1.10204600 
C   -5.52183300 -2.15492400 -1.19567000 
H   -6.31106900 -2.40053400 -0.48487900 
C   -5.33043600 -0.66018500 -1.41044800 
H   -6.25699300 -0.13671400 -1.14747400 
H   -5.13636900 -0.42438100 -2.46219000 
C   -4.15899300 -0.18635300 -0.52000800 
H   -4.30367800 -0.66340500  0.45761700 
N   -4.14250400  1.28024600 -0.20313200 
C   -5.10425500  1.58810600  0.87815100 
H   -4.82941400  1.00992500  1.76740100 
H   -6.13471300  1.30787300  0.59495700 
C   -5.08721800  3.07726200  1.21808200 
O   -5.38504100  3.88200400  0.08795700 
C   -4.44878000  3.62240300 -0.94978900 
C   -4.46496500  2.15186600 -1.35547100 
H   -5.46817100  1.92711600 -1.75338000 
H   -3.74409800  1.98832700 -2.15731200 
H   -4.74280000  4.24859300 -1.79781900 
H   -3.43798700  3.92062000 -0.62933400 
H   -4.10153300  3.35738000  1.62428700 
H   -5.84716500  3.30112500  1.97346800 
C   -5.23870700 -3.21918000 -2.23716100 
C   -4.88345700 -2.85467400 -3.66704700 
H   -4.32538700 -3.67155600 -4.14307100 
H   -5.79199300 -2.68775200 -4.26055700 








C   -6.08050500 -4.48361900 -2.14650200 
H   -7.02685200 -4.37123500 -2.69234600 
H   -5.54971100 -5.34336400 -2.57689700 
H   -6.32573500 -4.73073000 -1.10683500 
H   -4.25152200 -3.76554800 -0.34394200 
C   -2.23833100 -0.07703600 -2.28065300 
H   -1.30840500 -0.57998500 -2.57014000 
H   -2.93348200 -0.14959000 -3.12767100 
H   -1.99669300  0.97370300 -2.11634800 
C   -2.12820700  0.80277500  4.08443400 
C   -3.43551000  0.05850600  4.59785500 
H   -4.23723900  0.79733800  4.72689000 
H   -3.74546800 -0.56519900  3.75548400 
C   -3.35387700 -0.82607700  5.84365800 
C   -2.25591900 -0.57296800  6.86218300 
H   -1.79763000 -1.45889000  7.30092700 
C   -1.26197600  0.52839100  6.52226000 
H   -0.35877300  0.39414800  7.12876700 
H   -1.65243400  1.52007500  6.77617300 
C   -0.91990600  0.43855200  5.01820600 
H   -0.73976000 -0.62055300  4.80894800 
N    0.36010800  1.11503800  4.61328700 
C    1.52796100  0.24528600  4.88695300 
H    1.40710600 -0.69207600  4.34076700 
H    1.60935500  0.01235500  5.96350900 
C    2.82201700  0.91367100  4.43045200 
O    3.02076400  2.17229700  5.05466100 
C    1.91530400  3.02535900  4.79148300 
C    0.60654200  2.41273200  5.28067500 
H    0.67707800  2.28806500  6.37303400 
H   -0.21379000  3.10109800  5.07499800 
H    2.11319700  3.96326500  5.31999000 
H    1.84887400  3.23863400  3.71412700 
H    2.81046100  1.03451100  3.33323500 
H    3.68160000  0.29107700  4.69742000 
C   -3.70378300 -0.33806500  7.24393200 
C   -4.24592100  1.06231300  7.46505900 
H   -5.33706600  1.07437500  7.34388500 
H   -4.02519000  1.40659400  8.48390900 
H   -3.83594500  1.80013700  6.77116500 
C   -4.32375700 -1.36270200  8.18275000 
H   -4.13180600 -1.10503200  9.23288500 
H   -5.41234200 -1.41475800  8.04778500 
H   -3.91857100 -2.36616500  8.00832300 
H   -3.59527900 -1.87380900  5.66662700 
C   -2.42818800  2.31872800  4.07307500 
H   -3.34815400  2.49245600  3.50538900 
H   -2.57829700  2.74693300  5.07270900 
H   -1.62828600  2.86872700  3.57104800 
C    0.20866300  3.03919500  0.18325900 
C   -0.67498300  4.20746800  0.77216500 
H   -0.90826400  4.91063500 -0.03566300 
H   -1.63499500  3.76114300  1.05536300 
C   -0.10371100  4.98037000  1.95220500 
C    1.34709800  5.40478400  1.80792100 
H    1.97506000  5.34225600  2.69598600 
C    2.01758700  4.89389600  0.54367000 
H    3.09776200  5.07365000  0.59910500 
H    1.66648100  5.42836400 -0.34637800 
C    1.73978900  3.37079400  0.40831300 
H    1.94872100  2.93773600  1.39299600 
N    2.66870700  2.67180800 -0.51521100 
C    3.90419000  2.25624500  0.15630500 
H    3.64519800  1.64467800  1.02899800 
H    4.49584700  3.12103200  0.51847800 
C    4.78355400  1.43253700 -0.78477600 
O    5.09189800  2.14053900 -1.97636000 
C    3.89071900  2.51703900 -2.64019200 
C    3.02361400  3.39648600 -1.74354200 
H    3.59151900  4.32144500 -1.53292000 
H    2.11960300  3.67753600 -2.28662800 
H    4.19418800  3.06773800 -3.53640800 
H    3.32777300  1.62047400 -2.94528900 
H    4.27743500  0.48787900 -1.03574000 
H    5.74221100  1.20782800 -0.30270700 
C    0.25935100  6.45943100  1.85806800 
C   -0.09958900  7.30475600  0.64835700 
H   -1.13796700  7.65524000  0.71480300 
H    0.54536500  8.19185400  0.60068900 
H    0.00715300  6.77610700 -0.30206400 
C    0.16324800  7.24358600  3.15940500 
H    0.84537200  8.10423900  3.15590800 
H   -0.85415500  7.62645300  3.31479500 
H    0.41925400  6.62145400  4.02514200 
H   -0.43034500  4.64826900  2.93609100 
C   -0.14279300  2.95197600 -1.31535100 
H   -1.22002700  2.77991900 -1.41445400 
H    0.08529500  3.87615100 -1.86127300 
H    0.38600700  2.12141600 -1.79164200 
C    3.69332600 -2.68193000  0.79828300 
H    3.62060100 -3.69229500  1.20676600 
C    4.13917400 -2.75648200 -0.67330800 
		 370 
H    4.00539400 -3.75789900 -1.09622900 
H    5.17105600 -2.43718500 -0.82891800 
O    3.27129600 -1.85076200 -1.37264800 
C    2.18385000 -1.57495000 -0.60011200 
O    1.24414300 -0.95181300 -1.07255300 
N    2.35806700 -2.08265900  0.65803800 
C    0.60333800 -3.14623900  3.90642100 
H    0.21965700 -4.17167400  4.00605300 
H   -0.26234700 -2.48058400  3.87055500 
H    1.14746000 -2.93831900  4.84069400 
C    4.61480100 -1.83601500  1.70648400 
H    4.08882000 -1.69496200  2.65740000 
H    4.73779400 -0.84626200  1.25183300 
C    5.96263700 -2.48318500  1.93876400 
C    7.11194600 -2.02299100  1.28219800 
C    8.34735600 -2.64437400  1.47693300 
C    8.45224300 -3.73966800  2.33449800 
C    7.31562200 -4.20632000  2.99914100 
C    6.08422100 -3.58217800  2.80273000 
H    5.20616400 -3.94398900  3.33422000 
H    7.38975000 -5.05350300  3.67601300 
H    9.41290200 -4.22329600  2.48920200 
H    9.22694600 -2.26832100  0.96121900 
H    7.04151900 -1.16222900  0.62041000 
C    1.47016500 -3.00825200  2.68598600 
H    2.22430000 -3.77708100  2.56235900 
C    1.37259900 -2.02855700  1.74324400
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      G = –3537.443713 





            
Atom     X                  Y                  Z                         Atom     X                  Y                  Z 
 
Li   0.00000000  0.00000000  0.00000000 
O   -0.64034500 -1.75668200  0.90262400 
Li  -0.11611200 -0.68678500  2.53304200 
Li   2.02723700  0.33578500  1.49525800 
O    1.71012900 -1.28233600  2.52387400 
Li   1.43306400 -2.06903200  0.78687100 
O    1.87864900 -0.54001000 -0.29580800 
O    0.17865700  1.05628100  1.61529600 
C   -1.71111800 -0.13703600  5.36739600 
H   -0.75557400  0.15892500  5.80972800 
H   -2.23572700  0.76346500  5.03315300 
C   -2.57427200 -0.98228200  6.31262100 
H   -3.27543600 -0.37055400  6.88794900 
H   -1.94573500 -1.53278600  7.02242200 
C   -3.26179700 -1.95827800  5.34679100 
H   -3.61513300 -2.87315800  5.83215500 
H   -4.11586600 -1.47820100  4.85421000 
C   -2.14459500 -2.22136900  4.34131200 
H   -2.48464700 -2.52282700  3.34894600 
H   -1.44386600 -2.97859100  4.71822100 
O   -1.45138500 -0.96101500  4.20278700 
C    2.57028000 -1.50450300  3.60489900 
C    2.67633400 -3.06950200  3.86312900 
H    1.98989400 -3.34092000  4.67762600 
H    2.25657100 -3.51833700  2.95927300 
C    4.04436200 -3.72477400  4.07972200 
C    5.26668500 -2.85818200  4.32809100 
H    6.18269300 -3.16629300  3.82483000 
C    5.04604200 -1.35101000  4.33895400 
H    6.00129000 -0.85175500  4.14167700 
H    4.72362800 -0.99810200  5.32453900 
C    4.00471400 -0.97521200  3.25658300 
H    4.27306900 -1.53880600  2.35374800 
N    4.04632400  0.45520900  2.80518800 
C    5.21792500  0.67591400  1.92876000 
H    5.15895200 -0.01034600  1.08030500 
H    6.16362200  0.47319800  2.46116700 
C    5.26305900  2.11207700  1.41690600 
O    5.31775500  3.04387100  2.48640700 
C    4.18673400  2.86764500  3.32535900 
C    4.12400700  1.45221300  3.89617900 
H    5.02252500  1.29585600  4.51590400 
H    3.25187800  1.36551200  4.54426000 
H    4.28121700  3.59630900  4.13691900 
H    3.26598800  3.08716300  2.76192700 
H    4.38229900  2.31357300  0.78597400 
H    6.16434400  2.27002400  0.81666400 









C    4.14415200 -3.30145800  6.69062100 
H    3.54768500 -4.09628400  7.15783100 
H    4.91232800 -3.00010200  7.41539300 
H    3.48029300 -2.44945400  6.53581200 
C    5.62729900 -5.05086600  5.63019700 
H    6.44233700 -4.85393300  6.33972500 
H    5.02418900 -5.87323400  6.03803100 
H    6.07917300 -5.40227000  4.69552300 
H    4.20704800 -4.58773600  3.43488800 
C    1.95085800 -0.82271200  4.84993100 
H    1.04598900 -1.36968200  5.13532200 
H    2.60923500 -0.78423500  5.72471300 
H    1.64562500  0.19909400  4.60676400 
C   -0.68521500  2.12923300  1.92252500 
C   -0.49415200  2.57471000  3.42380300 
H   -1.46905600  2.86955800  3.83065800 
H   -0.19862500  1.67662800  3.97297300 
C    0.51502600  3.68038600  3.69252100 
C    0.44020500  4.87613800  2.76070500 
H    1.38514300  5.30729200  2.42894500 
C   -0.59687400  4.73243900  1.65907000 
H   -0.48096800  5.54166400  0.92817700 
H   -1.61728000  4.82064500  2.04969100 
C   -0.39804900  3.35898100  0.96427700 
H    0.67702400  3.27223000  0.76805700 
N   -1.03572600  3.26093000 -0.36963300 
C   -0.20628800  3.82152200 -1.44174200 
H    0.79412200  3.38486600 -1.39073400 
H   -0.09796700  4.92147200 -1.35274500 
C   -0.82085400  3.50729800 -2.80505000 
O   -2.14128200  4.02623900 -2.91434200 
C   -2.95834200  3.50316300 -1.87512600 
C   -2.38289500  3.83315500 -0.49799900 
H   -2.37625200  4.93403200 -0.38812400 
H   -3.04408600  3.42839200  0.26995700 
H   -3.94356500  3.96668900 -1.99611800 
H   -3.06002600  2.41199100 -1.98417000 
H   -0.83122500  2.41747300 -2.96023300 
H   -0.23717800  3.97538900 -3.60476000 
C    0.12045700  5.05189900  4.23260500 
C   -1.28551600  5.35570300  4.72011900 
H   -1.41750300  5.01871200  5.75711800 
H   -1.46920800  6.43789500  4.70069600 
H   -2.06797800  4.88427400  4.12042500 
C    1.18378600  5.76330200  5.05757200 
H    1.05033100  6.85273400  5.02161500 
H    1.13714900  5.45777800  6.11164800 
H    2.19291800  5.54177400  4.69136100 
H    1.50436800  3.34156500  3.98911900 
C   -2.14199100  1.62374700  1.80087400 
H   -2.28221400  0.77421200  2.47977100 
H   -2.88361100  2.38609100  2.07282600 
H   -2.34101700  1.28722400  0.78034300 
C    2.34690600 -0.52480000 -1.63097600 
C    2.05115600  0.86410600 -2.29004100 
H    1.98931800  0.73257900 -3.37619400 
H    1.04661100  1.16556700 -1.97704800 
C    3.06140200  1.95418000 -1.96872800 
C    4.50779400  1.56277700 -2.21281400 
H    5.24457700  1.90046400 -1.48503000 
C    4.68881200  0.11624500 -2.64278700 
H    5.75424500 -0.14593500 -2.63462200 
H    4.34467800 -0.04692300 -3.67021900 
C    3.91387200 -0.79590800 -1.65207400 
H    4.22136100 -0.47905200 -0.65256000 
N    4.29358400 -2.22823300 -1.73210400 
C    5.38656800 -2.58616800 -0.82700800 
H    5.12778800 -2.26740400  0.18836100 
H    6.34219900 -2.09618700 -1.10536900 
C    5.59749600 -4.09854100 -0.81989900 
O    5.85830400 -4.60337000 -2.12457800 
C    4.80646200 -4.25414800 -3.01295100 
C    4.59567500 -2.74299300 -3.07036500 
H    5.51007700 -2.29181900 -3.49884300 
H    3.76829400 -2.52293800 -3.75067500 
H    5.09247600 -4.64050900 -3.99680000 
H    3.86959100 -4.74397100 -2.69971000 
H    4.70219000 -4.58214400 -0.39782000 
H    6.46567800 -4.36460100 -0.20815100 
C    3.87602300  2.65993500 -3.04826800 
C    3.58653000  2.48257000 -4.52900400 
H    2.76730100  3.14193900 -4.84461000 
H    4.47077900  2.74912100 -5.12273300 
H    3.30755000  1.46212300 -4.80262800 
C    4.32503500  4.07609000 -2.71498200 
H    5.24466200  4.33778800 -3.25539300 
H    3.55652600  4.80918200 -2.99402200 
H    4.52390800  4.19616600 -1.64379000 
H    2.85056000  2.54656500 -1.07911100 
C    1.57520400 -1.57839300 -2.45414000 
H    0.50450100 -1.35755900 -2.40541800 
H    1.86428300 -1.57761800 -3.51325400 
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H    1.75470900 -2.57843500 -2.05230400 
C   -1.62516500 -2.53868200  0.57019200 
N   -2.59043000 -1.98649900 -0.38200600 
C   -3.99815400 -2.40725700 -0.45926000 
C   -4.41779500 -1.73914300 -1.77661000 
H   -4.32047100 -2.41651800 -2.63263100 
H   -5.42864100 -1.32921900 -1.75391500 
O   -3.48773100 -0.65693600 -1.94327400 
C   -2.37360800 -0.91054000 -1.20002600 
O   -1.38297000 -0.20679400 -1.32908100 
H   -4.07379700 -3.49243400 -0.55316100 
C   -4.80823400 -1.93733400  0.77202000 
H   -4.28449600 -2.30209800  1.66216400 
H   -4.78301400 -0.84142300  0.80645300 
C   -6.23677600 -2.43535000  0.76127900 
C   -6.52458200 -3.77578400  1.06084700 
C   -7.83451900 -4.25277400  1.02720300 
C   -8.88487500 -3.39437200  0.69351700 
C   -8.61439000 -2.05808300  0.39796300 
C   -7.30082100 -1.58486800  0.43191300 
H   -7.09975400 -0.53857000  0.21141700 
H   -9.42520400 -1.38035000  0.14419500 
H   -9.90631700 -3.76413700  0.66928400 
H   -8.03667400 -5.29352500  1.26670800 
H   -5.71354400 -4.44846500  1.33312900 
C   -1.86969000 -3.80236600  1.02359100 
H   -2.70988600 -4.35779900  0.62148500 
C   -1.04378100 -4.49889500  2.06751100 
H   -0.24498400 -3.85181300  2.44062600 
H   -1.65113600 -4.81580100  2.92822000 
H   -0.57167000 -5.41729800  1.68725800 
O    1.89561200 -4.01723200  0.29534800 
C    1.22436200 -4.82745000 -0.32541400 
C    1.73418400 -6.16705700 -0.80118700 
H    2.82796000 -6.14022900 -0.74170400 
C    1.28637500 -6.41618300 -2.25178200 
H    1.65796900 -7.38563000 -2.60032900 
H    0.19233900 -6.42876800 -2.33085800 
H    1.66550100 -5.64577400 -2.93160900 
C    1.20947000 -7.27148900  0.14204900 
H    0.11357400 -7.30834800  0.14235200 
H    1.57667600 -8.24744400 -0.19369000 
H    1.54849200 -7.11378100  1.17097500 
H    0.16434400 -4.59747500 -0.55194800 
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      G = –3537.446097 





            
Atom     X                  Y                  Z                         Atom     X                  Y                  Z 
 
Li   0.00000000  0.00000000  0.00000000 
O   -0.81634900 -1.70497300  0.71066000 
Li  -0.00323400 -0.95915200  2.37718100 
Li   2.16490300 -0.14172100  1.31689500 
O    1.69502000 -1.82707000  2.19639400 
Li   1.15210800 -2.37750300  0.42103600 
O    1.75926400 -0.77042500 -0.51595600 
O    0.47216900  0.82135900  1.69492200 
C    1.63717700 -5.49667600  0.37061900 
H    2.69515200 -5.24333400  0.47956100 
H    1.22338500 -5.71242100  1.36421600 
C    1.37348000 -6.64984900 -0.59767400 
H    1.43553200 -7.62687500 -0.10868900 
H    2.09553900 -6.63376800 -1.42227200 
C   -0.03449500 -6.31032900 -1.10864900 
H   -0.26995100 -6.77512100 -2.07096000 
H   -0.79146200 -6.62996700 -0.38294400 
C    0.01453000 -4.78254600 -1.19875900 
H   -0.94594700 -4.30269300 -0.99560600 
H    0.38765500 -4.45154700 -2.17458400 
O    0.95540600 -4.35303800 -0.18365000 
C    2.53786200 -2.17182000  3.26262700 
C    2.37993700 -3.71772700  3.60103000 
H    1.89020400 -3.81736900  4.57851000 
H    1.65242000 -4.08304000  2.87330200 
C    3.60587200 -4.63152500  3.54737700 
C    4.99094600 -4.02517400  3.68833800 
H    5.76661600 -4.44658100  3.04922400 
C    5.05125700 -2.51015400  3.81566200 
H    6.06490800 -2.17021800  3.57365300 
H    4.86333800 -2.18325500  4.84418400 
C    4.02136700 -1.88204800  2.84727100 
H    4.12760800 -2.41054600  1.89109100 
N    4.27790200 -0.44687800  2.49746900 
C    5.35820200 -0.34273800  1.49447700 
H    5.07859800 -0.92509300  0.61241700 
H    6.30966600 -0.74942000  1.88152800 
C    5.58534200  1.11044000  1.08673500 
O    5.91337300  1.92625200  2.20079200 
C    4.88455800  1.84770500  3.17682900 
C    4.66579200  0.41024100  3.64000000 
H    5.60292200  0.05704000  4.10127400 
H    3.89021000  0.39003200  4.40470400 
H    5.20619900  2.47018100  4.01803700 
H    3.94582800  2.26043500  2.77395300 
H    4.68449100  1.49944400  0.58585300 
H    6.42674700  1.18008100  0.39043800 










C    4.08751300 -4.44632700  6.14048400 
H    3.39413500 -5.14324600  6.62963300 
H    4.97527500 -4.36337000  6.78135500 
H    3.60071500 -3.46848100  6.12092100 
C    5.08227000 -6.34765100  4.80005300 
H    5.99811900 -6.35919400  5.40618400 
H    4.38703000 -7.07749500  5.23611100 
H    5.34550700 -6.69873700  3.79555500 
H    3.52048600 -5.44995700  2.83358500 
C    2.09541900 -1.37608600  4.51390400 
H    1.10357000 -1.72202300  4.82314700 
H    2.76856100 -1.49481100  5.37295300 
H    2.00808600 -0.31108400  4.28495600 
C   -0.19775000  1.95260600  2.21257900 
C   -0.00338000  2.04777200  3.76952600 
H   -0.86902200  2.56864700  4.19552400 
H   -0.04702500  1.02789000  4.16678600 
C    1.27178600  2.73543100  4.23088900 
C    1.54513500  4.07598900  3.57324500 
H    2.57643000  4.29671000  3.29709000 
C    0.52612400  4.45974600  2.51227600 
H    0.86827300  5.34930700  1.96952600 
H   -0.43867500  4.72884300  2.95706700 
C    0.35989900  3.27316000  1.52406500 
H    1.37442400  2.98356100  1.22891700 
N   -0.31572900  3.63759300  0.25652300 
C    0.59740200  4.19220300 -0.74665400 
H    1.44733100  3.51702700 -0.87244300 
H    0.99409500  5.18388000 -0.44868700 
C   -0.12017700  4.34191700 -2.08728100 
O   -1.26928000  5.17359600 -1.97663900 
C   -2.15784600  4.65738600 -0.99509600 
C   -1.47264700  4.53412600  0.36525300 
H   -1.18124300  5.54955100  0.69362700 
H   -2.18826100  4.14447200  1.09196700 
H   -2.99627900  5.35999700 -0.93930200 
H   -2.53788600  3.67108200 -1.30776600 
H   -0.41001400  3.34686700 -2.46085800 
H    0.53629900  4.81875400 -2.82274200 
C    1.26634100  4.01312400  5.06354100 
C   -0.00344200  4.58328900  5.67170500 
H   -0.23372000  4.08603100  6.62339900 
H    0.12367100  5.65335700  5.88195400 
H   -0.88100600  4.48189900  5.02873900 
C    2.47481200  4.21495900  5.96722800 
H    2.65044100  5.28147200  6.16181400 
H    2.33075100  3.71970300  6.93695000 
H    3.38755100  3.80653300  5.51819900 
H    2.12255400  2.07841400  4.39878900 
C   -1.71410200  1.77188300  1.97415800 
H   -2.03272800  0.83439700  2.44287200 
H   -2.31669500  2.57433600  2.41798400 
H   -1.93064200  1.71588300  0.90505700 
C    2.08997000 -0.61547200 -1.88174200 
C    1.97413600  0.89176500 -2.30543000 
H    1.74200600  0.93898200 -3.37513100 
H    1.09510000  1.30868600 -1.80216400 
C    3.20110400  1.74283500 -2.01699000 
C    4.51012300  1.15779700 -2.51564900 
H    5.38093100  1.26530900 -1.86962300 
C    4.36873300 -0.22527400 -3.12874900 
H    5.36110800 -0.65612800 -3.31180400 
H    3.86920100 -0.18916500 -4.10349100 
C    3.57505700 -1.12017300 -2.13759900 
H    4.04638900 -0.97597600 -1.16196900 
N    3.70542700 -2.57607400 -2.40782500 
C    4.88526600 -3.16254500 -1.76694900 
H    4.86019800 -2.93588700 -0.69502700 
H    5.83249500 -2.75636700 -2.17578800 
C    4.89413600 -4.67976000 -1.94411600 
O    4.84246000 -5.05839700 -3.31199800 
C    3.70296700 -4.49010800 -3.94386200 
C    3.69763200 -2.96861500 -3.82202400 
H    4.57969100 -2.58509500 -4.36683200 
H    2.80634100 -2.57360500 -4.31459100 
H    3.75267600 -4.79134100 -4.99523000 
H    2.77948300 -4.90221700 -3.50221600 
H    4.03628900 -5.11200300 -1.40340600 
H    5.81626800 -5.10923500 -1.53889900 
C    3.98938500  2.44849800 -3.11688500 
C    3.49192100  2.52840100 -4.54992600 
H    2.77726200  3.35372100 -4.66669800 
H    4.33134700  2.72066300 -5.23096600 
H    2.99710200  1.61718900 -4.89462200 
C    4.72718400  3.71110800 -2.69249600 
H    5.60516800  3.88851500 -3.32794100 
H    4.07743400  4.59281800 -2.77150500 
H    5.07510100  3.64769100 -1.65511100 
H    3.21711900  2.23318200 -1.04477200 
C    1.06931900 -1.39428800 -2.73651000 
H    0.06379200 -1.02014500 -2.52292200 
H    1.24073800 -1.27509700 -3.81413600 
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H    1.11268900 -2.45835600 -2.49372700 
C   -1.98246900 -2.25099200  0.53718600 
N   -2.85253200 -1.58393500 -0.42947400 
C   -4.25249300 -1.96077000 -0.67749200 
C   -4.48891100 -1.27073200 -2.02619900 
H   -4.27142800 -1.93184400 -2.87296100 
H   -5.49261900 -0.85804500 -2.13664200 
O   -3.54523900 -0.18750800 -2.03581600 
C   -2.52860800 -0.47858000 -1.17529700 
O   -1.53023200  0.22579200 -1.15932600 
H   -4.33843500 -3.04475800 -0.78195600 
C   -5.19586300 -1.46078800  0.44488300 
H   -4.80523100 -1.84135600  1.39462800 
H   -5.13245500 -0.36641100  0.48268200 
C   -6.63175700 -1.89620200  0.25075600 
C   -7.01243900 -3.22699400  0.48252500 
C   -8.32812900 -3.64193900  0.27877300 
C   -9.29129800 -2.73026400 -0.15993000 
C   -8.92868200 -1.40289800 -0.38949300 
C   -7.60964700 -0.99202400 -0.18556500 
H   -7.33743100  0.04738000 -0.35649500 
H   -9.67165100 -0.68394700 -0.72437100 
H   -10.3171610 -3.05227100 -0.31652100 
H   -8.60331500 -4.67640000  0.46719200 
H   -6.27240000 -3.94302300  0.83502600 
C   -2.46102000 -3.37329900  1.14985300 
H   -3.44913900 -3.74397800  0.90412800 
C   -1.65252800 -4.20145800  2.10943100 
H   -0.69001900 -3.73151400  2.32406900 
H   -2.17166300 -4.35637700  3.06774800 
H   -1.44716400 -5.20775600  1.71303700 
O   -1.28810900 -1.36263000  3.93094500 
C   -2.50348400 -1.44805000  3.99168800 
H   -3.12365700 -1.03591600  3.17373400 
C   -3.26574400 -2.07223700  5.13494500 
H   -3.84786900 -2.88595300  4.67022000 
C   -2.35311400 -2.64615800  6.21939300 
H   -2.94990100 -3.12976600  6.99996700 
H   -1.66030200 -3.38501800  5.80617100 
H   -1.75637500 -1.85539800  6.68622400 
C   -4.27905400 -1.04286300  5.68156300 
H   -4.91692400 -0.63825600  4.88745700 
H   -4.92779600 -1.51451900  6.42629300 










      G = –3537.446049 




            
Atom     X                  Y                  Z                         Atom     X                  Y                  Z 
 
Li   0.00000000  0.00000000  0.00000000 
O   -1.13259100  1.18565400 -1.18252800 
Li   0.39741400  0.76506200 -2.40851000 
Li   2.24900200  0.97374500 -0.66510900 
O    1.48213800  2.26462300 -1.91757700 
Li   0.23320300  2.61947100 -0.47872700 
O    1.06046300  1.44568400  0.84904600 
O    1.26224900 -0.63393800 -1.33252400 
C   -0.45846500  5.68538500 -0.81302100 
H    0.59430600  5.85264200 -0.57034000 
H   -0.57296700  5.69646600 -1.90494100 
C   -1.41512100  6.67553400 -0.14995100 
H   -1.53797400  7.59267500 -0.73406300 
H   -1.05326700  6.95009100  0.84755000 
C   -2.70049900  5.84060300 -0.04595700 
H   -3.39042700  6.20171400  0.72277900 
H   -3.23248900  5.83957800 -1.00453700 
C   -2.15670700  4.44418000  0.27257300 
H   -2.75147900  3.63423000 -0.15734100 
H   -2.06150300  4.28757300  1.35289600 
O   -0.83169700  4.38666100 -0.31113500 
C    2.43170800  2.86637200 -2.75567800 
C    1.82737600  4.19360200 -3.38816200 
H    1.64556700  4.02477900 -4.45763400 
H    0.83840700  4.28173500 -2.93383300 
C    2.55631200  5.52510600 -3.19334800 
C    4.03466500  5.52200200 -2.84334100 
H    4.35652100  6.26551400 -2.11436700 
C    4.67998700  4.15656200 -2.65609700 
H    5.60812600  4.27513200 -2.08527300 
H    4.97186500  3.71006600 -3.61295400 
C    3.69405200  3.23316200 -1.90328100 
H    3.28027300  3.82356800 -1.07564700 
N    4.32498000  2.05439200 -1.22572100 
C    4.98289700  2.47098000  0.03049600 
H    4.24160900  2.95242200  0.67411300 
H    5.79181600  3.19891100 -0.16026500 
C    5.57619700  1.26899900  0.76078600 
O    6.51435300  0.57099700 -0.04381100 
C    5.89959300  0.15618400 -1.25527400 
C    5.34420300  1.34649700 -2.03185100 
H    6.18833000  2.01106500 -2.28082200 
H    4.90669400  0.99964100 -2.96718500 
H    6.67532000 -0.34825700 -1.84028800 
H    5.09387200 -0.56546000 -1.04580400 
H    4.76692800  0.59020100  1.07324700 
H    6.11535700  1.59923600  1.65405900 
C    3.57725200  6.08306300 -4.17546200 
C    3.87270800  5.36917400 -5.48148700 










H    4.88268900  5.61218600 -5.83709700 
H    3.80063300  4.28169700 -5.40698200 
C    3.62365300  7.59814600 -4.31247400 
H    4.61509700  7.93627200 -4.64242000 
H    2.89066200  7.95105400 -5.05030000 
H    3.40332400  8.09602100 -3.36099300 
H    1.95745800  6.28854400 -2.69789900 
C    2.74227000  1.89265100 -3.91811400 
H    1.84883600  1.79162000 -4.54337200 
H    3.56253500  2.22393700 -4.56773300 
H    2.98198900  0.89657000 -3.53767900 
C    1.29075600 -1.96346500 -1.81077000 
C    2.00289500 -2.03603500 -3.21025000 
H    1.59151100 -2.88796700 -3.76396600 
H    1.70378500 -1.14545200 -3.77392800 
C    3.51820600 -2.14995400 -3.17360100 
C    4.05381800 -3.22256500 -2.24196600 
H    4.94170100 -2.97961400 -1.65791300 
C    2.97498000 -3.94736500 -1.45287200 
H    3.43514700 -4.58572400 -0.68876000 
H    2.38726400 -4.61613800 -2.09211700 
C    2.05563400 -2.89634300 -0.77385800 
H    2.72315000 -2.19443900 -0.26203600 
N    1.19872600 -3.45653800  0.29816500 
C    1.87707400 -3.54414800  1.59430300 
H    2.31945700 -2.57496700  1.83665900 
H    2.69227800 -4.29591600  1.58952700 
C    0.87814500 -3.92291100  2.68713400 
O    0.23377100 -5.15883400  2.40316800 
C   -0.41525500 -5.09611300  1.14015000 
C    0.57328700 -4.75613300  0.02551600 
H    1.31891000 -5.57162100 -0.02814600 
H    0.04221500 -4.73009100 -0.92772700 
H   -0.85711600 -6.08418600  0.97218100 
H   -1.21999000 -4.34329700  1.16325000 
H    0.12816600 -3.12267400  2.79116400 
H    1.39058000 -4.05502800  3.64594300 
C    4.26987600 -3.35049300 -3.73855500 
C    3.58363000 -4.42501700 -4.56453600 
H    3.49494600 -4.10965500 -5.61271700 
H    4.17348400 -5.35087700 -4.54831600 
H    2.57985700 -4.67476900 -4.21228600 
C    5.68496500 -3.07116200 -4.22555000 
H    6.30745700 -3.97442100 -4.17378200 
H    5.68311800 -2.72800600 -5.26889000 
H    6.17462300 -2.29760900 -3.62268500 
H    4.05960200 -1.20703600 -3.21324100 
C   -0.16350100 -2.43122100 -2.04342500 
H   -0.64630800 -1.73942500 -2.74220200 
H   -0.22355900 -3.43159000 -2.48993500 
H   -0.72230500 -2.42840400 -1.10544100 
C    0.95105800  1.48647200  2.25757000 
C    1.27512600  0.07781000  2.87268800 
H    0.72890200 -0.02660700  3.81675300 
H    0.84659200 -0.67893100  2.20688000 
C    2.75147700 -0.20288600  3.10934400 
C    3.48838700  0.88125200  3.87566900 
H    4.49925700  1.12171700  3.54747800 
C    2.63419700  2.10172900  4.17532800 
H    3.25996300  2.90814400  4.57718300 
H    1.88022300  1.89125200  4.94210700 
C    1.96250900  2.55778400  2.85046700 
H    2.76070800  2.57237300  2.10350000 
N    1.45184600  3.95310100  2.88371300 
C    2.48192000  4.93534000  2.53646900 
H    2.91661500  4.67043000  1.56607600 
H    3.30484800  4.96378100  3.27916900 
C    1.87687600  6.33398100  2.43114900 
O    1.21273800  6.72178500  3.62520200 
C    0.21592300  5.76971200  3.97357900 
C    0.81015400  4.37308400  4.13509700 
H    1.52307800  4.40719300  4.97939200 
H    0.01486200  3.67302800  4.40032400 
H   -0.22116400  6.11393000  4.91643900 
H   -0.57448100  5.74949200  3.20400000 
H    1.17086400  6.35897000  1.58541700 
H    2.65946400  7.07962100  2.25631400 
C    3.32050900 -0.49251600  4.49509900 
C    2.43289000 -0.73176900  5.70423600 
H    2.07540600 -1.76974800  5.72334300 
H    3.00010200 -0.56205800  6.62882500 
H    1.55392100 -0.08354100  5.74037400 
C    4.57676400 -1.35263100  4.52390100 
H    5.18209700 -1.13852300  5.41483800 
H    4.32309200 -2.42080700  4.54428000 
H    5.20650700 -1.17793600  3.64417900 
H    3.28084100 -0.67068700  2.28060900 
C   -0.50923400  1.80899500  2.63750500 
H   -1.16955400  1.05221200  2.20271900 
H   -0.67482000  1.80539900  3.72267800 
H   -0.78921700  2.79036500  2.24744000 
O   -0.41923700  0.55312700 -4.27433700 
		 379 
C   -1.50256000  0.12047100 -4.63358200 
H   -2.08937400 -0.52620800 -3.95541200 
C   -2.12564200  0.37879600 -5.98402500 
H   -3.08056800  0.88126900 -5.75603600 
C   -1.26910800  1.28049300 -6.87378300 
H   -1.78770600  1.48791300 -7.81583800 
H   -1.05154400  2.23253800 -6.38106600 
H   -0.31243700  0.80194500 -7.10887100 
C   -2.46693700 -0.97369000 -6.64584800 
H   -3.07008200 -1.60894700 -5.98683800 
H   -3.03538200 -0.80940700 -7.56678600 
H   -1.55417400 -1.52197700 -6.90569000 
C   -4.65780700  0.06497600 -0.83781000 
H   -4.98156600  0.11088600 -1.88010600 
C   -4.86404400 -1.34291300 -0.26935300 
H   -4.84913700 -2.11191100 -1.05042700 
H   -5.77249400 -1.44633000  0.32541000 
O   -3.72938700 -1.53959000  0.59035400 
C   -2.72098600 -0.71604400  0.18538700 
O   -1.60787100 -0.83778300  0.67388300 
N   -3.19135100  0.16464200 -0.75732300 
C   -2.37165300  3.06823700 -3.13068900 
H   -2.56714600  3.00438200 -4.21158500 
H   -1.28923200  3.04430200 -2.98467900 
H   -2.72491800  4.06381800 -2.81980800 
C   -5.36586700  1.16736600 -0.01049100 
H   -4.97703900  2.13541500 -0.34208200 
H   -5.07528400  1.04505700  1.04007400 
C   -6.87258800  1.12818300 -0.14512400 
C   -7.67974700  0.62367600  0.88358200 
C   -9.06813600  0.56503400  0.74482100 
C   -9.67339700  1.01138300 -0.43011700 
C   -8.88201900  1.52097900 -1.46224900 
C   -7.49611100  1.57895500 -1.31869500 
H   -6.89001100  1.99056300 -2.12352900 
H   -9.34551400  1.87953800 -2.37765900 
H   -10.7535680  0.96858100 -0.53974400 
H   -9.67499500  0.17422700  1.55726800 
H   -7.21674000  0.28411300  1.80774100 
C   -3.04828200  1.96450500 -2.36586600 
H   -4.11536900  1.85266100 -2.51756700 











      G = –3537.446490 





            
Atom     X                  Y                  Z                         Atom     X                  Y                  Z 
 
Li   0.00000000  0.00000000  0.00000000 
O   -1.29722100 -0.81350400  1.27581100 
Li   0.12651600 -0.09166100  2.60542500 
Li   2.08565600 -0.78422000  1.12195700 
O    1.17239800 -1.71884500  2.55444100 
Li   0.06024500 -2.38337000  1.14238700 
O    1.06714500 -1.65240300 -0.35147800 
O    1.11635600  0.93492900  1.24279600 
C    2.05070300 -2.31294000  3.47086100 
C    1.36572600 -3.53698100  4.20772100 
H    1.56745300 -3.45516700  5.28243000 
H    0.28884900 -3.37934000  4.09283100 
C    1.73089500 -4.94154900  3.73661900 
C    3.19287200 -5.18494200  3.39636000 
H    3.39281100 -5.81682100  2.53059700 
C    4.07139600 -3.94286200  3.45535600 
H    5.04272500 -4.15431400  2.99322300 
H    4.28482500 -3.63545700  4.48561800 
C    3.31736900 -2.82479000  2.69103000 
H    2.88282500 -3.30722700  1.80730400 
N    4.16332900 -1.73212800  2.11778900 
C    4.87178000 -2.19262800  0.90429000 
H    4.13574300 -2.53857700  0.17302800 
H    5.55138700 -3.03457300  1.12767500 
C    5.69318800 -1.06132500  0.29010400 
O    6.64713300 -0.54504500  1.20595800 
C    5.99580800 -0.08760100  2.38287200 
C    5.18546400 -1.19853600  3.04460600 
H    5.88626000 -1.99239700  3.35363500 
H    4.71084500 -0.80448500  3.94200400 
H    6.78444500  0.25530700  3.06012900 
H    5.34240900  0.76726400  2.14715600 
H    5.02467800 -0.25457300 -0.05254600 
H    6.25675700 -1.43117800 -0.57214200 
C    2.57399300 -5.89129300  4.58413100 
C    2.97261800 -5.55171600  6.00936400 
H    2.16162400 -5.79708800  6.70791300 
H    3.85232500 -6.13654300  6.30818300 
H    3.21967900 -4.49691000  6.15348600 
C    2.29323000 -7.37553700  4.39735800 
H    3.17936100 -7.98047100  4.63171800 
H    1.48010500 -7.70937300  5.05585100 
H    1.99916000 -7.60263700  3.36607100 
H    0.99522500 -5.41793600  3.09172400 
C    2.38150300 -1.28268000  4.57332300 









H    3.14858900 -1.63036500  5.27788600 
H    2.69762000 -0.33022300  4.13854900 
C    1.05914900 -2.17073900 -1.66655100 
C    1.67762100 -1.13551000 -2.67170000 
H    1.24255000 -1.30782700 -3.66268900 
H    1.32893300 -0.14175300 -2.36751100 
C    3.19544300 -1.15627000 -2.77655700 
C    3.79987100 -2.53251500 -2.99351400 
H    4.71904600 -2.76660000 -2.45562900 
C    2.77830600 -3.65682400 -2.98809100 
H    3.28940600 -4.62746600 -2.98747400 
H    2.15879700 -3.64054000 -3.89163200 
C    1.89750700 -3.52139300 -1.71679000 
H    2.59252000 -3.40258300 -0.88103500 
N    1.12830100 -4.74950000 -1.38863100 
C    1.90330100 -5.69224400 -0.57610200 
H    2.26820700 -5.17574600  0.31801000 
H    2.78225500 -6.09019800 -1.12240200 
C    1.03088300 -6.86583400 -0.13615000 
O    0.44344900 -7.53948500 -1.24315400 
C   -0.30671100 -6.63019700 -2.03509600 
C    0.55851900 -5.47439800 -2.53036700 
H    1.33863000 -5.89841000 -3.18856500 
H   -0.05485900 -4.80147500 -3.13400000 
H   -0.69824500 -7.20673500 -2.87965600 
H   -1.15650700 -6.23183300 -1.45448000 
H    0.24563900 -6.49429600  0.53983000 
H    1.63160200 -7.61240300  0.39416900 
C    3.92890900 -1.47726100 -4.07516500 
C    3.20957300 -1.59506800 -5.40828700 
H    3.06226900 -0.60341500 -5.85575000 
H    3.80923800 -2.18783800 -6.11154800 
H    2.22767700 -2.07020800 -5.33965900 
C    5.31088800 -0.85584900 -4.22220000 
H    5.94807400 -1.45928700 -4.88260500 
H    5.24615200  0.15237300 -4.65157000 
H    5.82061900 -0.77041300 -3.25569400 
H    3.72446100 -0.48581900 -2.10286800 
C   -0.40451200 -2.38974300 -2.10775800 
H   -0.93255900 -1.43181700 -2.07745100 
H   -0.48380300 -2.77177500 -3.13335700 
H   -0.90457100 -3.09309800 -1.43518900 
O   -0.92539400 -4.16075200  1.43780200 
C   -2.11588400 -4.42080000  1.52103300 
C   -2.67333400 -5.80784900  1.73166300 
H   -1.84807600 -6.51801100  1.61029000 
C   -3.77004500 -6.09339100  0.68986100 
H   -4.19210800 -7.09079500  0.85223300 
H   -4.58910000 -5.36756100  0.76607300 
H   -3.37615200 -6.05717700 -0.33153900 
C   -3.22482100 -5.91394700  3.16948200 
H   -4.02719700 -5.18702900  3.34328000 
H   -3.63886100 -6.91481700  3.33320300 
H   -2.44010800 -5.74256400  3.91348100 
H   -2.85824000 -3.60083300  1.45522500 
C   -4.66394200 -0.29941100 -0.17296100 
H   -5.28289100 -0.07301600  0.69749300 
C   -4.83998400  0.79019400 -1.23900400 
H   -5.19404500  1.73498900 -0.81105200 
H   -5.49769400  0.49582300 -2.05818400 
O   -3.51778900  0.99342500 -1.76298100 
C   -2.60640000  0.55117300 -0.85243900 
O   -1.41807200  0.79218500 -1.02265500 
N   -3.23811900 -0.13218500  0.15148800 
C   -2.90144800 -1.78985700  3.59590000 
H   -3.07691400 -1.15328300  4.47606800 
H   -1.82609500 -1.98045400  3.54066200 
H   -3.40522400 -2.74506600  3.81043600 
C   -4.97597800 -1.72707400 -0.68087700 
H   -4.59485600 -2.42820500  0.06910200 
H   -4.40820800 -1.89798600 -1.60356100 
C   -6.45178500 -1.96153600 -0.91763400 
C   -6.98060200 -2.01235200 -2.21435400 
C   -8.34734900 -2.20740600 -2.42537900 
C   -9.20945900 -2.35420900 -1.33850800 
C   -8.69589100 -2.30857800 -0.04016700 
C   -7.33038600 -2.11514600  0.16593200 
H   -6.93778800 -2.09230700  1.18077600 
H   -9.35905700 -2.42912300  0.81247300 
H   -10.2728530 -2.50766900 -1.50045700 
H   -8.73578600 -2.24810500 -3.43954600 
H   -6.31339500 -1.91052000 -3.06767100 
C   -3.40784900 -1.15789300  2.33031200 
H   -4.47716700 -0.99260500  2.26665600 
C   -2.59299800 -0.73405700  1.32144000 
C   -0.71399200  0.46006900  5.64005900 
H   -0.79987500 -0.62100700  5.78663000 
H    0.25934300  0.79056300  6.02215000 
C   -1.86566300  1.24605600  6.27703000 
H   -1.63695600  1.55876500  7.30042100 
H   -2.77729900  0.63754500  6.30526900 
C   -2.04012100  2.41981400  5.30140000 
		 382 
H   -3.03174000  2.87967300  5.35299800 
H   -1.29347800  3.19851300  5.49922500 
C   -1.77117100  1.75241200  3.95368200 
H   -1.36054100  2.42474300  3.19627100 
H   -2.66657500  1.25514400  3.55996500 
O   -0.76733000  0.74167600  4.22539900 
C    1.61768500  2.25567800  1.30116300 
C    2.99928200  2.32492000  0.57246800 
H    3.53376900  3.22430400  0.90052500 
H    3.59528500  1.47833000  0.93381700 
C    2.89655000  2.29846800 -0.94191200 
C    1.96032000  3.34652500 -1.51562200 
H    1.30680800  3.03944900 -2.33197500 
C    1.27820500  4.19309800 -0.45551100 
H    0.52557000  4.84154900 -0.92062600 
H    1.99089300  4.86221600  0.03806400 
C    0.59629500  3.25569300  0.57947100 
H   -0.03563900  2.58177800 -0.00308700 
N   -0.36037300  3.97197300  1.47372600 
C   -1.66046600  4.17249500  0.81699600 
H   -2.04492000  3.20007200  0.49128800 
H   -1.57791200  4.81385100 -0.08111100 
C   -2.66410700  4.81698700  1.77270600 
O   -2.18451200  6.04480300  2.30168800 
C   -0.93414500  5.85144300  2.94977400 
C    0.10241900  5.26625400  1.99398400 
H    0.26696000  6.00415100  1.18885900 
H    1.04893000  5.13741300  2.52467300 
H   -0.61554300  6.83717500  3.30364000 
H   -1.05788400  5.18816400  3.82266600 
H   -2.89880400  4.12205700  2.59606200 
H   -3.59440500  5.05096500  1.24436900 
C    3.44229200  3.40261300 -1.83860600 
C    4.34501700  4.50556600 -1.31274900 
H    5.38900800  4.16679300 -1.28333500 
H    4.30168400  5.38142400 -1.97366000 
H    4.08454300  4.84496400 -0.30721000 
C    3.81763900  2.97750300 -3.25144700 
H    3.73095500  3.81864900 -3.95251300 
H    4.85380900  2.61587400 -3.29269500 
H    3.17059600  2.17124800 -3.61467700 
H    2.85725900  1.30860000 -1.38645800 
C    1.87886800  2.62132300  2.77643900 
H    2.54644000  1.86629200  3.20899100 
H    2.36807700  3.59594900  2.89607800 










      G = –3537.433670 





            
Atom     X                  Y                  Z                         Atom     X                  Y                  Z 
 
Li   0.00000000  0.00000000  0.00000000 
O   -1.31387000  0.93228400 -1.35221500 
Li   0.22059500  0.54565100 -2.59195100 
Li   2.15168600  0.95472900 -0.92970700 
O    1.30426700  2.09161600 -2.24491100 
Li   0.22834500  2.71640000 -0.74531000 
O    1.01861500  1.56261300  0.60036200 
O    1.16301100 -0.71136600 -1.36101800 
C   -0.21802000 -0.28828500 -5.73405700 
H   -0.30138200  0.68206500 -6.23747300 
H    0.84018700 -0.54142800 -5.63839500 
C   -1.03816200 -1.38474300 -6.45412500 
H   -0.39679800 -2.13571900 -6.92358600 
H   -1.66061500 -0.94329300 -7.23953600 
C   -1.91771300 -1.97552500 -5.33488400 
H   -2.88246500 -2.34245600 -5.69835400 
H   -1.40354100 -2.79798000 -4.82671400 
C   -2.05461300 -0.78805100 -4.38816700 
H   -2.28966800 -1.04772900 -3.35493700 
H   -2.80680900 -0.07369500 -4.75508300 
O   -0.75337200 -0.17627800 -4.39430900 
C    2.16607900  2.77069600 -3.11767700 
C    1.47312400  4.12523600 -3.57069500 
H    0.98533800  3.96443400 -4.54260400 
H    0.66025900  4.26769100 -2.85355200 
C    2.27451100  5.43185900 -3.58853400 
C    3.78402600  5.39900100 -3.41945700 
H    4.21184700  6.17605900 -2.78667500 
C    4.42440600  4.02994700 -3.22722300 
H    5.39152900  4.16009800 -2.72848200 
H    4.64811900  3.54781800 -4.18516500 
C    3.49337000  3.13997300 -2.36953900 
H    3.15278400  3.76388900 -1.53405700 
N    4.16343800  1.98241300 -1.69326500 
C    4.95276900  2.44663500 -0.53142900 
H    4.29534100  2.99275800  0.14988100 
H    5.76147900  3.13166900 -0.84045700 
C    5.57888500  1.26795700  0.20724700 
O    6.42511800  0.50907000 -0.64279300 
C    5.68989100  0.04556100 -1.76581500 
C    5.07648000  1.20024500 -2.55415300 
H    5.89830600  1.82692200 -2.93880500 
H    4.53070000  0.80180100 -3.40954400 
H    6.39674000 -0.50640300 -2.39385400 
H    4.89770800 -0.64604600 -1.44018100 














H    6.20260000  1.62586900  1.03216200 
C    3.17816200  5.89668700 -4.71964000 
C    3.29063000  5.11113300 -6.01230800 
H    2.52224100  5.44106900 -6.72399100 
H    4.26736300  5.27472300 -6.48735000 
H    3.16194600  4.03629400 -5.87721500 
C    3.24707400  7.40065800 -4.94666500 
H    4.19485900  7.68659200 -5.42263300 
H    2.43202700  7.73908900 -5.60019900 
H    3.16851600  7.95500400 -4.00458100 
H    1.76327000  6.24473000 -3.07391900 
C    2.39090300  1.86259800 -4.35104800 
H    1.46501800  1.83165300 -4.93544800 
H    3.19106700  2.18807700 -5.02473200 
H    2.61267300  0.83938700 -4.03199200 
C    1.23867100 -2.09811100 -1.61975200 
C    1.82379300 -2.35983200 -3.05803700 
H    1.37132100 -3.27552500 -3.45691700 
H    1.45914200 -1.54910200 -3.69597800 
C    3.33723200 -2.46776700 -3.16104400 
C    3.98552900 -3.37924900 -2.13424900 
H    4.92844200 -3.04872900 -1.69914100 
C    3.01134700 -3.96075300 -1.12241000 
H    3.56356900 -4.46179500 -0.31828300 
H    2.36924000 -4.72621800 -1.57289800 
C    2.15452000 -2.80518200 -0.53580400 
H    2.86303600 -2.01720400 -0.25618500 
N    1.45294600 -3.15040200  0.72445300 
C    2.29296200 -2.96384500  1.91193400 
H    2.70219700 -1.94990700  1.90392800 
H    3.14557400 -3.67195700  1.93603000 
C    1.46840100 -3.15850900  3.18385700 
O    0.86234400 -4.44408000  3.22498700 
C    0.04706500 -4.63768200  2.07746800 
C    0.85778800 -4.49213700  0.79107100 
H    1.62722000 -5.28623200  0.78335900 
H    0.20140400 -4.65810400 -0.06500300 
H   -0.36338400 -5.64980400  2.15779400 
H   -0.78489400 -3.91429500  2.07522600 
H    0.69376100 -2.37745800  3.24355200 
H    2.10845500 -3.08825100  4.06926600 
C    4.04054200 -3.74732700 -3.60458700 
C    3.28177300 -4.93621200 -4.16876300 
H    3.07164600 -4.78952900 -5.23675200 
H    3.88358400 -5.84954800 -4.07519800 
H    2.32771300 -5.12562300 -3.67057000 
C    5.39172300 -3.55655200 -4.27968000 
H    6.02922000 -4.44056500 -4.14614900 
H    5.27476600 -3.39120500 -5.35919600 
H    5.93042800 -2.69525900 -3.86832400 
H    3.85664000 -1.54435500 -3.40976100 
C   -0.19282100 -2.67658200 -1.62459100 
H   -0.77667400 -2.15197700 -2.38670200 
H   -0.21841100 -3.74502400 -1.87358600 
H   -0.67765900 -2.52825300 -0.65667300 
C    0.99516100  1.95226600  1.96134100 
C    1.45208700  0.76607900  2.88185700 
H    0.94364300  0.85792500  3.84829400 
H    1.06297900 -0.15498700  2.43431100 
C    2.95167100  0.64856000  3.11115500 
C    3.64514500  1.94023100  3.50706200 
H    4.62578700  2.13115800  3.07005900 
C    2.73046800  3.15419900  3.51829200 
H    3.32362800  4.06901700  3.63811800 
H    2.03377900  3.12957300  4.36388400 
C    1.95803100  3.19450200  2.17249100 
H    2.71104300  3.04962900  1.39295400 
N    1.33625600  4.50189100  1.86065500 
C    2.21361600  5.40609100  1.11528100 
H    2.60362500  4.88353300  0.23561300 
H    3.07981900  5.74753800  1.71854200 
C    1.42861800  6.62994000  0.64752000 
O    0.84519900  7.32610300  1.74232200 
C   -0.00044300  6.45922200  2.48827800 
C    0.75991100  5.23497100  2.99305900 
H    1.53581700  5.58191600  3.70062700 
H    0.07231300  4.59027000  3.54526300 
H   -0.37760700  7.04886900  3.33059700 
H   -0.85096500  6.13546700  1.86995700 
H    0.64749000  6.30627100 -0.05836500 
H    2.09050000  7.34374400  0.14592000 
C    3.58770900  0.78725800  4.49082200 
C    2.75869900  0.85406800  5.76212800 
H    2.48203000 -0.15429700  6.09690200 
H    3.33884300  1.32139000  6.56853500 
H    1.83488300  1.42728500  5.65344600 
C    4.89458100  0.03325700  4.69407700 
H    5.51660300  0.51864400  5.45798700 
H    4.70871900 -0.99755300  5.02402900 
H    5.48159100 -0.01590200  3.76975700 
H    3.48452100 -0.00285500  2.42079200 
C   -0.45934400  2.28473000  2.35830200 
		 385 
H   -1.07150000  1.38538900  2.23663300 
H   -0.54924200  2.59529800  3.40716000 
H   -0.85662400  3.07814800  1.71918500 
C   -2.51860100  1.27833000 -1.23749600 
N   -3.28711400  0.65787300 -0.19884800 
C   -4.75511000  0.73444800 -0.07578700 
C   -4.93353300  0.18876000  1.34693100 
H   -4.93223800  0.98440300  2.09929200 
H   -5.82376800 -0.42902300  1.46783600 
O   -3.77351900 -0.63828400  1.55975200 
C   -2.78090200 -0.24208300  0.72685000 
O   -1.64945700 -0.67235300  0.85329000 
H   -5.08633800  1.77280300 -0.12937700 
C   -5.46814100 -0.11369300 -1.15656200 
H   -5.11688700  0.22609500 -2.13755500 
H   -5.14478200 -1.15588500 -1.04382400 
C   -6.97719000 -0.02148400 -1.07639100 
C   -7.64360200  1.14407500 -1.48392700 
C   -9.03108200  1.24545300 -1.38859600 
C   -9.77925500  0.17880900 -0.88488300 
C   -9.13024000 -0.98794000 -0.48074700 
C   -7.74032000 -1.08496200 -0.57623900 
H   -7.24280800 -2.00249600 -0.26903800 
H   -9.70375700 -1.82600800 -0.09401200 
H   -10.8605750  0.25616600 -0.81283800 
H   -9.52889600  2.15557800 -1.71227300 
H   -7.07234300  1.97764800 -1.88790600 
C   -3.11481900  2.34385100 -1.95879800 
H   -4.19567900  2.40031700 -1.91114100 
C   -2.50485600  2.74302100 -3.28488700 
H   -1.47920200  3.09467500 -3.14112500 
H   -2.47452700  1.91741900 -4.00410300 
H   -3.08305600  3.55447900 -3.73927000 
O   -1.21468200  3.92981100 -0.86509500 
C   -2.47700800  3.85996600 -0.72158600 
C   -3.32939400  5.06592100 -1.17570300 
H   -3.09336500  5.26571200 -2.22788200 
C   -2.87350900  6.29024000 -0.35708300 
H   -3.40480100  7.19206700 -0.68433600 
H   -3.08575700  6.14888400  0.71111900 
H   -1.79991900  6.45606300 -0.46961000 
C   -4.84218400  4.86678900 -1.01432100 
H   -5.08369200  4.48680200 -0.01167400 
H   -5.37103200  5.81951100 -1.13189100 
H   -5.26133700  4.17371700 -1.75132400 









      G = –3537.431037 





            
Atom     X                  Y                  Z                         Atom     X                  Y                  Z 
 
Li   0.00000000  0.00000000  0.00000000 
O   -0.84214000 -1.84923300  0.57285400 
Li   0.04449800 -1.11499500  2.40362500 
Li   2.15635000 -0.19920200  1.31342000 
O    1.75752500 -1.94440300  2.05010000 
Li   1.27330700 -2.41610500  0.27495100 
O    1.72817400 -0.73378800 -0.57710500 
O    0.44940600  0.69117900  1.72453100 
C    1.66758500 -5.53658600  0.06980800 
H    2.72870800 -5.32527100  0.22506900 
H    1.21192400 -5.78141900  1.03725900 
C    1.39950300 -6.63071900 -0.96338100 
H    1.40682900 -7.63147500 -0.52123000 
H    2.15264700 -6.60238000 -1.75913600 
C    0.02473900 -6.21510000 -1.50831000 
H   -0.19087300 -6.62474000 -2.49969300 
H   -0.76933000 -6.53963500 -0.82561100 
C    0.13569500 -4.68798300 -1.52308900 
H   -0.81420500 -4.17638100 -1.34381700 
H    0.55864300 -4.32640000 -2.46683100 
O    1.04388000 -4.34227700 -0.45183000 
C    2.57140400 -2.33580200  3.12478300 
C    2.43847600 -3.90046100  3.36711600 
H    1.91586600 -4.06737900  4.31767200 
H    1.74618600 -4.23941400  2.59388000 
C    3.68916300 -4.78032200  3.30569400 
C    5.05347700 -4.15104900  3.52876100 
H    5.86062200 -4.51683100  2.89427400 
C    5.07202200 -2.64365100  3.74171700 
H    6.08445300 -2.26805000  3.55326600 
H    4.84019500 -2.37846000  4.77903200 
C    4.05842200 -1.98993400  2.77328500 
H    4.20843100 -2.46817800  1.79662700 
N    4.28728200 -0.53373300  2.50079300 
C    5.37644300 -0.35637100  1.51810300 
H    5.11689600 -0.89450700  0.60178800 
H    6.33064600 -0.76802300  1.89347100 
C    5.58188500  1.12056500  1.19188300 
O    5.88050200  1.88046200  2.35217400 
C    4.83993700  1.73306300  3.30823200 
C    4.64196100  0.26930300  3.69210900 
H    5.57933900 -0.08952900  4.14808100 
H    3.85602000  0.19236300  4.44304700 
H    5.13931200  2.31573100  4.18524400 
H    3.90009800  2.15134700  2.91405700 
H    4.67956800  1.51965700  0.70098900 
H    6.43000700  1.24296400  0.51101400 
















C    4.07923500 -4.72902200  5.91953800 
H    3.38171400 -5.46319500  6.34370800 
H    4.94224900 -4.66744800  6.59553400 
H    3.57588800 -3.75974200  5.93564600 
C    5.16394200 -6.53058300  4.51212400 
H    6.05731100 -6.55670300  5.15041400 
H    4.47085000 -7.29870900  4.88045200 
H    5.47157000 -6.81834500  3.50002700 
H    3.64877300 -5.55951400  2.54500400 
C    2.06455100 -1.62428800  4.40170100 
H    1.05668800 -1.98802700  4.63240000 
H    2.69187800 -1.80405300  5.28412800 
H    1.99207100 -0.54493100  4.24507600 
C   -0.24253300  1.77284000  2.32384600 
C   -0.02421400  1.78208900  3.88040800 
H   -0.90361900  2.23927900  4.34721700 
H   -0.02980400  0.74036300  4.21738700 
C    1.22698600  2.49542500  4.36799800 
C    1.43920900  3.88092800  3.78304600 
H    2.45810100  4.15940300  3.51260100 
C    0.39591300  4.27937000  2.75110500 
H    0.69672800  5.21059100  2.25576900 
H   -0.57553200  4.48243600  3.21579100 
C    0.27265400  3.13995700  1.70404200 
H    1.29754500  2.90039400  1.39909600 
N   -0.40872200  3.54444000  0.44943500 
C    0.49063200  4.20278400 -0.50332200 
H    1.37186400  3.57538700 -0.66069300 
H    0.83998300  5.18863200 -0.13596600 
C   -0.21696500  4.41135200 -1.84137500 
O   -1.40128800  5.18492800 -1.69357000 
C   -2.27796700  4.57037200 -0.75894300 
C   -1.60373900  4.38447700  0.59940200 
H   -1.35735200  5.38639400  0.99765800 
H   -2.30983300  3.91831900  1.28872800 
H   -3.14491400  5.23354200 -0.66862500 
H   -2.61477100  3.59258400 -1.14129800 
H   -0.46032200  3.43238100 -2.28508700 
H    0.42756400  4.96238300 -2.53433000 
C    1.17574000  3.72484300  5.26922000 
C   -0.11204900  4.20615600  5.91509900 
H   -0.31682900  3.64364400  6.83557500 
H   -0.02643200  5.26608100  6.18858300 
H   -0.98894700  4.10763800  5.27087200 
C    2.38185400  3.92837800  6.17556800 
H    2.51372800  4.98927200  6.42723600 
H    2.26611800  3.37545300  7.11745100 
H    3.30769200  3.58435300  5.70003600 
H    2.10561600  1.86649900  4.49602900 
C   -1.75745600  1.55875600  2.11128800 
H   -2.03121900  0.59569100  2.55338000 
H   -2.36775800  2.32748900  2.60182500 
H   -1.99948400  1.54694700  1.04557400 
C    2.07698900 -0.47763200 -1.92326100 
C    1.95578300  1.05603500 -2.23833200 
H    1.71971100  1.17878200 -3.30116700 
H    1.07669000  1.43261200 -1.70381500 
C    3.17912400  1.89159200 -1.89464400 
C    4.49206700  1.34514000 -2.42724000 
H    5.36111500  1.41621100 -1.77374700 
C    4.35856100  0.00144700 -3.12527700 
H    5.35327900 -0.41249800 -3.33189500 
H    3.85961400  0.09428500 -4.09664800 
C    3.56764500 -0.95267900 -2.18931300 
H    4.02958900 -0.85166400 -1.20325000 
N    3.71336300 -2.39238500 -2.52695500 
C    4.89251700 -2.99802400 -1.90179500 
H    4.85515900 -2.82154600 -0.82091000 
H    5.83965600 -2.56524300 -2.28205500 
C    4.91644200 -4.50499900 -2.14852700 
O    4.88168800 -4.82015100 -3.53299900 
C    3.74479800 -4.23258700 -4.15066900 
C    3.72330500 -2.71833800 -3.95820800 
H    4.60692600 -2.30200900 -4.47566300 
H    2.83309300 -2.30907100 -4.44112100 
H    3.80866200 -4.48393500 -5.21426700 
H    2.82002100 -4.67321700 -3.73955800 
H    4.05676100 -4.96861600 -1.63737900 
H    5.83801100 -4.94520500 -1.75400600 
C    3.96506100  2.66749100 -2.94810000 
C    3.46789800  2.83150300 -4.37414600 
H    2.74359100  3.65392100 -4.44019500 
H    4.30533600  3.07566000 -5.04068600 
H    2.98437500  1.93754500 -4.77564500 
C    4.69396400  3.90613500 -2.44507500 
H    5.57074000  4.12952600 -3.06749900 
H    4.03783500  4.78626300 -2.46874300 
H    5.04216300  3.78005200 -1.41354600 
H    3.19050600  2.32205000 -0.89426000 
C    1.07154300 -1.19479500 -2.84723200 
H    0.06193900 -0.83230000 -2.62941900 
H    1.26370900 -1.00454200 -3.91105600 
		 388 
H    1.10539100 -2.27285900 -2.67520200 
C   -2.04949900 -2.21205200  0.61610400 
N   -2.97055500 -1.52136700 -0.24264900 
C   -4.37790100 -1.89624600 -0.48604700 
C   -4.55919600 -1.35323000 -1.90990500 
H   -4.32241500 -2.09916300 -2.67665800 
H   -5.55087100 -0.94033700 -2.09536900 
O   -3.59841100 -0.28392200 -2.00286900 
C   -2.61142200 -0.48848400 -1.09750600 
O   -1.60473200  0.19432500 -1.10767200 
H   -4.48005000 -2.98334300 -0.46878200 
C   -5.34589900 -1.25079600  0.53273500 
H   -5.02882500 -1.54395500  1.53790100 
H   -5.23379800 -0.16166600  0.47094500 
C   -6.78982300 -1.64305100  0.29800600 
C   -7.70191100 -0.73752400 -0.26072300 
C   -9.02727900 -1.10799600 -0.49829000 
C   -9.46116800 -2.39501300 -0.17990600 
C   -8.56405700 -3.30633800  0.38187100 
C   -7.24168300 -2.93209500  0.61908300 
H   -6.55593900 -3.64509500  1.07196100 
H   -8.89633900 -4.30782100  0.64207700 
H   -10.4923050 -2.68518000 -0.36177100 
H   -9.71946200 -0.38873100 -0.92771000 
H   -7.37397100  0.27179200 -0.50041400 
C   -2.55324400 -3.19492300  1.50589700 
C   -1.61761100 -4.31335000  1.91722700 
H   -1.25001600 -4.88730800  1.05757900 
H   -0.74701300 -3.91389000  2.44598600 
H   -2.13130200 -5.01405000  2.58358200 
H   -3.58398800 -3.49444300  1.34631600 
O   -1.37047600 -1.70905500  3.47904200 
C   -2.57650000 -2.04421600  3.27163200 
H   -3.27228800 -1.27589400  2.87666200 
C   -3.25012200 -2.96232700  4.30844700 
H   -2.59525800 -3.82966400  4.45353500 
C   -3.28604100 -2.18020200  5.63923000 
H   -3.70687200 -2.80150200  6.43893200 
H   -2.28014600 -1.86665300  5.92900900 
H   -3.91112700 -1.28165900  5.55091500 
C   -4.65923600 -3.43762000  3.93681500 
H   -4.65872600 -4.13691400  3.09423900 
H   -5.12589000 -3.95125400  4.78535900 









      G = –3537.433083 





            
Atom     X                  Y                  Z                         Atom     X                  Y                  Z 
 
Li   0.00000000  0.00000000  0.00000000 
O    1.20416500 -1.41699000 -0.96338000 
Li  -0.16957200 -0.80269100 -2.53513200 
Li  -2.21175100 -0.71446100 -0.99729400 
O   -1.46721600 -2.15951400 -2.05427200 
Li  -0.54425700 -2.63547800 -0.45540600 
O   -1.30910800 -1.28220200  0.70182300 
O   -0.93705000  0.70493800 -1.51671000 
C   -0.04282100 -5.73972100 -0.61460500 
H   -1.13033800 -5.82485400 -0.54553300 
H    0.24544700 -5.76454000 -1.67305500 
C    0.71535900 -6.79433100  0.18972000 
H    0.86463400 -7.72061000 -0.37312900 
H    0.17586300 -7.03650200  1.11252900 
C    2.02468900 -6.05736900  0.50936600 
H    2.55245100 -6.46674400  1.37591900 
H    2.70325000 -6.09654100 -0.35090000 
C    1.53752200 -4.62555600  0.75090900 
H    2.25794400 -3.86050400  0.44817900 
H    1.27247500 -4.46244500  1.80110200 
O    0.34341200 -4.46681800 -0.05166800 
C   -2.32205400 -2.68845400 -3.03341900 
C   -1.77735000 -4.09976900 -3.51871900 
H   -1.38488700 -3.99642800 -4.53859600 
H   -0.90391500 -4.28291200 -2.88986300 
C   -2.68461100 -5.32998800 -3.43598400 
C   -4.18971200 -5.14423800 -3.34719600 
H   -4.71780200 -5.82005400 -2.67471400 
C   -4.69214400 -3.70815900 -3.29689200 
H   -5.70987400 -3.69988400 -2.89004400 
H   -4.76466200 -3.27015800 -4.29827000 
C   -3.74475200 -2.87313700 -2.40493700 
H   -3.55095800 -3.47415700 -1.50696700 
N   -4.33380400 -1.60281500 -1.87008600 
C   -5.20925900 -1.88557700 -0.71397200 
H   -4.62580500 -2.40512200  0.05164000 
H   -6.05504300 -2.53852300 -0.99599900 
C   -5.77167800 -0.59372200 -0.12662300 
O   -6.50362100  0.14836300 -1.08931500 
C   -5.67553300  0.44173900 -2.20565800 
C   -5.13609100 -0.83358700 -2.84687000 
H   -5.99800500 -1.42025800 -3.20579400 
H   -4.52466300 -0.57770600 -3.71183200 
H   -6.29962800  0.98792000 -2.92009700 
H   -4.84171700  1.09343700 -1.89953400 
H   -4.94907600  0.01898900  0.27626000 
H   -6.46644900 -0.82026900  0.68809500 
















C   -3.56254700 -5.09632700 -5.91808700 
H   -2.78228600 -5.52484300 -6.56066500 
H   -4.52153500 -5.22283700 -6.43772500 
H   -3.36472500 -4.02491500 -5.84275900 
C   -3.78683700 -7.30139900 -4.69805600 
H   -4.73997200 -7.53216100 -5.19244700 
H   -2.98544500 -7.76114600 -5.29177100 
H   -3.79597800 -7.79044900 -3.71697700 
H   -2.27496000 -6.14108600 -2.83432300 
C   -2.30925500 -1.73477800 -4.25190400 
H   -1.30570800 -1.73899900 -4.69319100 
H   -3.01831000 -2.01551100 -5.04092700 
H   -2.52431000 -0.70769400 -3.94584600 
C   -0.73908900  2.00236500 -2.05183100 
C   -1.26227400  2.08313300 -3.53099400 
H   -0.68095000  2.84647900 -4.05982700 
H   -1.00673800  1.13811500 -4.02214900 
C   -2.74305600  2.38737600 -3.68836000 
C   -3.23968300  3.57039700 -2.87536200 
H   -4.21519100  3.47451000 -2.39775600 
C   -2.17620000  4.19574300 -1.98625300 
H   -2.63464500  4.93100300 -1.31348000 
H   -1.43142700  4.74435100 -2.57386000 
C   -1.49982300  3.07063900 -1.15628900 
H   -2.31867800  2.48782800 -0.71972700 
N   -0.72263300  3.55968400  0.00739200 
C   -1.54753100  3.79736400  1.19528300 
H   -2.15197800  2.91008300  1.40004800 
H   -2.23953100  4.65304600  1.06018300 
C   -0.65740300  4.08303400  2.40382500 
O    0.18671200  5.20564700  2.18046200 
C    0.97878600  5.00431000  1.01734100 
C    0.10784400  4.75028800 -0.21220000 
H   -0.50449900  5.65427300 -0.38962100 
H    0.75022400  4.60931600 -1.08312200 
H    1.56991200  5.91699900  0.88651400 
H    1.66346400  4.15328300  1.16703700 
H   -0.04775400  3.19264100  2.62736200 
H   -1.26633100  4.32442000  3.28148900 
C   -3.25682200  3.63942100 -4.39117300 
C   -2.34026600  4.56936200 -5.16791000 
H   -2.17099000  4.18554300 -6.18260000 
H   -2.79926900  5.56219500 -5.26329500 
H   -1.36068800  4.70859700 -4.70453000 
C   -4.62865000  3.51700200 -5.03981600 
H   -5.12571900  4.49431600 -5.10206300 
H   -4.54901600  3.11920200 -6.06043100 
H   -5.28626000  2.84785400 -4.47299500 
H   -3.39563900  1.51964400 -3.75629000 
C    0.77928800  2.27208700 -2.12432800 
H    1.23769500  1.48667200 -2.73280500 
H    1.01755400  3.23268000 -2.59804000 
H    1.21710200  2.25946500 -1.12348900 
C   -1.43133600 -1.27662800  2.11127600 
C   -1.68089800  0.18228400  2.63239700 
H   -1.29754600  0.25943500  3.65591300 
H   -1.05512500  0.85918800  2.03975700 
C   -3.13000400  0.64331900  2.60131400 
C   -4.11338500 -0.31655300  3.24782700 
H   -5.07519100 -0.44986700  2.75377100 
C   -3.47940200 -1.61495700  3.71911600 
H   -4.25992200 -2.32575500  4.01744900 
H   -2.85256500 -1.46298800  4.60511100 
C   -2.64496800 -2.20310100  2.54786100 
H   -3.29713800 -2.16965100  1.67096600 
N   -2.30681000 -3.64096300  2.71046900 
C   -3.36079900 -4.52631500  2.20759900 
H   -3.58249200 -4.26307500  1.16712900 
H   -4.30095000 -4.43379000  2.78758000 
C   -2.90588800 -5.98392600  2.25439800 
O   -2.51498700 -6.38020100  3.56089900 
C   -1.49549900 -5.52365000  4.05788500 
C   -1.94700400 -4.06557000  4.06863100 
H   -2.79577600 -3.98128900  4.77180000 
H   -1.13605600 -3.44221700  4.45212100 
H   -1.27490000 -5.86595000  5.07404200 
H   -0.58305600 -5.62493900  3.44536500 
H   -2.06582700 -6.12371100  1.55442000 
H   -3.72227000 -6.65130600  1.95959400 
C   -3.88694300  1.05174500  3.86137100 
C   -3.19402100  1.23251300  5.20099100 
H   -2.71237300  2.21746900  5.25856300 
H   -3.92719500  1.17660000  6.01616500 
H   -2.42689100  0.48133400  5.40373000 
C   -5.01386100  2.05468700  3.65498300 
H   -5.78310200  1.95063300  4.43179200 
H   -4.63717300  3.08521600  3.69736700 
H   -5.50261000  1.92019500  2.68326900 
H   -3.44834000  1.13727500  1.68438100 
C   -0.09859300 -1.74559800  2.72953900 
H    0.70941600 -1.09354800  2.38260400 
H   -0.10334400 -1.70711700  3.82636700 
		 391 
H    0.11583200 -2.77064600  2.41977100 
C    2.43035500 -1.38408400 -1.25696900 
N    3.25379700 -0.43696700 -0.56402000 
C    4.72805000 -0.39923700 -0.61851500 
C    4.98133200  0.97990300  0.00285400 
H    5.02008800  1.77335500 -0.75084500 
H    5.87536600  1.02043400  0.62551500 
O    3.83246200  1.20595600  0.84199200 
C    2.79696300  0.45461000  0.39531100 
O    1.67498100  0.60958300  0.83997900 
H    5.07015900 -0.41925900 -1.65454400 
C    5.36594400 -1.56040300  0.18216600 
H    4.96162000 -2.50153700 -0.20710100 
H    5.03846400 -1.47860300  1.22584500 
C    6.87802100 -1.56488000  0.10686100 
C    7.53317100 -1.96109000 -1.06887000 
C    8.92492900 -1.94253600 -1.15358300 
C    9.68860100 -1.52852800 -0.05969800 
C    9.05061200 -1.13688800  1.11737300 
C    7.65653000 -1.15537700  1.19770500 
H    7.16696500 -0.85901300  2.12304300 
H    9.63584200 -0.82004100  1.97642200 
H    10.7730990 -1.51637500 -0.12403200 
H    9.41371800 -2.25621500 -2.07206900 
H    6.94918900 -2.29634000 -1.92385000 
C    3.00880600 -2.10566700 -2.32984400 
H    4.09131400 -2.11366800 -2.37478300 
C    2.33457300 -3.37935800 -2.78765200 
H    2.88282400 -3.82013300 -3.62717200 
H    1.31150900 -3.17625100 -3.11721600 
H    2.28445600 -4.13444100 -1.99395500 
O    1.16482800 -0.81452900 -3.86958300 
C    2.43264100 -0.75734500 -3.82574200 
C    3.22781400 -1.21928900 -5.06144000 
H    2.91526700 -2.24299400 -5.30084700 
C    2.79965200 -0.31362000 -6.23576100 
H    3.29454500 -0.62670300 -7.16296600 
H    3.07595400  0.73214900 -6.04611900 
H    1.71756600 -0.35660400 -6.38111800 
C    4.75016400 -1.16981100 -4.88297000 
H    5.12315300 -1.95341900 -4.21508800 
H    5.06676300 -0.19797700 -4.47922800 
H    5.25619500 -1.29796700 -5.84663300 









      G = –3537.431123 





            
Atom     X                  Y                  Z                         Atom     X                  Y                  Z 
 
Li   0.00000000  0.00000000  0.00000000 
O    1.16850800 -0.89339200 -1.43329600 
Li  -0.38064500 -0.15321500 -2.63925500 
Li  -2.26375100 -0.50584300 -0.95407500 
O   -1.63649900 -1.58180700 -2.40654200 
Li  -0.60428200 -2.50627600 -1.05176600 
O   -1.22400400 -1.44352700  0.46552100 
O   -1.02589600  1.04390000 -1.21556500 
C   -2.61368400 -2.10744400 -3.26637200 
C   -2.09502900 -3.47590500 -3.88979300 
H   -1.93486200 -3.33460700 -4.96711200 
H   -1.10269500 -3.62453900 -3.45678500 
C   -2.89713100 -4.75762400 -3.65622800 
C   -4.37945800 -4.65770700 -3.33659100 
H   -4.75873700 -5.35309000 -2.58799000 
C   -4.94178300 -3.24963300 -3.20892300 
H   -5.89582800 -3.29044500 -2.67074500 
H   -5.16758300 -2.81074200 -4.18695100 
C   -3.92172800 -2.37596600 -2.44156400 
H   -3.57301700 -2.98199900 -1.59621500 
N   -4.49306300 -1.15151800 -1.78995700 
C   -5.22161300 -1.50853300 -0.55349500 
H   -4.53716300 -2.02346400  0.12646600 
H   -6.06792800 -2.18765700 -0.76162100 
C   -5.76665600 -0.26094000  0.13648300 
O   -6.64617300  0.46617700 -0.70773500 
C   -5.98077300  0.83153100 -1.90851600 
C   -5.43277900 -0.38870200 -2.64348200 
H   -6.29024700 -1.01485300 -2.94084800 
H   -4.93054800 -0.05946400 -3.55244300 
H   -6.72347900  1.33878400 -2.53243300 
H   -5.16806200  1.54155000 -1.69036800 
H   -4.93247500  0.38433600  0.45806800 
H   -6.34526600 -0.54195400  1.02192400 
C   -3.93100700 -5.29158300 -4.63829300 
C   -4.16410500 -4.60788000 -5.97311900 
H   -3.44938700 -4.97514700 -6.72149400 
H   -5.17284900 -4.82488300 -6.34858500 
H   -4.05550800 -3.52139900 -5.92886900 
C   -4.06067400 -6.80541000 -4.72497800 
H   -5.06349500 -7.09960800 -5.06301800 
H   -3.33485400 -7.22385400 -5.43494500 
H   -3.88462300 -7.28090800 -3.75325400 
H   -2.34647100 -5.52955000 -3.12087500 
C   -2.83057700 -1.10953900 -4.42678300 
H   -1.93156400 -1.09487100 -5.05022800 
H   -3.67320700 -1.36792600 -5.08083500 














C   -1.21838600 -1.98533600  1.77504600 
C   -1.60591900 -0.89038500  2.82776400 
H   -1.14251900 -1.14966000  3.78660400 
H   -1.12609400  0.04444800  2.51406100 
C   -3.09912000 -0.67922800  3.02871400 
C   -3.89875700 -1.95064000  3.25559600 
H   -4.87400600 -2.01771700  2.77288700 
C   -3.07647100 -3.22615600  3.16331100 
H   -3.74038700 -4.09950100  3.15916000 
H   -2.41964400 -3.34880500  4.03191400 
C   -2.24979700 -3.19248900  1.85023100 
H   -2.96412400 -2.95305500  1.05723600 
N   -1.67578800 -4.49983600  1.45947300 
C   -2.54184600 -5.29173800  0.58471900 
H   -2.86110400 -4.67536000 -0.26243500 
H   -3.45328100 -5.65044700  1.10590100 
C   -1.77285400 -6.49769000  0.04801800 
O   -1.27941300 -7.31635700  1.10366100 
C   -0.45225700 -6.55921400  1.97637400 
C   -1.19646700 -5.35479700  2.54921800 
H   -2.02552300 -5.73277200  3.17629700 
H   -0.51949300 -4.79253300  3.19759400 
H   -0.14908200 -7.23919800  2.77964800 
H    0.44866100 -6.21414500  1.44496000 
H   -0.94071700 -6.13959100 -0.57735500 
H   -2.42750700 -7.13643700 -0.55425400 
C   -3.79440800 -0.92063800  4.36440900 
C   -3.02319800 -1.19202200  5.64435500 
H   -2.69316900 -0.25097800  6.10345900 
H   -3.66442100 -1.70668400  6.37187400 
H   -2.13600600 -1.81277800  5.49837700 
C   -5.04875100 -0.09428500  4.61295600 
H   -5.73051700 -0.60788100  5.30407600 
H   -4.79816100  0.87926200  5.05452900 
H   -5.59886400  0.09605200  3.68407300 
H   -3.55518000  0.08643700  2.40459100 
C    0.21646200 -2.44146100  2.11347200 
H    0.88486500 -1.57486700  2.06981400 
H    0.29924500 -2.86281100  3.12334000 
H    0.55360800 -3.19161600  1.39337800 
C    0.44552300  0.05208400 -5.71737300 
H    0.42646800 -1.04082400 -5.76723500 
H   -0.50388900  0.43907200 -6.10411600 
C    1.64770700  0.66831400 -6.44460000 
H    1.41244200  0.93523400 -7.47918000 
H    2.48929100 -0.03413900 -6.46054400 
C    1.98441700  1.87895700 -5.56035400 
H    3.01553300  2.22618600 -5.67675200 
H    1.31412500  2.71820100 -5.78173600 
C    1.70048700  1.32924500 -4.16476200 
H    1.42849900  2.08504100 -3.42410200 
H    2.55157600  0.74181700 -3.79052300 
O    0.56256200  0.45324800 -4.33201100 
C   -1.31359500  2.42731300 -1.26132600 
C   -2.57694900  2.72747500 -0.39133100 
H   -2.99084500  3.70044100 -0.68110500 
H   -3.33850500  1.98832900 -0.66503200 
C   -2.31257000  2.69134800  1.10311600 
C   -1.16384400  3.57983700  1.54653600 
H   -0.47911300  3.17745800  2.29302200 
C   -0.48074600  4.30163700  0.39819700 
H    0.41070000  4.82677400  0.76249600 
H   -1.13093800  5.07132900 -0.03098100 
C   -0.07353600  3.25918600 -0.68007700 
H    0.50481600  2.49969200 -0.14859500 
N    0.88219600  3.80315500 -1.68909100 
C    2.25851400  3.81687900 -1.17253900 
H    2.52654900  2.80452700 -0.85009800 
H    2.36691500  4.48150400 -0.29473700 
C    3.24333900  4.28118900 -2.24536300 
O    2.90143800  5.55649700 -2.76648200 
C    1.57516300  5.54542500 -3.27868300 
C    0.56742400  5.14375100 -2.20499200 
H    0.59895800  5.91190800 -1.41232100 
H   -0.43722100  5.15094900 -2.63457800 
H    1.37387800  6.56163400 -3.63197700 
H    1.50526100  4.85539900 -4.13667900 
H    3.28547400  3.54267500 -3.06363100 
H    4.24758800  4.38060000 -1.81989100 
C   -2.57299300  3.87218000  2.02879900 
C   -3.34276500  5.10336700  1.58113900 
H   -4.42369600  4.93621000  1.67608800 
H   -3.08598800  5.96381700  2.21303000 
H   -3.14781500  5.39192800  0.54536100 
C   -2.85135500  3.51883100  3.48347300 
H   -2.56031200  4.34087400  4.15125500 
H   -3.91983900  3.32271200  3.64428700 
H   -2.30007000  2.62447400  3.79466600 
H   -2.38306100  1.70961600  1.56236500 
C   -1.67239800  2.80819700 -2.71166700 
H   -2.49204200  2.16147300 -3.04759500 
H   -2.01437500  3.84565200 -2.81045100 
		 394 
H   -0.82296000  2.65622100 -3.38184800 
C    2.32591600 -1.37516800 -1.35012700 
N    3.17324400 -0.87538400 -0.30379300 
C    4.61636400 -1.15399500 -0.15409100 
C    5.07124800  0.13937800  0.53638500 
H    5.39623700  0.90335300 -0.17818700 
H    5.84863600 -0.01624700  1.28435000 
O    3.88791800  0.61899200  1.20575700 
C    2.79122300  0.10259500  0.60269000 
O    1.67583000  0.49802000  0.89153900 
H    5.07705400 -1.24858100 -1.13953600 
C    4.89345200 -2.42137000  0.68787600 
H    4.37455700 -3.26470400  0.22160800 
H    4.44288100 -2.28427000  1.67827700 
C    6.37240200 -2.72057500  0.81930000 
C    7.05918900 -2.46482400  2.01375900 
C    8.42781500 -2.72044900  2.12303100 
C    9.13177300 -3.23756700  1.03538300 
C    8.45863900 -3.50224500 -0.15960100 
C    7.09176000 -3.24661900 -0.26434500 
H    6.57429500 -3.47099200 -1.19510300 
H    8.99711400 -3.91503900 -1.00847600 
H    10.1959420 -3.43995100  1.11908500 
H    8.94042600 -2.52019800  3.06003000 
H    6.51453300 -2.07515800  2.87126500 
C    2.79952600 -2.44647300 -2.15859200 
C    2.27664100 -2.51717800 -3.58047100 
H    2.74303300 -3.35134300 -4.11304400 
H    2.49076300 -1.60265900 -4.14710700 
H    1.19368400 -2.67050200 -3.58215100 
H    3.85635300 -2.68020100 -2.05722300 
O    0.62549600 -3.87246400 -1.43588300 
C    1.88182200 -3.99325400 -1.24695000 
H    2.26319900 -3.76077200 -0.23202700 
C    2.61606300 -5.23750300 -1.83135800 
H    3.58658600 -4.92778500 -2.24228200 
C    1.81128000 -5.93052300 -2.93746700 
H    2.37055800 -6.78928000 -3.32840000 
H    1.58790000 -5.26002600 -3.77054700 
H    0.85588300 -6.29349100 -2.54692300 
C    2.90367500 -6.22477900 -0.68391700 
H    3.50792300 -5.76668300  0.10901800 
H    3.45005000 -7.10070900 -1.05410100 










      G = –3305.095924 





            
Atom     X                  Y                  Z                         Atom     X                  Y                  Z 
 
Li   0.00000000  0.00000000  0.00000000 
Li  -1.98968800  0.03680300  1.58607700 
O   -1.52799400 -1.13835400  0.10185400 
O   -1.20804900 -1.12982600  2.99803500 
O   -0.42858700  1.19778800  1.42314500 
C    0.02383600  2.50844800  1.21582700 
C    0.26639200  3.21858700  2.61775500 
H   -0.54265900  3.93992900  2.79367500 
H    0.11859700  2.42954700  3.36017600 
C    1.62013300  3.87133000  2.91261900 
C    2.55980800  4.20657000  1.76717000 
H    3.61768600  4.01768700  1.94812700 
C    2.09674900  3.81826100  0.36910100 
H    2.96817300  3.76604400 -0.29401000 
H    1.43462700  4.57564100 -0.06435200 
C    1.38645800  2.44700000  0.44209100 
H    2.01296100  1.80664200  1.07481400 
N    1.30506200  1.69642000 -0.85930200 
C    2.60810100  1.06525100 -1.17122600 
H    2.87028000  0.38624600 -0.35404200 
H    3.40984700  1.81858700 -1.26121700 
C    2.53357800  0.28319100 -2.48068100 
O    2.16051700  1.11428300 -3.56845700 
C    0.89907800  1.71206100 -3.30598800 
C    0.92822300  2.53526700 -2.02140500 
H    1.64950200  3.35534600 -2.16355400 
H   -0.05329900  2.97943200 -1.85549000 
H    0.67623300  2.35894200 -4.16005400 
H    0.11941700  0.93597600 -3.24400300 
H    1.81478500 -0.54661000 -2.38116800 
H    3.51373000 -0.13722500 -2.72737300 
C    1.95347400  5.32220700  2.59720300 
C    0.90336300  6.25551000  2.02402100 
H    0.32571400  6.72185400  2.83280900 
H    1.37218100  7.06426200  1.44769000 
H    0.19015100  5.75161200  1.36828300 
C    2.89687800  6.02371900  3.56351200 
H    3.43498800  6.84321800  3.06810000 
H    2.34608100  6.45243200  4.41114900 
H    3.64428900  5.33256900  3.96970900 
H    2.09783200  3.48698900  3.81209600 
C   -1.07963400  3.28389100  0.46107000 
H   -1.93499700  3.41553300  1.13199500 
H   -0.77474600  4.28065500  0.12013300 
H   -1.43150700  2.71266100 -0.40296900 














C   -1.19181800 -0.29219600  5.30191100 
H   -0.84097500 -0.64795200  6.27730400 
H   -0.37682800  0.32943900  4.91187300 
C   -2.44811300  0.54331000  5.48831700 
C   -3.68812700 -0.25711800  5.85030100 
H   -4.62802000  0.04438700  5.38823600 
C   -3.47043300 -1.76352300  5.87615800 
H   -4.43362800 -2.27970400  5.97403600 
H   -2.87184100 -2.07260300  6.74048400 
C   -2.78052900 -2.18234200  4.54945500 
H   -3.36842700 -1.71736500  3.75366800 
N   -2.82656700 -3.63315000  4.25672400 
C   -4.00574700 -4.04422600  3.49391200 
H   -4.09229200 -3.41511700  2.60113600 
H   -4.94379200 -3.93803400  4.07659700 
C   -3.86669100 -5.50078200  3.05230400 
O   -3.67892100 -6.36917300  4.16247300 
C   -2.53604300 -5.97623000  4.91044300 
C   -2.66198800 -4.53510700  5.40056300 
H   -3.51954000 -4.48567700  6.09786500 
H   -1.76362300 -4.26770200  5.96224300 
H   -2.47145600 -6.66580200  5.75864300 
H   -1.62694300 -6.08035200  4.29610900 
H   -3.01719700 -5.58854000  2.35555600 
H   -4.77730000 -5.83841200  2.54662400 
C   -3.11209300  0.73012400  6.84798000 
C   -2.45588100  0.27981000  8.14191500 
H   -1.73857100  1.03297100  8.49346200 
H   -3.21273600  0.15349900  8.92714000 
H   -1.91810500 -0.66757500  8.05509400 
C   -3.90062500  2.02093800  7.02112700 
H   -4.69955200  1.90092300  7.76511900 
H   -3.24973100  2.83735500  7.36117600 
H   -4.36668400  2.33867400  6.08131100 
H   -2.56740200  1.37345500  4.79291900 
C   -0.21281400 -2.51018700  4.69727800 
H   -0.24935300 -3.38119200  4.03889900 
H    0.74793200 -2.00144400  4.56279100 
H   -0.25009100 -2.84995400  5.73998700 
C   -2.53921400 -1.36325700 -0.84345300 
C   -2.37229900 -2.82472400 -1.44331500 
H   -1.85266100 -2.75269900 -2.40916800 
H   -1.67042700 -3.32191200 -0.76836200 
C   -3.59011400 -3.74684500 -1.56727500 
C   -4.98986000 -3.18237300 -1.39310500 
H   -5.68856500 -3.79891700 -0.82839300 
C   -5.09374500 -1.69428600 -1.08268400 
H   -6.06280800 -1.49720900 -0.61043000 
H   -5.07892300 -1.08864000 -1.99513500 
C   -3.93749700 -1.28729900 -0.13772500 
H   -3.87788300 -2.06741100  0.63272500 
N   -4.16663300 -0.03222800  0.65347900 
C   -5.13245900 -0.28589900  1.74602400 
H   -4.75090400 -1.09387500  2.37617700 
H   -6.11415800 -0.60098700  1.35197100 
C   -5.33934900  0.96499900  2.59438000 
O   -5.82121700  2.04768400  1.81344800 
C   -4.90795700  2.32727700  0.76300600 
C   -4.68533500  1.11005100 -0.13230300 
H   -5.64624300  0.85772600 -0.61010700 
H   -3.97873300  1.37148600 -0.91994600 
H   -5.34121900  3.14671600  0.18114200 
H   -3.94763600  2.66573000  1.18226600 
H   -4.39362000  1.24479600  3.08796200 
H   -6.09062700  0.77710100  3.36756800 
C   -4.56622300 -3.75621700 -2.73306400 
C   -4.34797700 -2.87653900 -3.94954200 
H   -3.70846900 -3.39002500 -4.67946000 
H   -5.30124500 -2.65532700 -4.44799700 
H   -3.86736300 -1.92531700 -3.71521500 
C   -5.16612800 -5.10831700 -3.09392900 
H   -6.14134500 -4.99072000 -3.58536400 
H   -4.51174800 -5.65918000 -3.78261600 
H   -5.31436600 -5.73368000 -2.20611600 
H   -3.42222000 -4.72893600 -1.12700400 
C   -2.35992100 -0.32417300 -1.97628900 
H   -1.44958900 -0.57140200 -2.53575500 
H   -3.18357200 -0.28425900 -2.69740400 
H   -2.22431000  0.67780800 -1.55770100 
Li  -0.89276100 -2.31014600  1.51278700 
Li   0.35762500 -0.08457400  2.56672300 
O    1.30109800 -1.20762100  1.13277200 
C    2.25201500 -2.02030100  1.28574700 
N    3.12456700 -1.81812700  2.40828800 
C    4.43494000 -2.47606500  2.58528400 
C    4.71994000 -2.11149400  4.04774700 
H    4.34922500 -2.87022000  4.74469700 
H    5.77176200 -1.90887400  4.25014500 
O    3.97359100 -0.89692700  4.26270500 
C    2.96114400 -0.83156700  3.36733700 
O    2.08278400  0.00673500  3.47496800 
H    4.33540700 -3.55711900  2.47522200 
		 397 
C    5.49320000 -1.92917200  1.59680900 
H    5.10354700 -2.05367400  0.58024300 
H    5.59987000 -0.85105500  1.76895000 
C    6.83464800 -2.61751200  1.73476900 
C    7.01949800 -3.92285800  1.25486800 
C    8.24433700 -4.57260200  1.40362300 
C    9.30937400 -3.92561600  2.03476500 
C    9.14117500 -2.62567600  2.51192100 
C    7.91262300 -1.97879900  2.36210600 
H    7.79302900 -0.96020000  2.72525400 
H    9.96599400 -2.11084900  2.99713100 
H    10.2646850 -4.43048400  2.14829200 
H    8.36917500 -5.58238500  1.02204300 
H    6.20045000 -4.43242900  0.75096600 
C    2.42532800 -3.19919500  0.51660400 
H    3.37901200 -3.70130100  0.62693500 
C    1.85040600 -3.22201300 -0.88192700 
H    1.91808500 -4.22709500 -1.31053700 
H    0.79639100 -2.93350100 -0.86774100 
H    2.38806600 -2.54636500 -1.55956300 
O   -0.04944800 -3.96335000  1.29005800 
C    1.11804400 -4.38983400  1.56483900 
C    1.49447700 -5.81963900  1.11744400 
H    1.38570200 -5.87767400  0.02751100 
C    0.46041000 -6.78109300  1.73806700 
H    0.65109300 -7.81198400  1.41620800 
H    0.51227900 -6.75875700  2.83481700 
H   -0.55307500 -6.50042300  1.44252800 
C    2.91220700 -6.24639300  1.51853000 
H    3.08624000 -6.06843100  2.58878200 
H    3.05603000 -7.31858500  1.34310900 
H    3.69149800 -5.72152000  0.95534800 










      G = –3505.094249 





            
Atom     X                  Y                  Z                         Atom     X                  Y                  Z 
 
Li   0.00000000  0.00000000  0.00000000 
O    0.37115700 -1.83151900 -0.52762300 
Li   0.70347100 -2.04546100  1.31844400 
O    0.24166400 -0.28080200  1.94029500 
C   -0.44979900 -2.24437400 -1.58877300 
C   -0.47476500 -3.83044100 -1.67121000 
H    0.07237100 -4.14676000 -2.56845600 
H    0.13843500 -4.16062600 -0.82922200 
C   -1.81447700 -4.56800800 -1.59507200 
C   -3.09886200 -3.82391000 -1.92115900 
H   -3.95885900 -4.05229300 -1.29174300 
C   -2.95861800 -2.34591900 -2.25792300 
H   -3.93033700 -1.85620600 -2.12476500 
H   -2.68637900 -2.19284800 -3.30777800 
C   -1.90176700 -1.71627000 -1.32227300 
H   -2.12811500 -2.08304600 -0.31309500 
N   -1.97645200 -0.22099000 -1.18698800 
C   -3.03724100  0.16041100 -0.22734100 
H   -2.81422400 -0.29302800  0.74381600 
H   -4.02689700 -0.20503100 -0.55435800 
C   -3.11067100  1.67736100 -0.06681700 
O   -3.35479100  2.32727200 -1.30379200 
C   -2.33374900  1.99664400 -2.23556100 
C   -2.24905500  0.48970700 -2.45867000 
H   -3.20540000  0.16111600 -2.89529800 
H   -1.46054300  0.27383900 -3.18019400 
H   -2.59239200  2.49924600 -3.17257300 
H   -1.36482500  2.38697200 -1.88781000 
H   -2.17374000  2.05403500  0.37735900 
H   -3.93755200  1.94632700  0.59779800 
C   -2.63662500 -4.95731500 -2.81589900 
C   -2.11757700 -4.70019300 -4.21864000 
H   -1.48304000 -5.53250100 -4.54994400 
H   -2.94953200 -4.61823900 -4.93046800 
H   -1.52136500 -3.78861900 -4.30073100 
C   -3.42580900 -6.25437000 -2.71114900 
H   -4.29847900 -6.24262300 -3.37778600 
H   -2.80635300 -7.11696000 -2.99021700 
H   -3.78995200 -6.42322500 -1.69111100 
H   -1.87964600 -5.28229000 -0.77479000 
C    0.16119500 -1.71306000 -2.90688500 
H    1.13210900 -2.19704600 -3.06593400 
H   -0.45598500 -1.91429300 -3.79148000 
H    0.34176200 -0.63616300 -2.85166900 
C    2.16301600  1.97201100 -0.87357600 
C    1.30488000  3.10351000 -0.23231400 
H    1.45477300  4.03840700 -0.78657100 















C    1.62281400  3.28634400  1.24216300 
C    3.10231700  3.49084500  1.53388000 
H    3.51997900  2.96302000  2.38837600 
C    3.98166400  3.49438300  0.29417600 
H    5.04126600  3.51132600  0.58038400 
H    3.81634100  4.40714400 -0.28659000 
C    3.71770300  2.24883200 -0.59910300 
H    4.02087300  1.37448800 -0.01683300 
N    4.57073900  2.21570000 -1.80863400 
C    5.84617800  1.52641200 -1.63284600 
H    5.66099600  0.54934700 -1.17380400 
H    6.54622800  2.08692200 -0.97909700 
C    6.51225700  1.31573100 -2.99259300 
O    6.70113100  2.54510700 -3.68206700 
C    5.46036200  3.21843800 -3.85111300 
C    4.78953600  3.48326400 -2.50427600 
H    5.43638500  4.17466700 -1.93156300 
H    3.83275700  3.98906800 -2.67076700 
H    5.68856200  4.15956800 -4.36215100 
H    4.78758000  2.62052500 -4.48771400 
H    5.88948400  0.63640900 -3.59769500 
H    7.50654100  0.87253100 -2.87451700 
C    2.10498800  4.59119900  1.85673700 
C    2.06936500  5.90700800  1.09856000 
H    1.08179300  6.37706800  1.19518200 
H    2.80897800  6.60710300  1.50931300 
H    2.27546000  5.80467100  0.03042500 
C    1.79244900  4.77229700  3.33587500 
H    2.51381300  5.45034200  3.81156500 
H    0.79056200  5.19854800  3.48020200 
H    1.83010700  3.81797900  3.87390600 
H    1.06172200  2.63720900  1.91298300 
C    1.84642800  1.90797100 -2.37734200 
H    0.78452800  1.66627100 -2.50249000 
H    2.03247600  2.85374100 -2.89958600 
H    2.44459900  1.13284400 -2.86293000 
C   -0.36516500 -0.33451200  3.20390300 
C   -1.31467000  0.92450600  3.39744100 
H   -0.83309900  1.63086500  4.08617700 
H   -1.31086200  1.42016100  2.42350900 
C   -2.77679300  0.71635500  3.80504900 
C   -3.20786600 -0.60440600  4.42196100 
H   -4.17548700 -0.98952100  4.10116300 
C   -2.13245700 -1.67509500  4.55198500 
H   -2.61346800 -2.65510900  4.65132700 
H   -1.53387800 -1.53971500  5.45927200 
C   -1.23588600 -1.63732900  3.29472600 
H   -1.91197000 -1.55883000  2.43389300 
N   -0.46004700 -2.89350100  3.02289300 
C   -1.32134100 -3.93415900  2.41620200 
H   -1.76810500 -3.53701800  1.49870400 
H   -2.14163800 -4.22582300  3.09531700 
C   -0.50147900 -5.17697100  2.07448800 
O    0.15078600 -5.71525400  3.21631100 
C    0.97753600 -4.73362200  3.82333600 
C    0.17980800 -3.49418700  4.21513100 
H   -0.57579600 -3.79563500  4.95845800 
H    0.84367800 -2.77043700  4.68764700 
H    1.41088300 -5.20066900  4.71337000 
H    1.79695300 -4.45129200  3.14164700 
H    0.24205000 -4.93112100  1.29947100 
H   -1.15339600 -5.96588300  1.68780000 
C   -3.26254400  0.66738100  5.24626900 
C   -2.30621500  0.91164400  6.39889400 
H   -2.24019500  1.98545300  6.61705400 
H   -2.65986200  0.41295800  7.31094100 
H   -1.29101000  0.56138000  6.20107500 
C   -4.65117800  1.23300500  5.50854800 
H   -5.10099000  0.78072500  6.40252200 
H   -4.61022100  2.31821700  5.67024400 
H   -5.32846100  1.04832700  4.66675500 
H   -3.48960400  1.16759500  3.11583600 
C    0.75023200 -0.27066300  4.27507400 
H    1.22298000  0.71719000  4.23933800 
H    0.39566500 -0.42780900  5.30100100 
H    1.53332700 -1.00285500  4.06069500 
Li   2.04149100  0.25407300  1.53351200 
O    1.79844200  0.73566700 -0.28504700 
Li   2.15310600 -1.07526700 -0.88179900 
O    2.71174900 -1.79490200  1.32488000 
C    3.86890800 -2.27992400  1.41211800 
N    4.79927000 -1.60369600  2.26160500 
C    6.08094100 -2.14916400  2.75473400 
C    6.18023800 -1.41267200  4.09871300 
H    5.72275100 -1.97531200  4.91953800 
H    7.19856900 -1.13322800  4.36832500 
O    5.41810700 -0.20427200  3.89693400 
C    4.52691300 -0.40003200  2.89799000 
O    3.66169200  0.41939900  2.65386600 
H    5.98595600 -3.22659100  2.90620900 
C    7.26964700 -1.84616900  1.81263400 
H    7.03600900 -2.24424900  0.82028700 
		 400 
H    7.35658500 -0.75843700  1.70296300 
C    8.57216900 -2.43113100  2.31875500 
C    9.55719400 -1.61723000  2.89399100 
C    10.7461610 -2.16555900  3.37998700 
C    10.9674930 -3.54036100  3.29745000 
C    9.99627300 -4.36264300  2.72141900 
C    8.81093800 -3.81123200  2.23625500 
H    8.06736600 -4.45915000  1.77606500 
H    10.1648320 -5.43337000  2.64384000 
H    11.8928110 -3.96868400  3.67258600 
H    11.4999260 -1.51637200  3.81721300 
H    9.39876400 -0.54221700  2.94851300 
C    4.32817800 -3.37823800  0.62893400 
C    3.29821300 -4.42986800  0.26207600 
H    3.76853700 -5.24223200 -0.29908500 
H    2.82709400 -4.87723300  1.14733900 
H    2.51194600 -3.99420700 -0.36113800 
H    5.29731900 -3.77982100  0.91618400 
O    3.61976100 -1.98636000 -1.55451500 
C    4.71676700 -2.42677900 -1.06602500 
H    5.40099500 -1.67771000 -0.61429800 
C    5.53660900 -3.45779800 -1.89943900 
H    5.98480100 -4.20070200 -1.22497400 
C    4.67778700 -4.18516200 -2.94068100 
H    5.28663000 -4.91279900 -3.49120200 
H    3.83748900 -4.71673600 -2.48790500 
H    4.26198400 -3.47092500 -3.65756000 
C    6.69373100 -2.71199400 -2.59172800 
H    7.35764500 -2.22509400 -1.86655300 
H    7.30234200 -3.40379400 -3.18639500 










      G = –3305.099148 





            
Atom     X                  Y                  Z                         Atom     X                  Y                  Z 
 
Li   0.00000000  0.00000000  0.00000000 
O   -0.87340400 -1.58500900  1.11493000 
Li   0.00011400 -0.13826800  2.72720700 
Li   2.16930800  0.10271800  1.35725800 
O    1.63533800 -1.24052900  2.65497600 
Li   1.07642600 -2.16094900  1.10132100 
O    1.66436700 -0.91719600 -0.24642600 
O    0.52930400  1.17637600  1.41138100 
C    2.51284100 -1.28755400  3.74903900 
C    2.34448400 -2.66742100  4.51886300 
H    1.84618700 -2.47882700  5.47843200 
H    1.62089600 -3.22954600  3.92364700 
C    3.56588400 -3.56563500  4.73558000 
C    4.96045600 -2.96910300  4.64365700 
H    5.71419600 -3.58441800  4.15270100 
C    5.04446200 -1.49148700  4.28682300 
H    6.04998500 -1.27274600  3.90891000 
H    4.90800300 -0.85332700  5.16640400 
C    3.98056500 -1.17264600  3.21212200 
H    4.04499200 -1.97675900  2.46845900 
N    4.23133400  0.07560900  2.41313800 
C    5.22433200 -0.18916900  1.34728100 
H    4.84314400 -0.98404900  0.69818700 
H    6.18706700 -0.52706400  1.77022200 
C    5.47804900  1.06229700  0.51041900 
O    5.93696000  2.14294900  1.30610400 
C    4.98496300  2.43503500  2.32028100 
C    4.72774800  1.22185500  3.21033300 
H    5.67405000  0.97101000  3.71555100 
H    3.99831300  1.48347600  3.97778100 
H    5.40326800  3.25288100  2.91489700 
H    4.04453700  2.78168600  1.86448100 
H    4.55566800  1.35170100 -0.02085500 
H    6.25649900  0.86711500 -0.23360400 
C    4.45552600 -3.50558500  5.96892000 
C    4.12243300 -2.58042900  7.12497900 
H    5.02836000 -2.32298100  7.68938500 
H    3.65143600 -1.64611100  6.81148300 
H    3.43112300 -3.07304300  7.82115000 
C    5.06165100 -4.82339700  6.43003600 
H    5.99189500 -4.65648800  6.98948000 
H    4.37141400 -5.36673900  7.08892900 
H    5.29702400 -5.47838500  5.58318200 
H    3.45357500 -4.56750600  4.32220500 
C    2.12755600 -0.14862400  4.72290600 















H    2.80711500 -0.04685900  5.57844300 
H    2.08224100  0.81262300  4.20384700 
C    0.39922700  2.58588100  1.39858000 
C    1.27564900  3.16969900  0.24657000 
H    1.39084500  4.25069500  0.39021800 
H    2.28296000  2.74453000  0.34353700 
C    0.70841800  2.87081900 -1.13083200 
C   -0.74448100  3.28463300 -1.30494100 
H   -1.39642100  2.58982200 -1.83100900 
C   -1.36175500  3.90293300 -0.06006600 
H   -2.43908500  4.05268500 -0.20711800 
H   -0.94382300  4.89577800  0.13758300 
C   -1.13524400  2.96715800  1.15802700 
H   -1.58231700  2.00841100  0.88403200 
N   -1.86001900  3.38976300  2.37787700 
C   -3.18464100  2.78990300  2.51518100 
H   -3.08999700  1.70448200  2.40499500 
H   -3.89856600  3.15687800  1.74804900 
C   -3.75596100  3.09425900  3.89947600 
O   -3.81333500  4.49296800  4.14922100 
C   -2.52015400  5.07108700  4.02628200 
C   -1.93739100  4.82794200  2.63545100 
H   -2.57505200  5.35521300  1.90088700 
H   -0.93759800  5.27038000  2.58205300 
H   -2.64307000  6.14306500  4.21216600 
H   -1.84361800  4.65188900  4.78921700 
H   -3.13446300  2.59956000  4.66292900 
H   -4.78343800  2.72404000  3.98501300 
C    0.33524800  3.94605600 -2.14231900 
C    0.72529900  5.40291200 -1.96027700 
H    1.74425000  5.57730600 -2.33034200 
H    0.05102800  6.05313700 -2.53326300 
H    0.69454500  5.73850500 -0.92097400 
C    0.38449700  3.51534200 -3.60177700 
H   -0.29506400  4.12135500 -4.21604500 
H    1.39615200  3.62946900 -4.01381400 
H    0.09206600  2.46564700 -3.72094000 
H    1.01536700  1.91673000 -1.55809100 
C    0.92945500  3.14594000  2.73045000 
H    1.96648300  2.81839300  2.86655500 
H    0.92613800  4.24243200  2.76403400 
H    0.33005400  2.77938500  3.56739800 
C    2.09516900 -1.57929100 -1.40524800 
C    3.13680300 -0.67291400 -2.19180400 
H    2.65401100 -0.28323200 -3.09727100 
H    3.28853100  0.19481400 -1.54490600 
C    4.51550000 -1.23914400 -2.54548000 
C    4.73133700 -2.74384500 -2.55919800 
H    5.68144900 -3.09552400 -2.15782900 
C    3.53845900 -3.60217300 -2.15866600 
H    3.89573300 -4.59461400 -1.85971900 
H    2.85681800 -3.76825500 -3.00025900 
C    2.80404200 -2.91466700 -0.98598600 
H    3.58149500 -2.58526200 -0.28531300 
N    1.93624100 -3.81402800 -0.15534500 
C    2.74973700 -4.62867900  0.77567500 
H    3.34721200 -3.96013100  1.40460800 
H    3.44301100 -5.29195200  0.22966700 
C    1.85083600 -5.48336900  1.66669000 
O    1.00455000 -6.33690800  0.90856200 
C    0.22254300 -5.58363300 -0.00703800 
C    1.09639500 -4.74977600 -0.93725000 
H    1.71908300 -5.43894900 -1.53054400 
H    0.46093200 -4.19529100 -1.62744600 
H   -0.36051900 -6.30802900 -0.58423700 
H   -0.47595100 -4.92650000  0.53619200 
H    1.24450700 -4.83261700  2.31681600 
H    2.45816200 -6.13394000  2.30315000 
C    4.82926500 -1.95571700 -3.85097200 
C    3.77936100 -2.08483100 -4.93873700 
H    3.79455300 -1.20213500 -5.59123600 
H    3.97815900 -2.96196100 -5.56848100 
H    2.76356200 -2.17924700 -4.54872900 
C    6.23159400 -1.75770200 -4.40837800 
H    6.52643600 -2.60009500 -5.04828000 
H    6.28976400 -0.84400500 -5.01437200 
H    6.97537100 -1.67290000 -3.60771400 
H    5.34428200 -0.64838600 -2.15731600 
C    0.86464300 -1.79700700 -2.31861000 
H    0.51260400 -0.82295800 -2.67711600 
H    1.06718200 -2.41765600 -3.20034600 
H    0.03854200 -2.24318900 -1.75841900 
C   -2.07985700 -1.88213200  1.32605600 
N   -3.06372600 -1.31849200  0.45234200 
C   -4.46990100 -1.76055900  0.37082500 
C   -5.05923100 -0.61414900 -0.45972700 
H   -5.44061800  0.19969500  0.16576300 
H   -5.83242800 -0.93426000 -1.15845400 
O   -3.93933400 -0.11599400 -1.21882900 
C   -2.78805400 -0.43965000 -0.58391500 
O   -1.72133600  0.02051600 -0.94855500 
H   -4.92028200 -1.78294200  1.36446600 
		 403 
C   -4.59603900 -3.14476300 -0.31029700 
H   -3.96622700 -3.85181600  0.24135200 
H   -4.17969900 -3.06805400 -1.32229700 
C   -6.02412000 -3.64406400 -0.36700600 
C   -6.65499000 -4.13223600  0.78711300 
C   -7.97882100 -4.56870000  0.74798800 
C   -8.69617000 -4.52655400 -0.44982700 
C   -8.07948000 -4.04867100 -1.60620600 
C   -6.75397600 -3.61115900 -1.56273100 
H   -6.27607400 -3.25181200 -2.47175600 
H   -8.62632900 -4.01947300 -2.54477500 
H   -9.72662500 -4.86940500 -0.48140000 
H   -8.44887800 -4.94720600  1.65166700 
H   -6.10210800 -4.18090800  1.72325400 
C   -2.53107100 -2.59760700  2.46288500 
H   -3.55033700 -2.96450700  2.42271900 
C   -1.54394800 -3.50666100  3.16069700 
H   -0.68380600 -2.93379900  3.52060500 
H   -1.17036200 -4.30340900  2.50459000 
H   -2.01320500 -3.99532700  4.02051400 
O   -1.50195500 -0.45146900  3.78866600 
C   -2.65846600 -0.97560800  3.72858200 
C   -3.25045000 -1.57129900  5.02262800 
H   -2.52444300 -2.29132100  5.41878800 
C   -3.36510300 -0.41950700  6.04270200 
H   -3.71991500 -0.79650000  7.00947900 
H   -4.07851300  0.34142000  5.70002700 
H   -2.39624800  0.06485700  6.18711000 
C   -4.61060300 -2.25517800  4.83820100 
H   -4.53542600 -3.20611100  4.30026800 
H   -5.30625000 -1.60597700  4.28815700 
H   -5.07015400 -2.46806200  5.81008000 









      G = –3305.092295 





            
Atom     X                  Y                  Z                         Atom     X                  Y                  Z 
 
Li   0.00000000  0.00000000  0.00000000 
Li  -1.59850800 -0.52975200  1.89277700 
O   -1.22198400 -1.43899900  0.21600600 
O   -0.35538100 -1.63781100  2.98044800 
O   -0.33726000  0.93761000  1.63040600 
C   -0.19194300  2.32620700  1.50408200 
C    0.16856700  2.97987600  2.90889500 
H   -0.62251200  3.68922200  3.18210600 
H    0.08843800  2.16260300  3.63193200 
C    1.53240800  3.64993800  3.08238600 
C    2.19675000  4.26922500  1.86341900 
H    3.27675200  4.14069600  1.79026100 
C    1.46679200  4.07119700  0.54184300 
H    2.15111900  4.28425400 -0.28778000 
H    0.62752800  4.76609700  0.42748400 
C    0.97693900  2.60519500  0.49517500 
H    1.80019600  1.99742000  0.88864100 
N    0.73932600  2.03439400 -0.87365600 
C    2.02465600  1.69963000 -1.52808100 
H    2.56088000  0.98342500 -0.89796600 
H    2.66030800  2.59398300 -1.64802900 
C    1.78858400  1.08803600 -2.90749400 
O    1.06604100  1.96703000 -3.75444900 
C   -0.18367500  2.28944200 -3.16080600 
C   -0.00171400  2.93331500 -1.78915200 
H    0.54031700  3.88256100 -1.92901600 
H   -0.98020000  3.16722300 -1.37064800 
H   -0.68022200  2.98904900 -3.84015700 
H   -0.80588600  1.38382100 -3.07634300 
H    1.24460600  0.13399800 -2.80669400 
H    2.74439400  0.88864400 -3.40243600 
C    1.72554700  5.15973500  2.99472400 
C    0.53922900  6.09116000  2.82307900 
H    0.08592300  6.32072500  3.79630300 
H    0.85752800  7.04217600  2.37614800 
H   -0.24868500  5.67766100  2.18838400 
C    2.81451900  5.75119900  3.87760600 
H    3.20581600  6.68598600  3.45385700 
H    2.42935100  5.97649200  4.88083000 
H    3.65651800  5.05932500  3.99385700 
H    2.19730400  3.14235300  3.77826100 
C   -1.54685900  2.92252700  1.06372100 
H   -2.25505200  2.82324300  1.89322300 
H   -1.49680800  3.98838200  0.80489900 
H   -1.96206000  2.37035100  0.21523000 
C   -0.17129600 -2.21333700  4.26068000 
C   -0.10457900 -1.09791400  5.35904300 














H    0.50656400 -0.27564500  4.96676500 
C   -1.45577700 -0.57743900  5.82132700 
C   -2.44323800 -1.66177100  6.22093200 
H   -3.48347500 -1.52163300  5.92710100 
C   -1.93033700 -3.07943500  6.01034800 
H   -2.74563600 -3.79889300  6.15689000 
H   -1.15726500 -3.34332900  6.74064800 
C   -1.38550500 -3.19123700  4.56117200 
H   -2.17641600 -2.78853300  3.92244400 
N   -1.17664300 -4.57556500  4.08069000 
C   -2.34181600 -5.15115400  3.40811100 
H   -2.68321100 -4.46153900  2.62819900 
H   -3.18915800 -5.32352300  4.10326300 
C   -1.96705800 -6.48077800  2.75523000 
O   -1.45328800 -7.40302900  3.70811100 
C   -0.32156300 -6.85366800  4.36932400 
C   -0.66569900 -5.53620900  5.06194600 
H   -1.40312400 -5.75050100  5.85816700 
H    0.23289600 -5.13822800  5.54080100 
H   -0.00062400 -7.60059500  5.10288500 
H    0.49621700 -6.68896000  3.64864600 
H   -1.22211500 -6.29931200  1.96345600 
H   -2.84911500 -6.95457900  2.31196600 
C   -1.92976000 -0.68869000  7.26597400 
C   -1.00947200 -1.12659900  8.39245600 
H   -0.41183000 -0.27966500  8.75420500 
H   -1.59893500 -1.50023600  9.24001700 
H   -0.31343100 -1.91953400  8.10779300 
C   -2.92264600  0.37465800  7.71451400 
H   -3.56248500  0.00246000  8.52585700 
H   -2.40200000  1.26776800  8.08471800 
H   -3.57658000  0.68933500  6.89311800 
H   -1.84260600  0.27679700  5.26678500 
C    1.18387800 -2.94976600  4.28069200 
H    1.19747500 -3.73545700  3.52187600 
H    1.98180300 -2.23033000  4.06310800 
H    1.41012300 -3.39694600  5.25711900 
C   -2.33153000 -1.79213400 -0.56580200 
C   -2.01345700 -3.13930300 -1.34700200 
H   -1.74473200 -2.89040300 -2.38306400 
H   -1.09538900 -3.51764100 -0.88935000 
C   -3.02576800 -4.28940600 -1.32894800 
C   -4.44820700 -4.03984400 -0.85673400 
H   -4.89084000 -4.81729700 -0.23457900 
C   -4.77539000 -2.62450400 -0.39805900 
H   -5.66182500 -2.65491500  0.24544700 
H   -5.04085000 -1.97844900 -1.24191100 
C   -3.56233200 -2.05069600  0.37286700 
H   -3.21252500 -2.85191400  1.03699200 
N   -3.87212500 -0.92631600  1.31733100 
C   -4.55506800 -1.44265800  2.52533000 
H   -3.91809400 -2.19570300  2.99816300 
H   -5.51543900 -1.92464200  2.27258300 
C   -4.83689800 -0.31834500  3.51751600 
O   -5.65086800  0.69058700  2.93963500 
C   -5.01528700  1.21957500  1.78561200 
C   -4.73151400  0.13576200  0.74807300 
H   -5.69695000 -0.27628900  0.41169800 
H   -4.24272800  0.58856900 -0.11446000 
H   -5.69601900  1.96863300  1.36915300 
H   -4.07750400  1.71995400  2.07154800 
H   -3.88788500  0.11715500  3.87337500 
H   -5.38476600 -0.70635600  4.38165800 
C   -4.18865600 -4.43926900 -2.29745900 
C   -4.38479100 -3.46485500 -3.44370100 
H   -3.82064700 -3.79697300 -4.32505300 
H   -5.44259200 -3.40988600 -3.73367600 
H   -4.05081100 -2.45178000 -3.21201800 
C   -4.57299900 -5.86401500 -2.67138500 
H   -5.62851000 -5.92481000 -2.96921100 
H   -3.96902400 -6.22715900 -3.51353700 
H   -4.42344700 -6.55515700 -1.83403300 
H   -2.58738700 -5.23656700 -1.01749600 
C   -2.55950400 -0.65744200 -1.59341900 
H   -1.73465400 -0.67081500 -2.31610300 
H   -3.49244700 -0.73478000 -2.16290700 
H   -2.54252100  0.31752900 -1.09699000 
Li   0.86785400 -0.25430600  2.46244100 
Li  -0.11506400 -2.58094700  1.32003000 
O    1.74618600 -0.95764000  0.71063000 
C    2.84805400 -1.55369400  0.60615700 
N    3.88556600 -1.18082400  1.52123000 
C    5.31804700 -1.51806200  1.38883800 
C    5.94296600 -0.29860500  2.08267300 
H    6.16429500  0.51429300  1.38282800 
H    6.83474100 -0.53639900  2.66231000 
O    4.91971900  0.15352200  2.99383600 
C    3.71337700 -0.27533500  2.55988600 
O    2.68236200  0.11317400  3.07836000 
H    5.59163800 -1.54612600  0.33201700 
C    5.68774100 -2.85663900  2.06982300 
H    5.05800700 -3.64596800  1.64784600 
		 406 
H    5.43323100 -2.78658900  3.13419400 
C    7.15192500 -3.20511500  1.89868700 
C    8.05710900 -3.07381900  2.96024800 
C    9.41072700 -3.37235800  2.78944600 
C    9.88001700 -3.80806300  1.55017700 
C    8.98762400 -3.94861400  0.48478200 
C    7.63664500 -3.65066000  0.65967100 
H    6.94769800 -3.77775400 -0.17323000 
H    9.34269900 -4.29704900 -0.48135300 
H    10.9321460 -4.04335000  1.41581700 
H    10.0952870 -3.26899800  3.62700600 
H    7.69677800 -2.74819200  3.93386500 
C    3.08245800 -2.63633400 -0.29181900 
C    2.31725500 -2.59743000 -1.60083200 
H    2.63873500 -3.41197000 -2.25552000 
H    2.47846500 -1.65966700 -2.14722700 
H    1.24464800 -2.70853200 -1.41612000 
H    4.12044400 -2.94640000 -0.38404700 
O    0.97770600 -3.95794300  0.71294200 
C    2.24877200 -4.11011100  0.74831700 
H    2.75382200 -3.87572000  1.70751600 
C    2.85489000 -5.40948000  0.14380300 
H    3.84610400 -5.18602300 -0.27549200 
C    1.97735000 -6.03064800 -0.94898300 
H    2.44289800 -6.94671700 -1.33255000 
H    1.81721300 -5.35396100 -1.79161200 
H    0.99364900 -6.28813400 -0.54557400 
C    3.05967500 -6.41695900  1.29275300 
H    3.72051200 -6.01856200  2.07237400 
H    3.50561600 -7.34701300  0.92007500 




Table A.1.60.  Geometric coordinates and thermally corrected MP2 energies   for transition state 




       G = –2722.303455 





            
Atom     X                  Y                  Z                         Atom     X                  Y                  Z 
 
Li   0.00000000  0.00000000  0.00000000 
Li  -0.79082400 -2.41405100  0.28357100 
O    0.92299100 -1.79306500 -0.47055200 
Li  -0.24601600 -1.60307500 -2.14307700 
O   -0.75548000  0.22932900 -1.74313800 
Li  -2.23543000 -0.68473500 -1.00469100 
O   -1.56291500 -0.74299000  0.83435600 
C   -2.18949100 -0.80769000  2.07064200 
C   -2.40444900 -2.31227100  2.51325100 
H   -3.17545200 -2.67687900  1.82071300 
N   -1.23942100 -3.18891800  2.21465800 
C   -0.06168500 -3.10028600  3.13519500 
C    0.21601900 -4.53316300  3.61805800 
C   -0.34801400 -5.39503700  2.48013500 
C   -1.61316800 -4.62683500  2.09339700 
H   -1.95760800 -4.84784700  1.07702400 
H   -2.43038000 -4.89057200  2.78283400 
H    0.35295200 -5.42471600  1.63822300 
H   -0.56361900 -6.42633900  2.77706800 
H    1.27831500 -4.71030500  3.81491500 
H   -0.33292400 -4.73576600  4.54654000 
H   -0.25002700 -2.41028500  3.96072000 
H    0.79846600 -2.70873200  2.57843200 
C   -2.97488200 -2.45321500  3.93413200 
H   -3.89152600 -1.86053800  4.03022500 
H   -3.23459900 -3.49279900  4.16194500 
H   -2.28054300 -2.09668500  4.70030500 
H   -3.23104500 -0.43282100  1.99902500 
C   -1.54134500  0.08940700  3.13610500 
C   -0.15500800  0.26803500  3.22004500 
C    0.40906800  1.10432900  4.18508700 
C   -0.40609800  1.78456800  5.09139200 
C   -1.79059200  1.62728500  5.01513700 
C   -2.34639400  0.79360200  4.04331500 
H   -3.42864800  0.69635800  3.98044400 
H   -2.44019300  2.16398200  5.70246800 
H    0.03202200  2.44068200  5.83910600 
H    1.48817200  1.23241300  4.22013600 
H    0.49025300 -0.23802500  2.51158300 
O   -1.70980000 -2.58158800 -1.42761000 
C   -2.90663700 -3.28179800 -1.44165200 
C   -4.00015900 -2.54701900 -2.29608200 
H   -4.94135100 -3.12262900 -2.21791700 
N   -4.23277000 -1.19438300 -1.71355600 
C   -4.97583200 -0.25278800 -2.58150600 
C   -5.38896400  0.89208000 -1.64055800 
C   -5.43662500  0.23768500 -0.23240700 
C   -5.06261900 -1.23141200 -0.48677200 
H   -4.51717400 -1.68171300  0.34508900 
H   -5.96960200 -1.83970900 -0.66237300 
H   -4.71095700  0.70819300  0.43890300 
H   -6.41968100  0.32078200  0.24110900 
H   -4.64987700  1.69836900 -1.67018100 
H   -6.35021500  1.32127400 -1.93903700 
H   -5.87196200 -0.74281100 -3.00412100 







C   -3.60411300 -2.49983300 -3.77278800 
H   -3.47494000 -3.52140600 -4.14105000 
H   -4.36701100 -2.02042800 -4.39255000 
H   -2.65758500 -1.97216900 -3.90916100 
H   -3.32985800 -3.33507700 -0.41742700 
C   -2.77923400 -4.74337400 -1.88857800 
C   -3.78200700 -5.67110500 -1.56994900 
C   -3.69049000 -7.00129000 -1.98161200 
C   -2.58422900 -7.43121400 -2.71808800 
C   -1.57502900 -6.52008800 -3.03345500 
C   -1.67362400 -5.18916600 -2.62071100 
H   -0.88763900 -4.47845600 -2.85368600 
H   -0.70578100 -6.84634100 -3.59968500 
H   -2.50722200 -8.46770600 -3.03625900 
H   -4.47871200 -7.70362700 -1.72127700 
H   -4.64332900 -5.34871600 -0.98670000 
C   -0.02744100  1.08373700 -2.55959000 
C    0.00666300  0.54766800 -4.03201400 
H    0.68499300  1.18864600 -4.62481400 
N    0.57430000 -0.83221300 -4.01742200 
C    0.41948800 -1.58804300 -5.27910900 
C    1.36582400 -2.78580700 -5.11567600 
C    2.49687800 -2.25683300 -4.19190900 
C    2.04182500 -0.83719000 -3.80181400 
H    2.28307600 -0.58238700 -2.76800900 
H    2.51891100 -0.08319100 -4.45444800 
H    2.60881300 -2.88562800 -3.30382100 
H    3.46736100 -2.23045800 -4.69742300 
H    0.84058300 -3.62245800 -4.64249400 
H    1.73558800 -3.14031800 -6.08269300 
H    0.72722400 -0.97068400 -6.14330700 
H   -0.62030200 -1.88540300 -5.43187200 
C   -1.37800500  0.61221600 -4.67802200 
H   -2.10194700  0.02399900 -4.11043400 
H   -1.72010300  1.65094400 -4.68341200 
H   -1.37122900  0.26134800 -5.71403100 
H    1.02811000  1.11589400 -2.22554100 
C   -0.49738600  2.54351300 -2.51216900 
C   -1.64300200  2.90897700 -1.79796200 
C   -2.06118900  4.24135600 -1.74230000 
C   -1.33683700  5.23429200 -2.40196700 
H   -1.65925800  6.27144800 -2.35784800 
C   -0.18242100  4.88482800 -3.10697000 
H    0.40043800  5.65124400 -3.61238800 
C    0.23372300  3.55447900 -3.15463900 
H    1.14675500  3.30191200 -3.69043800 
H   -2.95055800  4.50389600 -1.17395500 
H   -2.18990500  2.13495300 -1.26981200 
C    2.13696400 -2.21444000 -0.22962600 
N    3.07149100 -1.19751000  0.24587300 
C    2.76849700  0.10577700  0.54316600 
O    1.71072100  0.71446900  0.45912900 
O    3.88178600  0.75036200  0.99187300 
C    4.91796500 -0.21744400  1.22681000 
H    4.92367600 -0.47095200  2.29312000 
H    5.87654700  0.22641700  0.95466900 
C    4.52437000 -1.41084800  0.34797400 
H    4.73146400 -2.34950500  0.86651200 
C    5.21107500 -1.40761200 -1.03965800 
H    4.68561800 -2.13152800 -1.67053600 
H    5.06683600 -0.41805800 -1.49094800 
C    6.68551400 -1.73958300 -0.96747700 
C    7.66194700 -0.74296100 -1.09914900 
C    9.02083600 -1.05145300 -1.00638600 
C    9.42585000 -2.36693900 -0.77947100 
C    8.46385700 -3.37162200 -0.65068400 
C    7.10811700 -3.05918100 -0.74489400 
H    6.36713100 -3.85127600 -0.65650300 
H    8.77005300 -4.40082400 -0.48248500 
H    10.4826210 -2.60974700 -0.70898200 
H    9.76128300 -0.26348200 -1.11607200 
H    7.35534400  0.28352200 -1.28926500 
C    2.60310800 -3.48304700 -0.38384200 
C    1.76365600 -4.62015200 -0.89321900 
H    0.71674800 -4.32721700 -1.00926800 
H    2.10890700 -4.98790900 -1.87267200 
H    1.79430300 -5.48626400 -0.21697400 
H    3.63263400 -3.71503600 -0.13949000 
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Table A.1.61.  Geometric coordinates and thermally corrected MP2 energies   for transition state 




       G = –2722.297677	





            
Atom     X                  Y                  Z                         Atom     X                  Y                  Z 
 
Li   0.00000000  0.00000000  0.00000000 
Li   0.44971000 -2.28823400  1.17526600 
O    1.78720900 -0.72411700  0.63622100 
Li   1.02891000  0.02576300  2.33540100 
O   -0.46562000  0.96046500  1.63405600 
Li  -1.39048200 -0.75041200  2.01690400 
O   -1.05705800 -1.56278800  0.25269800 
C   -1.43479300 -2.27919700 -0.87555400 
C   -0.28128300 -3.27177700 -1.30805700 
H    0.51439900 -2.59656800 -1.63941400 
N    0.33880300 -3.99339200 -0.15958600 
C   -0.32758400 -5.22875200  0.30494000 
C    0.68704800 -5.84044900  1.28180200 
C    2.06810800 -5.39403400  0.72589000 
C    1.73133000 -4.42942400 -0.43026600 
H    2.39543200 -3.56071600 -0.48241600 
H    1.80103600 -4.96288100 -1.39296800 
H    2.65519100 -4.89333200  1.50236300 
H    2.66423000 -6.23905200  0.36778300 
H    0.53494900 -5.44183600  2.28923400 
H    0.58563200 -6.92852300  1.34023100 
H   -0.50611400 -5.92193100 -0.53334400 
H   -1.29293500 -5.00484600  0.76089000 
C   -0.65204200 -4.15554700 -2.50973900 
H   -0.94320000 -3.52307100 -3.35593200 
H    0.19655300 -4.76418700 -2.84050600 
H   -1.49204700 -4.82267600 -2.29870100 
H   -1.50688500 -1.60835700 -1.75845900 
C   -2.82973200 -2.90911400 -0.76899100 
C   -3.34193800 -3.37010000  0.44911100 
C   -4.61029700 -3.94886100  0.52812900 
C   -5.40462900 -4.06326800 -0.61428200 
C   -4.91962600 -3.58524500 -1.83225500 
C   -3.64865100 -3.01207800 -1.90296300 
H   -3.28953700 -2.62970800 -2.85628700 
H   -5.53364200 -3.64948400 -2.72728600 
H   -6.39412300 -4.50876100 -0.55334400 
H   -4.98207400 -4.30848800  1.48496700 
H   -2.73760500 -3.25686800  1.34171000 
O    0.14840200 -1.59226800  2.89335600 
C   -0.03898600 -1.75608300  4.25659300 
C   -1.44924000 -2.37466000  4.54817700 
H   -1.58477800 -2.43665100  5.64432900 
N   -2.49285000 -1.46469100  4.00274200 
C   -3.85569000 -2.03790500  3.96954100 
C   -4.75678700 -0.82752600  3.70469000 
C   -4.02791000  0.34264400  4.41594700 
C   -2.67113500 -0.25529900  4.84343000 
H   -1.83313300  0.43309900  4.71975000 
H   -2.70330700 -0.54416600  5.91018600 
H   -3.90004300  1.19485900  3.74250100 
H   -4.58078000  0.70391800  5.28871500 
H   -4.82671300 -0.64287900  2.62737800 
H   -5.77353200 -0.98775200  4.07632700 
H   -4.10848700 -2.49930200  4.94299200 







C   -1.55072300 -3.79441100  3.98752800 
H   -1.40278800 -3.80052800  2.90465700 
H   -0.76865100 -4.41341700  4.43647200 
H   -2.51183900 -4.26441600  4.21489200 
H   -0.02951400 -0.77152200  4.76480000 
C    1.06414300 -2.56778800  4.94975600 
C    1.12864500 -2.63629700  6.34957900 
C    2.12218800 -3.37626800  6.99082900 
C    3.08166300 -4.06170700  6.24199100 
C    3.03911400 -3.98856700  4.84942400 
C    2.04157700 -3.24426900  4.21314100 
H    2.01851000 -3.16869000  3.13096100 
H    3.78390300 -4.51380300  4.25461400 
H    3.85719300 -4.63814000  6.73968300 
H    2.15175800 -3.41212200  8.07712800 
H    0.39846700 -2.09486600  6.94796000 
C   -0.34338500  2.27759400  1.19657000 
C   -1.13199400  2.48775900 -0.14120200 
H   -1.08792300  3.55923000 -0.41026700 
N   -0.45940500  1.70641400 -1.21818900 
C   -1.24896300  1.57540500 -2.46289900 
C   -0.21765800  1.14317800 -3.50104300 
C    0.99808000  2.02075400 -3.14966600 
C    0.85105300  2.29972800 -1.63280800 
H    1.66492800  1.85607000 -1.05130400 
H    0.85987900  3.38236800 -1.43465200 
H    1.94887300  1.53915900 -3.39255100 
H    0.95750500  2.96144400 -3.70960200 
H    0.01936400  0.08043100 -3.37184500 
H   -0.56879900  1.28557600 -4.52802000 
H   -1.69569400  2.54278400 -2.75675700 
H   -2.06024100  0.85553700 -2.32892000 
C   -2.60187100  2.08954300  0.01930300 
H   -2.70473900  1.00989800  0.16577900 
H   -3.01846100  2.59523300  0.89563800 
H   -3.20200000  2.38239000 -0.84762100 
H    0.71579800  2.49999000  0.95921200 
C   -0.74171700  3.34785300  2.21739400 
C   -1.54599100  3.04929800  3.31872500 
C   -1.91437000  4.03939100  4.23304200 
C   -1.47729100  5.35257100  4.05868100 
H   -1.75832700  6.12452100  4.77047500 
C   -0.66447400  5.66433500  2.96574400 
H   -0.30658300  6.68150400  2.82546100 
C   -0.30012800  4.66974900  2.05862300 
H    0.34744200  4.92122700  1.22017600 
H   -2.54007600  3.78257100  5.08483400 
H   -1.86833100  2.02480300  3.45023100 
O    2.68999600  0.52984900  3.05538300 
C    3.66931500 -0.11919100  2.71187100 
O    4.68913200 -0.33856100  3.58396400 
C    5.60652700 -1.27404000  2.98247200 
H    5.33160400 -2.28417000  3.30544300 
H    6.61409400 -1.03478900  3.32403200 
C    5.39099300 -1.05667100  1.48276100 
H    5.52753000 -1.97706600  0.91035600 
N    3.96474400 -0.68815400  1.49877300 
C    3.06411300 -0.79005100  0.35375800 
C    3.62629000 -0.99129800 -0.86867500 
C    2.85196300 -1.12770800 -2.14729500 
H    3.26831200 -0.48307400 -2.93401000 
H    2.86194500 -2.15193600 -2.55205000 
H    1.80531400 -0.84294000 -2.00919200 
H    4.70388100 -1.03899000 -0.95864700 
C    6.29754400  0.07523600  0.92773800 
H    5.92000300  0.37924800 -0.05272700 
H    6.19405700  0.94471600  1.58816300 
C    7.75179500 -0.33388400  0.83125400 
C    8.70062500  0.14375500  1.74543100 
C    10.0375130 -0.25241100  1.66747200 
C    10.4479520 -1.13723400  0.67021900 
C    9.51407700 -1.61933900 -0.25000900 
C    8.18044900 -1.21980700 -0.16923100 
H    7.46392900 -1.59327200 -0.89833300 
H    9.82597000 -2.30323000 -1.03512400 
H    11.4878710 -1.44582500  0.60626000 
H    10.7570160  0.13416600  2.38446600 
H    8.39077400  0.84268400  2.51942700 
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Table A.1.62.  Geometric coordinates and thermally corrected MP2 energies   for transition state 




       G = –2722.311054	





            
Atom     X                  Y                  Z                         Atom     X                  Y                  Z 
 
Li   0.00000000  0.00000000  0.00000000 
Li  -0.95127400 -1.93960900 -1.47086900 
O   -0.15524400 -0.08577000 -1.97419500 
Li  -2.09035300  0.45103300 -1.55112100 
O   -2.74140300 -1.36606100 -1.35242300 
Li  -2.26035400 -1.08828700  0.47418200 
O   -1.74077900  0.79777700  0.31781200 
C   -1.65331600  1.80932400  1.26310000 
C   -0.40619700  1.58698200  2.20357200 
H   -0.62488400  0.62337800  2.68127500 
N    0.85978400  1.32643200  1.46010600 
C    1.59761100  2.51667800  0.92682100 
C    2.98793500  2.49487200  1.57855900 
C    3.21891800  0.99793800  1.82040300 
C    1.83263500  0.52314300  2.26249900 
H    1.67513900 -0.54618400  2.09442800 
H    1.70600600  0.71209900  3.33954200 
H    3.51901100  0.50254600  0.88948400 
H    3.98669800  0.78677100  2.57127100 
H    3.75412400  2.96148600  0.95088000 
H    2.96904200  3.03029900  2.53632700 
H    1.05373000  3.44246600  1.12098300 
H    1.68643200  2.42350700 -0.16313400 
C   -0.29411300  2.63435600  3.32418500 
H   -1.22534200  2.66767000  3.90149400 
H    0.51271700  2.38773800  4.02281400 
H   -0.11645400  3.64267500  2.93909300 
H   -2.50552800  1.76054600  1.97257000 
C   -1.72473400  3.21537800  0.65380000 
C   -1.12760100  3.50843200 -0.57938100 
C   -1.18510200  4.79344400 -1.12205500 
C   -1.85810600  5.81404100 -0.44601300 
C   -2.47307600  5.53464000  0.77529200 
C   -2.40617700  4.24758000  1.31444300 
H   -2.89942600  4.03903100  2.26176600 
H   -3.01219600  6.31548500  1.30620500 
H   -1.90887300  6.81333400 -0.87046400 
H   -0.70579000  4.99628900 -2.07698700 
H   -0.60790000  2.71808800 -1.11159200 
O   -0.43356000 -1.82664300  0.38035400 
C   -0.27866400 -2.53795200  1.56164100 
C   -1.55681200 -3.38837700  1.88890700 
H   -1.38383500 -3.91182600  2.84794600 
N   -2.70765600 -2.45293900  2.06278400 
C   -4.04950000 -3.07659700  2.02309800 
C   -4.98642500 -1.96327500  2.51841500 
C   -4.09760600 -1.10122300  3.45757400 
C   -2.70746200 -1.75715600  3.36798300 
H   -1.89019500 -1.03516500  3.43231600 
H   -2.57001600 -2.48777700  4.18670100 
H   -4.06089700 -0.06178100  3.11488700 
H   -4.46257900 -1.08945700  4.48927700 
H   -5.34680000 -1.36702700  1.67325800 







H   -4.09466800 -3.94591200  2.70442900 
H   -4.29082100 -3.42135000  1.01633700 
C   -1.83390100 -4.44124100  0.81349900 
H   -0.92978900 -5.03077100  0.63815400 
H   -2.62438300 -5.13310300  1.11983100 
H   -2.13196200 -3.98373400 -0.13300700 
H   -0.17208100 -1.84210600  2.41891200 
C    0.98480800 -3.40514300  1.60870300 
C    1.56589500 -3.74500200  2.83878500 
C    2.71794500 -4.53099300  2.89988800 
C    3.31458100 -4.99015800  1.72344000 
C    2.74709100 -4.65629100  0.49191200 
C    1.59376400 -3.86986700  0.43683700 
H    1.14958100 -3.61814800 -0.51889300 
H    3.19526600 -5.01120000 -0.43319500 
H    4.21278700 -5.60114600  1.76760000 
H    3.15288300 -4.77941400  3.86516400 
H    1.11541800 -3.38196800  3.76167600 
C   -4.00767800 -1.49826300 -1.90619600 
C   -4.17475500 -0.55114200 -3.14342500 
H   -5.22665200 -0.62340200 -3.48281200 
N   -3.91635600  0.85281900 -2.71640500 
C   -4.02720900  1.82560500 -3.82743900 
C   -4.13594500  3.18878600 -3.13808700 
C   -4.85326800  2.88439500 -1.79857500 
C   -4.90346600  1.34376200 -1.71881900 
H   -4.65583400  0.96976700 -0.72219700 
H   -5.91236900  0.97581100 -1.97731600 
H   -4.30174200  3.30975700 -0.95653100 
H   -5.86496200  3.30163200 -1.77036400 
H   -3.14037700  3.59950800 -2.94725800 
H   -4.67645900  3.91134300 -3.75782700 
H   -4.93480300  1.62011200 -4.42520000 
H   -3.16445000  1.75591100 -4.49314500 
C   -3.26186300 -0.94558500 -4.30863600 
H   -2.20594300 -0.81940100 -4.04900000 
H   -3.42288200 -1.99478600 -4.56843800 
H   -3.47037100 -0.35252700 -5.20410200 
H   -4.77800200 -1.17145900 -1.18111100 
C   -4.40048500 -2.93653900 -2.26361700 
C   -3.45843600 -3.88788000 -2.67835300 
C   -3.85097700 -5.18731300 -3.00682500 
C   -5.19365700 -5.56195500 -2.92686800 
H   -5.49679400 -6.57489700 -3.17939000 
C   -6.14252500 -4.62502100 -2.51422600 
H   -7.19095300 -4.90442400 -2.44134200 
C   -5.74452800 -3.32785800 -2.18506300 
H   -6.49019300 -2.60578600 -1.85524400 
H   -3.10210400 -5.90826600 -3.32559500 
H   -2.41107100 -3.61315100 -2.75047400 
C    0.63408100 -0.05797700 -3.02181500 
N    1.55418800 -1.19258000 -3.15234400 
C    1.18937400 -2.49024900 -3.00125900 
O    0.07532000 -2.94846900 -2.75911600 
O    2.26822300 -3.30624500 -3.14212200 
C    3.38997300 -2.51708900 -3.58913300 
H    3.50578800 -2.66545200 -4.66813500 
H    4.28506200 -2.87038600 -3.07522100 
C    3.01263100 -1.06519200 -3.24086000 
H    3.28860300 -0.38841100 -4.05362000 
C    3.61419100 -0.54848100 -1.91413600 
H    3.12947100  0.41048900 -1.69332100 
H    3.33577400 -1.24519300 -1.11432100 
C    5.11668400 -0.37877900 -1.96658200 
C    5.96753500 -1.28693000 -1.32142300 
C    7.35500800 -1.14396600 -1.39321300 
C    7.91401000 -0.08829900 -2.11393200 
C    7.07731100  0.82603300 -2.75853500 
C    5.69237800  0.68123800 -2.68354300 
H    5.04816500  1.40494300 -3.17926200 
H    7.50398900  1.65610400 -3.31560100 
H    8.99323900  0.02553800 -2.16929700 
H    7.99724200 -1.85598100 -0.88156000 
H    5.53788300 -2.10557300 -0.74767500 
C    0.73410400  0.87851800 -3.99384200 
C   -0.04196200  2.16077200 -4.05160500 
H    0.60302100  3.04549900 -3.93261900 
H   -0.55136700  2.27709500 -5.01851100 
H   -0.80550100  2.20509000 -3.27072400 
H    1.42162000  0.68319200 -4.81255500
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